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Extracted from Economic Trends No 244, February 1974

An assessment of the sensitivity of the national accounts
constant price estimates to changes in the base year and

alternative methods of calculation
National accounts estimates of expenditure and output 
revalued at 1970 prices were first published in National 
Income and Expenditure 1973 (the Blue Book) and have 
since been used as the basis for measuring changes in the 
gross domestic product at constant factor cost in the 
quarterly articles published in Economic Trends. In the

October 1973 issue of Economic Trends the following 
preliminary assessment was given of the effects of rebas
ing on the estimated changes between 1963 and 1970 
shown by the expenditure-based estimate of gross domes
tic product at constant factor cost and its main compo
nents.

dated changes between 1963 and 1970 in the expenditure-based 
gross domestic product at constant factor cost

Percentage changes in:
Consumers’ expenditure 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 
Exports of goods and services 
Imports of goods and services 
Gross domestic product • •

Previous
published
estimate

+ 4 2 i
+ 4 8 i
+ 4 0 i
+21i

Effects of 
revisions 
to current 

price 
estimates

Effects of 
changes 

in
methodology

Effects of 
rebasing 
on 1970

1973
Blue Book 

estimate

—1 +  14i
— 1 — +  U +43

— - H +47
+ i — —i +40

+ 2 0 i

This article describes the results of a more detailed analy
sis of the expenditure-based constant price estimates for 
that period, examining the sensitivity of the estimates to 
the change in the base year and to alternative methods of 
construction. The results of an analysis of the output- 
based estimate will be published soon.

Before the results of this analysis are given, the nature 
of the constant price estimates deserves some attention. 
The purpose of constructing national accounts constant 
price estimates is to be able to distinguish that part of 
changes in the value of goods and services produced 
which reflects changes in quantities from that which 
reflects changes in prices. Thus the constant price esti
mates aim to represent quantities of goods and services 
revalued at the average prices of a given period (the base 
year). The changes shown by constant price estimates are 
the same as those which would be shown by a base- 
weighted (Laspeyres) volume index number, where 
changes in quantities are weighted together by the relative 
values of a fixed base period.* Constant price estimates 
in this form are convenient for the user to handle because 
they are additive (that is, any aggregate is still the sum of 
its components as at current prices)f; also volume 
indices in the Laspeyres form have the theoretical 
advantage that comparisons can be made between any

two periods (certain other forms of index strictly enable 
comparisons to be made only with the base period). 
Even though presented in terms of £ million, it should 
always be remembered that the constant price estimates 
are essentially volume index numbers in the Laspeyres 
form and are subject, therefore, to any limitations 
attaching to such statistical constructs. In particular, 
there is no unique estimate of Teal’ changes in the national 
accounts aggregates. This article does, however, attempt 
to give some guidance on the range within which such 
estimates of ‘real’ changes may fall.

The analysis which follows should also be seen in the 
context of all the possible sources of error which arise 
when attempting to construct estimates at constant prices. 
In order to make a proper distinction between price 
changes and volume changes the unit of measurement for 
each good or service should be homogeneous but in prac
tice only a rough approximation to the theoretical ideal 
may be achieved. Where data are available for homo
geneous categories of goods or services it may be possible 
to construct direct estimates of changes in volume from 
physical quantities multiplied by base-year prices. Often, 
however, categories of goods or services for which data 
are available are by no means homogeneous and the 
approach adopted is to estimate volume changes from

•An index number in the form ILq̂ Po or where o is the fixed base period and n is the period for which the index is constructed.
l^cPo ____ 2?

tThe volume estimates published for periods far removed from the current base year do not have this charactenstic l ^ u »  the 
volume changes shown by the calculations at the prices of a base year closer to the period in question have been retained, t hus, 
although each published series is expressed at the price level of 1970, the volume changes for years prior to 1963 reflect calculations 
at the prices of earlier base years, each series being simply scaled up to the 1970 price level (see National Income ana tjcpenatture
1973, page 97),
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changes in value divided by the changes shown by an 
appropriate price index. But unless data on prices can be 
collected for a sufficiently wide range of goods and servic
es of constant specification, and these price changes can 
be combined by appropriate weights, the resulting esti
mates of changes in volume may be unsatisfactory. 
Changes in the quality of goods or services may make it 
difficult to ensure that the goods or services being priced 
are of constant specification and sometimes any allow
ance for quality change can be determined only arbit
rarily. New and disappearing products also present 
problems of measurement to which there are often no 
very satisfactory solutions.

The analysis carried out is chiefly aimed at testing the 
sensitivity of the estimated volume changes to weighting 
by different sets of relative prices. It will be readily 
apparent, however, that the analysis can be carried out 
only within the actual system of estimation used. If the 
estimates had been made from less aggregated value data, 
or more detailed price data, then the conclusions to be 
drawn from the results of the analysis could be somewhat 
different.

The main components of the expenditure-based esti
mate of gross domestic product were each examined in 
turn with the following questions in mind:
(a) Given the existing methodology underlying the 

constant price estimates, how wide a range of esti
mates for the volume changes between 1963 and 1970 
is obtained by basing the calculations on different 
sets of relative prices? In particular, what are the 
implications for the measurement of gross domestic 
product?
What is the effect of using base-weighted price indices 
for the deflation of current values (current-weighted 
indices strictly being required when the aim is to 
construct base-weighted volume indices)?J In parti
cular, how important is this theoretical defect when

+If Zq„po is to be derived from Zp„g„ (current values) a deflator is 
required in the form Zg„p„ or Zg„p„

Zg„po

the resulting volume estimates are used to measure 
changes between periods other than the base period?
What are the effects of using chain indices for defla
tion in contrast to base or current-weighted price 
indices?

Conclusions
A detailed description of the analysis is given in the annex 
below. The results suggest that the following conclusions 
might be drawn;

On the basis of existing methodology and 
available data the range of possible estimates 
for the volume changes between 1963 and 1970, 
in real gross domestic product and its main 
expenditure components, is not unduly great, 
suggesting that during such a period a full rebas
ing of the constant price estimates is probably 
not necessary any more frequently than once 
every five years. (It had been intended to rebase 
on 1968 but the choice of 1970 was made for 
convenience in international reporting of 
national accounts estimates.)
The same appears to be broadly true of most 
series within the main components, though 
some categories of consumers’ expenditure show 
significantly different volume changes.

Given that most of the calculations are carried 
out at a considerable degree of disaggregation, the 
use of base-weighted deflators is probably not in 
practice a serious deficiency in the method of estima
tion, and it is unlikely to be any more serious than 
other deficiencies in the data on price movements.
The use of chain indices for deflation does not appear 
to lead to any serious deficiencies in the constant 
price estimates.
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ANNEX

General comments on the relative prices underlying the 
published estimates
Although estimates of expenditure expressed in terms of 
the level of prices existing in 1970 are published for a long 
run of years (a span of twenty-one years is given in Table 
14 of the Blue Book), these estimates are not calculated 
by revaluing, at the maximum level of disaggregation, 
each item of expenditure at 1970 prices. This is because 
it is thought that the partitioning of changes iii value 
between their volume and price components is best 
carried out in terms of the relative prices and quantities 
which existed during the periods under examination. 
Thus, the present published estimates for the period 1958 
to 1963, for example, still show the same changes in 
volume as those previously published which were ex
pressed in terms of the price level in 1963. Each of the 
published series for that period has simply been scaled 
up to the 1970 price level appropriate for that individual 
series, and it is therefore no longer a property of these 
constant price series that they are the sum of their com
ponents. The published constant price estimates for the 
long run of years reflect, therefore, volume estimates 
calculated at the relative prices of a number of different 
years and have in effect, the character of chained volume 
indices with Unking in the years previously used as base 
years for the constant price estimates, namely 1948, 1954, 
1958 and 1963.

However, the procedures followed for the expenditure- 
based estimate of gross domestic product at constant 
factor cost, and its main components, have not simply 
been to calculate the volume changes at one set of relative 
prices for any period and then Unk these movements 
together. If the volume changes for each published series 
calculated at the relative prices of 1963 had simply been 
retained for the period 1963 to 1970, for example, the 
‘adding-up’ problem referred to above would now exist 
for all years prior to 1970. Since it is thought that most 
users regard it as an advantage to have constant price 
estimates with the property that each aggregate equals 
the sum of its components, the procedure adopted from 
1963 onwards has been to link the volume series separate
ly, at least for each of the published components (and 
sometimes in greater detail), before aggregating. The 
effect of this procedure is that the volume estimates for 
the period 1963 to 1970 generally reflect changes in 
quantities revalued at the relative prices of 1963 within 
each pubUshed component and revalued at the relative 
prices of 1970 between these components. The volume 
changes for earlier periods similarly reflect changes in 
quantities revalued at the relative prices of the two base 
years at the beginning and end of the period in question. 
One of the questions examined below is the extent to 
which the use of these ‘mixed’ systems of valuation may 
affect the results obtained, as compared with volume 
changes calculated at a single set of relative prices.

Consumers ’ expenditure
In Table A are given three estimates of the volume 
changes in consumers’ expenditure and its main com
ponents between 1963 and 1970. The alternative sets of

Percentage increases in components of 
consumers’ expenditure between 1963 and 1970

TABLE A

ional

Food ..
Alcoholic drink 
Tobacco 
Housing 
Fuel and light 
Clothing 
Ôars . * ..
Other durables 
Household goods 
Books, etc.
Chemists’ goods 
Miscellaneous recrea 
Other miscellaneous 
Running costs 
Travel ..
Communications 
Entertainment 
Domestic service, catering, in 

surance and other services 
Income in kind 
Expenditure by foreign tour 

ists, etc. in the UK 
Consumers’ expenditure 

abroad

Total ..

Measured 
at 1963 
prices 

(1)

As
published

(2)

Measured 
at 1970 
prices

(3)

6'6 6-2 5-3
320 31-9 310

—3 0 —30 —31
23-2 22-6 21-6
120 8-5 8-6
19-6 18-9 19-2
29-7 29-7 28-5
12-7 tl-4 I M
22-2 22-2 22-5

^ • 3 —5-3 —5-3
18-7 18-6 18-3
33*7 331 33-4
2-7 M 0-5

84-9 83-2 82-2
10-9 4-0 4-7
53-8 50-9 48-9
16-6 8-5 8-1

7-9 7-1 5 0
— 15-2 —25-4 —24-1

47-5 47-6 48-0

1*8 1-9 1-9

15-7 14*5 13*9

estimates are the result of calculations intended to reflect 
(1) quantities revalued at the relative prices of 1963, (2) 
quantities revalued on the basis of the mixed weighting 
system described above (that is, the present published 
estimates) and (3) quantities revalued at the relative 
prices of 1970. For total consumers’ expenditure the 
volume change of 14-5 per cent shown by the present 
published estimates is much closer to (3) than to (1), 
though for individual components this is not so. The 
volume change of 15-7 per cent shown by the estimates 
at the relative prices of 1963 differs from that previously 
published (16-4 per cent) partly because of revisions to 
current price estimates or changes in methodology. An 
additional reason, however, is that wherever practicable 
an attempt has been made in this analysis, where expendi
ture is revalued by deflating with a price index, to use a 
deflator in the theoretically appropriate form. Thus, for 
example, when expenditure on footwear in 1970 is 
revalued at 1963 prices the weights for the deflator should 
reflect the pattern of expenditure in 1970 on the different 
types of footwear for which separate price indicators are 
available (that is, the deflator should be current-weighted). 
This procedure may not always be practicable when 
estimates are first compiled, even though it may be 
possible in retrospect, and base-weighted deflators may 
be used purely on practical grounds. The effects of this 
theoretical defect are now examined for some of the main 
categories of consumers’ expenditure where deflated 
values are used to measure volume changes.
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Table B gives figures for twelve categories of retail 
sales calculated on a number of alternative bases. The 
categories covered represent about 20 per cent of total 
consumers’ expenditure and perhaps one-half of the 
categories where volume is measured by deflated expen
diture. For each of the categories shown, though not for 
the total, the volume change between 1963 and 1970 is 
identical in columns (1) and (4), where the deflators are 
weighted according to the pattern of expenditure within 
each category in 1963. The volume changes are also 
identical in columns (2) and (3) where the weighting 
system reflects the pattern of expenditure within each 
category in 1970. For each category the effect of using a 
base-weighted deflator is to lead to an estimated volume 
change equal to that which would be obtained if the 
volume change were measured in terms of the relative 
prices of the current year. Thus, when aggregated over all 
twelve categories, column (1) gives the volume change 
using 1970 relative prices within categories, but 1963 
relative prices between categories, and vice-versa for 
column (3). The volume changes given in column (2) 
and (4) reflect the same set of relative prices within and 
between categories, 1963 and 1970 respectively.

Percentage change between 1963 and 1970 in the 
volume of consumers’ expenditure on selected

categories of retail sales
TABLE B

Expenditure in 1970 
revalued at 1963 

prices
Using 
base- 

weighted 
deflaior( 0 

(1)
Footwear 
Men’s wear 
Women’s wear .. 
Furniture and 

floor coverings 
Radio and 

electrical
Household textiles 
Hardware 
Chemist’s goods 
Miscellaneous 

recreational 
goods ..

Other goods 
Radio and TV 

rental ..
Radio and TV 

relay ..

+  13-3 
+  18-0 
+21-7

+ 8-2

Total • •

+  14-1 
+  18-4 
+40-2 
+  16-6

Using
current-
weighted

deflator(‘)
(2)

+  13-7 
+  18-0 
+22-2

Expenditure in 1963 
revalued at 1970 

prices

Using
base-

weighted
deflator(^)

( 3 )
+  13-7 
-i-18-0 
-i-22-2

+8-9

rl6 -4
r l8 - l
r40-5

-rI6-8

-i-40-8
- 1- 0-8

+  60-8

+64-0
+  19-5

+  8-9

-rI6-4 
+  18-1 
+40-5 
+  16-8

Using
current-
weighted

deflator(*)
(4)

+  13-3 
+  18-0 
+21-7

+ 8-2

+40-8
+2-7

+60-8

+  64-0
+20-1

r40-8
+2-7

14-1 
-rl8-4 
+40-2 
+  16-6

+60-8

t-64-0
+  I9-7

+40-8
+0-8

r60-8

1-64-0
r l9 - l

(^) ‘Base year’ means the year at the relative prices of which the 
calculations are made (that is, 1963 in columns (1) and (2), and 
1970 in columns (3) and (4)); ‘current year’ means any year with 
which the base year is compared (1970 in columns (I) and (2). 
1963 in columns (3) and (4)).

On the basis of the analysis of these particular categories 
we might tentatively conclude that, given the probable 
margins of error of the constant price estimates—which 
as already mentioned may stem, for example, from the 
failure to deal adequately with quality changes or obtain 
a sufficiently representative set of price indicators, the 
use of base-weighted deflators rather than current- 
weighted deflators appears to have very little effect on the

estimated volume change over this seven-year period. 
It should be noted that one important reason for this is, 
of course, that the calculations are carried out at a fair 
degree of disaggregation. If deflation were carried out at a 
higher level of aggregation the need for current-weighted 
deflators would assume greater importance.

The next question to be examined was how far the use 
of base-weighted deflators affected the estimation of 
volume changes between years other than the base year. 
Table C shows the estimated volume changes between 
1969 and 1970 for the sum of the twelve categories given 
in Table B, using a variety of weighting systems for the 
deflators.

Percentage change between 1969 and 1970 in the 
volume of consumers’ expenditure on twelve 

categories of retail sales(^)
TABLE C

( 1) Expenditure in 1969 and 1970 revalued at 1963 prices 
using base-weighted (1963) deflators

(2)

( 3 )

( 4 )

Expenditure in 1969 and 1970 revalued at 1963 prices 
using current-weighted (1969 and 1970) deflators..

Expenditure in 1969 revalued at 1970 prices using 
current-weighted (1969) d e f la to rs ..........................

Expenditure in 1970 revaluecf at 1969 prices using 
current-weighted (1970) deflators . . • •

-I-2-8

f3 '2

+2-9

i-3-0

(*)The formula for each of the deflators used to obtain the estimates 
compared are as follows:

(1) ^PiZ<]tip69
Pti and P̂ Z

^P839«3
(2)

PtZ
PlO

(3)
^P#99«9P70

(4)

Again, the differences are relatively small. One interest
ing point which emerges from the analysis, however, is 
that a result of using base-weighted deflators may be to 
lead to an estimated volume change which, though biased, 
is closer to that estimated at the relative prices of a more 
recent year than the volume change estimated at the 
relative prices of some distant year, in this .case 1963 
(that is, the change shown in line (1) is closer than that 
given in line (2) to those in lines (3) and (4)).

The final question examined in relation to the consu
mers’ expenditure estimates was the extent to which the 
calculations might be affected by the use of chain indices 
for deflation. For this purpose it was decided to examine 
the effects of using different types of deflator for the 
revaluation of expenditure on transport and vehicles, 
the coverage of this category to be defined as for the 
general index of retail prices (RPI) in order that the 
chain-linked component of the RPI could be used as one 
of the deflators. The results of this analysis are given in 
Table D.
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Percentage increase in the volume of expenditure
on transport and vehicles

TABLE D

1970 revalued using a chain-linked 
deflator .......................................

1969 and 1970 revalued at 1963 prices 
using a base-weighted deflator . .

1969 and 1970 revalued at 1963 prices 
using a current-weighted deflator. .

1969 revalued al 1970 prices using a 
current-weighted (1969) deflator..

1970 revalued at 1969 prices using a 
current-weighted (1970) deflator . ,

1963 to

+38-8

ri-36-3

-1-39-4

+4.9

+ 4 * 6

-l-4*8

-f4*8

-i-51

Here the range of outcomes is again relatively small. 
The use of a base-weighted deflator appears to lead to 
some downward bias in the results. The use of a chain- 
linked deflator appears to lead to results closer to those 
using the theoretically preferable current-weighted 
deflator. There is certainly nothing here to suggest that 
the use of a chain-linked price index as a deflator may 
lead to perverse results.

Public authorities’ airrent expenditure on goods and 
services
Table E shows the growth in volume, for the total of 
public authorities’ current expenditure on goods and 
services, calculated on the same three alternative bases as 
for consumers’ expenditure in Table A.

Percentage increases between 1963 and 1970 in public 
authorities’ current expenditure on goods and services

at constant prices
TABLE E

(1) Measured at 1963 prices
(2) As published
(3) Measured at 1970 prices

■ •

Again, the differences are fairly small. The closeness 
of the changes shown in lines (2) and (3) reflects the fact 
that the published figures were recalculated at 1970 prices 
at a considerable level of disaggregation.

The effects of using base-weighted deflators instead of 
current-weighted deflators were examined above for 
certain categories of consumers' expenditure. For public 
authorities’ current expenditure on goods and services an 
attempt has been made to assess the effects over the total 
field of expenditure; this might appear to be a more 
comprehensive analysis than that given in Table B but 
a word or two of qualification is in order. It was mentioned 
in the introduction to this article that the analysis could 
be conducted only within the framework of the system of 
estimation followed in practice. The fact, therefore, that 
not a great deal is known about the commodity composi
tion of local authorities' current expenditure on goods 
and services either in 1963 or 1970 means that the use of 
base-year or current-year weights when compiling 
deflators may be of little practical significance. Indeed, 
it is even possible that for some categories of expenditure 
apparent changes in their commodity composition 
between 1963 and 1970 might simply reflect an increase

in knowledge. However, if such ‘changes’ were extreme 
this would suggest that, in the absence of firm informa
tion, the assumptions which had been made in respect of 
1963 were in error and these should be revised; thus 
sharp changes in commodity composition would be 
identified only in the rare case where reliable information 
exists for both years.

A second point to be noted is that the available price 
indicators for goods rarely relate to types of commodity 
purchased by public authorities. A wholesale price index 
for wooden furniture may be available, for example, but 
this is weighted in accordance with, the importance of 
different items purchased by businesses rather than public 
authorities. A true reweighting of the volume estimates 
for public authorities would involve the use of data 
which we do not in fact possess. However, provided the 
changes in prices of individual items within a commodity 
group (such as wooden furniture) do not differ greatly 
the use of inappropriate weights will not generally lead 
to very different results.

Table F compares the effects of using base-weighted 
deflators and current-weighted deflators on the estimated 
volume changes between 1963 and 1970, and between 
1969 and 1970.

Percentage increases in the volume o f public 
authorities’ current expenditure on goods and services

TABLE F

1963 to 1970
Expenditure in 1970 revalued at 1963 prices using:

Base-weighted deflators . .  . .  14-7
Current-weighted deflators . .  15-2

1969 to 1970
Expenditure in 1969 and 1970 revalued at 1963 prices using:

Base-weighted deflators . .  . .  1*4
Current-weighted deflators . .  1'3

For the change between 1963 and 1970 the effect 
observed is the same as that identified for consumers’ 
expenditure, a slower rate of growth resulting from the use 
of base-weighted deflators. The effect over the seven-year 
period is relatively small and the estimated change using 
base-weighted deflators lies within the range of volume 
changes as measured at 1963 or 1970 prices given in 
Table E. The effect on measurement of the change 
between 1969 and 1970 is perverse in that the use of base- 
weighted deflators results in a slightly higher volume 
increase than the use of current-weighted deflators. The 
difference seems sufficiently small to suggest that, subject 
to the qualifications mentioned above, the use of base- 
weighted deflators does not lead to a serious bias in the 
estimates.

Gross domestic fixed capita! formation
With the exception of the transfer costs of land and 
buildings, all the estimates of gross domestic fixed capital 
formation at constant prices are derived by dividing 
current price values with base-weighted deflators. The 
calculations are carried out at a considerable degree of 
disaggregation with over 150 separate categories of 
expenditure revalued by 41 different deflators.
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As already explained in the section on consumers’ 
expenditure, the effect of using a base-weighted deflator 
is that the volume change for each category as measured 
by constant price estimates between the base year and 
any other year is equivalent to that expressed at the prices 
of the latter year. In fact the Blue Book constant price 
estimates for gross domestic fixed capital formation are 
only calculated with the use of rebased deflators for the 
years following the base year; for the years back to the 
previous base year the volume changes shown by the 
old estimates are merely scaled to the price level of the 
new base year. In normal circumstances, therefore, the 
change in the volume of gross domestic fixed capital 
formation between 1963 and 1970 shown by the published 
1970 price figures would be equivalent to calculations at 
the relative prices of 1970, since within categories the 
use of 1963-weighted deflators would yield volume 
changes at the relative prices of 1970 and scaling up each 
category to the 1970 price level would result in 1970 
relative prices between categories.

However, there was a departure from the principle 
normally followed when rebasing on 1970, a year which 
did not coincide with a full census of production (from 
the details of which the pattern of expenditure determin
ing the weights for the deflators is estimated). The weights 
used for the 1970-based deflators were actually calculated 
from the 1968 census and had to be used as proxies for 
1970 weights. Deflators using these weights but scaled 
to 1970=100 were used to produce constant 1970 price 
estimates from 1968 onwards and the 1963-based volume 
estimates were scaled up only for the period from 1963 
to 1968. The result is that a comparison of gross domestic 
fixed capital formation between 1963 and 1970, using the 
constant price figures in the 1973 Blue Book, reflects the 
volume change between 1963 and 1968 calculated at 1968 
prices together with the volume change between 1968 and 
1970 calculated at 1970 prices.

The volume changes between 1963 and 1970 have been 
fully recalculated at 1963 and 1970 prices using true 
current-weighted deflators covering the whole period 
(1968 weights were used as proxies for 1970 weights in the 
calculations at 1963 prices). These changes are compared 
with those derived from the published figures with mixed 
weights in Table G.

Percentage increases between 1963 and 1970 in gross 
domestic fixed capital formation at constant prices,

analysed by industry group
TABLE G

Measured 
at 1963 
prices 
(1)

As
published

(2)

Measured 
at 1970 
prices

(3)
A ^cullure, forestry and fish

ing .. 8-2 8-9 7-7
Mining and quarrying 21-2 17-3 19-3
Manufacturing 51-5 53-0 52-6
Construction .. 29-4 32-0 31-9
Gas, electricity and water . . —7-8 —9-3 —10-3
Transport and communication 89-7 83-1 85-6
Distributive trades and other

private services 50-5 48-8 49-8
Dwellings .......................... 26-1 29-7 25-4
Social and public services 81-2 86-5 80-1
Transfer costs.......................... 15-5 15-5 15-5

T o t a l ...................................... 42-8 431 42-0

It is to be expected that where substitution takes place 
in the context of changing relative prices the increase in 
volume is less when measured at the prices of a later than 
when measured at those of an earlier period. This is 
borne out by the figures in columns (1) and (3) of Table 
G except for the manufacturing and construction indus
tries. In these two cases the opposite is observed, suggest
ing that over the period concerned changes in the relative 
quantities of different capital goods were positively 
correlated with changes in relative prices. This may have 
been caused by a need to invest in certain goods for 
technological reasons which would admit no substitutes. 
The mixed-price volume changes in column (2) are 
influenced by the relative changes in prices between 1968 
and 1970. In the cases of mining and quarrying, transport 
and communication, and distributive trades and other 
private services, the volume change measured in this way 
is lower than that at either 1963 or 1970 prices; in all other 
cases it is higher than at either of these prices.

An examination of the effects on the estimated volume 
change between 1969 and 1970 of the use of the base- 
weighted or current-weighted deflators showed virtually 
no differences between the two sets of results obtained. 
There was in fact no difference for gross domestic fixed 
capital formation as a whole, and very little difference for 
any of the main industry groups.

Value o f physical increase in stocks and work in progress
The testing of the sensitivity of these estimates to 
different weighting systems has not been attempted. 
There are several reasons for this. First, in analysing the 
volume changes in gross domestic product at factor cost 
between 1963 and 1970 the contribution of changes in 
stocks is insignificant. Secondly, the complexity of the 
calculations of the physical change from figures of book 
values (see National Accounts Statistics: Sources and 
Methods (HMSO 1968>—Chapter XIII) is such that the 
resources cost of making the alternative calculations 
would have been large. And finally the estimates of 
physical stock changes at constant prices are subject to 
such wide margins of error for other reasons that the work 
seemed to be of little, if any, potential value.

Exports o f goods and services: imports o f goods and 
services
There were significant practical difficulties in undertaking 
for exports and imports the kind of analysis carried out 
by the categories of expenditure described above. One 
major difficulty was the change in trade classification 
introduced in 1970 which makes comparisons with earlier 
periods subject to additional sources of error. Also, as in 
the case of stock changes, it was thought that the resources 
which might be devoted to the analysis should be deter
mined in ^ e  light of the usefulness of the results likely 
to be obtained. Work was concentrated, therefore, on the 
particular issue of the sensitivity of the estimates for 
changes in the volume of exports and imports of goods to 
the use of a current-weighti deflator in place of a base- 
weighted deflator.

The use of deflated values, as distinct from the use of 
direct volume indicators, to measure changes in the 
volume of exports and imports increased over the period 
1963 to 1970. For exports about 43 per cent of the values 
were estimated at constant prices by deflation in 1963
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Tiports o f goods and

rising to 54 per cent in 1970. The corresponding percen
tages for imports were 28 per cent and 38 per cent. In 
Table H are given estimates of the volume changes in 
exports and imports of goods (Overseas Trade Statistics 
basis) between 1963 and 1970 using (a) a base-weighted 
(that is, 1961 'unit value’ index) for deflation, and (b) 
a current weighted (that is, 1970 ‘average value’ index).

Percentage increase between 1963 and 1970 in volume 
of exports and import of goods (OTS basis) at

1961 prices

TABLE H
Using base- 

weighted 
(i.e. ‘unit value* 

index)

Using current- 
weighted 

(i.e. ‘average 
value’ index)

Exports
Imports

Given that a la rp r  proportion of export volume is 
estimated by deflating values, the effects of using current- 
weighted deflators appear to be broadly similar for 
exports and imports.

Perhaps the most important difference between the data 
availability and methods of estimation used for external 
trade and elsewhere is the extensive range of detailed 
figures available for the former. This means that the 
changing commodity composition of exports and imports 
can more easily be taken into account than in areas such 
as gross domestic fixed capital formation. We might 
conclude, therefore, that had we been able to carry out 
our calculations for other areas of the accounts in 
greater detail we might well have found larger effects 
stemming from the use of base or current-weighted 
deflators. Once again, however, a word or two of caution 
would seem to be necessary. It should be understood that, 
for external trade, the base-weighted or current-weighted 
deflator used is not derived from price data but from unit 
values derived from data on values and quantities. Now, 
although the external trade statistics provide a wealth of 
detail on individual types of good, it is precisely those 
areas where the goods covered are relatively heterogene
ous that the deflation of values (rather than use of a 
volume indicator) is adopted. The deflator generally used 
is that implied by the value and quantity data for goods 
of a similar kind. Thus, whether base-weighted or current- 
weighted, the components of this deflator will not 
necessarily be appropriate to the range of goods whose 
values are to be deflated.

Prior to the rebasing of the external trade unit value 
and volume index numbers on 1970, for those headings 
where deflation of values was used to measure volume 
the deflator for each grouping was base-weighted. The 
effect of this was to yield a current-weighted volume 
index for these headings in contrast to the base-weighted 
volume indices for headings where volume indicators are 
used. In the series based on 1970 current-weighted 
deflators have been used, thus ensuring that the volume 
indices are now effectively base-weighted throughout. 
The change in methodology was a factor contributing to 
the revisions to the estimated volume changes in exports 
from 1970 onwards noted on page xii of the October 1973 
issue of Economic Trends.

Adjustment to factor cost
The adjustment to factor cost, not surprisingly, shows 
significant sensitivity to the set of prices, rates of tax or 
subsidy which underlie it. Table I sets out some of the 
relevant figures.

Percentage changes between 1963 and 1970

u

1963 prices 1970 prices

Taxes +22-0 +  16-0
S u b s id ie s ........................... —11-2 +9-6
Taxes less subsidies +27-4 +  16-8

The differences observed reflect not only changes in 
rates of tax or subsidy but the introduction or withdrawal 
of a particular tax or subsidy. For example, a major 
contributory factor leading to the smaller volume increase 
in taxes when expressed at 1970 prices is the introduction 
of selective employment tax which did not exist in 1963. 
If selective employment tax were excluded from the 
calculations the estimated volume increase between 1963 
and 1970 would be reduced only to 19*3 per cent when 
expressed at 1970 prices compared with the estimated 
increase of 16-0 per cent when all taxes existing in 1970 
are included. The inclusion of employment premiums in 
the volume calculations for subsidies has had the effect 
of reducing the difference between the volume movements 
calculated at the two years’ prices. If employment 
premiums were excluded from the calculations the volume 
increase would be 12’1 per cent when expressed at 1970 
prices compared with the increase of 9-6 per cent when 
all subsidies existing in 1970 are included. Thus the 
inclusion of both selective employment tax and employ
ment premiums has had the effect of reducing the estima
ted volume increases in taxes and subsidies between 1963 
and 1970.
Gross domestic product
The significance of the differences between the factor cost 
adjustment at 1963 prices and 1970 prices is perhaps seen 
in better perspective when the volume changes in gross 
domestic product are compared at constant market prices 
and at constant factor cost. These figures are given in 
Table J.

Percentage increase in gross domestic product
between 1963 and 1970

TABLE J

Gross domestic product 
at market prices

Gross domestic product 
at factor cost

1963 market 
prices and 
factor cost

21-5

20-7

As 
published

20-1

20-7

1970 market 
prices and 
factor cost

19-5

19-9

Given the margins of error to which estimates of the 
increase in real gross domestic product over a seven-year 
period are likely to be subject, the effects of using 1963 
market prices or factor cost compared with 1970 market 
prices or factor cost are not particularly large. The change 
in the structure and rates of taxes and subsidies has, 
however, been sufficiently great to reverse the differential 
effect of measuring gross domestic product at market 
prices or factor cost. At 1963 prices the growth at market 
prices is estimated to be slightly greater than at factor 
cost, whilst the reverse is true at 1970 prices.
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 255, January 1975

Measuring changes in the nation’s real income
J. H ibb er t , Chief Statistician, Central Statistical Office

Movements in the gross domestic product at constant 
factor cost show the extent to which the output of the 
domestic economy, in aggregate, may be expanding or 
contracting. Considerable attention is therefore paid to 
this indicator, since it provides important information 
about changes in the level of economic activity which may 
affect the policies and decisions of those in Government 
and elsewhere.

It does not necessarily follow, however, that a change 
in the volume of domestic output will lead to a corres
ponding change in the nation’s real income*. The first 
reason for this is quite straightforward. The domestic 
product relates to the value of goods and services 
produced by the resources physically located in the 
United Kingdom, but the income available to the nation 
for consumption or investment takes account also of net 
property income and net current transfers from (or to) 
abroad. This means that in moving from domestic pro
duct to national disposable income, it is necessary first 
to deduct income earned by foreign-owned assets em
ployed in the United Kingdom and add income earned 
from UK-owned assets employed overseas, and secondly, 
to deduct net current transfers abroad. Figures covering 
the period 1963 to 1973 are given in Table A. It can be 
seen that movements in gross domestic product and gross 
national disposable income at current market prices 
have been very similar over this periodf.
TABLE A 1970=100

Gross domestic 
product at current 

market prices

Gross national 
disposable income at 
current market prices

1963 . . 600 60-2
1964 . . 65-5 65-5
1965 . . 70-3 70-4
1966 . . 75-0 74-9
1967 .. 79-2 790
1968 . . 85-5 85-2
1969 . . 91-2 91-2
1970 .. 1000 1000
1971 . . 111-4 111-3
1972 .. 123-7 123-4
1973 .. 139-9 140-3

•There may be many reasons for this, but this article is concerned 
with those factors affecting the nation’s real income which can be 
identitied in our existing system of national accounts. Other aspects 
of measuring the nation’s real income, which are not considered 
here, would be those arising from the possible deficiencies of 
national product as an indicator of welfare. In the short or medium 
term these shortcomings of national product as a measure of 
welfare may not be very significant. Changes in the importance of 
so-called ‘regrettable necessities’ included within the national 
product, or of other th in ^  contributing to welfare but excluded, 
seem likely to occur relatively slowly. The distribution of incomes 
is also a factor relevant to national welfare, changes in which are 
not reflected in national product.
tThe discussion and analysis presented in this article relate to gross 
prc^uct and income (that is. before providing for depreciation). 
Strictly, income should be measured after deducting an allowance 
for the depreciation of fixed assets, but for greater simplicity of 
working and presentation the gross concept has been used.

The second reason for a difference between changes in 
the volume of output and changes in real income is that, 
because movements in import and export prices may 
differ, a given volume of domestic output may be ex
changed for a varying volume of overseas output. So, if 
import prices rise faster than export prices a greater 
volume of domestic output is needed in order to acquire 
a given volume of imports, whilst if export prices rise 
faster than import prices it is possible to acquire a larger 
volume of imports for given volume of domestic output. 
The relationship between movements in import and 
export prices is known as the terms of trade. Because a 
faster rise in export prices than in import prices may lead, 
other things being equal, to an increase in the nation’s 
real income, such a change in relative prices has come to 
be known as an ‘improvement’ in the terms of trade. 
(This terminology is not unambiguous, however, since 
such a change in relative prices can also be expected to 
lead to a deterioration in the nation’s international 
competitiveness).

The distinction between the nation’s real income and 
its real output is important. Changes in the nation’s real 
disposable income indicate the extent to which changes 
in total domestic expenditure on consumption and invest
ment (measured at constant prices) can be met out of the 
nation’s disposable income without any change in the 
external current balance (measured at current prices). If 
total domestic expenditure increases by more than the 
increase in real national disposable income, the additional 
increase can be financed only by lower overseas invest
ment or higher overseas borrowing. Changes in real output 
may not indicate the additional resources available for 
domestic consumption or investment, firstly because 
changes in the terms of trade may affect the purchasing 
power of the proceeds of that output, but secondly 
it should be remembered that even after allowing for the 
effects of changes in the terms of trade on the purchasing 
power of the income derived from domestic output, the 
remaining output will not be wholly available for domestic 
consumption or investment if it is desired that part of 
an increase in output should be devoted to improving the 
external current balance.

Quantification of the effects of changes in the terms of 
trade on real national income
There is a significant body of academic literature con
cerned with the quantification of the effects of changes 
in the terms of trade on real output and real national 
income, and a review of several methods proposed in the 
literature is given in the appendix to this article. There is 
at present no single method generally accepted as the 
best. It may be that, in the light of further study of the 
various alternatives (including possible variants of the 
methods described in the appendix), it will be easier to 
express a clear preference for one particular method. An 
important feature of the various alternatives, however.
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is that generally they do not seem to lead to very dis
similar results, so that the choice of one particular 
method is unlikely to be crucial in terms of the practical 
results obtained. Of the methods reviewed in the appendix, 
one which appears to be capable of a clear interpretation, 
and of extension to the measurement of real national 
disposable income, is Method 1. Using this method the 
terms of trade effects on real output are calculated by 
revaluing exports in terms of their import equivalent. In 
the terminology of the appendix, g (the gain or loss) is 
given by

property income from abroad and net current transfers 
abroad as well as changes in the terms of trade. The 
approach chosen is that of revaluing the proceeds of 
exports and other net income from abroad in lerms of 
its import equivalent.

g

where X  is the value of exports, and p"* and p"" are the 
implied deflators for imports and exports respectively. 
A gain of £g million in any period means simply that the 
proceeds of exports in the period will purchase an 
additional £g million of imports (valued at base year 
prices) compared with the volume of imports which an 
equivalent volume of exports would have purchased in 
the base year. If g is negative this indicates a loss, mean
ing that the proceeds of exports will now purchase £g 
million less of imports compared with the volume which 
could have been purchased in the base year,

A related approach to measuring terms of trade 
effects, giving very similar results, is to revalue imports 
in terms of their export equivalent+. This seems well 
suited to the measurement of the additional domestic 
output required in order to maintain a given level of 
domestic expenditure and external current balance when 
a deterioration in the terms of trade occurs. (For an 
improvement in the terms of trade, the gain would 
represent the reduction in output which could take place 
without aftecting the level of domestic expenditure 
at constant prices and the external current balance 
at current prices). We are primarily concerned 
here, however, with changes in real national dis
posable income, taking account of changes in net

Valuation at market prices or factor cost
A measure of changes in real national disposable income 
should be calculated at market prices rather than at 
factor cost. Market prices can be regarded as a measure 
(albeit imperfect) of the relative value of different goods 
and services to those who purchase them. An index of 
real national disposable income at market prices 
measures changes in the volume of goods and services, 
weighted by their relative market prices, which can be 
purchased with the nation's disposable income. Relative 
factor costs, on the other hand, provide a means of 
aggregating the resource costs of a given volume of goods 
and services. Thus factor cost is the appropriate basis of 
valuation for measuring the additional resources needed 
to maintain a given level of domestic expenditure and 
external current balance when the lerms of trade change 
(the related approach mentioned in the preceding para
graph), but market prices are the appropriate basis of 
valuation for measuring changes in real income.

JAs in Method 2(a) described in the appendix.

An index o f real national disposable income
In column (1) of Table B below is given an index of gross 
domestic product at 1970 market prices based on the 
average estimate of gross domestic product at constant 
factor cost. In columns (2) to (4) are given the additions 
to or deductions from this index arising from (a) the 
effects of changes in the lerms of trade on domestic 
product, {b) the effects of changes in net property income 
from abroad and (c) the effects of changes in net cuirent 
transfers abroad. The sum of these adjustments is given 
in column (5) and the index of real gross national dis
posable income is shown in column (6). A detailed 
description of how the calculations have been made is 
given in the appendix.

TABLE B

X
Index of gross 

domestic product 
at 1970 market 

prices 
1970^100

Terms of trade 
effect on 
domestic 
product

Net property 
income from 

abroad
Net current 

transfers abroad

Total adjustment 
10 gross

domestic product 
at 1970 market 

prices

Index of 
national dispos- 
posable income 

revalued at 
1970 prices 
1970-100

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1963 .......................... 830 -0 -4  1 -rO-3 -0-1 -0 -2 82-8
1964 .......................... 87-6 —1-1 -rO-2 —0-1 — 1-0 86-6
1965 .......................... 89-8 —0*7 +0-2 —0-1 —0-6 89-2
1966 .......................... 91-4 —0-3 — —0-2 —0*5 90-9
1967 .......................... 93*3 —0*5 —0*1 —0-2 —0-8 92-5
1968 .......................... 96-8 —0-8 —0-3 —0*2 — 1*3 96-5
1969 .......................... 98-2 —0-5 +0-1 —0*1 —0-5 97-7
1970 .......................... 1000 1000
1 9 7 1 .......................... 101-8 +0-4 - 0 1 1 1 iO-3 102*1
1972 .......................... 105-4 —0*3 —0-2 —0-1 —0-6 104*8
1973 .......................... 1110 —2-9 rO-6 —0-3 —2-6 108-4

1973 1st half 110-8 —1-7 +0-1 —0*5 —2 1 108-7
2nd half m -1 —3-7 +  1-0 —0*1 -2 -8 108-3

1974 1st half 109*3 —7-2 +0-3 — —6*9 102-4
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Chart I shows that between 1965 and 1971 real 
national disposable income grew faster than gross 
domestic product in every year except J967 and 1968 
(reflecting the devaluation of sterling in I967). In all 
these years, however, the difference was relatively small. 
Chart 2 shows how dramatically the position changed 
during 1973 and the first half of t974. Between the 
second halfof I972and the first half of I973 there was a 
very substantial deterioration in the terms of trade, so 
that real income grew noticeably less than domestic

product. A further though rather less rapid deterioration 
in the terms of trade in the second half of 1973 (partly 
offset in its effects on real income by a sharp rise in net 
property income from abroad) led to a fall in real income 
compared with a small rise in domestic product Then in 
the first half of I974, with the massive increase in oil 
prices coming through, a very sharp deterioration in the 
terms of trade occurred and real income fell by a further
5i per cent, compared with a reduction in the level of 
domestic product of 2 per cent.

CHART I
Per cent 
6

4 -

1964 1965

Rales of change in gross domcslic product at 1970 market 
prices and gross national disposable income revalued at

1970 prices

Change on previous period

Change in gross domestic product on preceding period

Change in gross national disposabie income 
at 1970 prices on preceding period

Per cent 
6
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CHART 2
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Although the nation's real disposable income fell by 
about 6 per cent between the first half of 1973 and the 
first half of 1974, this was not matched by a correspond
ing decrease in total domestic expenditure nor in the 
real disposable income of the personal sector. Total 
domestic expenditure fell by little more than 2 per cent 
leading to an increased external current account deficit. 
Real personal disposable income fell by only about 
I per cent, so that the public and corporate sectors were 
seen to further increase their financial deficits.

Regular compilation of an index of real gross national 
disposable Income
The basis of calculation of the index set out above is 
explained more fully in the appendix. Although it would 
be possible to construct these estimates quarterly it is 
considered that such estimates would be subject to too 
wide margins of error for them to be interpreted satis
factorily. There are a number of reasons for this. First, 
although the estimates are linked to the average estimate 
of gross domestic product at constant factor cost so as 
to provide a consistent picture with that given elsewhere.

the calculations also depend upon the expenditure-based 
estimates (in particular, of course, those for exports and 
imports) which are especially subject to liming dis
crepancies between the component series. Secondly, the 
implied quarterly deflators are subject to wider margins 
of error than the half-yearly or annual figures. Finally, 
certain stages in the calculations are dependent on data 
relating to import duties at constant prices which are 
available only annually, so that even for the half-yearly 
estimates interpolation and extrapolation of the annual 
data has been necessary. For all these reasons it is thought 
that (at least until some experience has been gained in 
the use and interpretation of this new type of index) 
compilation should be restricted to half-yearly and annual 
estimates.
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APPENDIX

Review of lethods for quantification of the effects on real income of changes
in the terms of the trade

Introduction
The various methods of tackling this problem involve 
the deflation of certain flows in the balance of payments 
account, including the non-commodity flows such as net 
properly income from abroad. The differences between 
the several formulae reviewed in this appendix reflect the 
varying judgements of workers in this field as to the most 
suitable price indices for this purpose. Additional dis
cussion of the merits and drawbacks of the different 
approaches are given in references (1) and (2).

Two general criteria for selection between the various 
alternatives have been put forward. Firstly, results 
should be capable of a clear interpretation in economic 
terms; this criterion seems unexceptionable and is 
reflected in the choice of method adopted in the earlier 
part of this article. Secondly, it has been argued that the 
method should be symmetric when viewed from the 
domestic economy on the one hand, and the rest of the 
world on the other. This last criterion implies that the 
gains perceived by one sector should be equal to the 
losses perceived by the complementary sector. As 
explained in reference (5), however, the gain or loss to 
real income of one country is equal, not to the gain or 
loss in real income of the rest of the world, but to the 
gain or loss in real product of the rest of the world.

g

i

Notation
The notation used throughout this appendix is as follows:

C == current value of goods and services consumed by 
persons and public authorities 

c =  volume (deflated value) of goods and services 
consumed by persons and public authorities 

= depreciation of fixed assets at current prices 
= depreciation of fixed assets revalued at base year 

prices
= gain on external trade in goods and services from 

changes in terms of trade expressed at base year 
prices

= gross domestic capital formation (including 
siockbuilding) at current prices 

= gross domestic capital formation revalued at 
base year prices

= current value of imports of goods and services 
= volume (deflated value) of imports of goods and 

services
= Godley and Cripps deflator implied by total 

domestic expenditure at current and constant 
factor cost

= deflator for imports of goods and services 
= Courbis’ deflator based on the purchasing power 

of national currency on the international market 
= Stuvel’s deflator implied by net domestic product 

at current and constant market prices 
= deflator for exports of goods and services 
= current value of exports of goods and services 
= volume (deflated value) of exports of goods and 

services

.m
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Methods of calculation considered
The methods considered are as the following:

Method I : Nicholson (reference (5))
1 1 \  X

g  =  X
p"' /  P

This is the method for which calculations are given in 
the main text. The external trade gain is the volume of 
imports that could be purchased by the revenue derived 
from exports less the volume of exports. The method can 
readily be extended to include net property income from 
abroad and net current transfers abroad in order to 
derive real national disposable income. These non
commodity flows are deflated by indicating the volume 
of imports which they will purchase. The method has 
been criticised for including (when X>  A/) an unrealised 
trade gain. But it the intention is to measure real income 
(whether spent on goods and services or not), clearly the 
total gain needs to be included.

Method 2: Geary (reference (3))
This is an attempt to improve Method 1 by including 

only the realised trade gain. The Geary method is 
claimed to be symmetric, and is expressed in terms of 
two formulae, depending upon whether X>  M or M > X,

(a) If M  g ^ M
( - - - )  \  /

I M

1
X

.m

m  —
p^

X
X(b) M > X  g

p -  p
These formula are relatively easy to interpret, but are 
acceptable only if the intention is to exclude the un
realised trade gain.

Method 3: Courbis (reference (2))
This attempts to improve the Geary method by com 

bining two formula into one:

g
1

a-\-(\—a) / p
- 1  -  m

m

1
-1

{ \ - a ) - ^ a / p
,m

where a
X

X -\- m
This is equivalent to 

X - M
g -  ( a* -  m )

.m
p

where p ” ~  ap"̂  -f (1 — a) p
The deflator p" can also be used to revalue the non

commodity flows which contribute to the nation’s 
income. It seems difficult, to say the least, to give the 
results of this method a clear economic interpretation.
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Method 4: Stuvel (reference (6))
Stuvel’s method is similar to that of Courbis but in 

place of the deflator the implied deflator for net 
domestic product at market prices is preferred.

C +  Z - O  +  A ' - M  
Thus =------------------- ------------

c +  i — d X m
X -  M

and g - i x

m
m  1 X 1

Stuvel evidently regards the separate terms of trade 
effects on exports and imports respectively as significant. 
His choice of the deflator p^ is influenced by the desire 
to obtain an index of wide coverage, free of foreign 
elements and duplication (hence net rather than gross 
domestic product is chosen). The market price deflator
is preferred to the factor cost deflator since it ‘.........is
the price concept that underlies all economic trans
actions'.

Method 5: Godley and Cripps (reference (4))
National disposable income at factor cost is deflated 

by a process analogous to the derivation of real personal 
disposable income in the personal sector account. The 
deflator chosen is that implied by total domestic expendi
ture at current and constant factor cost. Taking this 
deflator as p** this appears to imply a gain from changes 
in the terms of trade given by

C ' +  / '  +  A " -  M
S (c' 4- /' -1- x ' -  m)

A " -  A /
-  ( a: '  -  m)

where C , i \ ...........indicate that valuation is at factor
cost. Although it seems appropriate to revalue income 
at factor cost with a deflator relating to goods and services 
at current and constant factor cost, this may not be 
satisfactory for quantifying effects stemming from 
changes in the terms of trade. Exports are exchanged for 
imports, not at factor cost but at market prices, so that 
exports at market prices which would seem to be the 
appropriate basis for calculation of the terms of trade 
effects.
M e th o d  1
The results of this method appear to be capable of a 
clear economic interpretation. A comparison is made 
between the volume of imports at base year prices which 
could be purchased with the proceeds of the current 
year’s export volume in the base year and in the current 
year. If the current year's export volume can be exchanged 
for a greater volume of imports than in the base year, 
there has been a gain from the change in the terms of 
trade leading to an addition to the nation’s real income 
over and above any increase which may have occurred as 
a result of a greater level of national production. If the 
current year's export volume will exchange for a smaller 
volume of imports than in the base year, there has been a

, A

loss from the change in the terms of trade leading to a 
reduction in the rise of real national income which has 
occurred as the result of higher production. The fact that 
the proceeds of exports may not have in fact been spent 
on imports does not affect the position, since any measure 
of real income must assume some conventional treatment 
of any surplus income unspent or expenditure in excess 
of income. The convention adopted here is that an 
external surplus or deficit is regarded as import volume 
foregone or financed out of past saving (or current 
borrowing).

The implementation of Method 1 is not quite so 
straightforward, however, as it might seem at first sight. 
Since we are concerned with changes in real income, the 
basis of valuation for the goods and services which it is 
deemed our income may purchase should be that of 
market prices. The import volume which is gained or 
lost as the result of changes in the terms of trade is 
expressed initially, however, at factor cost (exclusive of 
import duties) since this is the basis of valuation at which 
it is purchased from the rest of the world. If, therefore, 
we lake the nation’s domestic product at constant 
market prices, deduct exports at constant market prices 
and add back the import equivalent of the proceeds of 
those exports, in order that the resulting collection of 
goods and services thus available to the nation should be 
valued at market prices, this last addition should be 
valued at market prices inclusive of import duties. In 
order to follow this line of reasoning in making the 
calculations it is also necessary that the starting point— 
gross domestic product at market prices—should be 
exclusive of import duties. This reflects the fact that 
there are two distinct concepts of domestic product at 
market prices. The first is that of the value added at 
market prices by domestic production which should 
logically exclude import duties, other indirect taxes being 
properly regarded as taxes on domestic production. The 
second concept is that of the market value of goods and 
services becoming available for domestic consumption 
and investment as a result of this domestic production; 
this aggregate should be valued at prices inclusive of 
import duties since we are now implicitly regarding 
exports as being exchanged for imports which, when they 
are purchased for domestic consumption and investment, 
should be valued at their market price inclusive of 
import duties*.

One minor point which should be noted is that the 
effect of taking gross domestic product exclusive of 
import duties, subtracting exports and adding the import 
equivalent of exports valued inclusive of import duties, 
is to arrive at an aggregate which includes, not actual 
import duties, but the import duties which would have 
been paid had the value of imports been equal to the 
value of exports. This seems, in fact, to be quite satis
factory because we are attempting to express, at market 
prices inclusive of import duties, the value of the goods 
and services which could be purchased with the proceeds 
of domestic production. It means, however, that strictly 
speaking both the international definition and that

•The UK national accounts have, since 1966, followed the inier- 
nalional definition of gross domestic product at market prices which 
includes import duties, but in the notes to the annual Blue Book, 
figures are given enabling the user to convert to the alternative 
definition.
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currently followed in the UK national accounts appear 
to be slightly in error in quantifying the second concept 
of gross domestic product as stated above. The con
sequences of this theoretical objection to the present 
figures would, however, seem to be of no practical 
significance.

Extension of Method 1 to net property income from 
abroad and net current transfers abroad is perfectly 
straightforward. These flows are expressed In terms of 
their import equivalent in volume terms and valued at 
market prices inclusive of import duties. Thus, gross 
national disposable income in the base year, when 
expressed in terms of the goods and services at market 
prices which it will buy, includes an addition for import 
duties on the imports which this net flow from abroad is 
deemed to purchase. The situation in which the addition 
made for import duties to the import equivalent of 
export proceeds, and to other net income from abroad 
would equal actual import duties, would be when the 
external current account was exactly in balance.

Methods 3 and 4
The differences between Method 1 and the results of 
Methods 3 and 4 arise because the values of both exports 
and imports enter into the latter and because a deflator 
other than that for imports enters into the calculations. 
Using the terminology defined above, under Methods 3 
and 4 g can be rewritten as follows:

X ~  M
= -------------{ x -  m)g

-h {X
\ p  p

where p is the chosen deflator p" or p". The first term is 
of course, the terms of trade effect as defined in Method 1 ’ 
and thus the difference between the results under Method* 
1 and Methods 3 and 4 can be stated as the value of the 
external balance in goods and services {X — A/), multi
plied by the difference between the reciprocals’ of the 
chosen deflator p and that for imports. A large surplus 
or deficit on external trade in goods and services does 
not necessarily lead to a correspondingly large difference 
between Method 1 and Methods 3 and 4. We find, for 
example, that although {M — X)  amounted to £l’,832 
million in 1973 the difference between the results under 
Methods 1 and 4 was only £85 million because

 ̂ * \I had a value of only (-^0*043l).
P ' '  p ”’/

Methods 3 and 4 regard the total gain or loss as 
comprising two elements, that given by Method J, and a 
second element representing:
(a) a gain when either X M  and p"'> p

X  and p > p’”
M and p > p"' 

or M > X  and p"';- p
where p is the chosen deflator. The interpretation to be 
placed on this additional gain or loss is far from clear. 
The deflator used in Method 3 is said to be intended to

I
A'

The results of calculations made in the manner just 
described have already been given in the earlier part of 
this article. A comparison of the results of Method I in 
terms of the simple external trade gain or loss, before 
adjusting to market prices, with the comparable results 
for other methods, is given in the table below.

The gains or losses are all in relation to the base year 
1970 so that, for example, the figures show a gain between 
1963 and 1970 (£65 million for Methods 1 and 2) and a 
net loss between 1963 and 1973 (£915 million for 
Methods 1 and 2).

M e t h o d  2
The difference between Methods 1 and 2 in 1969 and 1971 
arises because Method 2 uses imports deflated by the export 
deflator in a year when the value of exports exceeds that 
ol imports. In all the other periods shown in the table 
the value of imports exceeded that of exports so that the 
results of Methods i and 2 are identical.

n}

or M
(b) a loss when either X

Gain(+) or loss (—) from terms of trade effects in relation to 1970
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‘represent changes in the purchasing power of the 
national currency on the international market'. Thus if 
import prices have risen faster than this index (p'" >p") 
there will be a purchasing power gain from an external 
surplus (X> M)  and a loss from an external deficit 
{M> X).  Correspondingly, if the chosen index has risen 
faster than import prices (p">p'") there will be a pur
chasing power gain from an external deficit (W > X)  and 
a loss from an external surplus {X> M).  The results of 
Method 4 can be similarly interpreted as the gain or loss 
under Method 1, together with the gain or loss repre
sented by the difference in purchasing power of the external 
surplus or deficit when expressed in terms of an equiva
lent volume of imports, and an equivalent volume of 
goods and services as defined by the chosen deflator. 
Method 4 chooses to quantify the change in purchas
ing power between imports and the goods and 
services produced domestically, other than those needed 
to maintain physical domestic capital intact (net domestic 
product).

Method 5
In some periods the results of Method 5 are noticeably out 
of line with those for Methods 1 to 4 although the year 
to year movements are often similar. As explained 
above, because Method 5 uses a deflator for total 
domestic expenditure at factor cost this seems to 
imply a terms of trade gain defined by reference to 
exports at factor cost rather than market prices. The 
gain shown by the results of Methods 1 to 4 between 1965 
and 1970 disappears under Method 5 because, whilst the 
deflator for exports at market prices increased by 27 per 
cent, the deflator for exports at factor cost increased by 
less than 25 per cent. Between 1970 and 1973 the deflator 
for exports at market prices rose by 22 per cent whilst 
that for exports at factor cost increased by 24 per cent. 
Thus the terms of trade loss under Method 5 was lower 
than under Methods 1 to 4.

Method 5 can be interpreted as applying to gross 
national disposable income at factor cost, a process 
analogous to that already applied to personal disposable 
income in the published national accounts—deflation by 
a price index relating to the goods and services on which 
that income is spent, in this case total domestic expendi
ture at factor cost. The particular approach adopted 
seems, however, to raise at least two questions. First, as 
already stated, a measure of real income should be 
calculated by reference to changes in market prices 
rather than factor costs; the method could probably be 
modified to cover this point. And secondly, the implied 
deflator for total domestic expenditure might not be 
regarded as appropriate for revaluing the external 
surplus or deficit at constant prices, which is what this

method appears to imply. This type of approach may 
well be worthy of further consideration.

Conclusions
Method 1 is capable of an economic interpretation which 
cannot be so clearly placed upon the results of the other 
methods described above. There is certainly no single 
method of calculating real national disposable income 
which it can be claimed is ‘correct’ in all circumstances, 
but the results of Method 1 appear to be soundly based 
and seem likely to provide an additional economic 
indicator which helps to throw light on certain aspects 
of the changes in the economy which have assumed 
particular importance since the beginning of 1973. It 
seems likely that other methods, particularly Method 5, 
are worth further study.

Note on statistical sources
The procedure followed in Method 1 is, within gross 
domestic product at market prices, to replace exports 
of goods and services at constant prices by their import 
equivalent. This calculation is carried out by using the 
expenditure-based estimate of gross domestic product 
as its starting point. The expenditure-based estimate is, 
however, subject to estimation errors, mainly thought to 
be the result of differences in the timing of its components, 
and the average of the expenditure, income and output- 
based estimates is usually preferred. (For quarier-to- 
quarter changes the output-based estimate is preferred.) 
The index of gross domestic product at 1970 market 
prices given in the main text of the article is based upon 
the average estimate of gross domestic product at 
constant factor cost. It has been derived by applying 
the factor cost adjustment (a component of the expendi
ture-based estimate) to the average estimate of gross 
domestic product at constant factor cost.
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 253, November 1974

The effects of rebasing and some alternative methods of calculation
on the output-based measure of gross domestic product

The output-based estimate of gross domestic product is 
calculated by combining indices of the output of indi
vidual industries, valued at the prices of a base year, with 
weights proportional to the contribution of each industry 
to gross domestic product in the base year. A change of 
base year from 1963 to 1970 was made with the publica
tion of National Income and Expenditure 1973 (the Blue 
Book) in the autumn of 1973. It is always desirable after 
such a rebasing to examine its effects on the estimates of 
growth’in output, and this article presents the results of 
some analyses that have been made. An analysis of the 
changes to the expenditure-based estimate was published 
in the February 1974 issue of Economic Trends{^), and 
an article describing the changes made to the index of 
industrial production (which forms part of the output- 
based estimate), but with no assessment of their effects, 
was published in the September issue(2).

From a purely theoretical point of view, rebasing the 
output estimate would be desirable from time to time so 
that the method of combination of the outputs of indi
vidual industries, and their calculation, should reflect a 
fairly recent relative price structure. However, there are 
other practical reasons which make it desirable to 
rebase the output estimate periodically. In an ideal 
situation, the indicators used in the output estimate 
would be perfect measures of the net output of each 
industry in the prices of the base year, and any need to 
rebase the index would arise only from changes in relative 
prices. It would not arise from any differences in the 
relative growth of the output of individual industries, 
since this would be perfectly reflected in the compilation 
of the index by the indicators. Inevitably however, the 
output estimate uses less than perfect indicators. First 
they are, in general, indicators of gross output rather 
than net output. Secondly, they are by no means com
pletely reliable even as measures of gross output because 
of, for example, incomplete coverage of the output of 
individual industries. This is especially true outside the 
index of production where indicators are, on the whole, 
weaker. The information from alternative sources on 
the net output of individual industries, which is used in 
rebasing, is of course itself subject to some error but it 
does provide an opportunity to amend the weights of 
the output measure to take account of changes which 
have been imperfectly reflected by the indicators as well 
as price movements. In particular, the new weighting 
structure will implicitly take account of changes in the 
ratio of net to gross output since the previous rebasing.
It is not possible, however, to distinguish between the 
effects of relative price changes and the other factors, 
which could be of the same order of importance.

In addition to the reflection of a more up-to-date 
structure of relative prices and of net/gross output 
ratios, rebasing also provides an opportunity to introduce 
improvements to methodology and indicators. The
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separation of effects due to this from those due to 
rebasing itself creates problems but so far as possible 
the effects of changes in methodology are identified in 
the discussion below. A particular change in method, 
which is discussed at some length, is the introduction of 
new estimates within the production sector for the 
measurement of change in output between 1963 and 1968.

There is no distinction in principle between industries 
covered by the index of industrial production and those 
outside the production sector. Nevertheless, they raise 
different practical problems, mainly because of the data 
sources available, and they are dealt with separately in 
the remainder of the article.

I n d e x  o f  i n d u s t r i a l  p r o d u c t io n

The index of industrial production was recalculated in 
full detail with estimated 1970 weights for the months 
from January 1968 onwards. This treatment stemmed 
largely from the crucial role in the index of production 
of the results of the 1968 Census of Production. The 
census provided a detailed analysis of sales by product 
(which formed the basis of the calculation of weights 
within industries at about Minimum List Heading level 
of the Standard Industrial Classification) and these 
results were used together with those of the 1963 Census 
to improve the estimates of growth in output between 
these two years (see below).

Previous years' figures were linked and combined 
using techniques described in a previous article(>) in 
relation to the 1963-based index. The figures were 
updated in a subsequent-article(‘») which also described 
briefly the use of the 1963 and 1968 Censuses to improve 
estimates of growth between the two years. It is appropri
ate to describe here in rather greater detail the results of 
the latter exercise and in particular the examination of 
alternative methods of estimating growth between the 
two years.

Estimates of growth 1963 to 1968
The index for the period was originally based on monthly 
and quarterly inquiries of differing qualities, often with 
incomplete coverage, and limited to a selection of the 
principal products of an industry. Moreover, for 13 per 
cent of the index, indicators relating only to the inputs 
of labour or materials were available. The results of the 
censuses of production made it possible to calculate 
alternative measures of growth of the output of each 
industry between the two years which, because of the 
comprehensive coverage of the censuses and the amount 
of detail available for the elimination of the effects of 
price changes, were in many cases superior to the 
original estimates. Neverthele.ss, in about 40 per cent of 
the index, mainly outside the manufacturing section, the 
original indicator was retained because of difficulties in
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the use of the census data. For example, census returns 
do not all relate to a calendar year. Secondly, when there 
were large stock changes between the beginning and end 
of the census year it was necessary to adjust sales figures 
to provide a measure of production. The revaluation of 
these stock changes at constant prices, where the changes 
are large, can introduce so great an uncertainty as 
possibly to outweigh the benefits of the census of pro
duction data for industries where the monthly and 
quarterly inquiries originally used in the index provided 
measures of production rather than sales. Finally, 
for some industries there was greater relevant detail 
available from the short-period statistics than from the 
census.

There are two distinct ways used to revalue the output 
of an industry in one year at the prices of another. The 
method most commonly used now is to deflate the 
current price value of the industry's sales, in as much 
detail as possible, by appropriate components of the 
wholesale prices index. (Described below as the ‘value 
deflated’ method; with results exemplified for 1963 to 
1968 in lines 5 and 8 of Table A). Alternatively, if 
meaningful data on physical quantities are available, 
which presupposes that the products of the industry are 
fairly homogeneous, then the movements in quantities 
produced or sold, suitably weighted, can be used (lines 
4 and 7 of Table A). In practice, the output of many 
industries cannot be adequately measured in quantity 
terms and the use of deflated values is adopted. One of 
the purposes of the exercise with the 1963 to 1968 
results was to examine the difference between output 
measures derived in the two ways.

Another comparison was made, between estimates of 
the growth between 1963 and 1968 given by indices of 
the Laspeyres type * (as used in the index of production, 
lines 4 and 5 of Table A) and of the Paasche type (lines 
7 and 8 of Table A). For this simple year-to-year com
parison, this effectively means that indices were calcu
lated and combined using both 1963 and 1968 weights.

Finally, a further alternative of a rather different type 
was also examined. The index of production is, in 
concept at least, an industry-based index. That is, it 
purports to measure and appropriately combine the 
total output of establishments which are classified to 
particular industries rather than the production of 
commodities which are typically produced in a given 
industry wherever they are produced. In practice, while 
the weights used to combine indicators for each industry 
are genuinely industry weights, many of the indicators— 
particularly in the period before 1970—were commodity 
indicators. The 1963 to 1968 exercise included the 
calculation of an index with indicators based solely on 
commodities' (line 6 of Table A) to compare with the 
industry indicators derived in the remainder of the 
exercise. (The commodity indicators were, however, 
combined with industry weights.)
•in  the usual notation

( — )  ed 9«a XVsa/ ^es
 ̂63

P̂68 ̂ 66

( - )\ ‘7c8/
P*3(68) s= reciprocal of LaiS'i)

After detailed examination of the various estimates of 
growth, by statisticians in the Central Statistical Office 
and in departments having responsibility for the indi
vidual industries, preferred estimates of the growth of 
each industry were chosen from the various Laspeyres 
indicators. For some industries, as mentioned above, 
these preferred estimates were derived from the original 
components of the 1963-based index of production. The 
indices for individual industries were combined together 
with weights proportional to net output in 1963 (or 1968 
in the case of Paasche indices) for comparison of aggre
gates. The indices for the ail industries and total manu
facturing index derived from the preferred estimates are 
shown in the following table, both as originally produced 
with 1963 weights (line 2), and as further modified by the 
weighting system used to produce the 1970-based 
historical series which, although close to 1963 weights, 
differs slightly from them (line 3). The table also shows 
the same indices calculated entirely by each of the other 
methods examined.

Alternative measures of growth in industrial output
1963 to 1968

TABLE A Percentage changes

All
industries

Total
manu

facturing

(1) 1963-based index as last published 
before rebasing 20-2 21-4

(2) Preferred estimates combined with 
1963 weights 21-2 22-5

(3) Preferred estimates incorporated into 
the 1970-based historical series . .  • 22-0 23-0

Calculated from census o f production 
data only

(4) Laspeyres using quantity changes (as 
far as p o s s ib le ) ...................................... 22-5 24-0

(5) Laspeyres using exclusively deflated 
values of total o u t p u t .......................... 22-0 23-6

(6) Laspeyres using deflated value of sales 
of commodities 21-3 22*2

(7) Paasche using quantity changes (as 
far as possible) 20-4 20-7

(8) Paasche using deflated values of total 
output 21-2 22-2

The use of the preferred estimates increased the all 
industries index for 1968 by I point to 121*2 (1963 =  100) 
and the revised weighting of the historical series added a 
further 0*8 points. The combined effect is to raise the 
growth over the period by an average of just over ^ per 
cent a year. The revisions to the total index between 1963 
and 1968 arise largely from the replacement of input 
indicators in the shipbuilding, metal goods, timber and 
plastics products industries. Between them, these 
contribute an increase of 1*1 points, almost equal to the 
total increase with fixed 1963 weights. (With the exception 
of shipbuilding, these industries are represented by output 
indicators in the rebased index.) A substantial reduction 
in the estimated output of the aerospace industry, and a 
smaller reduction in the estimate of the output of the 
motor vehicle industry, were offset by generally smaller 
increases in estimates elsewhere. Differences occurred in 
the indices for individual industries due to the use of 
product inquiries for the original index, and their 
replacement by an industry-based index based on the
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censuses of production. Where the effect was particularly 
great, it was necessary to ensure that all the affected 
industries were dealt with consistently. One area where 
this happened was in the engineering industries (Orders 
VII to IX of the 1968 SIC) where although individual 
industries' results have been revised considerably the 
overall average has hardly changed.

The estimates of growth in ‘all industries’ output, based 
completely on census of production data, vary between 
20*4 per cent and 22*5 per cent. While it should be 
emphasised for the reasons given below that the estimates 
do not provide as valid a measure of growth as those 
derived from the preferred estimates, they do illustrate 
how different methods applied to the same data can 
produce differing estimates.

In some circumstances, a Paasche volume index may 
be expected to yield a lower value than the corresponding 
Laspeyres index. This would be so where the elasticities 
of supply and demand are such that reductions in 
relative prices are accompanied by relatively more 
rapid increases in the quantities produced. In the case of 
the index of production the relationship is complicated 
further, however, by the possibility of change to the 
proportion of gross output arising from value added in 
the industry. While overall the Paasche indices are lower 
than the corresponding Laspeyres indices, in five out of 
the twenty SIC Orders the reverse held true.

Similarly there is no consistent relationship between 
the indices calculated as far as possible from quantity 
indicators and those calculated entirely from values 
deflated. The use of sales of principal products as an 
indicator yielded indices lower than either of the total 
output indices for total manufacturing and ‘all industries* 
but exceeded the total output indices in half of the 
individual Order level estimates.

Estimates of growth 1968 to 1972
The section above presented the results of alternative 
methods of estimating the growth of production industry 
output over the period 1963 to 1968. Over the period 
1968 to 1972 no such alternative methods were available 
since the new system of quarterly inquiries which will 
eventually produce detailed commodity figures analagous 
to those in the 1968 Census of Production had not been 
fully introduced. The analysis for this period therefore is 
confined to a comparison of the movements given by 
the old 1963-based index of production and the new 1970- 
based index.

When the rebased index was first introduced the 
estimate of the growth in ‘all industries’ output over the 
period 1968 to 1972 was 5*1 per cent in comparison with 
the previously published estimate of 8*1 per cent. The 
data underlying the index have been analysed to assess 
the extent to which this reduction of 3 per cent was due 
to the introduction of new indicators or changed method
ology and the extent to which it resulted from the use of 
new weights.

For each Minimum List Heading (MLH) covered by 
the index of production a 1970 weight, at 1963 relative 
price levels, was constructed by multiplying the 1963 
weight by the 1963-based index for 1970. These weights 
were applied to the 1970-based indicators for 1968 and 
1972 to obtain the movement between the two years at 
1963 prices but with the new indicators. This intermediate
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index can be compared with the 1970-based index to 
obtain an estimate of the effect of changed weights 
(including changed relative prices).

I'wo qualifications are necessary. First, it is of equal 
interest to construct an intermediate index based on 1970 
relative prices and the old indicators. The calculations 
have been repeated on this basis and the results quoted 
below. Secondly, the use of MLHs as the basic units of 
the calculation leads to revisions due to changed relative 
prices within the MLH industry being shown as due to 
changes in indicators. Table B shows the results of the 
calculations for ‘all industries’ and total manufacturing.

Alternative measures o f  growth in i
1968 to 1972

ial output

TABLE B Percentage changes

All industries Manufacturing

1968
to

1970

1970
to

1972

1968
to

1972

1968
to

1970

1970
to

1972

1968
to

1972
1963-based index .. 3-9 4-0 8-1 4-8 2-8 7-7
Index based on 1963 prices

using new indicators . . 3-7 2-8 6-7 5-0 2-1 7-3
Index based on 1970 prices

using old indicators . . 2-6 3-5 6-2 3-8 2-5 6-5
1970-based index .. 2-9 2-2 5-1 4-4 1-6 6-1

It will be seen that around 1  ̂ to 2 percentage points 
of the total revision of 3 percentage points to the growth 
of the all industries index arises from the use of the new 
relative price basis, or more strictly, given the limitations 
of the analysis, from the use of new weights, reflecting 
1970 relative prices, for combining the indicators of 
output of individual industries. For manufacturing 
industry alone the use of the new belween-industry 
weights accounted for the major part of the revision 
between the 1963-based and 197(Tbased indices. The 
incorporation of new indicators (or of revised weights 
within industries) or changed methodology made little 
net contribution to the total revision for manufacturing 
industry. The single major change of this son was out
side the manufacturing sector with the adoption of a 
new treatment for electricity and gas production, which 
now distinguishes between industrial, commercial and 
domestic use, and allows for differing tariffs(2). Of the 
revision at 1963 prices due to new indicators of 1*4 
points, 0*9 points was due to this change.

Output outside industrial production
The treatment of industries outside the production 
sector in the calculation of GDP(O) largely paralleled 
for consistency that of the index of production in that 
output estimates were fully recalculated at 1970 prices 
for 1968 onwards, but that between 1963 and 1968 
indicators were calculated and combined at the relative 
prices of 1963. Thus, it is desirable to examine the 
effects of rebasing in the same two stages as for the 
index of production, namely 1963 to 1968 and 1968 to 
1972. Before making comparisons for these periods, 
however, it is necessary to mention one particular 
change in the method of compilation of the output 
estimate introduced at rebasing.
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A large contribution to the earnings of the insurance, 
banking and finance industries is made by the excess of 
interest received over interest paid out, on money which 
the companies hold for third parties. Since the net output 
of other industries is defined in the national accounts 
before interest is deducted, a cenain amount of duplica
tion in the weights could arise. The treatment adopted 
formerly was to deduct from the weight for each industry 
the weight for net interest received in Insurance, banking 
andfinance and business services (IBF) by proportionately 
reducing the weights for each Order. In the 1970-based 
index this deduction is made en bloc by means of a special 
item, the Adjustment for financial services, which has 
a negative weight to which are attached the indicators 
used for those banking and finance services which are 
financed in this way. The revised treatment was applied 
to the years 1963 to 1968 on the 1963-based index before 
linking on to the new base.

Gross domestic product outside industrial prodoctioD
1963 to 1968

TABLE C Percentage changes
I ■ —

As published prior to rebasing (i.e. 1963 weights, old 
treatment of IBF and old indicators)

1963 weights, new treatment of IBF, otherwise old 
indicators ..............................................................

1970 weights, new treatment of IBF and road haulage, 
otherwise old indicators ......................................

14*8

13-9

13-3

One other, substantially less important, change made 
at rebasing which might have complicated the compari
sons given below was in the treatment of road haulage. 
In the 1963-based index the treatment of road haulage 
was determined by the fact that the only indicator of 
output available related to the ton mileage of all road 
goods vehicles including those operated by establish
ments classified to other industries. Weight was trans
ferred from these industries to MLHs 703 and 704. The 
Depanment of the Environment now produce a separate 
index of ton mileage of vehicles operated for hire and 
reward which corresponds more strictly to the output of 
the road haulage industry alone and since it is more 
appropriate is now used in the output measure of GDP.

The change in treatment of IBF (and, since it cannot be 
separated the use of a new set of indicators for that 
Order) led to a reduction in the estimate of growth of 
about one percentage point and was more significant 
over the period than the overall adoption of 1970 
weights between MLHs. For the record the calculation 
using 1970 weights adopted the revised treatment of the 
road haulage industry; an estimate using the previous 
treatment would have been little different. It should be 
stressed that the published estimates after rebasing for 
the period 1963 to 1968 use 1963 weights (but the new 
treatment of IBF). The alternative calculation using 1970 
weights between MLHs, which would roughly parallel 
the method adopted in the expenditure estimate, does 
not seem to have ^ven an estimate of growth over the 
period which, bearing in mind the general reliability of 
the estimates, is significantly different from that published.

No analogue of the 1963 and 1968 Censuses of 
Production exists for the non-industrial area of the 
economy. Tnus no examination of alternative estimates 
over the period 1963 to 1968 was possible for those 
industries which would parallel that described above for 
the index of production. A limited exercise was possible, 
however, to obtain some measure of the sensitiveness of 
the estimate of growth over the period to changes in the 
weights used to combine indicators. It was only practic
able to carry this out by reweighting in general at 
Minimum List Heading level of the Standard Industrial 
Classification. Table C illustrates the results of the
exercise.

Similar calculations were made for the period 1968 to 
1972, to obtain some measure of the sensitivity to changes 
of base year in a period further removed from the 
original base. These are shown below in Table D both for 
the non-production industries and for GDP(O) in total 
(that is, combining with similar results for the index of 
production).

No systematic attempt was made to separate the 
effect of the introduction of genuinely new indicators 
(these were few outside IBF) from that of the normal 
incorporation of fuller or more up-to-date information. 
It is likely, however, that revisions rather than the 
adoption of new indicators led to much of the change 
between the final two rows of the table in the 1970 to 1972 
comparison from GDP(O) outside the area of the index 
of production. The main conclusion to be drawn from

Alieniaiive measures of growth in GDP(O)
1968 to 1972

TABLE D Percentage changes

GDP(0) outside industrial production

1968to 1970 1970tol972 1968 to 1972 1968 to 1970 1970 to 1972 1968 to 1972

As published pnor to rebasing (i.e. 
1963 weights, old treatment of 
IBF and old indicators)

1963 weights, new treatment of IBF,
old indicators

1970 wights, new ueatment of IBF 
and road haulage, otherwise old 
indicators .......................... 4-6

As published in October 1973 Eco
nomic Trends

11-6

9*7

lOO

GDP(O)

3-7

4-4

4 1

100
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the table is once again that the adoption of an updated 
weighting system made relatively little difference to the 
estimates of growth in comparison with the changes in 
treatment of IBF.

Summary and conclusions
The results presented above provide some indication of 
the sensitivity of the estimates of growth in output to 
changes in base year and to some changes in methodology 
and data sources. Some broad conclusions may be 
drawn although, of course, it should not be assumed 
that they will necessarily hold for any particular future 
rebasing.

(i) The use of the 1963 and 1968 Censuses of Produc
tion results to improve the estimate of the growth of 
industrial output over the period led to a relatively 
slight revision for total output, although differences 
were more substantial for some individual industries. 
In fact, while the exercise was desirable to improve 
past figures, it has little direct implication for the 
current or future accuracy of the index since this 
will make increasing regular use of the new system 
of quarterly sales inquiries which provide information 
of comparable quality to the old quinquennial
censuses.

(ii) The range of estimates of industrial growth between 
1963 and 1968 produced by the alternative methods 
was not unduly great, although it is worth noting 
that the measures using weights of the later year 
tended to give lower estimates of growth than those 
using 1963 weights.

(iii) The effect on the estimates of output of the adoption 
of 1970 weights at about MLH level to combine 
industry indices was not large for GDP(O) as a 
whole. It probably reduced the estimate of growth 
over the period 1968 to 1972 by only about per 
cent a year, although the effect on the estimate of 
industrial output was somewhat larger. These 
differences are of the same broad order of magnitude 
as those that arose from two major methodological

changes (the treatment of the output of the gas and 
electricity, and the insurance, banking and finance 
industries); all these differences need to be viewed 
in the context of a number of inevitable differences 
in the output measure, for example, the general use 
of gross output rather than net output indicators.

(iv) The analysis did not separately identify the effects 
over 1968 to 1972 of reweighting at a finer level 
below, in general, MLH level. However, the com
bined effect of this, changes to individual indicators 
and revisions to basic data (which could be identified 
in total), was relatively slight and suggests that this 
aspect of reweighting may have had little effect on 
the estimates.

i
On the whole, although some significant differences 

to the output estimate arose from the change of base 
year, the analysis did not provide any strong evidence to 
suggest that rebasing is necessarj' more often than once 
every five years. (It had been intended to rebase on 1968 
but the choice of 1970 was made for convenience in 
international reporting of national accounts estimates.) 
This tentative conclusion is in line with that of the 
broadly analagous exercise carried out on the expenditure 
estimate of gross domestic product(i)-
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The ‘effective’ exchange rate for sterling'

Introduction
The rate of exchange of most currencies is conventionally 
expressed in terms of a numeraire, the United States 
dollar. This is the ‘nominal’ rate of exchange, and the 
‘nominal’ appreciation or depreciation of a currency is 
normally expressed as the change in its dollar exchange 
rate. However, when a number of currencies’ exchange 
rates change simultaneously against the numeraire, the 
change (if any) in the dollar exchange rate of any one 
currency may be a very misleading measure of the overall 
appreciation or depreciation of that particular currency. 
From the Bretton Woods Agreement of 1944 until the 
period leading to the Smithsonian Agreement of 1971, 
the US dollar provided a reasonably accurate bench
mark for measuring changes in the value of other 
currencies. This was because up to that time the value of 
most currencies remained fairly stable in terms of the 
US dollar, and significant ‘step’ changes to exchange 
values were infrequent and confined. But with greater 
flexibility in exchange rates the nominal appreciation or 
depreciation against the US dollar may give a misleading 
impression of the change, because other currencies rnay 
be adjusting relationships at the same time. This article 
describes the method used by the United Kingdom 
Treasury and the Bank of England to calculate the 
implications of a set of currency changes for the UK 
One theoretical model for evaluating these implications 
has been set out in a recent article by J. R. Artus and 
R. R. Rhomberg(^) of the International Monetary Fund, 
and the present article is based on earlier work by them. 
The matrices of weights used for the calculations are 
those developed by the Fund, and we are grateful for 
their agreement to publish them in this article.

The measurement problem
Essentially the methodology involves devising an 
appropriate index for the changing value of individual 
currencies. Thus the index of the ‘effective’ exchange rate 
for sterling relates the changing value of sterling to 
some appropriate base date. There is no unique method 
of indexing the value of a currency, the weighting of the 
index being determined by what it is designed to measure. 
In calculating an index of changes in the effective 
exchange rate for sterling the aim is to measure how 
variations in the value of sterling against other currencies 
might affect the United Kingdom visible trade balance.

The weights are derived from a theoretical multilateral 
world trade model which analyses how the pattern of 
world trade alters both between commodities and 
countries when exchange rates change. The effective

exchange rate index measures the unilateral exchange 
rate change that has the same effect on the particular 
country’s trade balance as an entire set of multilateral 
exchange rate changes. The multilateral trade model 
solves these calculations. It calculates a set of weights 
by which exchange rate changes against an entire 
set of currencies can be weighted into an effective 
exchange rate index. Thus if the effective rate for sterling 
is initially indexed at 100, and then it falls to 90, this 
means that the changes in the exchange rates of other 
currencies which cause this depreciation are likely in 
time to bring about the same change in the United 
Kingdom visible trade balance as caused by a 10 per cent 
devaluation of sterling with all other exchange rates 
remaining unchanged.

It is important to bear in mind that the composition 
of the change in the visible trade balance in terms of 
exports and imports, or prices and volume, may be quite 
different from the movements resulting from some other 
set of exchange rate changes with the same overall effect. 
For example, if the effective rate depreciates at a time 
when sterling has depreciated against all other currencies 
then it is reasonable to assume that the effective 
depreciation will raise import prices in domestic currency 
terms. However, while sterling might depreciate overall 
in effective terms it may still appreciate against some 
currencies. If the exports of these latter countries feature 
sufficiently strongly in United Kingdom imports it is con
ceivable that United Kingdom import prices taken as a 
whole might remain unchanged or even fall, although 
sterling will have depreciated in effective terms. A 
separate exercise would be required to determine the 
effect on United Kingdom import prices in domestic 
currency terms of a given set of multilateral exchange rate 
changes.

Details of the model
Ideally it would be desirable to include as many 

countries and commodity groupings as possible in the 
model. However, practicability imposes constraints on 
the size of the model. Accordingly, five commodity 
groups and eleven countries make up the model. 
These are listed in Table A.
TABLE A

{}) The effective rate is made available each day by the Bank of 
England through the news agencies; and it is published monthly 
in Financial Statistics (HMSO) and quarterly in the Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin. It will also in future be published in 
Economic Trends.

(*> ‘A Multilateral Exchange Rate Model’, International Monetary 
Fwut Staff Papers, Vol. XX No. 3, November 1973.

Commodity groups Countries

Food, etc. United States Germany
Crude materials of America Italy
Fuels Canada Netherlands
Manufactures Japan Sweden
Non-traded goods Belgium Switzerland

(items which do not 
enter into external 
trade)

France United Kingdom

By limiting the model to these eleven countries it is 
assumed that all adjustments to trading patterns take 
place within this group of countries and that exchange 
rate changes of countries not included in this group do 
not affect the pattern of trade within the group.
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In practice this assumption should not significantly 
distort the results, at least insofar as the calculations can 
be said to be mainly relevant to a medium-term time- 
horizon. This is because very broadly, over this time- 
period, exchange rate adjustments by the excluded 
countries are likely to exert only a limited effect on their 
own trade and on the pattern of world trade as a whole. 
Most of the excluded countries' (not all) are countries 
where primary products occupy a major share of total 
exports. World market supply of, and demand for, 
primary products are not much affected by the producing 
countries’ exchange rates in the short to medium term. 
Thus export earnings in foreign currency terms are not 
significantly influenced by changes in the foreign currency 
value of the domestic currency. Moreover the flow of 
imports into these countries is generally governed by the 
availability of foreign exchange derived from export 
earnings rather than by changes in the domestic prices of 
imports: one reason for this is that the possibility of sub
stituting home goods for goods produced overseas is 
limited. In the longer run, however, exchange rate changes 
affect domestic incomes and profitability and conse
quences for the trade balance might follow. Countries 
which rely on industrial exports for their export earnings 
are in a different position. Industrial goods tend not to be 
perfect substitutes for each other so that there is no 
world price for (say) ‘cars’ or ‘lathes’. The changes in 
relative prices do cause some shift in demand from the 
expensive to the relatively cheaper markets. Hence, if an 
industrial country changes the foreign exchange value 
of its domestic currency (say by depreciating), its 
products become cheaper in overseas markets as well as 
becoming more competitive in relation to imported goods 
in its domestic market. Moreover, imports into industrial 
countries are not generally governed by foreign exchange 
constraints.

Table B sets out the information required to form the 
respective demand functions in accordance with the 
simplifying assumptions set out in Appendix II. The

assumptions about demand accord with what empirical 
information is available. Supply elasticities were selected 
by the IMF on an a priori basis. To complete the 
picture a trade matrix is required setting out the 
included countries’ trade shares with each other. The 
matrix was constructed from data in the 1969 edition 
of the Foreign Trade Statistics Bulletins: Series A, B and 
C of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development. Although more recent data (for 1972) 
are now available the changes which have taken place in 
the pattern of trade between 1969 and 1972 are not 
considered to be significant enough to justify updating 
the matrix.

On the demand side substitution is assumed to take 
place within commodity groupings but not between 
groupings. Thus British manufactured goods compete 
with manufactured goods produced by other industrial 
countries in the British domestic market, in each 
country’s domestic market and in third markets, but not 
with non-manufactured goods. This is a working 
assumption, but possibly not far from the truth.

The information in Table B, together with the trade 
matrix plus the theoretical specification of the multi
lateral trade model implied by the weighting scheme, is 
used to form the matrix shown in Table C. This matrix 
when combined with a normalized(^) set of exchange 
rates expressed as percentage deviations from their 
levels at a base date, taken for this purpose as 
19 December 1971, provides a set of trade-weighted 
effective rale changes for all the currencies in the 
model.

The nominal exchange rate changes fed into the model 
should in theory be changes in exchange rates measured 
against a standard of value. If and when the proposal to 
determine the value of the Special Drawing Right 
(SDR) in terms of a basket of currencies is adopted, it

(*) The normalization routine is explained below.

TABLE B
Basic parameters for ail countries 

A. Demana parameters

Elasticity of substitution between 
any pair of supplying countries..

Price elasticity of demand . .  
Expenditure elasticity • •

Internationally traded goods

Food, etc. Crude materials Fuels Manufactures Non-traded goods

B. Price elasticities of supply

Food, etc.

Crude materials 
Fuels . .  
Manufactures 

Non-lraded goods

Food, etc.
With respect to a change in the price of: 

Crude materials Fuels Manufactures Non-traded goods
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M atrix of weights for calculating the effective exchange rate index

TABLEC

United
States

of
America

United States of America I-000
Canada . . —-673
Japan ........................... —•687
B elgium .......................... — 190
France .......................... —  164
Germany — 232
Italy .......................... — 221
Netherlands —  119
Sweden . . —•202
Switzerland —  179
United Kingdom — 317

Canada Japan

-203
1-000
-0 6 9
-•013
-0 1 6
-0 1 7
-021
- O i l
-0 1 6
-0 4 5
-0 5 5

-1 7 2
-•082
1*000
-0 3 8
-0 4 3
-•054
-0 4 7
-031
—054
-071
-0 8 0

Belgium France Germany Italy

could form this standard. Currently, however, the SDR 
is effectively fixed in terms of the US dollar, and so, in 
practice, the rates used for the purposes of the Treasury/ 
Bank calculations are measured against a weighted 
average of currencies. However, the errors resulting from 
this approach are minimal. This normalized set is 
derived in the following stages:
(i) Take the percentage deviations of the ten non-US 
countries’ exchange rates against the US dollar from 
their Smithsonian middle rates, which were as follows:
Sterlinĝ *̂ ) 
Canadian dollar(^) 
Belgian franc 
French franc 
Deutschemark

2*6057
1-0000

44-8159
5-1157

Lira 
Guilder 
Swedish krona 
Swiss franc 
Yen

581-50
3- 2447
4- 8129 
3-8400

308-003-2225
(ii) Weight these deviations according to each country’s 
share in OECD trade.
These weights are: 
United Kingdom =  
Canada=-079 
Belgium ==-055 
France=-092 
Germany=-176

101 Italy=-068 
Netherlands=-063 
Sweden=-033 
Switzerland=-026 
Japan=-108

(iii) For each currency express the percentage deviations 
in (i) as a percentage of this weighted sum. The normalized 
US exchange rale is the reciprocal of the weighted sum 
expressed as a percentage. The set of normalized exchange 
rates can be combined with the matrix of weights to give 
the set of effective rates.

These stages can best be illustrated by way of a 
numerical example:
(i) On 30 April 1974 the closing rates against the US 
dollar expressed as percentage deviations from their 
base value at the time of the Smithsonian Agreement 
(19 December 1971) were as tabulated:

( )̂ USS per £ sterling, other rates represent units of national 
currency per USS.

(®) The Canadian dollar continued to float following the Smith
sonian Agreement, but for the sake of convenience its exchange 
rale is assumed at parity with the US dollar. (Immediately prior 
to the Smithsonian Conference the exchange rate for the 
Canadians was USS 1-0036.)

Nether
lands Sweden

Switzer
land

United
Kingdom

Canada
Japan
Belgium
France
Germany

4-12 Italy —8-18
10-25 Netherlands 25-80
18-81 Sweden 12-55
4-45 Switzerland 31-05

31-35 United Kingdom —6-96
(ii) The weighted sum of the appreciation against the US 
dollar is 9-98 per cent in which case the weighted per
centage depreciation of the US dollar was 100/109*98 =  
—9-08 per cent,
(iii) The normalized exchange rate change for Japan is 
therefore 110-25/109-98 =0-24 per cent. The set of 
normalized rates is therefore:
United States 

of America 
Canada 
Japan 
Belgium 
France 
Germany

-9-08 Italy -16-52
-5-33 Netherlands 14-38
0-24 Sweden 2-33
8-02 Switzerland 19-15

-5-03
19-43

United Kingdom --15-41

(iv) These normalized exchange rate changes are now 
multiplied by the bottom row of the matrix in Table C 
to obtain the effective exchange rate change for the 
United Kingdom:
(_9-08 X — 317)+(—5-33 x  — 055)+(-24 x  — 08) +  
(8-02 X — 077)+(—5-03 x —•104)+(19*43 x  — 2) +  
(— 16-52 X — 06)+(14-38 x — 066)+(2-33 x — 039) +  
( 1 9 . 1 5  X — 035)—15-41 =  — 16-95 per cent.
That is, the trade weighted effective depreciation of 
sterling was 16-95 per cent. In this instance —15-41 per 
cent may be viewed as an initial approximation of the 
effective depreciation of sterling with the balance of 
—1-54 per cent representing additional refinements.

To obtain the effective rate for any other currency 
using this method the same normalized exchange rate 
changes are multiplied by the appropriate row of the 
matrix. For example, the effective rate for the French 
franc is obtained by weighting the normalized exchange 
rate changes according to the fifth row of the matrix.

HM  Treasury
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TABLE I

1972 January. 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October.. 
November 
December

1973 January.. 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October..  
November 
December

1974 January. 
February 
March . 
April

Sterling

1- 25 
0-22 
017  
0-27 
0-24
2- 99 
612  
601 
6*58
8- 63
9- 92 
9-81
9- 25 
6-58 
4-74 
4-69 
2-96 
M8 
2-26 
4-62 
6-51 
6-88 
8-23

10- 46
11-66 
12-01 
9-83 

• 7-53

APPENDIX I
Nominal exchange rates

Ptfcentage change from Smithsonian 
Monthly averages (*)

Canadian
dollar

0-39
0-33
0-11
0-54
1-35
1-71

1-69

Belgian
franc

1
1
0-50
0-19
0-26
0-37
0-09
0-07
0-32
0-03
0-32
0-55
0-21
0-07
0-21
0-78
2-17
2- 99
3- 46

2-02
7-76

12- 91 
11-65
13- 83 
20-28 
25-04 
22-48
20- 63
21- 82 
17-35 
10-93

French
franc

Deutsche-
mark

7- 55
8- 91 

12-94 
16-68

0-84
7-14

12-90
12-41
14-86
20-80
24-47
21-83
19- 64
20- 97 
17-60 
11-55

0-51
0- 77
1- 40 
1-53 
1-40 
1-75 
1-78 
1-24 
0-83 
0-61 
0-70 
0-73

Lira

1-73
1-17
0-59
0-29
0-21
0-06
0-10
006
001
0-33
0-55
0-34

1-34 
7-52 

13-63 
13-59 
16-38 
25-78 
35-63 
34-66 
32-29 
32-67 
27-17 
21-01

18-00
18-65
23-89
29-31

0- 09
1- 41
1- 36 
0-83 
0-87 
0-56
0- 39
1-  10
2- 98 
2-55 
1-02 
4-01
8-33

11-16
8-48
7-45

Guilder

0- 74
1- 97 
1-87 
1-18
0- 96
1-  68 
1-87 
0-99 
0-36 
0-36 
0-49 
0-55
1-33
7-55

12-04
10-06
12-35
19-29
24-56
23- 19
24- 46 
27-90 
22-53 
16-34
13- 77
14- 33 
18-46 
23-28

Swedish
krona

1-75
5- 02
7-62
6- 79
9-53

14-24
17-39
16-56
14-38
14-95
12-06
7- 07
3-24
2-58
6-53

10-95

Swiss
franc

1-39
0-80
0-39
0-29
0-34
0-81
1
1

1

3-81
13-61
20- 45
18- 52
21- 37 
27-74 
.33-33 
30-92 
26-73 
25-33 
21-83
19- 07
18-08
20-19
24-92
29-16

Yen

1-47
0-23

2-16
8-76

15-88
15- 88
16- 27
16- 89
17- 20 
16-58 
16-05 
15-70 
12-66 
10-07
6-54 
5-01 
9-.30 

11 -03

(») The figures shown for each month are averages of the end-month rate for that month and the end-month rate for the preceding month.

TABLE 2

Effective exchange rates
Percentage change from Smithsonian

Monthly averages!*)

1 Sterling

United
States
dollar

Canadian
dollar

Belgian
franc

French
franc

Deutsche-
mark Lira Guilder

Swedish
krona

Swiss
franc Yen

1972 January . .  1 — 0-86 0-75 — 0-05 1-47 — 0-76 — 0-02 — 1-23 1-24 0-08 — 0-74 — 1-12
February . .  1 — 0-61 — 0-24 — 0-47 1-51 — 0-11 0-37 — 1-59 1-48 — 0-13 — 1-02 0-15
March . .  | — 0-61 — 0-77 — 0-27 1-08 0-55 0-67 — 1-45 0-95 — 0-23 — 100 0-90
April . .  1 — 0-55 — 0-86 0-17 0-71 0-92 0-81 — 1-21 0-21 — 0-10 — 0-97 0-72
M ay.. . .  1 — 0-64 — 1-03 1-00 0-86 1-20 0-60 — 115 — 0-05 0-36 — 1-06 0-61
June.. . .  1 —  4-20 — 0-99 1-71 1-16 1-55 1-05 — 0-85 0-81 1-24 0-39 1-46
July . .  . ;  I —  7-42 — 0-72 2-00 1-41 1-80 1-37 — 0-56 1-33 1-65 1-78 2-40
August . .  1 — 7-12 — 0-61 2-18 1-61 1-96 0-94 — 0-40 0-58 1-69 1-81 2-48
September . . 1 — 7-51 — 0-38 2-35 1-50 2-16 0-75 — 0-23 0-25 1-80 1-65 2-65
October . .  I — 9-42 — 0-02 2-71 1-62 2-16 0-92 — 0-21 0-67 1-95 1-83 2-97
November . .  1 —10-69 0-25 2-35 1-90 1-94 1-21 — 0-28 0-96 2-21 2-40 3-16
December .. 1 —10-51 0-39 1-70 2-10 1-05 1-32 0-05 1-08 2-35 2-78 3-22

1973 January .. 1 — 10-30 —  0-15 1-23 1-88 0-90 1-59 — 0-10 1-45 2-39 4-69 2-98
February . .  1 — 11-00 — 3-95 — 0-36 2-89 2-97 3-76 —  2-94 3-08 1-57 10-83 7-84
March . .  1 —11-85 — 7-50 — 1-60 4-05 4-75 6-25 — 5-95 3-45 0-55 13-60 13-05
April . .  1 — 11-40 — 7-00 — 1-90 3-40 4-90 7-00 — 7-65 2-05 0-25 12-05 13-20
M ay. .  . .  1 —10-90 — 8-03 — 2-25 3-53 5-64 8-21 — 9-67 2-34 1-59 13-23 12-61
June. .  . .  1 —12-46 —10-98 —  3-10 4-53 6-44 13-41 — 12-32 3-94 1-89 15-23 11-11
July . .  . .  1 —15-92 —12-90 —  3-90 4-95 6-10 19-75 —  15-50 4-85 1-70 17-45 9-90
August 1 -17-42 —12-01 — 3-76 3-91 4-83 20-25 —13-85 4-93 1-90 16-51 9 90
September . . 1 —18-40 —11-17 — 3-60 3-19 3-96 19-04 — 11-05 7-58 0-95 13-85 10-11
October — 19-09 —11-45 — 3-34 3-40 4-87 18-76 — 11-82 10-22 1-20 12-30 9-74
November . . — 18-36 — 9-23 — 2-17 2-56 4-93 16-68 —12-62 8-72 1-30 11-78 8-15
December . . —17-84 —  6-40 — 0-87 0-67 3-08 14-69 —12-21 7-16 0-04 12-69 7-23

1974 January —17-26 — 4-31 0-56 0-03 — 0-10 14-53 — 14-13 7-54 — 1-39 14-23 4-75
February . . -17-55 — 4-24 2-06 1-49 — 1-84 15-49 —16-93 8-09 —  1-85 16-56 3-12
March —17-54 —  7-04 1-66 2-33 —  2-71 17-66 —16-69 8-69 —  0-82 18-02 6-02
April 1 —16-99 — 9-00 1-15 3-37 — 6-03 20-63 —17-55 10-48 0-98 19-58 6-48

(*) The figures shown for each month are averages of the end-month rate for that month and the end-month rate for the preceding month.
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APPENDIX II

Derivation of trade-weighted index

In order to construct the index it is necessary to be able to 
estimate the effects of any set of exchange rate changes 
on the demand, supply and price of traded goods. This 
is done by using a general equilibrium model of world 
trade, incorporating five ‘goods’ (one being a non-traded 
good) and eleven countries. Each good is assumed to be 
differentiated by its place of production. The countries 
and commodity groups are in Table A of the article.

Prices are determined by the interaction of supply and 
demand for each product. The supply elasticities are 
long run in nature. The proportionate change (in value 
terms) in the supply of say French cars depends on the 
proportionate change in the profitability of car pro
duction in France vis a vis the profitability of other 
competing production possibilities. The proportionate 
change in the profitability will in turn depend on the 
change in the price of cars relative to other commodity 
groups minus the change in relative costs of car produc
tion. The cost changes will depend directly on the effects 
of exchange rate movements on the costs of imports and 
thereafter indirectly through the costs of domestically 
produced imports via an input-output schema. Costs 
will also depend on the rate at which changes in the cost 
of living implied by changes in exchange rates are 
reflected in adjustments to wage rates and indirect taxes. 
These costs will affect final relative costs via the appropri
ate input-output matrix.

In a similar way, demand schedules are set up relating 
the quantity of each product demanded by each country 
to its price expressed in the demanding country’s 
currency and to the prices of competing products. An 
appreciation of the Deutschemark would make German 
goods in the United Kingdom more expensive and this 
would tend to reduce United Kingdom imports from 
Germany. It would also make United Kingdom goods 
cheaper in Germany, and this would tend to raise United 
Kingdom exports to that country. In addition to this 
United Kingdom goods would be more competitive than 
German goods in third markets, for example, in France. 
In this event French imports from Germany might be 
reduced and United Kingdom (as well as other countries’) 
goods imported in their place. The net effect therefore of 
a Deutschemark revaluation would be to strengthen the 
United Kingdom trading account in global terms.

Thus in calculating the impact of an exchange rate 
change amongst the currencies of the countries listed in 
Table A, three trade balance effects on the United King
dom can be identified:

(i) the import effect,
(ii) the export effect,

(iii) the third market effect.
By evaluating these effects for all currencies in the 

model the total trade balance effect for the United 
Kingdom is obtained. The next problem is to determine 
the unilateral change in the sterling exchange rate that 
would achieve a similar trade balance effect. To do this it 
is necessary to calculate the effect on United Kingdom 
imports and exports of a unilateral change in the value of 
sterling. These two effects might be called:
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(iv) the unilaterally induced import effect,
(v) the unilaterally induced export effect.

The unilateral exchange rate change that sets effects 
(iv) and (v) equal to the effects (i) to (iii) is the change in 
the effective exchange rate.

The determination of the five effects referred to in the 
previous paragraphs is based on the following model of 
behaviour. Each country’s output of a given commodity 
grouping is treated as a distinguishable and separate 
product. For example, Japanese and German cars could 
be regarded as competing products. If there are M 
commodity groups and N  countries there will be MN  
separate products. Each country has a demand function 
for each of these products based on their relative prices 
in terms of domestic currency. Thus the Dutch demand 
for British cars will vary inversely with the guilder price 
of British cars; Dutch demand for Swedish furniture will 
vary inversely with the guilder price of Swedish furniture, 
etc. The total demand for British cars can be calculated 
by adding up each individual country’s demand for 
British cars, including domestic demand for our own 
cars. It will, of course, be necessary to exclude domestic 
demand for domestic output when calculating interna
tional trade flows. But it is required to determine the 
total demand for British cars to derive their price. This is 
because total demand for British cars is assumed to 
equal their supply, and the supply of British cars is 
assumed to depend on their price relative to the prices 
of other commodities.

Thus there will be M N  different demand schedules and 
an equal number of different supply schedules. The five 
effects that are set out in the paragraphs above can be 
decomposed into price effects and volume effects. For 
example, the value of British exports might rise because 
the price of British cars falls relative to the prices of 
other cars. A sterling depreciation, for example, will 
tend to increase the demand for British cars inducing 
both volume and price effects.

A multilateral trade model therefore enables us to 
estimate the implied change in trade flows for a par
ticular country, broken down into volume and price 
changes, for a given set of exchange rate changes.

These calculations depend on the parameters that are 
built into the various supply and demand equations of 
the model. When there are MN  distinguishable products 
and N  countries there will be MN^ demand parameters to 
be specified. There will also be MN  different supply 
parameters giving a total number of parameters of 
MN{\  -\-N). As the number of product groups and coun
tries is increased the number of parameter values escalates 
very rapidly. With five product classifications and 
eleven countries there would be 660 parameter values to 
be specified.

Fortunately it is possible to make some simplifying 
assumptions in order to reduce the enormity of the task 
of specifying these parameter values.
(i) The elasticities of demand for the various goods can 

be assumed to be independent of their source of 
supply, and to be the same in all markets.
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(ii) The elasticity of substitution among various products 
of the same kind can be assumed to be constant and 
not dependent on market shares. Thus the elasticity 
of substitution between British cars and French cars 
is invariant to the matrix of trading patterns.

On the basis of these assumptions individual demand 
elasticities depend on relatively few parameters. For 
example, the Dutch price elasticity, of demand(^) for 
British cars depends on the share of British cars in total 
Dutch consumption, on the elasticity of substitution in 
the Dutch market between cars produced by any pair 
of markets and on the Dutch elasticity of demand for 
cars in general. The Dutch elasticity of demandf'^) 
for British cars with respect to the price of Japanese cars 
would depend on the same parameters, except the share 
of Japanese cars in total Dutch consumption replaces 
the share of British cars.

Thus apart from the expenditure elasticities which are 
required to calculate how changes in total expenditure 
in one country affects the demand for goods on a 
geographical basis, the price elasticities of demand can

(®) This elasticity can be written as
ek - 5* />•) 0><i+Sku e^i
where is the Ar’th country’s price elasticity of demand for 
product i produced in they’th country with respect to its price.

is the share of product ij in the consumption of country k. 
O^i Is the elasticity of substitution in the A’th market between 
the products of kind i produced by any pair of countries and 
is the elasticity of demand in the A:’th market for the I'th good 
in general, that is, irrespective of source of supply.

(*) This elasticity can be written as 
ekij/im=̂ S>̂ iin (O*,-_e*,)
where m represents the alternative source of supply.

be expressed in terms of the elasticities of substitition 
between any pair of supplying countries for any given 
category of traded good, the overall price elasticity of 
demand for these categories and a matrix of trade 
shares for the countries that are party to the model. The 
assumptions about the first two components are set out 
in Section A of Table B in the article.

The elasticities that are assumed for the purposes of 
deriving the trade-weighted matrix to be used in the 
calculations of effective exchange rate changes provide 
only broad approximations of the probable response. 
However, some attempt has been made at using empirical 
information for determining their values. Furthermore, 
the elasticities are essentially long run so that the model 
abstracts from the problems of low short-run elasticities. 
The model therefore implies hypothetical trade flows in 
response to exchange rate changes.

Finally to close the system, the model assumes that 
real output is fixed in each country so that the change in 
trade implied by changes in exchange rates, both across 
national boundaries and within them, entirely reflects a 
redistribution of initial trade rather than the generation 
of additional trade flows.

It is not necessary to compute the complete change in 
trading patterns explicitly each time the eflective exchange 
rate change is calculated. It is possible to use the mode! 
to calculate for each country a set of weights, which 
represent the eflective exchange rate change of that 
country resulting from a I per cent unilateral devaluation 
by each other country. The model is linear in percentage 
exchange rate changes, so these weights may be used to 
calculate day-to-day effective exchange rate changes. 'II
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 253, November 1974

Department of Industry survey of company liquidity

I. I n t r o d u c t io n

This article introduces the quarterly survey of company 
liquidity, covering over two hundred of the largest 
United Kingdom industrial and commercial companies, 
which has been carried out by the Department of Industry 
(and its predecessors) since the beginning of 1970, and 
presents the results up to the second quarter of 1974.

The proposal that there should be a direct enquiry to 
companies with the objective of obtaining up-to-date 
information about their financial position was first made 
in the report of the Committee on the Working of the 
Monetary System (the Radcliffe Report). However, in 
following up the recommendations of the report, atten
tion was concentrated initially on building up a system 
of financial reporting by the financial institutions. The 
returns made by these institutions provide a means of 
estimating many of the financial transactions of indus
trial and commercial companies from their counterpart 
transactions, since, for example, the banks provide a 
breakdown of their deposits and advances showing the 
amounts on accounts with industrial and commercial 
companies. Other financial transactions by industrial and 
commercial companies are estimated as the counterpart 
of items in the government accounts, from information in 
the financial press, and by making broad assumptions 
about the allocation between industrial and commercial 
companies and the personal sector of residual transactions 
not identified elsewhere. The financial picture for in
dustrial and commercial companies built up in this 
piecemeal way is neither complete nor accurate and in the 
financial accounts (*), which summarise the flows of 
funds between the various sectors of the economy, the 
amount for ‘unidentified items’ which is needed to 
balance the accounts for industrial and commercial 
companies is both large and volatile.

Information about the state of company liquidity is 
important for the assessment of the general financial 
position of companies and hence for the formulation of 
both fiscal and monetary policy—a fact that is of con
siderable significance both for the authorities and for 
industry. This survey provides the only up-to-date 
quarterly information available directly from companies 
about their liquidity and shows how a group of the 
largest companies have adjusted their liquidity from 
quarter to quarter as conditions changed. The survey 
also gives partial information about certain assets and 
liabilities for which the estimates for industrial and 
commercial companies in the financial accounts are 
either derived from information supplied by counterpart 
sectors or are estimated by residual. For the latter it 
provides a limited basis for assessing some of the broad 
assumptions that have to be made in the compilation of 
the financial accounts.

Q) Prepared by the Central Statistical Office and published month
ly in Financial Statistics (HMSO) and annually in Section XII 
of the Blue Book, National Income and Expenditure (HMSO)
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The survey was intended to cover the three hundred 
industrial and commercial companies that were largest 
in terms of capital employed when the survey began. Ten 
of these companies had merged with other companies 
and over fifty refused to take part. This refusal rate was 
rather high for such important companies and one that 
no doubt reflected the sensitivity of the information 
requested, which is central to the financial position of the 
company, although, of course, the individual returns are 
treated in strict confidence and are used only for com
piling totals which do not reveal the figures for individual 
contributors. Two hundred and thirty six companies 
completed the first returns. On average, the number of 
companies replying to the survey has fallen by about one 
per quarter and two hundred and fifteen companies 
completed the latest returns, for the second quarter 
of 1974. In addition, a few of the largest companies which 
were unwilling to give figures for individual assets and 
liabilities agreed to give overall figures for their net current 
assets. These figures have not been included in the detailed 
tables published here in order to ensure that the con
fidentiality of individual returns is always preserved.

The survey companies are asked to state their holdings 
of current assets and liabilities at the end of each quarter. 
The aim is to cover assets and liabilities in the United 
Kingdom that can be realised or are due to be paid 
(formally, at least) within twelve months. The items 
included are listed in Appendix I. A few companies said 
at the start that they did not have readily available 
information about notes and coin and they do not com
plete this item in their returns. The number of returns with 
nil, or a small figure, against this item suggests that other 
companies also cannot provide this information readily. 
Companies are asked to report their gross holdings of 
their current assets and liabilities but some examples have 
been found of assets having been netted off against 
liabilities. Not all the items listed in Appendix I are shown 
separately in the tables in Appendix II; in order to ensure 
that no breach of confidentiality could occur, figures for 
some of the assets held by relatively few companies have 
been combined with those for other assets.

The first returns were for holdings on 31 December 
1969 and the latest available results are for holdings on 
30 June 1974, although those for holdings on 30 Septem
ber 1974 will be available shortly. The results of the 
survey are given in Table 1 and the quarterly changes they 
imply are given in Table 2. For companies ceasing to reply, 
estimates have been included until the following Decem
ber. The results are therefore based on a different number 
of returns each quarter but there is a break in the coverage 
of the series only each December. In Table 1 two sets of 
figures are given for holdings in December so that the 
effect of losing some of the companies can be seen.

In looking at the results of the survey, it needs to be 
remembered that, although the number and size of the 
companies in the survey make the results valuable in 
their own right, they are not a representative sample of
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all industrial and commercial companies. Nor does the 
survey include all the largest companies; the figures relate 
to only about three-quarters of the companies originally 
approached. The results can be heavily dependent on the 
companies covered, as is illustrated by the much higher 
level of the net assets of the few large companies which 
have been excluded from the tables for reasons of 
confidentiality. Further illustration is provided by the 
wide variation in liquidity between individual companies 
(discussed later in Section IV).

The following section of this article summarises the 
figures reported by the survey companies and discusses 
the quarterly changes in their liquidity. Secfion III 
examines the composition of the companies’ holdings and 
Section IV the wide variation in liquidity between dif
ferent companies. Section V considers the seasonal 
adjustment of the results and Section VI looks separately 
at the figures reported by manufacturing and non- 
manufacturing companies. In Section VII the changes in 
current assets and liabilities for the survey companies are 
compared with the estimates for all industrial and com
mercial companies given in the financial accounts. The 
conclusions are brought together in Section VIll.

II. C h a n g e s  i n  l iq u id it y  o f  r e p o r t in g

COMPANIES
The survey covers the period of liquidity pressure in 1970, 
the recovery in 1971 and 1972, and the recent reduction 
of liquidity, which started in 1973, as is indicated by the 
estimates for the financial surplus of all industrial and 
commercial companies given below:

Net acquisition o f financial assets 
of all industrial and commercial companies

1970
1971
1972
1973

+

£1,175 million 
£258 million 
£215 million 
£870 million

These changes are reflected in the changes in the 
liquidity position of the survey companies, which are 
further illustrated in Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3 their 
holdings of current assets and liabilities are expressed in 
index numbers, based on 31 December 1969 =  100, which 
have been adjusted to allow for the reduction in response 
so as to be comparable throughout the period of the 
survey. Table 4 gives the percentage composition of the 
reported holdings.

In reviewing the changing liquidity position of the 
survey companies, it is useful to have some measure of 
liquidity that summarises, as far as possible, the many 
different changes shown in the detailed results. Two 
measures are used in this article: the liquidity ratio 
(defined as total current assets as a percentage of total 
current liabilities) and net current assets (defined as total 
current assets minus total current liabilities); their 
changes during the period are illustrated in Chart 1 
(Appendix III). A better measure would, perhaps, be 
the ratio of current assets to turnover; but since sales 
in^rmation is not available for the survey companies

it is not possible to employ this ratio here. Both the 
measures used here have advantages and disadvantages 
as indicators of liquidity. Net current assets has the 
considerable advantage of netting out the effect of 
borrowing for investment in current assets and of being a 
measure of the combined effect of changes in both assets 
and liabilities; for example, when tax payments have to be 
made, the resulting change in net current assets will be the 
same whether the payments are financed by a reduction 
in assets or an increase in liabilities or some combination 
of the two. Also, it is not affected by any netting out of 
liabilities against assets that some companies may have 
done when completing their returns. However, it is 
affected by inflation and by changes in the level of activity, 
which limits its usefulness in a time series; and it is not 
suitable when making comparisons between undertakings 
or between groups of different size at one particular time, 
as for example when comparing the liquidity of the survey 
companies and all industrial and commercial companies 
at one particular time. The liquidity ratio, on the other 
hand, takes account of inflation, of changes in the level 
of activity, and of the size of the undertakings, since both 
the numerator and the denominator tend to be affected in 
the same proportion; but it can be distorted if, because of 
arbitrage or for some other reason, the relationship 
between holdings of current assets and current liabilities 
is abnormal. This article therefore takes both summary 
measures into consideration. Although they are useful in 
summarising the results, they give only part of the 
financial picture that would be given by a full source^ and 
uses of funds.account. The chosen measures are also 
averages for the survey group (see Section IV) and mask 
wide variation in the financial positions of individual 
companies. Nevertheless, provided their limitations are 
kept in mind, they are useful indicators of the changes 
that have taken place for the survey group of companies.

The survey began at a time when company liquidity 
was under increasing pressure and companies were being 
forced to run down current assets and increase short
term borrowing. For the survey companies, net current 
assets fell sharply in the first quarter of 1970 and contin
ued to fall in the second and third quarters, which are 
seasonally more favourable. On the assets side, nearly all 
the main assets were run down appreciably in the first 
quarter, followed in the second and third by re-investment 
in some assets, in particular deposits with finance houses. 
On the liabilities side, bank borrowing rose sharply in the 
first quarter and continued to increase in the second and 
third. Initially the increase came mainly in advances froni 
deposit banks, but the emphasis changed to ‘other banks’ 
in the third and fourth quarters. In the fourth quarter 
there was some partial recovery, but this was probably 
less than the normal seasonal change as companies tend 
to build up liquid assets, and repay borrowing, in the 
fourth quarter in readiness for tax payments in the next 
quarter. Hence there was a rise in bank deposits and the 
companies repaid borrowing from deposit banks, al
though this reduction was largely offset by the continued 
increase in borrowing from ‘other banks’.

The companies ended 1970 with their liquidity in a 
much worse state than at the beginning. Borrowing from 
‘other banks’ had increased by nearly 50 per cent; 
advances from deposit banks and other financial institu
tions had also provided substantial additional funds. On
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the assets side, the main sources of finance had been 
reductions in deposits with ‘other banks’, and also in 
holdings of British government securities and all types of 
local authority securities. There had been a few small 
increases and, exceptionally, deposits with finance houses 
had risen considerably. Over the year, total current assets 
had fallen by 8 per cent, total current liabilities had risen 
by 22 per cent, resulting in a decrease in net current assets 
of 68 per cent, and the liquidity ratio had fallen from 60 
per cent to 45 per cent (Charts I and 2).

In 1971 there was a recovery in liquidity but improve
ment did not begin until the second quarter, after the 
main tax payments had been made in the first quarter. 
Net current assets of the survey companies fell by 41 per 
cent during the first quarter and by the end of the quarter 
the liquidity ratio had fallen to 36 per cent, the lowest 
recorded during the period. The companies did not run
down their current assets by as much as in the first quarter 
of 1970 but they increased their bank borrowing by much 
more. On the assets side, the finance came mainly from 
the assets which had been built up in the preceding quarter. 
On the liabilities side, the main increases came in advances 
from deposit banks.

Liquidity improved steadily in the second and third 
quarters of 1971 and improved again, much more sharply, 
in the fourth. 1971 was generally a year of retrenchment 
for companies as a whole as profits began to recover and 
companies laid off labour and cut back on capital invest
ment and stocks.

On the assets side, from the second quarter onwards, 
there were large increases in holdings of negotiable 
certificates of deposit, which offered an attractive rate of 
interest and are extremely liquid. Deposits with ‘other 
banks’, which offered comparatively high fixed-term 
rates, increased strongly in the second and fourth quarters. 
Deposits with finance houses increased substantially 
during the second and third quarters, following the sharp 
increase in their business after hire purchase controls were 
removed in July. Deposits with deposit banks increased 
from the third quarter following their increased com
petitiveness and the higher interest rates being offered. 
The other large change was the increase in local authority 
bills during the third and fourth quarters, as an alterna
tive to deposits with finance houses when the demand for 
funds by finance houses slowed down towards the end of 
the year. On the liabilities side, there were large repay
ments to deposit banks and by the end of the fourth 
quarter advances from these banks were one-fifth lower 
than they had been two years earlier at the start of the 
survey. In contrast, borrowing from ‘other banks' 
increased until the fourth quarter, when it was nearly 70 
per cent higher than it had been two years earlier.

During 1971 as a whole the companies’ liquidity 
position had strengthened considerably. Total current 
assets rose by 40 percent and total current liabilities fell by 
8 per cent, which resulted in an increase of 49 per cent in 
net current assets, and the liquidity ratio rose to 70 per 
cent compared with 45 per cent at the beginning of the 
year and 60 per cent at the beginning of 1970.

There was a further marked strengthening of the survey 
companies’ liquidity in 1972, similar to that in the pre
ceding year. For companies as a whole the year saw a
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sizeable increase in profits and in financial surplus. Net 
current assets of the survey companies fell during the 
revenue period of the first quarter but the decrease was 
small compared with that of the two preceding years. The 
liquidity ratio was 67 per cent at the end of the first 
quarter compared with 36 per cent at the same time in 
1971 and 45 per cent in 1970.

Analysis of the changes in individual asset holdings is 
complicated, from this time onwards, by the failure of 
some of the survey companies to take account of the 
reclassification of five major finance houses as ‘other 
banks’ in January 1972. Several reminders were sent and 
a number of amended returns were received, but from the 
first quarter of 1972 the survey companies’ holdings of 
deposits with finance houses are clearly overstated, as is 
apparent from the figures for percentage coverage given 
in Table 7. From comparison with the separate survey of 
finance houses’ assets and liabilities it seems likely, 
despite some possible differences of coverage, that the 
reported holdings of deposits with finance houses are 
overstated by £50 to £100 million in 1972 and by £25 to 
£50 million in 1973. It is also possible that the liability 
figures are distorted to some extent.

On the assets side, during the remainder of 1972, the 
survey companies increased their holdings of all the main 
types of asset, the increases in the second and fourth 
quarters being particularly large. The seasonal build up 
of liquidity in the fourth quarter was given a temporary 
boost because many companies postponed dividend 
payments to take advantage of the transitional arrange
ments for the introduction of advance corporation tax. 
The most striking increase in current assets came in 
holdings of negotiable certificates of deposit, which were 
increased sharply in the second quarter and further in
creased during the rest of the year. The high interest rates 
and easy transferability made these assets particularly 
attractive. Bank borrowing also increased during the 
second quarter, which was the first occasion since the 
beginning of the survey that borrowing rose at the same 
time as current assets. Some companies may have in
creased their bank borrowing to purchase certificates of 
deposit to take advantage of favourable interest rate 
differentials. More generally, the companies may have 
been seeking to build up liquid assets in anticipation of a 
less favourable borrowing climate in the months to come.

On the liabilities side, borrowing throughout the year 
came mainly from the deposit banks: borrowing from 
other sources also increased but to a much lesser extent. 
Taking the year as a whole, total current assets rose by 51 
per cent and total current liabilities rose by 12 per cent, 
which resulted in an increase of 87 percent in net current 
assets, and the liquidity ratio increased to 97 per cent 
from 72 per cent at the beginning of the year.

During 1973, the liquidity that had been built up by 
the survey companies in the previous year began to be 
eroded. Liquidity in the first quarter was depressed 
sharply by both the usual tax payments and by payments 
of dividends held over from the previous year. Companies 
benefited in the second and third quarters from the re
placement of selective employment tax and purchase tax 
by value added tax, since the bulk of the initial payments 
were not made until October. But in general the financial
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position of companies worsened during the year as the 
increases in profits and undistributed income failed to 
match the increases in capital investment and stocks.There 
was little improvement in liquidity in the second and third 
quarters and another sharp fall in the fourth, contrary to 
the normal seasonal pattern. Holdings of current assets 
were increased, mainly in the third quarter, but borrowing 
increased even more.

On the assets side, there was a large movement out of 
negotiable certificates of deposits in the second quarter, 
following changes introduce in the 1973 Finance Act to 
close a tax loophole which had previously favoured 
holdings of these certificates. In the third quarter the 
holdings of negotiable certificates of deposit were largely 
rebuilt, finance house deposits and holdings of local 
authority bills were also increased, and there was a very 
large increase in deposits with ‘other banks’. At the same 
time there was a very large increase in borrowing from 
the deposit banks, and it seems that the margin between 
deposit bank lending rates and the market rates for short
term deposits was large enough at this time to make 
arbitrage worth while for these companies.

In the fourth quarter the major factor causing the 
sharp fall in liquidity was the first payment of VAT by 
manufacturing companies. Borrowing increased, the 
greater part coming from ‘other banks’ following the 2 
per cent rise in base lending rates in November. Arbitrage 
became less attractive and the increase in assets during 
the quarter was relatively small. There was, however, a 
switch in deposits from ‘other banks’ to deposit banks 
which may have ow«l something to the difficulties of 
the ‘fringe’ deposit-taking institutions in December. 
During 1973 as a whole, total current assets increased by 
28 per cent, total current liabilities by 50 per cent, and net 
current assets fell back to the level at the end of 1971. The 
liquidity ratio fell from 97 per cent to 82 per cent, but it 
was still well above the 70 per cent level of the end of 1971.

During the first half of 1974 there was a very sharp fall 
in liquidity. The period of the three-day week at the 
beginning of the year exacerbated what would, in any 
case, have been a difficult financial period for companies. 
Liabilities increased by 20 per cent in the first quarter and 
by a further 18 per cent in the second. Most companies 
reduced their current assets, but in the second quarter 
these reductions were more than offset by large increases 
in the assets of a few companies. In the first quarter the 
principal reductions in assets were in deposits with deposit 
banks, ‘other banks’, and finance houses. The main change 
in the second quarter was a large increase in deposits with 
‘other banks’, which was partially offset by a considerable 
reduction in holdings of negotiable certificates of deposit. 
On the liabilities side, borrowing greatly increased from 
both deposit banks and ‘other banks’ in each of the first 
two quarters. The liquidity ratio fell to 64 per cent at the 
end of the first quarter and to 56 per cent at the end of the 
second. This was the first decline in the second quarter 
since the period of liquidity pressure in 1970, but the 
ratio was still appreciably higher than at the end of either 
the second quarter of 1970 or the second quarter of 1971, 
when it was respectively 42 per cent and 44 per cent. In 
contrast, the other summary measure of liquidity, net 
current assets, at —£1,700 million, was lower than at any 
time since the survey began.

T he  co m po sitio n  o f  h o l d in g s

During the period as a whole the changes in the survey 
companies' liquidity were associated with appreciable 
changes in the composition of their holdings of current 
assets and liabilities (Table 4) in addition to seasonal 
variations such as, for example, the regular build up of 
deposits with deposit banks in the fourth quarter. The 
comparison is made mainly between the results for the 
second quarter of 1974 and the second quarter of 1970 to 
avoid seasonal effects. On the assets side, the largest change 
was in the proportion invested in holdings of negotiable 
certificates of deposit, which grew from under 5 per cent 
of total current assets to over 18 per cent at the end of the 
third quarter of 1972 before subsiding to about 8 per cent 
of the total at the end of the second quarter of 1974. Over 
the same interval deposits with deposit banks increased 
steadily, from about 10 per cent to nearly 19 per cent of 
the total, as did holdings of local authority bills, from 
about 6 per cent to over 12 per cent. Deposits with ‘other 
banks’ rose from about 36 per cent to 47 per cent of the 
total, while deposits with finance houses fell from about 
18 per cent to 5 per cent, although this includes the change 
caused by reclassification of some finance houses as 
‘other banks'. The proportion taken by these two types of 
assets combined fell by only 2 per cent to become 52 
per cent of the total at the end of the second quarter of 
1974. The other large decrease was in holdings of British 
government securities which fell from 14 per cent of the 
total to about 5 per cent.

On the liabilities side, throughout the period, the 
largest proportion of total advances came from deposit 
banks, in contrast to the assets side where deposits with 
deposit banks accounted for a much smaller proportion 
of total current assets than deposits with ‘other banks*. 
However, although advances from deposit banks made 
up 65 per cent of total current liabilities at the end of the 
second quarter of 1970, this proportion declined rapidly 
while the proportion made up by advances from ‘other 
banks’ increased. After the second quarter of 1972 the 
emphasis swung back slightly but by the end of the period 
advances from deposit banks had fallen by nearly 12 per 
cent to become about 53 per cent of the total and advances 
from ‘other banks’ had increased from 29 per cent to over 
44 per cent of the total. Advances from other financial 
institutions declined steadily throughout, from 6 per cent 
of the total at the beginning of the period to under 3 per 
cent at the end. Some of this decrease, and some of the 
increase in the proportion of advances from ‘other banks’ 
may have resulted from the reclassification of five major 
finance houses as ‘other banks’ in January 1972.

IV. Va ria tio ns  in  liq u id ity  betw een
SURVEY COMPANIES

Within the overall results there has been considerable 
variation between individual companies and between 
groups of companies, as will be apparent from the later 
section which compares manufacturing and non-manu
facturing companies. This is inevitably true of net current 
assets since the size of this measure, for an individual 
company, is closely related to the size of the undertaking, 
as well as to the company’s financial policy, and there is a
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wide variation in size of undertakings within the survey 
group. The following table shows that there has also been 
wide variation between the liquidity ratios of individual 
companies. The dates are chosen as representative of 
liquidity squeeze (end of 1970) and easier liquidity (end 
of 1972).

of liquidity ratios 
At of year

Percentage of all 
survey companies

Liquidity ratio 
(per cent) 1970 1972

0 10 9
0— 41 23

\o— 16 20
50— 7 7

lOO- 9 18
500— 17 23

A l l ......................... 100 100

Aggregateliquidity ratio 46 96

These figures show that the overall liquidity ratio 
conceals very wide variations in liquidity within the survey 
companies. Furthermore, the same value of the ratio 
may describe quite different situations in different 
individual companies; for example, the ratio may be 
large even when current assets are too low in the case of a 
company that keeps its bank borrowing to a minimum. 
In using the liquidity ratio as an indicator other financial 
assets and liabilities of the companies are ignored. 
However, the following table, which shows the distribu
tion of the survey companies’ holdings of current assets 
and liabilities, confirms that the variability of the ratio 
has not been unduly increased by many very small 
holdings.

Distribution of current assets and liabilities
At end of year

Percentage of all 
survey companies

Total current 
assets

Total current 
liabilities

£ million 1970 1972 1970 1972
0 • « 10 9 10 11
0— • • 50 29 10 12
1— « • 23 29 35 34
5— • • 7 17 22 19
1(̂ — « • « • 10 16 23 24

All .. 100 100 100 100

Seasonal adjustm ent

Reference has already been made to the tendency for 
company liquidity to increase during the fourth quarter 
of the year in readiness for the main tax payments in the 
following quarter, when there is an offsetting fall. It
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would be easier to assess the survey results if allowance 
for this effect, and other possible seasonal effects could be 
made. The reasons for the seasonal changes in company 
liquidity are complicated and it is not obvious what 
method of seasonal adjustment should be used. Seasonal 
adjustment of total current assets and liabilities of the 
survey companies was investigated using the standard 
X-11 procedure for quarterly data which is generally used 
for the seasonal adjustment of official economic statistics, 
using both a multiplicative and an additive adjustment! 
On balance, the multiplicative approach appeared to 
produce slightly less irregularity and the results were 
encouraging, although the run of data is only 4 | years 
and is too short for an accurate analysis of this kind, 
particularly since the seasonal effect is further complicated 
by marked changes in liquidity from year to year. These 
results are illustrated in Chart 3, and the liquidity ratio 
and net current assets series, calculated from total current 
assets and liabilities after both have been seasonally 
adjusted, are illustrated in Chart 4. For both assets and 
liabilities, strong seasonality seems to be present only in 
the first and fourth quarters. The seasonality for assets is 
opposite and nearly equal to that for liabilities. The 
approximate seasonal factors are given below :

Seasonal factors

1st qtr 2nd qtr 3rd qtr 4th qtr

Total current assets 0-95 1-00 0-99 1-06
Total current liabilities . . 1-05 l-OI 0-99 0-95

VI. M a n u f a c t u r in g  a n d  n o n -m anufac
t u r in g  COMPANIES

This type of direct survey provides the possibility of 
analysing the results according to the industries of the 
companies taking part. Since the present survey is of 
large companies, many of which operate in several 
industries, an analysis on these lines cannot be a precise 
one. However, it does seem possible to provide a useful 
breakdown between companies engaged mainly in 
manufacturing industries and other companies. The res
ults for the manufacturing companies are given in 
Table 5 and the results for the non-manufacturing 
companies in Table 6.

About two-thirds of the companies in the survey are in 
manufacturing. At the start of the period the manufac
turing companies accounted for 45 per cent of the total 
current assets of the survey companies as a whole and for 
79 per cent of their total current liabilities. By the end of 
the period these figures had become 54 per cent and 64 
per cent respectively. The current assets of the manu
facturing companies were lower than their current 
liabilities throughout the period. Initially the current 
assets of the non-manufacturing companies exceeded 
their current liabilities but they have at times over the 
last year been substantially below them.

Chart 5 shows that, for total current assets, the hold
ings of the two groups moved generally together in 1970 
and 1971 but the holdings of the manufacturing compan
ies expanded rather more rapidly during the period of
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easier liquidity in 1972 and early 1973 and fell back much 
more sharply in the second quarter of 1974. Chart 6, on 
the other hand, shows that for total current liabilities the 
two groups behaved very differently. The non-manu
facturing companies’ liabilities began to expand rapidly 
from the second quarter of 1971 and have continued to 
rise whereas the holdings of the manufacturing companies 
at first fell and then showed little change until they began 
to expand in the third quarter of 1973. At the end of 1973 
the liabilities of the non-manufacturing companies were 
about five times as large as they had been four years 
earlier while those of the manufacturing companies had 
only about doubled.

The contrast between the manufacturing and the non
manufacturing companies is particularly apparent in the 
comparison of their liquidity ratios, illustrated in Chart 
7A, and in the comparison of their net current assets, 
illustrated in Chart 7B. It can be seen, from Chart 7A, 
that the liquidity ratio of the manufacturing companies 
rose rapidly from early 1971 until the end of 1972 and 
began to fall in the third quarter of 1973. On the other 
hand, the trend of the liquidity ratio of the non-manu
facturing companies appears to have been declining 
steadily throughout, though admittedly more slowly 
during the period of easier liquidity after early 1971. 
Also, for the non-manufacturing companies the seasonal 
fluctuations are much larger than those for the manu
facturing companies. From Chart 7B, it can be seen that 
the comparison of net current assets presents almost 
exactly the same picture.

The following table compares the percentage com
positions of the holdings of the two groups.

Percentage composition of holdings
At end of quarter

Manufacturing N 
companies

Current assets
Deposits with deposit 

banks
Deposits with ‘other 

banks* and finance 
houses

Negotiable certificates 
of deposit ..

British government 
securities

Local authority tem
porary debt. .

Other current assets ..

Total

Cuireot liabilities
Advances from deposit 

banks
Advances from ‘other 

banks' and other 
ancial institutions . .

Total

on-manufacturing
companies

2nd qtr 
1970

2nd qtr 
1974

2nd qtr 
1970

2nd qtr 
1974

12-3 28*6 9-0 120

61-1 31-2 48-5 66-1

4-2 12-7 4-7 5-3

11-3 8-3 16*3 2-5

1-7 12-9 100 12-2
9-4 6*3 11-5 1-9

1000 1000 1000 100-0

67-5 60-8 55-8 41-3

32-5 39-2 44-2 58-7

100-0 1000 1000 1000

It can be seen that there are several points of difference 
between the holdings of the two groups. On the assets 
side, deposits with deposit banks were much the same 
percentage of total current assets for both groups at the 
start of the period: by the end their percentage had more 
than doubled for the manufacturing companies but had 
changed very little for the non-manufacturing companies. 
At the start of the period deposits with ‘other banks’ and 
finance houses combined were a much larger percentage 
for the manufacturing companies: by the end this had 
been completely reversed. The percentage of negotiable 
certificates of deposit had trebled for the manufacturing 
companies but had changed very little for the non
manufacturing companies. British government securities 
remained a fairly steady percentage of total current assets 
for the manufacturing companies but for the non- 
manufacturing companies their percentage dwindled to 
a very low level. The percentage of local authority 
temporary debt increased considerably for the manufac
turing companies to reach the level which had been 
maintained fairly steadily by the non-manufacturing 
companies.

On the liabilities side, advances from deposit banks 
accounted for the larger percentage of borrowing at the 
start of the period for both the manufacturing and the 
non-manufacturing companies. Both groups increased 
their percentage of borrowing from other sources during 
the period. By the end deposit banks were still providing 
most of the advances to the manufacturing companies 
but borrowing from other sources had become the greater 
percentage for the non-manufacturing companies.

V I I .  C o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h e  s u r v e y  r e s u l t s
WITH th e  FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS

The survey relates only to a group of large companies 
while, in principle, the financial accounts cover all 
industrial and commercial (I and C) companies: it is 
nevertheless of interest to compare the two. The relevant 
parts of the financial accounts are compiled from the 
same sources as the table in Financial Statistics for 
‘selected liquid assets of industrial and commercial 
companies’ (Table 83, September 1974 issue) and this table 
provides a convenient basis for comparison with the 
survey results.

However, when comparing the results shown by the 
liquidity survey and the table in Financial Statistics, the 
entirely different basis of compiling statistics in each case 
should always be borne in mind. The survey results are 
compiled from questionnaires returned quarterly by 
certain large industrial and commercial companies. In 
contrast, the financial accounts are based only to a very 
limited extent on information collected directly from 
industrial and commercial companies, and none of the 
information included on selected liquid assets and lia
bilities in the Financial Statistics table is assembled in this 
way. Industrial and commercial companies’ deposits 
with banks are based on figures provided in statistical 
returns by banks to the Bank of England. Similarly, bank 
advances and loans are analysed by sector by the banks 
and figures provided in statistical returns. Estimates of 
industrial and commercial companies’ deposits with other
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financial institutions such as finance houses and building 
societies are also derived from returns made from these 
institutions; and local authorities report on industrial 
and commercial companies’ holdings of their debt. For 
some items, such as Treasury bills and tax reserve 
certificates, a residual is allocated to industrial and 
commercial companies after estimates of holdings or 
transactions by other sectors have been made. Thus, 
figures in the financial accounts for industrial and 
commercial companies are almost entirely estimated by 
indirect methods and are very dependent on the accuracy 
of classifications made by institutions and companies in 
other sectors, and errors arising in this way will affect the 
comparisons made below.

The items for which information is given in the 
Financial Statistics table are marked with an asterisk in 
Appendix I and are referred to here as 'selected current 
assets and liabilities’. It will be seen that the differences in 
coverage of the different types of financial instruments 
are not large; and, furthermore, the figures for the items 
covered by the survey but not in the table in Financial 
Statistics are relatively small. The differences in coverage 
and financial instruments do not have much effect on the 
comparison of either total current assets or total current 
liabilities between the survey results and the table in 
Financial Statistics. Hence they do not have much effect 
on the comparison of the liquidity ratios derived from 
both sources and shown in Chart 8A. From the begin
ning of 1970 to the end of 1972 the liquidity ratio of all 
industrial and commercial companies fluctuated within 
the relatively narrow range of 69 per cent to 85 per cent. 
It then decreased fairly steadily to reach 62 per cent at 
the end of the second quarter of 1974. The liquidity ratio 
of the survey companies fluctuated much more widely. 
During the period of liquidity pressure in 1970 and early 
1971 it fell below 40 per cent but it increased sharply to 
reach 97 per cent at the end of 1972. It decreased to 83 
per cent at the end of 1973 and then fell much more 
sharply to reach 56 per cent at the end of the second 
quarter of 1974. Throughout the period the changes of 
direction of the two series have corresponded almost 
exactly but it appears that greater cyclical variation 
occurred in the liquidity of the large companies in the 
survey than in the liquidity of the industrial and com
mercial sector as a whole.

The comparison between the survey companies and 
all I and C companies for net total current assets, illus
trated in Chart 8B, presents much the same picture as the 
liquidity ratio comparison of Chart 8A, in so far as it 
shows the survey companies’ liquidity strengthening 
during 1971 and 1972, decreasing during 1973, and then 
decreasing more rapidly in 1974, while the liquidity of all 
1 and C companies is shown as decreasing from early 
1972. However, Chart 8B shows that the decline in 
liquidity since the beginning of 1973, measured by net 
current assets, was much more severe for all 1 and C 
companies than for the survey companies, in contrast to 
Chart 8A, which shows that, in terms of the liquidity 
ratio, the decline in liquidity was more severe for the 
survey companies over this period.

Table 7 gives the movements in individual and total 
selected current assets and liabilities of all I and C 
companies in terms of index numbers (31 December 1969
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=  100) for comparison with the equivalent index numbers 
for the companies in the survey, which are included in 
Table 3. Charts 9 to 13 illustrate some of the more 
important comparisons.

Chart 9 shows that total selected current assets for all 
I and C companies remained fairly steady during the 
squeeze on liquidity during 1970 and early 1971 before 
increasing as liquidity improved. The holdings of the 
survey companies, however, fell slightly during 1970 and 
early 1971. They then expanded much more rapidly than 
the holdings of all I and C companies until by the end of 
1973 their selected current assets were about 2} times 
their level four years earlier compared with a 2J increase 
for all I and C companies.

Chart 10 shows that the indices for total selected 
current liabilities also behaved differently after 1970 and 
particularly during 1972, when the borrowing of all I and 
C companies increased rapidly while that of the survey 
companies remained relatively steady. This may have 
been associated with the new credit control arrangements 
for the banking system, which were introduced at the end 
of the third quarter o f l 971. Bank advances became more 
freely available and this would have contributed to the 
rapid increase in bank borrowing by all I and C compan
ies, but the survey companies do not appear to have 
made use of the easier borrowing conditions. In 1973 
borrowing by the survey companies increased at much 
the same rate as that of the sector as a whole and the gap 
between the two indices was not much changed.

These comparisons are another reflection of the larger 
cyclical fluctuations in liquidity that the survey companies 
appear to have experienced compared with I and C 
companies in general. However, the changes in liquidity 
recorded for the survey companies do not bear any 
obvious relationship to the changes for all I and 
C companies as is illustrated by the following table.

Changes in selected current assets and liabilities
Percentage changes

Dec 1969 
to

Dec 1970

Dec 1970 
to

DecJ971

Dec 1971 
to

Dec 1972

Dec 1972 
to

Dec 1973

Selected current assets
Survey companies .. 
All 1 and C companies

— 6 1 
-h 3 2

-i-49-8 
-r23 0

+  52-6 
+40-6

+  27-8 
+ 30 9

Selected current liabilities
Survey companies .. 
All I and C companies

-^19-8
-M6-5

— 7-2 
+  8 9

+  11-0 
+ 44-0

-i-52-0
H-46-7

For both selected current assets and selected current 
liabilities, the percentage change on the previous quarter 
for all 1 and C companies (,]•) and the corresponding 
change for the survey companies ( a : )  could not be success
fully related by a regression equation of the form 
y  — ax-rb.  Prior seasonal adjustment and various lagged
relationships were tried without improving the results.

It is not possible to identify particular causes for this 
lack of connection. We do not have information about 
the survey companies’ sources and uses of funds. Without
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Percentage change

this it cannot be determined whether the difTerences in 
pattern reflect difTerences in financial surpluses and, if so, 
whether these arise from differing profit performances or 
spending patterns or reliance on sources of funds other 
than bank borrowing, such as trade credit. Part of the 
difference may be associated with the higher proportion 
of manufacturing companies in the survey, since the 
movements in both total current assets and tola! current 
liabilities of the non-manufacturing companies in the 
survey were closer to those of all I and C companies than 
were those of the manufacturing companies (Charts 5, 6, 
9 and 10).

Charts 11, 12 and 13 compare the main types of asset 
separately. Deposits with deposit banks (Chart 11) show 
much the same pattern of divergence as total selected 
current assets (Chart 9). On the other hand, the move
ments in deposits with ‘other banks’ and finance houses 
combined (which are not affected by the reclassification 
of five major finance houses as ‘other banks’ in January 
1972) were similar (Chart 12), although the two series 
diverged'after the third quarter of 1973. This may be 
partly explained by the companies in the survey being 
especially quick to run down these deposits when one or 
two ‘fringe’ institutions failed at that time. One of the 
major developments during the period has been the 
growth in holdings of negotiable certificates of deposit 
(Chart 13). The survey companies’ holdings grew broadly 
in line with the estimated increase for all 1 and C com
panies. However, although both indices fell after the 
changes introduced by the 1973 Finance Act reduced the 
attractiveness of these certificates, the survey companies 
did not expand their holdings to the same extent as the 
whole sector when the interest rate improved later in 
1973.

Table 8 provides a basis for comparing the composition 
of the selected current assets and liabilities of the survey 
companies with that for all I and C companies. The value 
of total selected current assets covered by the survey has 
been between 15 and 23 per cent of the estimated total for 
all I and C companies and the coverage of total selected 
current liabilities has been between 18 and 35 per cent. 
Within selected current assets, the coverage of deposits 
w'ith deposit banks ranged only from 5 to 10 per cent. 
Such deposits were therefore much more important for 
smaller companies and for the large companies not 
covered by the survey than for the survey companies. 
In contrast, deposits with ‘other banks' and finance 
houses combined were much more important for the 
companies included in the survey since the coverage of 
these combined assets ranged from 25 to 33 per cent. The 
coverage was also relatively high for local authority 
temporary debt and for negotiable certificates of deposit, 
suggesting their greater importance to the large companies 
in the survey. For Treasury bills (which are included in 
‘other current assets’ in the survey results because of the 
small number of respondents for this item) and deposits 
with building societies the coverage of the survey was 
low. The low coverage of Treasury bills casts doubt on 
the assumptions made in the financial accounts that all 
unreported holdings are held by I and C companies. The 
low coverage of deposits with building societies may be 
due to the deposits reported by the societies being made 
mainly by smaller companies.
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On the liabilities side, the coverage of the survey was 
greatest at the time of liquidity pressure in 1970 and 1971, 
when it considerably exceeded the coverage on the assets 
side. Coverage of total selected current liabilities fell 
during the easier liquidity conditions of 1972 and 1973 
but increased again in 1974. By the end of the second 
quarter of 1974 it again exceeded the coverage on the 
assets side. This corresponds to the divergence noted in 
the comparisons between the survey companies and all I 
and C companies in the movements of their holdings of 
total selected current assets and liabilities (illustrated in 
Charts 9 and 10). It is a further reflection of the larger 
fluctuations in liquidity experienced by the survey 
companies compared with the sector as a whole. The 
coverage of advances from deposit banks and the cover
age of advances from ‘other banks’ both followed a 
similar pattern of variation to that of the coverage of total 
selected current liabilities, except that the coverage of 
advances from ‘other banks’ decreased steadily relative to 
the coverage of advances from deposit banks (and to a 
greater extent than could be accounted for by the effect 
of any misclassification of finance houses and ‘other 
banks’ after the changes of January 1972). Table 4 shows, 
nevertheless, that advances from ‘other banks’ have been 
gaining in importance for the survey companies but it is 
clear that their importance for the sector as a whole has 
been increasing much more rapidly.

V ll l .  C o n c lu sio n s

Changes in the holdings of assets and liabilities reported 
by the companies in the survey often differ markedly 
from those estimated for all industrial and commercial 
companies in the financial accounts. The large companies 
in the survey also differ in the composition of their current 
assets and liabilities in comparison with all industrial and 
commercial companies since the survey’s coverage of the 
assets and liabilities of all industrial and commercial 
companies varies widely from item to item. The figures 
reported in the survey do not provide a good indication 
of what is happening for industrial and commercial 
companies as a whole. Even the addition of the figures for 
a few large companies (those which report only their 
net current assets) changes appreciably the net assets 
position of the survey group. Furthermore, even for the 
companies included in the survey, the results have 
weaknesses: some reporting errors are known to have 
occurred in distinguishing the various types of financial 
institution, in the inadequacy of the reporting of holdings 
of notes and coin, and in the netting off of certain assets 
against liabilities.

Nevertheless, the companies in the survey are an 
important group in their own right, accounting for some
thing of the order of a fifth of the current assets and 
liabilities of all industrial and commercial companies. 
Their returns provide direct information on quarterly 
movements of some items which, in the financial accounts, 
are estimated from information provided by the in
stitutions to whom companies are lending or from whom 
they are borrowing and such estimates are subject to errors 
in the sector classification of lenders and borrowers by 
those institutions. For other items on the returns, the 
estimates in the financial accounts are based on arbitrary
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assumptions about the division of transactions not 
already identified between industrial and commercial 
companies and the personal sector. In these circumstances, 
it is valuable to have the direct confirmation provided 
by the survey of the liquidity position of a group of large 
companies, so that this can be taken into account in the 
formulation of fiscal and monetary policy. The survey has 
also been of value in throwing some light on the wide 
variations in liquidity between individual industnal and 
commercial companies and between manufacturing and 
non-manufacturing companies.

In view of the limited coverage of the present survey, 
there would clearly be advantages in extending it by 
including more large companies and a sample of smaller 
companies with the aim of making the results represen
tative of all industrial and commercial companies, and 
so making them of more use as a guide to policy making 
and in compiling the financial accounts. However, such 
a development presents some difficulties. Smaller 
companies might find the returns more difficult to com
plete. Also, when the large companies were originally 
approached four years ago many were unwilling to 
contribute to the present survey, despite the confidentiality 
given to the figures for individual companies. However, 
the importance of keeping track of company liqudity is 
now more widely recognised and companies may be more 
prepared to take part.

There would also be advantages in extending the survey 
in respect of the range of information collected, to provide
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a comprehensive and balanced picture of all sources and 
uses of funds so that the companies’ liquidity position— 
including their trade credit situation— could be directly 
related to changes in their trading position and to their 
other transactions, for example, to their profits, tax 
payments, expenditure on fixed assets, and stockbuilding. 
Interpretation of the financial accounts for the industrial 
and commercial companies sector has always been made 
difficult by the large and volatile amounts accounted for 
by ‘unidentified items’ which reflect errors and omissions 
throughout the current, capital and financial accounts. 
Extending the information requested would involve some 
duplication of data collection with other statistical 
enquiries. However, it would provide a comprehensive 
picture of the transactions of the important group of 
companies in the sample. It could well also give some clue 
as to how to interpret movements in the ‘unidentified 
items’ for the sector as a whole.

Recent events have served to emphasise the importance 
of having an adequate assessment and understanding of 
the liquidity position of companies as a basis for deter
mining fiscal and monetary policy, and hence the value 
of increasing the usefulness of this survey. For the time 
being the survey will be continued in its present form 
and its future will be discussed with the bodies most 
concerned. From now on the quarterly results will be 
published regularly in Trade and Industry; the first article, 
giving the results for the third quarter of 1974, is due 
to be published on 12 December 1974.

Department o f Industry
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?partment of Industry

The assets and liabilities covered by the Department of 
Industry survey are listed below. The items marked with 
an asterisk are included in the ‘selected current assets and 
liabilities* discussed in this article, for which estimates of 
the holdings of all industrial and commercial companies 
are given in Financial Statistics (Table 83, September 
1974 issue).
Current assets

Deposits with banks in the United Kingdom : 
*1 Deposit banks

Other banks
Loans and deposits with finance houses 
Shares and deposits with building societies 
Negotiable certificates of deposit (sterling and 

dollar) (^)
British government securities 
Local authority bills and temporary money 
Local authority mortgages and other securities 
Tax reserve certificates 
Tax deposit accounts 
Treasury bills 
Notes and coin

Current liabilities
Advances and loans from :
*13 Deposit banks
*14 Other banks

15 Other financial institutions (where the initial 
loan term is not more than twelve months)

Some details of the less well known of these items are 
given below.

Negotiable certificates o f deposit are issued by United 
Kingdom banks for a fixed term of between three months 
and five years. Interest is paid annually and at maturity 
(or at maturity only for certificates with a term of one 
year or less). They are readily negotiable but they are not 
registered, and the holders are therefore not known to 
the issuing banks. Dollar certificates were introduced in 
May 1966, sterling certificates in October 1968.

Local authority bills and temporary money include bills 
repayable in less than twelve months and, under ‘tempor
ary money’, loans given for up to one year that can be 
terminated by either side on seven days notice.

Local authority mortgages and other securities. Local 
authority mortgages are registered and are transferable 
(although, in practice, transfers rarely take place). ‘Other 
securities’ comprise quoted securities, which are registered 
and are marketable on the Stock Exchange, and local 
authority negotiable bonds, which are registered and are 
negotiable.

Tax reserve certificates were issued by the Bank of 
England to companies (and, under different terms, to 
persons). They were interest earning, if used for tax 
payments; they could be cashed but the interest would then
(̂ ) Although this is included in the ’selected' items, for all industrial 

and commercial companies, estimates are available of holdings 
of only sterling certificates until the second quarter of 1973. 
From then the data for alt industrial and commercial companies 
includes identified holdings of dollar certificates.

be lost. They were registered but not marketable and 
were not issued to companies after December 1971.

Tax deposit accounts were introduced in the 1973 
Finance Act, to operate from April 1973. They are in
terest earning and may be used to pay main, but not 
advance, corporation tax. They are registered but not 
marketable.

Other current assets. Few survey companies reported 
holdings of Treasury bills and these are combined in the 
survey results, with notes and coin, in ‘other current 
assets’to avoid any possibility of disclosure. Holdings of 
tax reserve certificates by the survey companies dwindled 
during 1973; they are shown separately until the end of
1972 but the few holdings reported during 1973 are also 
included in ‘other current assets’. The few holdings of tax 
deposit accounts reported from the second quarter of
1973 are also included in ‘other current assets’.
Estimates in the financial accounts for non'selected assets 
and liabilities
For most of the assets and liabilities listed above, but 
not covered in ‘selected current assets and liabilities,’ 
some estimates of changes in the holdings of all 
industrial and commercial companies are given in 
Financial Statistics (Table 7, September 1974 issue).

Estimates are available of the changes in holdings of 
local authority long-term debt by all industrial and 
commercial companies, except for changes in their hold
ings of quoted securities, which are assumed to be zero.

For notes and coin, approximate estimates of changes 
in holdings are available, which are obtained by dividing 
the changes in the public’s holdings equally between 
industrial and commercial companies on the one hand 
and persons on the other (apart from a special day-of- 
the-week adjustment).

Estimates are available of the changes in loans and 
mortgages from ‘other financial institutions* to all 
industrial and commercial companies, but these include 
changes in loans and mortgages of over twelve months* 
duration.

Estimates of the holdings of British government 
securities by all industrial and commercial companies 
are not available and the changes in them are assumed 
to be zero in the financial accounts.
Guidance given in survey questionnaire
The following guidance relating to the current assets and 
liabilities for which information is requested is included 
in the survey questionnaire :
(a) Where appropriate, the return is required to cover 
assets and liabilities of all companies in the group.
(b) The values stated are to be book values.
(c) Details are required of only current assets in the 
United Kingdom. Amounts in foreign currency are 
required to be converted at the exchange rate on the last 
day of the quarter.
(d) Loans and deposits with finance houses are to 
include loans and deposits with hire purchase companies 
and other deposit-taking financial institutions
(e) A list of deposit banks and ‘other banks’ is provided.
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APPENDIX II

Holdiogs of curreDt assets and liabUities of survey companies(*)
A m uiints ou tstand ing  a t  end o f  period

T A B L E  1 £  m illion

N u m b e r  o f  com panies(*)

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  
D ep o sits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

D ep o sit b a n k s .............................................
O th e r  b a n k s ( ^ ) .............................................

D ep o sits  w ith  finance houses(^)
D ep o sits  w ith  bu ild ing  societies 
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d ep o s it (s terling  

a n d  do lla r)
B ritish  g o v ern m en t securities 
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills a n d  tem p o ra ry

n io iic^  «• •• •• •• ••
L ocal a u th o rity  m o rtg ag es a n d  lo a n s  . .
T a x  reserve ceriificates(^)
O th e r  c u rre n t a sse ts (‘) . .

•  •

•  »

T o ta l cu rren t asse ts  ( ”)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A dvances a n d  loans fro m  b a n k s  a n d  

o th e r financial in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K : 
D eposit b an k s  
O th e r b an k s
O th e r  financial in slitu tio n s(^ )

»  •T ota l cu rren t U ab lliU es( ') ..

N E T  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S .. 

L IQ U ID IT Y  R A T IO  (P E R  C E N D (® ) ■ *

1969 1970 1971

(*) C o m p an ies  in  th e  D e p a rtm e n t o f  In d u s try ’s  su rvey  o f  co m p an y  liqu id ity .
(*) T h e  figures a re  fo r  th e  n u m b e r o f  co m p an ies  th a t  co m p le ted  re tu rn s  fo r  th e  p reced ing  f o u n h  q u a n e r . E stim ates a re  included  fo r  an y  o f  these 

co m p an ies  th a t ceased  to  rep ly  d u rin g  th e  y e a r  u n til th e  e n d  o f  th e  n ex t fo u rth  q u a r te r . T h ere  is a  b reak  in coverage a t  th e  en d  o f  each  year a n d  
tw o  se ts  o f  resu lts  a re  given fo r  th e  fo u rth  q u a r te r  so  th a t  th e  effect o f  lo sing  so m e  co m p an ie s  can  be seen.

(®) In  Ja n u a ry  1972 five m a jo r finance  h o uses w ere g ra n te d  th e  s ta tu s  o f  b a n k s  a n d  reclassified  a s  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’. N o t all th e  survey  co m p an ies  to o k
change. I t  is e s tim a ted  th a t  ‘d ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o uses’ is o v e rs ta ted  by  £50  to  £100 m illion  in  1972 a n d  £25 to  £50 m illion  in 

1973; d ep o sits  w ith  o th e r  b a n k s  a re  u n d e rs ta ted  by th e  sam e a m o u n t.

T A B L E  2
Changes in holdings of curreni assets and liabilities of survey conipanies(^)

£  m illion

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 
D ep o sits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K : 

D eposit banks 
O th e r banks!

D ep o sits  w ith finance h o u ses(’) 
D ep o sits  w ith  bu ild ing  societies 
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  deposit 

(sterling  a n d  do lla r)
B ritish governm en t securities . .
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills a n d  tem p o ra ry

m o n e y ........................................................
L ocal au th o rity  m ortgages a n d  loans 
T ax  reserve certificates! ‘)
O th e r c u rre n t assets! *)

•  *I 'o ta l  cu rren t assets! *)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A dvances a n d  loans fro m  banks and  

o th e r financial in s titu tio n s  in  the  U K :
D eposit b an k s  ..............................
O th e r  b a n k s ............................................
O th e r financial in s titu tio n s!’)

T o ta l current liabilities! *)

N E T  C U R R E N T  A SSETS

fo o tn o te s  ( ’), a n d  (®) to  ( ’) o f  T ab le  1

1970 1971

38

4 th 1st 2nd 3rd 4 th 4 th 1st 2nd 1 3 M ~ 4th 4th
q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q lr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q ir .

236 236 236 236 236 232 232 232 1 232 232 227

132 99 88 95 134 136 113 99 123 185 195
370 307 305 291 330 329 304 363 342 420 429
158 144 150 177 177 177 164 216 263 229 220

2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 4 4

31 32 37 36 30 30 39 84 116 151 145
113 126 118 88 91 91 94 80 77 78 69

90 74 53 40 58 57 40 43 73 118 122
55 55 50 45 41 41 40 39 43 41 41
27 15 21 25 29 27 21 22 26 30 31
19 15 16 19 23 20 15 14 16 17 16

997 870 843 820 915 911 834 963 1,083 1,273 1,273

1,053 1,249 1,311 1,262 1,117 1,07! 1,379 1,218 1,005 825 779
520 587 584 644 767 748 816 840 929 863 878
91 92 122 158 151 151 136 120 147 130 118

1,664 1,928 2,017 2,064 2,035 1,970 2,331 2,178 2,081 1,817 1,775
-  667 - 1,058 -1 ,1 7 4 -1 ,2 4 4 - 1 ,1 2 0 -1 ,0 5 9 -1 ,4 9 7 -1 ,2 1 5 -  998 -  545 -  502

60 45 42 40 45 46 36 44 11 52 70 72

1970 1971 1972 1973 1st 2nd 3rd 4ih 1st 11 2nd 3rd 4th
q tr . q tr . q ir . q tr . q tr. q tr . q tr . q tr.

2 49 116 172 —  33 —  11 7 38 —  23 —  14 24 62
—  40 91 239 258 —  63 —  2 —  15 40 —  25 59 —  21 78

19 52 —  21 —  17 —  14 6 27 —  1 —  12 51 47 —  33
2 —  2 2 —  1 1 —  1 1 I

—  22
121 231 —  47 2 5 —  1 —  6 9 45 32 35

—  13 16 39 13 —  8 —  30 3 3 —  14 —  3 1

—  32 61 55 121 —  16 —  21 —  13 18 —  17 3 30 45
—  14 14 —  10 —  1 —  4 —  5 —  4 —  1 3 —  2

2 2 —  10
b i L

—  11 6 4 4 —  6 1 4 3
4 —  3 5 —  4 2 2 4 —  5 —  1 2 1

—  82 362 645 494 — 127 —  27 —  23 95 —  77 129 119 190

64A a mm — 247 162 610 196 62 —  49 —  145 308 — 161 — 213 — J80
247 115 20 306 67 —  3 60 123 68 24 89 —  66

60 —  21 27 9 I 29 37 —  7 —  15 —  15 26 —  17
371 — 152 209 925 264 89 47 —  29 361 — 152 —  98 —263

^ 5 3 514 436 ^ 3 0 — 391 — 116 —  70 124 —438  1 282 217 453

» . i

19

3

22

79
(•) Tit resent a 

cenilicaies du 
(*) ‘Other curreni 

of 1973, tit d 
(•) Components i 
(^ loduding oni; 
(0 Total cuirent

TABLE 2 (mtimdi
m

18 295

99

117
85

I

<
I .

- f .



Ti tn

)

£

?
2̂ 2

UI8
840
120

1178

UI5

44

3rd 
.  Ilr- 4th '

qir.

123
342
263

4

185
420
229

4

116
77

151
78

73 118
43 41
26 30

___

1,083 1,273

1.005 825
929 863
147 130

2.08! 1,817

-  998 -  545 -

52 70

227

1173

779
878
118

1,775 

-502

n

s are included for any d* these 
ge at the end of each year and

all the sur\ey companies took 
1972 and £25 to £50 million in

*(') £millioii

.<0

r
f

Holdings of current assets and liabilities of survey companies ( ’)
A m ounts outstanfU ng a t  end  o f  period

T A B L E  1 (continued) £  m illion

1972 1973 1974

1st 2 n d 3rd 4 th 4 th 1st 2 n d 3 rd 4 th 4 th 1st 2 n d
qiv. q tr . q m q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr .

227 227 227 227 221 221 221 221 221 216 216 216 N u m b e r  o f  com panies(*)

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S
D e p o s its  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

177 213 226 312 290 299 298 353 462 462 427 410 I ^ p o s i t  b a n k s
519 581 596 669 661 728 762 981 919 915 844 1,027 O th e r  banksf*)
156 191 178 199 182 160 160 189 164 164 111 108 D e p o s its  w ith  fin an ce  houses(*)

3 3 3 2 2 2 8 4 5 5 6 7 D e p o s its  w ith  b u ild in g  societies 
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d ep o s it

no 251 293 376 300 284 245 276 253 253 246 182 (ste rlin g  a n d  d o lla r)
81 74 78 85 83 86 96 106 122 122 121 106 B ritish  g o v e rn m en t securities

L o ca l a u th o rity  b ills  a n d  te m p o ra ry
121 139 146 177 172 183 198 230 293 293 292 273 m oney
43 47 41 55 49 42 50 47 39 39 36 54 L o ca l a u th o rity  m o n g a g e s  a n d  lo an s
25 25 21 21 21

^  -
21 19 19 I 9 { T a x  reserve certificates(*)

20 20 23 22 21 18 19 O th e r  c u rre n t a sse ts (‘)

1,255 1.550 1,605 1,918 1,782 1,806 1,837 2,206 2,277 2,273 2,101 2,186 T o ta l cu rren t assets(*)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S
A d v an ces  a n d  lo a n s  fro m  b a n k s  a n d

o th e r  financia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K :
892 968 866 941 934 1,099 1,098 1,423 1,545 1,525 1,881 2,069 D e p o s it b a n k s
893 905 913 898 842 950 981 967 1,148 1,137 1,338 1,711 O th e r  b a n k s

89 85 113 144 70 91 104 97 79 79 73 94 O th e r  fin an c ia l in s titu tio n s(^ )

1.874 1,959 1,893 1,984 1,847 2,139 2,183 2,486 2,771 2,741 3,292 3,873 T o ta l cu rren t liabilities(*)

—  619 -  409 -  287 —  65 -  65  --  333 -  346 -  280 -  495 -  468 - -1 ,1 9 1  - -1 ,687 N E T  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S

67 79 85 97 96 84 84 89 82 83 64 56 L IQ U ID IT Y  R A T IO  (P E R  C E N T ) («)

 ̂ 4

.  ^

(*) T ax  reserve certifica tes w ere  n o t  issued  to  co m p an ie s  a f te r  D ecem b er 1971, T h e  h o ld in g s  o f  th e  few  c o m p a n ie s  th a t  re p o rte d  h o ld in g s  o f  th ese  
^ r t i f ic a te s  d u rin g  1973 a re  inc luded  w ith  ‘o th e r  asse ts’.

(*) ‘O th e r cu rre n t asse ts’ in c lu d es h o ld in g s o f  n o te s  a n d  c o in , T re a su ry  b ills, tax  rese rv e  certifica tes (d u rin g  1973 o n ly ) a n d ,  fro m  th e  seco n d  q u a r te r  
o f  1973, tax  d ep o sit acco u n ts .

(• )  C o m p o n e n ts  a re  ro u n d e d  in d ep en d en tly  o f  th e  to ta ls .
( ’) In c lu d in g  on ly  ad v an ces a n d  lo an s  w ith  a n  in itia l lo a n  te rm  o f  n o t  m o re  th a n  tw elve m o n th s .
(*) ‘T o ta l c u rre n t asse ts’ a s  a  percen tage  o f  'to ta l  c u rre n t liab ilities’.

Changes in holdings of current assets and liabilities of survey companies(i)
T A B L E  2  ( continued) £  m illion

1972 1973 1974

1st 2 n d 3 rd 4 th 1st 2nd 3rd 4 th 1st 2 n d
q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q ir . q tr . q ir . q tr .

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S
D ep o sits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

—  18 36 13 86 9 —  1 55 109 —  35 —  17 D e p o s it b a n k s
90 61 15 73 67 34 219 —  62 —  71 182 O th e r  banks(*)

—  64 34 —  12 21 —  21 29 —  24 —  53 —  3 D e p o s its  w ith  fin an ce  h o u se s (’)
—  1 — —  1 5 —  3 I 2 I> eposits w ith  b u ild in g  societies

N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d ep o s it (s te rlin g
—  35 147 36 82 —  16 —  39 31 —  23 —  7 —  64 a n d  d o lla r)

12 —  7 4 7 3 10 10 16 — —  16 B ritish  g o v e rn m en t secu rities
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills  a n d  te m p o ra ry

—  I 18 7 31 10 16 32 62 —  1 —  19 m oney
2 4 —  6 14 —  7 8 —  3 —  8 —  3 18 L o ca l a u th o rity  m o rtg ag es  a n d  loat.^

—  6 —  4 X __ 20 __ 2 __ 1 T a x  reserve c e r t i f ic a te * )
3 — 2 —  1 /  ^

Jm
\ —  2 2 O th e r  c u rre n t assets( *)

—  18 295 55 313 24 31 369 70 — 171 85 T o ta l cu rren t assets! *)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S
A d v an ces a n d  lo a n s  fro m  b a n k s  a n d  o th e r

financia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K :
113 76 — 103 75 164 —  1 325 122 356 188 D ep o sit b an k s

15 12 8 —  15 108 31 —  14 181 201 373 O th e r  b an k s
—  29 —  3 28 31 21 13 —  7 —  18 -  6 21 O th e r  financia l in stitu tions!^ )

99 85 —  67 91 293 43 304 285 551 581 T o ta l co rreo t liabUities(*)

— 117 210 122 222 — 268 —  13 65 — 214 — 723 — 496 N E T  C U R R E N T  A SSE T S

3 9
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T A B L E S

Holdings of current assets and liabUities of survey companies(i)
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end  o f  period

In d e x  n u m b e rs , 31 D ecem ber =  100( ‘)

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 
E teposits w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

^ p o s i t  b an k s
O th e r  b a n k s (’) .........................................................

D ep o sits  w ith  h n a n c e  houses(^)
L o an s  a n d  d ep o sits  w ith  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’ a n d  finance  

h o uses c o m b in e d (’)
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  societies 
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d e p o s it (s te rlin g  a n d  

d o lla r)
B ritish  g o v ern m en t secu rities .............................
L o ca l a u th o rity  bills a n d  te m p o ra ry  m o ney  
L ocal a u th o rity  m o rtg ag es a n d  lo an s
T a x  reserve c e r t i f i c a t e s ( * ) ...........................................
O th e r  cu rre n t assets^*) ...........................................

T o ta l cu rren t assets
T o ta l selected cu rren t assets(*)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A dvances a n d  lo a n s  fro m  b a n k s  a n d  o th e r  financia l 

in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K :
D ep o sit b an k s  
O th e r  b a n k s . .
O th e r  financia l in s t i tu tio n s (0  ...............................

T o ta l cu rren t liabilities
T o ta l selected cu rren t Uabilitjes( *)

N E T  T O T A L  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S • • • •

H o ld in g s  a t  
31 D ecem b er 

1969
(£  m illion )

997
808

1,053
520

91

1,664
1,573

667

1969

100
100
100

100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

100
100
100

100
100

100

1970

159 176 186

122
120

168

1971

•237

no
109

109
117

193 158 86

( 0  C o m p an ies  in  th e  D e p a rtm e n t o f  In d u s try ’s  su rvey  o f  c o m p a n y  liqu id ity .
(*) T h e  ind ices have b een  a d ju s ted  to  m a k e  ^ c m  c o m p a ra b le  o v er th e  p e rio d .
(•) In  J a n u a ry  1972 five m a jo r  finance  h o u ses  w ere  g ra n te d  th e  s ta tu s  o f  b a n k s  a n d  reclassified  a s  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’. N o t  a ll th e  su rvey  co m p an ies  to o k  

acco u n t o f  th is  change.
(*) T a x  reserve certifica tes w ere  n o t  issued to  co m p an ie s  a f te r  D ecem b er 1971. T h e  h o ld in g s  o f  th e  few  c o m p a n ie s  th a t  re p o rte d  ho ld ings o f  these  

certifica tes d u rin g  1973 a re  in c lu d ed  w ith  ‘o th e r  asse ts’.

T A B L E  4
Compostioo of holdings of current assets and liabUities of survey companies(i)

P ercentage

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  
D eposits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

D ep o sit b a n k s .........................................................................
O th e r  b a n k s ( * ) .........................................................................

D ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o u s e s ( * ) .............................................
D ep o sits  w ith  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’ a n d  fin an ce  houses 

co m b in ed  (*)
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  s o c i e t i e s .............................................
N eg o tiab le  certificates o f  d ep o s it (s terling  a n d

d o l l a r ) .......................................................................................
B ritish  g o v ern m en t secu rities  .............................................
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills a n d  to n p o ra ry  m o ney  
L ocal a u th o rity  m ortgages a n d  lo an s  
T a x  reserve certificates(^) . .
O th e r c u rre n t a s s e t s O ) ...........................................................

T o ta l cu rren t a s s e ts . .

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S
A d v an ces a n d  lo a n s  fro m  b a n k s  a n d  o th e r  financial 

in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K :
D ep o sit b an k s
O th e r b a n k s  .........................................................................
O th e r  financial m stitu tionsf^ ) ...............................

T o ta l cu rren t la b ilit ie s

1969

lOO-O

100-0

1970

lOO-O

64-8
30-4

4-8

lOO-O

10-5
36-2
17-8

54-0
0-2

lOO-O lOO-O

6 5 0
29-0

6-0

lOO-O 100-0

14-9
3 6 1
19-4

1971

10-3
37-7
22-4

lOO-O

lOO-O

iOO-0

lOOO

60-1
0-2

100-0

100-0

100-0 lOO-O

100-0 100-0

(*) C o m p an ies  in  th e  D e p a rtm e n t o f  In d u s try ’s  survey o f  co m p an y  liquid ity .
In  Ja n u a ry  1972 five m a jo r finance  h o uses w ere g ran ted  th e  s ta tu s  o f  b a n k s  a n d  reclassified a s  ‘o th e r  b a n k s’. N o t  a ll th e  survey com panies to o k  
acco u n t o f  th is  change. I t  is estim ated  th a t ‘deposits  w ith  finance  h o uses’ is oversta ted  by  £50  to  £100  m illion  in  1972 a n d  £25 to  £50 m illion in
1973; ‘d ep o sits  w ith  o th e r  banks* a rc  u n d e rs ta ted  by th e  sam e am o u n t.

40

qtr.
qtr.

-70 - 4 i

{«) ‘Oibtr current 
of 1973, tax de 

0  Selected cuiret 
0  loctuding only

TABLE4fflw/mifed)

1972

16*6

K

1(

(■)
of 1973̂ ’fieiu



> , 3 1

<ltr.

82
IW

104

12S
83
45
72
82
93

qtr. qtr. 4tb

74

137

110
109

276
71

71
85
87

84
84

137
161
149

145
145

-237

97
102

121
166
132

U5

qir.

92
93 138

16? 114
145

115
183

123
213

379 493

82
7? 132

103
74

116

117
128
141

99
183 no
161 142

135

-193

129 113
127 111

-158 -

an the survey companies took

i» t reported holdings of these

Penntaie

1971

3rd
qtr.

19-7

.fi\

♦0

T A B L E  3 (continued)

Holdings of current assets and liabilities of sorvey companies(i)
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end  o f  period

In d e x  n u m b e rs , 31 D ecem b er 1 9 6 9 = 1 0 0 (* )

1972 1973 1974

162
178

119
120

106 70 49

143

196
217

11 58

180
316

1,042
98

221
101
133

199
219

116
203
260

60

1,176
108
257

96

125

170
166

49

212
189

188
234

126 118

201
279
182

189
187

86 •218

H o ld in g s  a t  
31 D ecem b er 

1969
(£  m illion )

223
303

129

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 
D e p o s its  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

D e p o s it b a n k s  
O th e r  bank$(*)

D e p o s its  w ith  fin an ce  houses(*)
L o an s  a n d  d ep o s its  w ith  ‘o th e r  banks* a n d  

finance  h o uses com bined(*)
D e p o s its  w ith  b u ild in g  societies 
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d e p o s it (s te rlin g  

a n d  d o lla r)
B ritish  g o v e rn m en t securities 
L o ca l a u th o rity  b ills a n d  te m p o ra ry  m o n ey  
L ocal au thoritiy  m o rtg ag es  a n d  lo a n s  
T a x  reserve certificates(*)
O th e r  c u rre n t a s se ts (‘)

997
808

T o ta l cu rre n t asse ts
T o ta l selected  cu rren t assets(*)

1,053
520

91

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A d v an ces  a n d  lo a n s  f ro m  b a n k s  a n d  o th e r  

fin an c ia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K : 
D e p o s it b a n k s  
O th e r  b a n k s
O th e r  financia l in s t i tu tio n s (^

267
265

1,664
1,573

T o ta l cu rren t liab ilities
T o ta l selected  cu rre n t UaUDtie8(*)

-309 N E T  T O T A L  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S

(^) ‘O th e r  c u rre n t a sse ts ' in c lu d es  h o ld in g s  o f  n o te s  a n d  c o in , T re a su ry  b ills , ta x  rese rv e  ce rtifica tes  (d u rin g  1973 o n ly )  a n d ,  f ro m  th e  seco n d  q u a r te r  
o f  1973, ta x  d ep o s it acco u n ts .

(*) Selected  c u rre n t a sse ts  a n d  liab ilities  a re  m a rk e d  * in  A p p en d ix  I.
U ) In c lu d in g  o n ly  ad v an ces  a n d  lo a n s  w ith  a n  in itia l lo a n  te rm  o f  n o t  m o re  th a n  tw elve m o n th s .

T A B L E  4  ( continued)
Composition of holdings of current and liabilities of survey companies(i)

P ercen tag e

1972 1973 1974

16*3
3 7 1
10*2

16-0
44-5
8-6

53-8
0-2

49-8
0-2

48-2
0-2

100-0 100-0 lOOO

100-0 100-0 100-0

100-0

50-2
0-4

100-0

lOOK) 100-0

1-2 0-9 0-8
100-0

100-0

100-0 100-0 100-0

100-0 100-0 1000

18-8
47-0

5 0

52-0
0-3

lOO-O

100-0

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S
D e p o s its  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K :

D ep o sit b a n k s  
O th e r  banks(*)

D e p o s its  w ith  f i n ^ c e  houses(*)
D ep o sits  w ith  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ' a n d  fin an ce  houses 

c o m b in e d (‘)
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  societies 
N e g o tia b le  certifica tes o f  d e p o s it (s terling  

a n d  d o lla r)
B ritish  g o v e rn m en t securities 
L ocal a u th o r ity  b ills a n d  te m p o ra ry  m o n ^  
L ocal a u th o r ity  m o r t g a ^  a n d  lo an s  
T a x  reserve c e r t i f ic a te * )
O th e r  c u rre n t assets(*)

T o ta l cu rren t assets

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A d v an ces a n d  lo an s  f ro m  b a n k s  a n d  o th e r  

financia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K :
D ep o sit b a n k s  
O th e r  b a n k s
O th e r  financia l in stitu tions(* )

T o ta l cu rren t liabilities

(*) T a x  reserve certificates w ere n o t issued  to  co m p an ies  a f te r  D ecem ber 1971. T h e  h o ld in g s  o f  th e  few  co m p an ie s  th a t  rep o rted  h o ld in g s o f  these  
certificates d u rin g  1973 a re  inc luded  w ith  'o th e r  a s s e s ’.

(*) ‘O th e r c u rre n t assets’ includes h o ld in g s o f  n o te s  a n d  c o in . T re asu ry  bills, tax  reserve certifica tes (d u rin g  1973 on ly ) a n d , fro m  th e  seco n d  q u a r te r  
o f  1973, tax  deposit accoun ts.

(*) In c lu d in g  on ly  ad v an ces a n d  lo an s  w ith  a n  m itia l lo an  te rm  o f  n o t m o re  th a n  tw elve m o n th s .

4 1
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Holdings of current assets and liabilities of survey coinpames(*) in manufacturing
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end o f  period

T A B L E S £  m illion

N u m b e r  o f  com panies(*)

•  •

•  •

•  ■

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 
D ep o sits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  UfC:

D ep o sit b an k s  
O th e r  b a n k s (’) . .

D ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o u se s (* ) . .
D ep o sits  w ith b u ild in g  societies 
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d ep o s it (s terling  

a n d  d o lla r)
B ritish  g o v ern m en t securities 
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills a n d  te m p o ra ry  

m o ney  • • »« • *
L ocal a u th o rity  m o rtg ag es a n d  lo an s  
T ax  reserve certificates( *)
O th e r  c u rre n t assets(*) . .

•  •

■ • •  «

T o ta l cu rren t asse ts  ( ’)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A dvances a n d  lo an s  fro m  b a n k s  a n d  

o th e r  financia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K : 
D ep o sit b a n k s  . .
O th e r  b an k s
O th e r financia l in stitu tions(^ )

«  •

T ota l cu rren t liab ilitie s(* )..

N E T  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S ...............................

L IQ U ID IT Y  R A T IO  (P E R  C E N T ) (») . .

1

1969 1970 1971

4 th 1st 2nd 3 rd 1 4 th I 4 lh 1st 2nd 3rd 4 th 4 th
q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . 1 q tr . 1 q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr .

m 160 160 160 [  160 157 157 157 157 157 153

58 55 47 61 68 71 67 51 72 104 114
167 129 150 153 153 151 146 166 134 181 191
109 85 81 98 101 101 101 139 167 135 126

2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

14 19 16 16 17 17 25 41 64 71 65
48 48 43 17 21 21 20 21 27 30 21

21 12 6 9 13 13 10 15 39 57 61
16 19 18 17 16 16 13 12 15 12 12
14 9 9 10 10 9 6 7 9 9 11
6 5 7 9 12 9 5 6 6 5 _____5

454 381 378 390 412 1 410 394 460 536 606 607

860 1,019 1,072 1,037 895 853 1,122 958 753 579 534
409 463 450 495 601 582 619 581 638 545 561

50 54 67 105 1 104 104 84 74 109 81 69
,318 1,536 1,589 1,637 1,601 1 1.540 1,824 1,613 1,500 1,206 1,164

864 - -1,154 -1 ,211  ■-1 ,2 4 7  1-1 ,1 8 9  ■f l . I 2 9  - •1,430 ■-1 ,153 -  964 -  599 -  557

34 25 24 24 1 26 1 27 22 29 36 50 52
( 0  C o m p an ies  in  th e  D e p a rtm e n t o f  In d u s try ’s  su rvey  o f  co m p an y  liqu id ity .
( • )  T h e  figures a re  fo r  th e  n u m b e r  o f  co m p an ie s  th a t  co m p le ted  re tu rn s  fo r  th e  p reced in g  fo u r th  q u a r te r . E stim ates  a re  in c lu d ed  fo r  an y  o f  these 

co m p an ies  th a t  ceased  to  rep ly  d u rin g  th e  y ea r u n til th e  en d  o f  th e  nex t fo u r th  q u a n e r .  T h e re  is a  b reak  in  coverage a t  th e  e n d  o f  each  y ea r a n d  
tw o  se ts  o f  resu lts  a re  g iven fo r  th e  fo u rth  q u a r te r  so  th a t  th e  effect o f  losing  som e c o m p a n ie s  can  b e  seen.

(*) In  J a n u a ry  1972 five m a jo r  finance  h o uses w ere g ran ted  th e  s ta tu s  o f  b a n k s  a n d  reclassified  as  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’. N o t a ll th e  su rvey  co m p an ies  to o k  
a c c o u n t o f  th is  change. I t  is  e s tim a ted  th a t  ‘d ep o s its  w ith  finance  h o u ses’ is o v e rs ta ted  by  £50  to  £100  m illio n  in  1972 a n d  £25 to  £50  m illion  in 
1973; ‘d ep o sits  w ith  o th e r  b a n k s ’ a re  u n d e rs ta te d  by th e  sam e am o u n t.

Holdings of current

T A B L E  6

and liabilities of survey companies (^) in non^manufacturing industries
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end

£  m illion

See fo o tn o te s  to  T ab le  5.
4 2

1969 1970 1971

4 th 1st 2nd 3rd 4 th 4 th 1st 2nd 1 3rd 4 th 4 th
q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr. q tr.

N u m b e r o f  c o m p a n i e s ( * ) ........................................ 76 76 76 76 76 75 75 75 1 75 74
C U R R E N T  A SSE T S

D ep o sits  w ith b a n k s  in  th e  U K :
D eposit b a n k s ........................................................... 74 44 42 35 66 65 46 48 51 81 81
O th e r  b a n k s (’) ........................................................... 204 179 156 138 178 178 158 197 207 238 238

D ep o sits  w ith  finance h o u s c s (^  . • 48 59 69 79 76 75 63 77 96 94 94
LXeposits w ith b u ild in g  societies 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1

B P̂

1 2 2
N ego tiab le  certificates o f  d ep o sit (sterling

a 1 a

a n d  do lla r) 16 13 22 21 13 13 15 43 52 80 80
B ritish  governm en t s e c u n t i e s ............................... 66 78 76 71 70 70 74 59 50 48 48
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills a n d  tw n p o ra ry 1 1

m oney  . . 70 62 47 32 45 44 31 29 34 61 61
L ocal a u th o rity  m ortgages a n d  lo a n s  «. 40 36 32 28 25 25 27 27 28 29 29
T ax  reserve certificates( ♦) ............................... 13 7 12 16 19 18 15 15 18 20 20
O th e r cu rre n t a s s e t s ( ^ ) ............................................. 13 10 10 9 11 11 10 9

B 9 99 
10 12 12

T o ta l cu rreo t assets(^) 543 489 465 430 503 501 440 503 1 547 666 666
C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S

A dvances a n d  lo an s  fro m  b a n k s  an d
o th e r financial in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K :
D eposit b a n k s  ............................................. 193 230 239 225 222 218 257 260 252 246 245
O th e r  b a n k s .......................................................... 111 124 135 149 166 165 197 259 291 317 317
O th e r  financial m stitu tto n s( *) 42 39 55 53 47 47 52 47 38 48 48

T o ta l cu rren t UabHitiesC^............................ 347 393 428 427 434 430 507 566 581 612 611

N E T  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S ............................................ 197 , 97 37 3 69 71 -  67 -  62 -  34 54 55

U Q U ID IT Y  R A T IO  (P E R  C E N T ) («) . . 157 i
1

125 109 101 / / 6 116 87 59 94 709 109

651 859 837

(*) Tax reserve certi 
certificates durio 

(*) 'Other current n 
of 1973, tax d ^  

0  Componats are 
(0 Including only a 

Total current at

Hotdio

TABLE6 fcon/MUfdJ
197

74 74 74

605 691
769
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Holdings of carrent assets and liabilities of survey companies(^) in
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end o f  period

T A B L E  5 (continued)

actming indostries

£  m illio n

1972

153

651

153

859

153

8S7

153

938

150

930

1973

150 150

1,087 1,099

150

1,268

150 147

1974

147

1,226

1,034
620

29

1,222

1,022
616

29

1,134

1,329
766

26

147

8

887

1,461
904

38

N u m b e r  o f  c o m o a n ie s  (*)

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  
D ep o sits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K : 

D e p o s it b a n k s  
O th e r  banks(*)

D e p o s its  w ith  f in an ce  h o u se s (’) 
D e p o s its  w ith  b u ild in g  s o c ie t i^  
N eg o tiab le  ce rtih ca le s  o f  d ep o s it 

(s te rlin g  a n d  d o lla r)
B ritish  g o v e rn m en t secu rities 
L o ca l a u th o r ity  b ills  a n d  te m p o ra ry  

m o ney
L o ca l a u th o rity  m o rtg ag es  a n d  lo a n s  
T a x  reserve certificates(^)
O th e r  c u rre n t assets^*)

T o ta l c n rre a t assets(*)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A d v an ces  a n d  lo a n s  f ro m  b a n k s  a n d  

o th e r  financia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K : 
D ep o sit b a n k s  
O t ^  b a n k s
O th e r  fin an c ia l in s t i tu t io n s f^

T o ta l cu rren t liabilfties(*) 

N E T  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S

U Q U I D I T Y  R A T IO  (P E R  C E N T ) (•)

(*) T a x  reserve certifica tes w ere  n o t  issued  to  co m p an ie s  a f te r  D ecem b er 1971. T h e  h o ld in g s  o f  th e  few  c o m p a n ie s  th a t  re p o r te d  h o ld in g s  o f  these  
certificates d u rin g  1973 a re  in c lu d ed  w ith  ‘o th e r  asse ts’.

(*) ‘O th e r  c u rre n t a sse ts’ in c lu d es  h o ld in g s  o f  n o te s  a n d  c o in . T re a su ry  b ills, ta x  reserve  certifica tes (d u rin g  1973 o n ly ) a n d , f ro m  th e  se c o n d  q u a r te r  
o f  1973. ta x  d ep o s it acco u n ts .

( ' )  C o m p o n e n ts  a re  ro u n d e d  in d ep en d en tly  o f  th e  to ta ls .
0  In c lu d in g  o n ly  ad v an ces  a n d  lo a n s  w ith  a n  in itia l lo a n  te rm  o f  n o t  m o re  th a n  tw elve m o n th s .
' )  ‘T o ta l c u rre n t asse ts’ a s  a  p e rcen tag e  o f  ‘to ta l  c u rre n t liab ilities’.

Holdings of current

T A B L E  6  (continued)

labilities of survey companies(^)
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end  o f  period

III 1Hnanufactaring iodii

1972 1973

1st 2 n d 3 rd  11 4 tb 4 tb 1 st 1 2nd 3rd 4 th 4 th 1st 2nd
q tr . q tr . q tr .  11 q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr . q tr .

74 74 74 7 i ~ 7 7 71 7T~ 7i~ 69~

70 63 70 119 113 96 106 130 143 143 150 156
244 289 322 381 379 354 353 All 516 516 426 813

75 71 65 75 59 49 54 56 58 58 48 46
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 4

53 112 148 197 107 56 66 85 87 87 89 69
50 38 37 37 35 27 24 26 30 30 32 32

52 63 76 103 98 93 85 120 189 189 198 158
31 26 25 40 34 26 33 28 14 14 11 10
19
10

19
9

15
1 10

15
1 12 12 J 18 16 14 13 13 ( 1. 11

60S 691 769 980 852 719 739 938 1,051 1,051 967 1,300

281 313 310 334 332 393 399 478 511 503 552 607
362 400 437 476 414 457 504 477 528 521 572 807

37 46 1 eo 91 30 42 50 56 50 50 46 55
679 759 808 900 776 892 954 l.O U 1,088 1,074 1,171 1,469

-  75 —  68 U  39 80 77 -1 7 3 U 215 —  74 —  38 —  23 -  203 -  170
89 91 1 95 1 109 11( 81 1 77 93 97 98 83 88

1974

N u m b e r  o f  co m p an ie sC )

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 
D ep o sits  w ith  b a n k s  in  th e  U K : 

D ep o sit b a n k s  
O th e r  bank$(*)

D ep o sits  w ith  finance  b o u s ^ ”) 
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  societies 
N eg o tia b le  certifica tes o f  dq>o$it 

(s te rlin g  a n d  d o lla r)
B ritish  g o v ern m en t secu rities 
L ocal a u th o rity  b ills a n d  te m p o ra ry  

m o ney
L ocal a u th o rity  m o rtg ag es a n d  lo an s  
T ax  reserve c e r t i f ic a te * )
O th e r  c u rre n t assets!*)

M

T o ta l cu rren t assets(*)

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A dvances a n d  loans fro m  b a n k s  a n d  

o th e r  financia l in s titu tio n s  in  th e  U K : 
b a n k s

O th e r  b a n k s
O th e r  financia l in s t i tu tio n s (^

T o ta l cu rren t liabitities(*)

N E T  C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 

L IQ U ID IT Y  R A T IO  (P E R  C E N T ) (*)

4 3
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Holdings of selected current and liabUities by all industrial and commercial companie8(0
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end  o f  period

T A B L E ? In d e x  n u m b e rs , 31 D ecem ber 1 9 6 9 = 1 0 0

Statistics. T h e re  a re  a  n u m b e r  o f  b re a k s  in  th e  s e r i ^  w h ich  a re  n o te d  in  Financial S ta tistics. T h e  m d tces  g iven  h e re  h av e  been  ad ju sted  fo r  
th ese  changes to  m ^ e  th e m  c o m p a ra b le  o v e r th e  p e rio d .

(*) In c lu d in g  tax  d ep o sit a c c o u n ts  f ro m  th e  seco n d  q u a r te r  o f  1973.
(•)  In c lu d in g  id e n tih « l h o ld in g s  o f  d o lla r  certifica tes o f  d e p o s it f ro m  th e  se c o n d  q u a r te r  o f  1973.

Percentage coverage of holdings of all industrial and commercial companies by holdings of sarvey companies(0
S elected  cu rren t a sse ts  and

T A B L E  8 Percentage

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S
T ax  reserve c e r tif ic a tc s (* ) ...........................................................
L ocal a u th o rity  te m p o ra ry  d e b t . .
D ep o sits  w ith  d ep o sit b a n k s  
D ep o sits  w ith  o th e r  b a n k s
D ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o uses .............................................
D ep o sits  w ith  "o ther b a n k s’ a n d  fin an ce  h o u ses  co m 

bined
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  dcposit(*) ...............................
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  s o c i e t i e s .............................................

T o ta l selected cm reiit a s s ^

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A dvances a n d  lo an s  fro m : 

D eposit b a n k s  
O th e r  b an k s

T o ta l selected ci a reu t  KaMHtks

1969

18-7

28-8
37-0

31-0

1970

16-5

31-5
39-6

33-7

16*1

30-5
36-6

32-2

15-8

31-0
37-3

32-9

17-0

28-5
38-6

31*9

1971

15-1

33-5
39-0

35-3

17-9

29-3
38-2

32-4

19-0

26-4
39-3

31-4

20-7

21-5
33-2

26-2

(^) T h e  figures a re  th e  percen tage  coverage b y  th e  h o ld in g s o f  th e  su rvey  co m p an ies  th a t  rep o rted  d u r in g  th e  y ea rs  in  question .
O  T a x  reserve certificates w ere  n o t  issued  to  co m p an ies  i^ tc r  D ecem b er 1971. T h e  few  ho ld ings o f  th ese  certificates rep o rted  du rin g  1973 have been 

inc luded , in  th e  survey  resu lts , in  ‘o th e r  c u rre n t asse ts’ to  avo id  d isc lo su re , a n d  th e re fo re  n o  f i b r e s  fo r  th e ir  c o v e r a ^  d u rin g  1973 a re  given.
(*) T h e  survey  resu lts  in d u d e  h o ld in g s  o f  b o th  s te rlin g  a n d  d o lla r  certificates o f  d e p o sk . T h e  estim ates fo r  a ll industria l a n d  com m ercial com panies 

a re  fo r  s to i in g  certificates on ly  u n til th e  f irs t q u a r te r  o f  1973; a f te r  th is  th ey  a lso  in d u d e  iden tihed  h o ld in g s o f  d o lla r  certificates.

44

(

1 H o ld in g s  a t 1969 1970 1971
1 4$ 1 i^^vCcmovr

1969
1 (£  m illio n )

4 th
q tr .

1st
q tr .

2 n d
q tr .

3 rd
q tr .

4 th
q tr .

1st
q tr .

2nd
q ir .

3 rd
q tr .

4 th
q tr .

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S
T ax  reserve ccrtificatcs{*) •• •• 1 *56
L ocal a u th o rity  te m p o ra ry  d e b t ...............................  ^ 5
D ep o sits  w ith  d ep o sit b a n k s  ............................... |  T’^ ,
D ep o sits  w ith  o th e r  b a n k s  . .  . .  •• • • I  ^’|Z i  
D ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o uses . • • - 322 
D ep o sits  w ith  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’ a n d  fin an ce  h o uses 

com bined  •• •• 1
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  d e p o s it( ‘) ............................... I 114
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  s o c i e t i e s ............................... |  74

100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100

58-3
96-1
92-7
96-9
85-1

94-6
120-2
98-6

70-5
89- 8
90- 0  
99-9 
95-7

99-1
124-6
97-3

8 2 1
83-5
93-6

104-1
98-4

103-0
107-9
97-3

96-2
77-2

105-7
107-6
98-1

105-8
93-0
95-9

76-9
76-1

104-7
108-0
86-6

103-9
171-9
95-9

85-3
78-9
98-3

115-2
89-9

110-3
269-3
114-8

98- 7 
90-5 

105-2 
120-2
99- 4

116-2
306-1
141-9

.
124- 4
90- 2 

122-6
125- 7
91- 3

119-1 
375-4 ■ 
189-2

T o ta l selected cu rren t a s s e t s ............................................. j 4 ,3 2 6 100 93-3 93-9 96-8 103-2 103-2 106-0 114-1 126-9

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S
A dvances a n d  lo a n s  f ro m : \ ^ ^

D ep o sit b a n k s  ........................................................... 1 3 ,662
O th e r  b a n k s . . | 1,407

100 108-4 117-3 i n - 3 107-0 112-6 113-4 103-8 104-5
100 105-3 113-4 122-7 141-3 148-5 156-4 168-1 185-0

T o ta l selected cu rren t liab ilities ............................... 1 5 ,069 100 107-6 116-2 1 114-4 116-5 122-5 125-4 121-7 126-9
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j42'2
7^5
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1180
154-5
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117-4
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231-8

163-1 168-
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2
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1971

Holdings of selected current assets and liabilities by all L and commercial companies(i)

T A B L E  7 (continued)
A m ounts ou tstand ing  a t  end o f  period

In d ex  n u m b e rs , 31 D ecem b er 1 9 6 9 = 1 0 0

1972

83-3
96-8

116*4
142-2
79-5

130*3
371-9
227-0

117*4
208*7

80*0
110*2
118-0
154-5

88-9

141*8
642*6
254-1

136-9
231-8

77-4
122-8
131-0
166-4
96-0

152-6
852-3
254-1

135-6
252-0

75-3
1 2 6 0
151-8
181*7
106-8

1973

33-4
138-6
152-1
207-4
128-9

166-9
1,096-6

254-1

127*6 140*7 160-0 178*4 185-8 187-4 217-4 233-6 228-5 226-8

146-0
276-3

190-9
1,041-9

247-3

157-2
302-6

35-4
165-6
154-8
214-5
132-8

197-4
874-1
270-3

164-9
329-7

142-7 163-1 168-2 182-7 198-0 211-4 233-6 268*1 286-8 311*1

32-7
171-2
169-4
263-6
148-8

241-5
1, 112-1

236-5

182-0
364-7

30-7
169-5
197-4
277-9
135-2

253-0
1, 100-2

216-2

205-5
426-4

1974

120 
182 1 
183-1 
301-3 
106-4

271-4
834-2
195-9

224-6
445-1

11-3
178-6
190-2
298-3
112-0

269-2
691-2
195-9

240-4
489-9

H o ld in g s  a t  
31 D ecem b er 

1969
(£  m illion )

156
285

1,949
1,371

322

4,326

3,662
1,407

5,069

C U R R E N T  A SSE T S 
T ax  reserve certificaies(*)
L ocal a u th o rity  te m p o ra ry  d e b t 
D e p o s its  w ith  d ep o s it b an k s  
D ep o sits  w ith  o th e r  b a n k s  
D ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o uses 
D ep o sits  w ith  ‘o th e r  b a n k s ’ a n d  finance  

h o uses co m b in ed
N eg o tiab le  certifica tes o f  deposit(®) 
D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  societies

T o ta l selected  cu rren t asse ts

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S  
A d v an ces  a n d  lo an s  f ro m : 

D ep o sit b a n k s  
O th e r  b a n k s

T o ta l selected  cu rren t liabU ides

- 'ti

al companies by holdings 
liabilities

T A B L E  8 (continued) P ercen tag e

1972 1973 1974

1st 2nd 3 rd 4 th 1st 2nd 3rd 4 th 1st 2nd
q tr . q lr . q tr . q tr . q t r q tr . q tr . q ir . q tr . q tr .

C U R R E N T  A S S E T S
20-2 21-2 18*3 18*7 T a x  reserve certificates(^)
43-9 44-3 41-8 49*3 46-2 42-0 47-2 60-6 56-2 53-6 L ocal a u th o r ity  te m p o ra ry  d eb t

7-8 9-3 8-9 10-6 10-1 9-9 10-7 12*0 12-0 11*1 D e p o s its  w ith  d ep o sit b a n k s
24-2 24-9 23-7 24*4 23*3 23-6 24-7 21*9 18-6 22*8 D e p o s its  w ith  o th e r  b a n k s

154-7 168*8 146*1 146-7 99*1 96-4 101-5 97*3 83*8 77-4 D ep o sits  w ith  finance  h o uses
D ep o sits  w ith  ‘o th e r  banks*  a n d  finance

30*0 31*5 29-4 30*1 2 7 0 27-1 28-1 24-9 20-4 24*5 houses co m b in ed
25*7 35*6 29-8 30-2 22*8 22-6 20-6 19*5 23-5 20*9 N eg o tiab le  certificates o f  deposit(* )

1-7 1*5 1*4 1*2 1*2 3-9 2-4 2*9 3-9 5*1 D ep o sits  w ith  b u ild in g  societies

19-9 23-0 21-3 22*5 20-4 20-3 21-4 20-5 19*2 20-2 T o ta l selected c m re n t asse ts

C U R R E N T  L IA B IL IT IE S
A dvances a n d  lo an s  f ro m :

20*8 19*3 17*5 17-6 19*1 18-2 21-4 20-6 22-9 23*5 D ep o sit b a n k s
27-0 24*6 22*8 20-5 19*4 18-4 16*4 16-6 18*6 21*6 O th e r  b a n k s

23-5 21*6 19-9 18-9 19-2 18-3 19-0 18-7 20-9 22*6 T o ta l selected c m ie n t HabOitles
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 253, November 1974

return on capital
J .  L .  W a l k e r ,  Statisticiaiiy Department o f Industry (*)

In t r o d u c t io n

The rate of return on capital employed provides a 
measure of the profitability of a business in relation to its 
assets or funds employed. There are a number of different 
measures of the rate of return depending upon the 
definition of profits and capital employed, but the 
definition of the numerator and denominator must be 
consistent. Therefore once the definition of profits has 
been decided the appropriate definition of capital em
ployed largely follows from it. This article explores from 
the point of view of economic analysis various ways of 
assessing for companies in aggregate their profits 
and their rate of return on capital employed in a par
ticular year both before and after tax. Different methods 
of assessing this return are appropriate to meet dif
ferent circumstances, and what is appropriate for 
economic analysis may not always be suitable when 
looking at the position of an individual company. When 
considering companies in aggregate it is necessary to 
adopt standard procedures which on average, over a large 
number of companies, should produce reasonable results. 
However, when examining an individual company the 
standard procedure may be inappropriate and the con
clusions reached below may not necessarily be suitable 
for individual companies.

It is necessary to draw a clear distinction between the 
two main types of rates of return: accounting rates of 
return and the ‘internal’ rate of return. This article deals 
only with accounting rates of return, which are derived 
from company accounts and which measure the actual 
return in a particular year on the total capital employed 
on all the projects then in existence, including both those 
projects started at various times in the past and those 
started in the current year. The ‘internal’ rate of return, 
on the other hand, measures the return on an individual 
project based on the net receipts over the whole life of the 
project and it is the value of this rate of return, based 
on expected net receipts over the life of the project, which 
is relevant in deciding whether or not to go ahead with an 
investment project. It is not possible to estimate ‘internal’ 
rates of return from published company accounts; the 
relationship between accounting and ‘internal’ rates of 
return is very complex even for a single project, and they 
are not equal except under very special conditions.

There are two sources of data from which accounting 
rates of return can be estimated for United Kingdom 
companies in aggregate. The National Income and 
Expenditure Blue Book contains estimates of company 
sector profits, split between financial companies and 
industrial and commercial companies, and estimates of

{’) T h e  a u th o r  w ould  like to  acknow ledge th e  co n sid erab le  assis
tance  received in th e  p re p a ra tio n  o f  th is  a rtic le  fro m  colleagues 
th ro u g h o u t th e  G o v ern m en t Service.

the net capital stock of fixed assets and of the holdings of 
stocks(^). The second source of information is the 
Department of Industry (DI) analysis of the published 
accounts of large companies operating mainly in the 
United Kingdom. This covers both quoted and non- 
quoted companies in manufacturing, distribution, con
struction, transport and certain other services. The 
analysis is published annually in the Business Monitor 
Series M3, Company Finance, and is broken down by 
twenty three broad industry groups for quoted companies 
and five broad industry groups for non-quoted companies. 
The Business Monitor already contains one rate of return 
of net income to net assets at book values. The account
ancy staff of the Monopolies and Mergers Commission 
use these data to estimate certain rates of return which 
they publish from time to time.

A number of rates of return estimated from these two 
sets of data are given in Tables 1 and 2 (Appendix 1), 
taking account as far as possible of the problems of 
definition discussed below. The Department of Industry 
intends to publish updated versions of these series in 
future years. In general it is not possible to compare 
satisfactorily the levels of the different types of rates of 
return shown in Table 1 for any one year because of 
differences in their definitions. Also, the main principle 
adopted in deciding how to deal with the various prob
lems of handling these data for each series has been to 
produce a series comparable over time because the 
interest in rates of return is mainly in changes and trends 
rather than in the levels at any one time. A second and 
equally important principle adopted in compiling these 
rates of return has been to use a procedure which is 
practicable given the information available. A further 
factor has been the desirability of making as little adjust
ment as possible to the latest figures, adjustments being 
concentrated on making the earlier figures comparable 
with the latest ones; the latest figures are then more 
readily usable and are more likely to be comparable with 
figures based on the same data when used in other con
texts.

T he  assessment o f  profits or  income

Profits can be measured in a number of ways to cover 
different types of income. In company accounts the 
presentation varies, but it is possible to identify separately, 
either from the profit and loss account directly or in
directly or from the notes to the accounts, the profits 
arising from trading activities before deducting depre
ciation and tax or interest charges, investment income 
(including income from trade investments), and interest

(*) F o r  d e ta ils  o f  th e  sou rces used  fo r  these estim ates see National 
Accounts S ta tistics: Sources and M ethods (H M S O  1968).
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and other revenue income. From these profits there may 
be deducted interest payments, depreciation, and tax. 
In the national accounts, as oppos^ to most company 
accounts themselves, an estimate is made of stock appre
ciation and this may also be deducted in certain 
circumstances.
Gross trading profits
The gross trading profit is the income arising from the 
trading activities of a company before deducting depre
ciation and takes no account of income from investments 
and other forms of income. When considering the profit
ability of industry in total or of individual industries it is 
appropriate to restrict the coverage of income in this way. 
In terms of the data in company accounts gross trading 
profits can be defined as the income from trading after 
charging directors’ fees and emoluments, superannuation 
payments, compensation for loss of office, etc., and net 
of any extraordinary expenditure associated with trading 
such as on reorganisation or closure, but before charging 
depreciation and interest. It is possible that all extraord
inary items, and not just those associated with trading, 
should be charged against profits. However this point is 
not of any great importance for rates of return, as these 
‘non-trading’ extraordinary items are small relative to 
aggregate company profits. The national income accounts 
distinguish gross trading profit as defined above arising 
only from activity in the United Kingdom. Companies 
in their consolidated accounts cover all activities including 
those by their overseas subsidiaries and branches, but 
this is not a major disadvantage for the DI analysis as it 
is restricted to companies operating mainly in the United 
Kingdom.
Gross income
Gross income consists of gross trading profits plus invest
ment income and the share of associated companies’ pre
tax profits, plus interest received and other revenue 
income. Total income from all sources needs to be taken 
into account if the overall financial position of companies 
is being examined.
Deduction o f interest
Profits and income as defined above so far take no account 
of the source of the capital employed in the business. If 
profits are to be assessed in relation to only the long-term 
capital employed, the interest payable on short-term 
loans needs to be deducted, although the distinction 
between long-term and short-term capital is not always 
clear cut. In the Business Monitor, M i, Company 
Finance, gross income is defined as total income after 
deducting interest on short-term loans, including bank 
overdrafts. The accountancy staff of the Monopolies and 
Mergers Commission, however, in their rates of return 
measure profitability in relation to total capital employed 
including short-term loans and do not deduct bank or 
other short-term loan interest from profits.
Deduction o f depreciation
From each of the two measuresxif profits so far discussed 
a charge may be deducted for the use of capital assets. 
Such a charge may be deducted in order to allow for the 
wearing out by use and obsolescence of fixed assets but, 
since the cost of using these assets cannot be measured 
directly, an element of arbitrariness is involved in making 
this d^uction. In the past the charge for depreciation

. A

appearing in company accounts, at least for plant and 
machinery, was often based on the declining balance 
method at rates also used for calculating tax allowances. 
More and more companies are now using in their pub
lished accounts only the straight line basis for calculating 
depreciation allowances on all classes of fixed assets, 
having regard solely to expected life and obsolescence. 
The progressive advent of high initial tax allowances, 
investment grants and recently the first year tax allowance 
of 100 per cent, have contributed towards this change in 
practice. The change has been made gradually and affects 
slightly the comparisons over time of profits after 
depreciation as derived from company accounts by 
lowering slightly the figure for later years compared with 
earlier ones.

The major disadvantage of deducting the depreciation 
charge shown in company accounts is that they are based 
on the book value of assets which is usually lower than 
the current replacement cost or market value, although 
higher than the true historic cost if the assets have been 
revalued since the date of purchase. For economic 
analysis, a depreciation charge related to the current 
price of assets is preferred. It is possible to estimate for 
companies a depreciation charge at current prices in 
respect of buildings, plant and vehicles based on the 
replacement cost of these fixed assets, though the in
formation given in company accounts does not enable very 
precise estimates to be made. (Land is not, of course, 
subject to depreciation.) Assumptions have to be made 
about the age structure of assets (in the case of plant and 
machinery, by reference to annual additions and annual 
depreciation charges) and appropriate price indices 
applied; the estimation of the current value of buildings 
is the most difficult. The accountancy staff of the Mono
polies and Mergers Commission have made estimates of 
depreciation in this way in respect of buildings, plant and 
vehicles for the large manufacturing companies covered 
by the DI analysis of company accounts.

The national accounts incorporate estimates for all 
companies of depreciation at current prices, called capi
tal consumption, and of the net capital stock of fixed assets 
other than land at current replacement costs (Tables 
59 and 65 of the latest National Income and Expendi
ture Blue Book). The Central Statistical Office (CSO) 
have recently compiled for use in calculating rates of 
return, new series of capital consumption and net capital 
stock at both current replacement and historic costs for 
industrial and commercial companies and financial 
companies separately. These new series are set out for the 
first time in Appendix II. All these estimates of capital 
consumption and net capital stock are based mainly on 
the ‘perpetual inventory’ method by using the estimates 
of past purchases of fixed assets, combined with assump
tions about their length of life. The estimates, and in 
particular those of capital stock, are recognised to be 
subject to a wide margin of error, as the assumptions on 
the length of life of assets are very approximate and little 
allowance is made for technological change. No attempt 
has been made to use these figures to estimate deprecia
tion at current prices for the large companies in the DI 
analysis ; it is thought that they would not provide the 
basis for an estimate any better than that already cal
culated by the accountancy staff of the Monopolies and 
Mergers Commission.
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Some adjustments to depreciation as shown in company 
accounts should also be made for the treatment of 
government capital grants^ the most important of which 
is for investment grants. Companies have adopted two 
different accounting procedures for dealing with these 
grants; some deduct grants from the cost of fixed assets 
and show the net cost in their balance sheet and depreciate 
only the net cost while others create a grant reserve, a 
certain amount of which is credited to the profit and loss 
account each year and thus effectively deducted from the 
depreciation charge although shown separate from it. 
In the analysis depreciation is taken as the amount 
shown in companies’ accounts and, to ensure compara
bility of treatment for all companies, needs to be adjusted 
to put all fixed assets and thus depreciation on a gross 
of capital grants basis. For the rates of return given in 
Tables 1 and 2, those compiled by the accountancy staff 
of the Monopolies and Mergers Commission do make 
some adjustment for investment grants, but no such 
adjustment has been made for the other rates of return 
based on the DI analysis given in Table 1. It is hoped in 
due course to make some approximate adjustment for 
investment grants using information compiled from 
government records of total investment grant payment; 
company accounts contain insufficient information to 
enable a direct estimate to be made as between 10 and 20 
per cent of the companies in the DI analysis do not record 
separately the investment grants they have deducted from 
fixed assets. No such estimate however can be made for 
building grants from either administrative records or 
company accounts but these are small relative to invest
ment grants and this deficiency is relatively unimportant. 
Regional development grants under the Industry Act 
1972 also come into this category, but present no dif
ficulties as they are normally accounted for in company 
accounts by creating a development grant reserve, a cer
tain amount of which is credited to the profit and loss 
account each year. In the DI analysis fixed assets and 
depreciation are recorded gross of these grants and the 
amounts credited to the profit and loss account are ex
cluded from the calculations of income and depreciation. 
In the national accounts the estimates of capital stock, 
and therefore of capital consumption, are based on the 
value of assets, gross of any capital grants received.

Deduction o f stock appreciation
In the national accounts an adjustment called stock 
appreciation is made to allow for the difference between 
company profits as derived in commercial accounts, and 
profits, as derived when the opening and closing stocks 
are valued at the average prices of the period. This 
adjustment is made because it is considered that the 
appreciation in the value of stocks held by a business 
does not arise from economic activity in that period. 
Companies in their own accounts strike profits after 
valuing opening and closing stocks at the lower of cost 
or market value and generally assume that stocks are 
used on a ‘first in first out’ basis. In consequence, the 
valuation of opening and closing stocks may reflect 
different levels of prices, and profits may include an 
clement which arises from these price changes and so 
do not reflect only the current prices of purchases and 
sales in the period. The deduction of stock appreciation 
is equivalent to a form of replacement cost accounting.
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being one of the charges necessary to maintain in physical 
terms the assets used in the business. Companies do not 
necessarily have to provide from profits the money 
needed to finance the higher cost of stocks arising from 
price increases. Higher values of stocks may be financed 
by more borrowing and the only extra cost which then 
has to be met out of profits is the interest charges on the 
additional borrowing. Stock appreciation, however, 
regardless of how it is financed, represents an additional 
amount of money a company has got to find to maintain 
the physical volume of its stocks. Stock appreciation 
arises because of price changes and it is not compatible 
to adjust gross profits for depreciation at historic prices 
and stock appreciation at current prices. For this reason 
in calculating the rates of return in Tables 1 and 2 stock 
appreciation has only been deducted when deducting 
depreciation at current prices, as when estimating net 
profits on a replacement cost basis.

The national accounts include an estimate of stock 
appreciation for the company sector, but unfortunately 
there is insufficient information available in company 
accounts to make a direct estimate of stock appreciation. 
It is, however, possible to make use of the national account 
estimates to derive approximate estimates of stock appre
ciation for the companies in the DI analysis of company 
accounts and this has been done in order to arrive at the 
estimates for manufacturing industry in Tables I and 2. 
These estimates are very approximate as the changes in 
stocks reported by the companies in the DI analysis do 
not always correspond closely with those estimated for 
all companies in the national accounts. However the 
figures in Tables I and 2 give ah indication of the in
creasing importance of stock appreciation; in the early 
1960’s stock appreciation for manufacturing industry in 
total was about ^ per cent of net trading assets at replace
ment costs, while by about 1970 with the faster increase 
in prices it had risen to around 2 per cent.

Shareholders' income
The income available before tax for distribution to the 
shareholders and for retention, is total in c o m e d e p re 
ciation and all interest payments. When considering the 
economy as a whole this is not a good measure of profit
ability or the efficiency of total capital as this is dependent 
among other things on a company’s gearing, that is, the 
ratio of long and short-term loans to the shareholders’ 
interest. However this measure is important from the 
point of view of the owners or potential purchasers of risk 
capital, or when considering the viability of a company.

Deduction o f tax
From the point of view of a company, it is the profit after 
deducting tax as well as depreciation and interest which 
is available for retention and the payment of dividends. 
There are a number of problems in assessing these profits 
on a comparable basis over time because post-tax profits 
reflect changes in the system of taxation, tax rates, the 
composition of income, and the allowances for invest
ment as well as changes in the performance of the com
pany. Moreover, since tax is levied on total income net of 
interest charges, post-tax profits cannot be derived 
accurately in relation to trading activities alone or in 
relation to income before deduction of interest charges.
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A number of changes have been made to the system of 
company taxation over the last twenty years. Company 
profits earned in their financial years up to 1964/65 were 
subject to income tax and profits tax. Taxable profits in 
both cases were after allowing for the statutory capital 
allowances but, with respect to the income tax charge, no 
deduction was allowed for annual interest payments and 
certain other annual payments. Companies were, how
ever, required to deduct income tax from all distributions 
ofdividends, interest and other annual payments, but were 
not required to account to the Inland Revenue for this 
tax. The system was changed by the 1965 Finance Act 
with the introduction of corporation tax to replace in
come and profits lax for company profits. In arriving at 
taxable profits for corporation tax, deductions are allowed 
for capital allowances, annual interest payments and 
certain other annual payments. The 1965 Finance Act 
also introduced capital gains tax; for companies any such 
gains are included in profits on which corporation tax is 
paid. In addition, for 1966/67 and subsequent years 
companies had to deduct and account to the Inland 
Revenue for income lax deducted from any distributions 
of dividends and other annual payments they made.

A further change was made in the 1972 Finance Act 
with the introduction of the Imputation System of 
corporation lax. Under this system when a company makes 
a dividend payment no income tax is deducted but the 
company is required to pay to the Inland Revenue an 
advance payment of corporation tax (ACT) in respect of 
all dividends distributed after 5 April 1973. The rate of 
ACT is expressed as a proportion of the dividends net of 
ACT. The UK. recipient of dividends is entitled to a tax 
credit which is added to the dividends for the purpose of 
determining his taxable income, but which can be set 
against his own tax liability. The amount of ACT paid 
by the company in any accounting period is then set 
against its subsequent payment of corporation tax on the 
income earned in that period, subject to certain limita
tions on the size of the relief that can be claimed.

Under both the corporation tax and income and profits 
tax systems there have been various rules for dealing with 
trading losses, income tax deducted at source from divi
dends and interest received, ACT and tax credits, double 
taxation relief on overseas profits, and for the group 
treatment of holding and subsidiary companies. Details 
of the changes made in company taxation can be obtained 
from the publications listed in Appendix III; the various 
rates of income tax, profits lax, and corporation tax since 
1950 are also given there. For the purposes of this article, 
the main changes which affect the continuity of company 
taxation over the last two decades are the treatment of 
dividends and of capital expenditure, both of which are 
discussed below.

Estimate o f tax charge on accruals or payments basis
It is necessary first though to consider whether the tax 
charge to be deducted should be on an accruals basis or a 
payments basis. The tax charge recorded in company 
accounts is not necessarily directly related to profits 
earned during that period because it is affected by the 
various provisions for losses which can be set against 
previous or future years’ profits, the provisions for the 
treatment of income tax deducted at source from invest
ment income received, or a tax credit attached to such

income, as well as by the various statutory capital allow
ances which depend on capital expenditure rather than 
profits earned during the year. In addition there is a delay 
of between nine months to nearly two years, depending 
largely on the company’s accounting date, before the bulk 
of the company’s tax charge is paid to the Inland Revenue. 
If tax payments were deducted rather than the accruals it 
would have the advantage of excluding the amount which 
is actually paid by the company during the year. However, 
if this method were used, it would be appropriate to 
adjust sales and thus profits to a cash flow basis rather 
than the present accruals basis. Such an adjustment would 
be possible using company accounts data but the figures 
would cease to provide a measure of profitability from 
any one year’s activities. Also the accruals basis is more 
consistent with the derivation of profits as published in 
company accounts. For these reasons the accruals basis 
has been used in Table 1.

Dividends
Prior to 6 April 1966 companies made their dividend 
payments net of income tax and recorded these payments 
net of income tax in their accounts. With the intro
duction of corporation tax companies continued to pay 
dividends net of income tax but now had to account to 
the Inland Revenue for the amount of income tax deduc
ted, and in their accounts companies showed dividends 
gross of income tax. With the introduction of ACT for 
dividends paid after 5 April 1973 income tax is no longer 
charged on dividends and following this change com
panies are again recording dividends net of tax in their 
accounts. Thus prior to 1966 dividends were recorded 
net of income tax, after 1966 gross of tax, and for divi
dends paid after 5 April 1973 ‘net of tax’. To secure 
approximate comparability over time in profits after tax, 
it is necessary to adopt a similar treatment of tax on 
dividends throughout. This ,can be done either by 
adjusting the dividend figures for 1966 to 1972 to a net of 
tax basis or by adjusting the pre-1966 and post-1972 
figures of dividends to a gross of tax basis, and adding 
or subtracting respectively the estimated tax in respect of 
dividends to or from the current tax charge on company 
profits. Under the latter method post-tax profits are 
higher because the tax on dividends is deemed to fall on 
the shareholder instead of being deducted as part of 
company taxation. Exact comparability cannot be 
achieved by either method as the adjustments are in
evitably approximate and this is a drawback in the assess
ment of changes in post-tax profits. The former method, 
however, has the advantage of requiring no adjustment 
to the latest figures and so it has been used in compiling 
the figures in Table 1. In adopting this method, attention 
has not been paid to the choice between regarding the 
shareholder as an integral part of the company (pointing 
to the inclusion of lax on dividends with the lax on the 
company) as opposed to regarding him as being separate 
from the company in which he has invested (pointing 
to the exclusion of the tax on dividends from the lax on 
the company). The choice between these two approaches 
is more important when the position of companies and 
shareholders are being compared with the position of 
other members of the community and less important 
when interest is centred, as here, on changes over time. 
In the national accounts the figures of dividends are also
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being shown net of tax from the second quarter of 1973 
but the earlier figures are gross of tax and are not being 
adjusted to a comparable basis; for all years, however, 
separate figures are given for the whole company sector 
of the total of tax including the tax on distributions made by
companies.

Capital allowances
Instead of allowing commercial depreciation as a cost 
against taxation, statutory capital allowances arc set by 
the Government. These have changed and increased in 
size over the last two decades. During the 1950’s and first 
half of the 1960’s the system alternated between invest
ment allowances and initial allowances, or some com
bination of the two, with the balance of total expenditure 
after deducting initial allowances but not investment 
allowances being written off on a declining balance basis 
at various rates allowable for taxation. Then in January 
1966 investment grants were introduced for certain assets 
(mainly plant and machinery) replacing the initial and 
investment allowances. These grants were replaced in 
October 1970 by a system of high first year allowances 
followed in April 1972 by 100 per cent first year allow
ances. The writing down allowances on the balance of 
expenditure after deducting initial, first year allowances 
or investment grants have also increased since the early 
1960's. 1 n addition since 1963 larger allowances and grants 
have been given for certain capital expenditure in develop
ment areas.

Prior to 1962 the capital allowances were fairly closely 
related to the expected life of assets, and companies 
tended to adopt similar rates of depreciation in their own 
accounts. They also tended to use the declining balance 
method for calculating depreciation as for the calculation 
of investment allowances. As the various capital allow
ances have increased since 1962 they have ceased to bear 
any relationship to the expected life of the asset and at the 
same time, companies have gradually changed over to 
using straight line depreciation based on the expected 
life of the asset when compiling their accounts. Thus since 
the early 1960’s the amount of tax payable on profits has 
borne less and less relationship to the profit after depre
ciation appearing in the profit and loss account. Also 
gradually more and more companies, but not all, have 
started charging deferred taxation in their accounts to 
cover the difference between reported and taxable profits.

Two points arise from these changes in capital allow
ances. The first relates to investment grants. These grants 
replaced investment and initial allowances and only the 
balance of net expenditure after deducting the grants 
qualified for writing down allowances. Thus although 
handled by a separate government department they were 
effectively*part of the tax relief on fixed investment and 
as such they have been deducted from the tax charge in 
arriving at post-tax profits in Table I. The value of 
grants receivable as opposed to received has been used 
because it is consistent with the accruals basis used for the 
estimation of profits and taxation, and because it is the 
basis on which companies usually record these grants in 
their accounts. There are certain problems in estimating 
investment grants receivable by the companies in the DI 
analysis of company accounts (see above), and the post
tax figures in Table I take account of only those invest
ment grants separately distinguished in companies’

accounts whether recorded as a deduction from fixed 
assets or as a transfer to an investment grant reserve. No 
adjustment has yet been made for those companies, 
between 10 and 20 per cent of the companies in the Df 
analysis, which do not record separately the value of the 
grants they have deducted from the cost of fixed assets. 
If such an adjustment were made the rates of return would 
be slightly lower from 1966 onwards.

The treatment of investment grants raises the question 
of the treatment of other forms of government assistance 
to industry such as regional aid under the Local Employ
ment Acts 1960—1972, assistance under the Industry Act
1972, etc. Government assistance to industry can be 
divided into three groups; (i) loans, (ii) grants which may 
be either current or capital, and (iii) free or reduced price 
services. All these contribute in some way to higher 
profits. In company accounts loans from the government 
will be treated like any other borrowing and no problems 
of special treatment arise; the loans are not part of in
come. Current grants include such payments as initial 
expenses, removal expenses, operational grants, interest 
relief grants, etc. These, like free or reduced price services 
are not generally distinguished separately in company 
accounts, but they all contribute to higher profits and so 
are automatically reflected in any rates of return on 
capital employed.

The same is not true of capital grants and here a choice 
of treatment arises. The principal capital grants, other than 
investment grants, are building grants under the Local 
Employment Acts 1960—1972 and regional develop
ment grants under the Industry Act 1972. These capital 
grants are very similar to investment grants and although 
they do not affect the tax charge are more akin to the 
taxation allowances on capital expenditure. It therefore 
seems appropriate to treat them in the same way as 
investment grants and to take them into account in 
deriving post-tax profits. Post-tax profits then take 
account of all government grants, both current and 
capital. This treatment is consistent with the depreciation 
charge being related to the total cost of assets, without 
deducting the receipt of these grants (see above). As 
mentioned above it is not possible to estimate building 
grants for the companies in the DI analysis of company 
accounts; however, these grants are small so this omis
sion is not very important. No such problem exists for 
regional development grants which are recorded as a 
transfer to reserves and fully identified in the DI 
analysis of company accounts and have been treated in 
the same way as investment grants for Table 1.

The second point is the treatment of the deferred tax 
charge. Deferred tax is largely a book entry as it repres
ents a reconciliation of tax on profits as shown in com
pany accounts and taxable profits. It is not a tax liability 
the company has to pay in the immediate future if at all. 
Thus if the deferred tax allocation in the profit and loss 
account were treated as part of the tax charge the result
ing post-tax profits would not represent the amount 
available to the company for its own use. Also, not all 
companies have up to now used deferred taxation 
accounting and those that have have not all introduced it 
at once. Therefore, if the deferred taxation allocation is 
treated as part of retained profits and not as part of the 
current taxation charge the figures of retained profits are 
more comparable over time and represent the amount
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available to the company. Also, the tax charge then 
represents the amount due to be received by the tax 
authorities. This treatment has therefore been adopted 
for Table 1.
Definition o f tax charge to he deducted
To summarise, for Table 1 the tax charge includes any 
income tax paid to the Inland Revenue on dividends in 
the period 1965 to 1972; it is net of investment grants 
and regional development grants shown separate in 
company accounts; it does not include the deferred tax 
charge; and is on an accruals basis. It should be noted 
that the estimation of post-tax profits involves more 
approximation than pre-tax profits, and more caution is 
needed in interpreting these figures.

M e a s u r e s  o f  t h e  r a t e  o f  r e t u r n  o n  c a p i t a l

Having considered the most appropriate assessment of 
company income, the rates of return which can be cal
culated for them are now considered. As has already been 
pointed out, the definition of capital employed in the 
denominator must be consistent with the income in the 
numerator and once the definition of profits has been 
decided the appropriate definition of capital employed 
follows largely from it.

Rates of return normally measure profits against the 
average ^ f  capital employed at the beginning and end of 
the year and this has been done in Table 1. Profits are 
earned during the course of the year and, as the value of 
capital employed can change appreciably over the year, 
the average of opening and closing capital employed 
corresponds more closely to the average level of capital 
employed used throughout the year to generate these 
profits than would closing capital employed alone. 
Capital employed can be viewed either as the assets used 
in the business or as the finance employed in the business. 
For instance, in the Dl analysis of company accounts net 
assets are, in terms of the assets used, net fixed and in
tangible assets including goodwill, plus current assets 
and investments, less current liabilities. In terms of the 
finance employed net assets are equal to ordinary 
and preference capital, plus revenue and capital reserves, 
plus the minority interest in subsidiaries, deferred tax 
reserves, and long-term loans. Where it is necessary 
to distinguish between the two aspects in the discussion 
of the principal rates of return below, the former 
aspect will be referred to as capital employed (assets) 
and the latter as capital employed (finance).

The value of capital employed given in company 
accounts is normally based on the book value of assets, 
which is usually lower than either their current replace
ment cost or market value. Similarly the conventional 
book value depreciation charge understates the true 
value of capital consumed. Thus, rates of return based on 
book values tend to overstate the rate of return, both 
because the numerator is too high and the denominator 
too low. It is possible to make adjustments to the com
pany account data to calculate rates of return on a replace
ment cost basis as indicated above by revaluing fixed assets 
and depreciation at current replacement costs. So far this 
has been done for only one rate of return, the ratio of 
net trading income to net trading capital employed 
compiled by the accountancy staff of the Monopolies and
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Mergers Commission, but in principle any of the book 
value ratios described below could be adjusted to a 
replacement cost basis.

There are other methods of adjusting accounts and 
rates of return for the effects of price change besides the 
adjustment of fixed assets and stocks to a replacement 
cost basis. The Accounting Standards Steering Committee 
proposed one method in the Provisional Statement of 
Standard Accounting Practice No. 7, Accounting for 
changes in the purchasing power o f mone)Af)^ which adjusts 
all the items in the accounts for the current year and 
previous year, including both monetary and non
monetary items, for changes in the retail prices index. 
The Government set up a Committee of Enquiry on 
Company Accounts and Inflation in 1973 to consider the 
problems of adjusting company accounts for inflation, 
and depending on the Committee's recommendations 
it may become possible in future to derive rates of return 
adjusted for price change directly from published 
accounts.

Net trading incomelnet trading assets based on national 
accounts data
The published national accounts, together with the 
additional series mentioned earlier, provide a basis for 
calculating a rate of return at both replacement costs and 
historic costs. They provide estimates of companies' gross 
trading profits, capital consumption, the net capital stock 
of fixed assets, and the holdings of stocks and work in 
progress, from which a rate of return can be derived for 
trading income but not for any wider definition of income. 
The national accounts rate of return at current replacement 
costs in Table 1 is gross trading profits plus rent less 
capital consumption at current replacement costs less 
stock appreciation divided by net capital stock at current 
replacement costs plus the book value holdings of stocks 
and work in progress. Rent is included with gross trading 
profits in the numerator because net capital stock relates 
to all fixed assets including buildings (alternatively 
approximate correspondence can be obtained by ex
cluding dwellings from the capital stock but this is less 
satisfactory). Stocks should be revalued at current replace
ment costs for a rate of return at full replacement costs 
but these figures revalued in this way are not available. 
The difference between book values and replacement 
costs for stocks is, however, not likely to be very large 
since, on average, stocks are held only for a few months. 
The comparable rate of return at historic costs, based on 
the new CSO series for net capital stock and capital 
consumption at historic costs given in Appendix II, 
measures gross trading profits less capital consumption 
at historic costs as a percentage of net capital stock at 
historic costs plus the book value of stocks. For the 
reasons explained above stock appreciation has not been 
deducted when capital consumption (that is, depreciation) 
is deducted at historic costs. It is possible by comparing 
the historic and current replacement cost rates of return 
to get some indication of the difference the change in 
valuation makes. .

The gross trading profit in the national accounts 
measures the excess of a company's receipts from the sale 
of goods and services over its expenditure on wages and
(®) P ub lished  by th e  In s titu te  o f  C h a rte re d  A cco u n ta r\ts  in  E n g lan d  

a n d  W ales.
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salaries and the purchase of goods and services. For 
financial companies this is negative. The income of such 
companies is obtained mainly from the excess of interest 
received over interest paid, but in the national accounts 
interest payments are treated as transfer payments and 
excluded from gross trading profits. Financial companies 
Other receipts from services (for example, bank charges) 
are generally less than their operating expenses of wages 
and salaries, office materials, etc. and rent giving a 
negative gross trading profit. It is therefore desirable to 
have from the national accounts an estimate of the rate of 
return relating to only industrial and commercial com
panies and excluding financial companies. This is now 
possible using the new series of net capita! stock and 
capital consumption for industrial and commercial com
panies recently estimated by the CSO and shown in 
Appendix II. Estimates of the rate of return for industrial 
and commercial companies are given in Table 1; for the 
current replacement cost estimate the whole of stock 
appreciation has been attributed to industrial and com
mercial companies since that relating to financial com
panies can be assumed to be negligible.

The advantages of using national accounts data are 
that

depreciation and fixed assets are valued at current 
replacement costs,
an estimate of stock appreciation is available,
the figures cover all UK companies,
the figures relate to profits arising only in the UK 
and do not include any overseas trading income,
annual figures are available some six months 
earlier than the DI analysis of large company 
accounts, and
the figures relate to the calendar year rather than 
to a variety of accounting periods.

The drawbacks are that the estimates of capital 
employed are incomplete in that they exclude land and 
also working capital other than slocks. It is possible to 
make an estimate for the latter by using a ratio of working 
capital to stocks derived from company accounts but such 
an estimate is very approximate and would not lead to 
any improvement in the estimate of the changes in the 
rate of return.

The biggest drawback is the exclusion of land. It is 
possible to get some estimate of the approximate order 
of magnitude of the current replacement cost of land 
held by the company sector in 1966 from the work
sheets compiled by Jack Revell and Alan R. Roe of the 
Department of Applied Economics, Cambridge, for their 
article ‘National balance sheets and national accounting—
aprogress report’ published in Economic Trends, No. 211, 
May 1971. These figures suggest that if land had been 
included in the denominator the national accounts rate 
of return at current replacement costs for the company 
sector as a whole would have been about 1 \  percentage 
points lower in 1966, that is 7*1 against the 8-6 per cent 
given in the third column of Table 1. Nor is it possible to 
update satisfactorily these estimates as no suitable price 
indices for land are available. All that can be said is that 
if land was included in the denominator then the level 
of this rate of return for the company sector as a whole 
would probably be reduced by around one-sixth.
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Rates of return drawn from the national accounts are 
therefore imperfect and probably less satisfactory than 
the ratios based on large companies’ accounts. They do 
however serve to confirm the trend shown by the cor
responding estimates from accounting data.
Net trading incomeltrading capital employed on historic 
cost basis
A rate of return limited to net trading income and net 
trading assets can also be derived from company accounts. 
The accountancy staff of the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission have used this approach, except that they 
have adjusted the depreciation charge and the value of 
fixed assets from the recorded book values to historic 
costs. Net trading income is gross trading income before 
tax and interest less depreciation at historic costs, while 
net trading capital employed is defined as net tangible 
fixed assets (excluding goodwill and intangible assets) at 
historic costs plus net current assets other than invest
ments before deduction of short-term loans and bank 
overdrafts and loans, future tax, and dividend provisions. 
Working capital other than stocks is thus included; not 
all of the working capital which is included relates entire
ly to trading but it is not possible to identify the non- 
trading element, although this is thought to be relatively 
small. The difference between rates of return using assets 
valued at historic costs as opposed to book values is not 
particularly large or important. The latter approach values 
assets at cost when acquired or last revalued, while the 
former excludes these revaluations. Companies make 
revaluations from time to time but not in any systematic 
way and the extent of these varies between companies. 
The use of historic costs removes these distortions and 
puts the figures for all companies on a common basis of 
valuation. However, book values have the advantage of 
being the figures actually reported in company accounts 
and to which companies give prominence in their pub
lished estimates.
Net trading incomeltrading capital employed at 
replacement costs
The accountancy staff of the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission also estimate the ratio of net trading income 
to net trading assets on a replacement cost basis. The 
definition of this ratio is the same as for the historic cost 
rate of return except that fixed assets and depreciation 
are valued at replacement costs. No adjustment is, 
however, made for stock appreciation. The DI considers, 
and so do the Commission’s accountants, that stock 
appreciation should be deducted and an approximate 
estimate made by the DI for these rates of return excluding 
stock appreciation is given in Tables I and 2 (see above). 
Again for a full replacement cost estimate stocks and work 
in progress should also be revalued at replacement costs. 
No adjustment is made at present to the DI company 
account figures for this, but the difference between book 
values and replacement costs is likely to be small.
Gross incomejgross capital employed on book value basis
Before 1974 the DI published in the Business Monitor, 
M3, Company Finance, the ratio of gross income con
sisting of gross trading profit plus investment and other 
non-trading income, less short-term interest, but l^fore 
deducting depreciation, to average gross assets, consisting 
of fixed and intangible assets at book values including
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accumulated depreciation, goodwill, p/u5 investments 
and current assets, less current liabilities (including bank 
loans and overdrafts, future tax, and dividend provisions).

One argument advanced for using a gross rate of return 
is that if a machine has constant productivity over its life 
then the rate of return net of depreciation would show an 
increase during the life of the asset which may be un
realistic. A gross rate of return is not affected by the 
arbitrariness of depreciation allowances. Also, a depart
mental manager in a business will probably look at the 
gross rate for inter-departmental comparisons. On the 
other hand, the productivity of machinery is not constant 
throughout its life and the cost of maintenance increases 
with its age. Moreover, companies invest funds in fixed 
assets each year and hold not just one asset but many of 
different ages; this factor probably tends to remove much 
of the difference between gross and net rates. As can be 
seen in Table I the gross and net rates of return show very 
similar movements, and for this reason the publication of 
the gross rate was dropped from the Business Monitor, 
M3.

Net incomejnet capital employed on book value basis
The rate of return of net income to net capital employed 
measures the total profitability after depreciation of a 
company in relation to its capital employed net of 
accumulated depreciation. The ratio of net income (gross 
income less depreciation at book values) to average net 
assets (gross assets at book values less accumulated depre
ciation) is published in the Business Monitor, M3. It 
relates the profits of a business to its total long-term 
capital irrespective of how this is divided between loan 
capital and equity.

It can be argued that it is unsatisfactoi7  to limit capital 
employed (finance) to long-term capital, since bank 
overdrafts and other short-term loans are in practice 
often continually renewed, and so in effect provide part 
of the capital of the business. A possible drawback of 
bringing short-term loans into the reckoning is their 
greater variability from year-to-year, providing as they 
do the marginal requirements for finance. On the other 
hand, this money is being used in the business and if, for 
example, bank overdrafts are increased for some years 
and then paid off with the proceeds of a capital issue, it 
would seem better to record a gradual growth in capital 
employed than a sudden increase when the issue was 
made. Another possible disadvantage is the effect of 
‘window-dressing’ at the year end to reduce apparent 
short-term borrowing below its average level during the 
year, with a consequent tendency to overstate the cal
culated rate of return including short-term loans, although 
this is not thought to be very important. A third is the 
difficulty of drawing a clear distinction between the 
short-term borrowing which is to be regarded as capital 
employed and trade creditors which are not. If short-term 
borrowing is to be included in capital employed in the 
denominator of the rate of return the income in the 
numerator needs to be gross of the interest paid on it. 
It is not possible to calculate such a rate directly from 
past DI summaries of company accounts because short
term interest payments were not separately distinguished 
before the analysis for 1973. The accountancy staff of the 
Monopolies and Mergers Commission make an estimate

of short-term interest for their rates of return on total 
capital employed including short-term loans, but this 
has not been done for the figures of gross income/gross 
assets or net income/net assets given in Table 1.

The accountancy staff of the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission also include in their definition of capital 
employed (finance) two other elements which are treated 
as part of current liabilities in the DI analysis. The first of 
these is the dividends still to be paid at the end of the year; 
these consist almost entirely of final dividends which will 
not be paid until some six months or more after the end 
of the company’s financial year. The second is corpora
tion tax charged on the current year’s profits which is not 
payable for some nine months to nearly two years 
depending on the company’s accounting year. This is 
referred to below as future tax reserves. (Prior to 1968 
the DI analysis of company accounts treated this tax, 
and formerly income tax, as part of capital employed 
(finance), but since 1968 all corporation tax payable has 
been treated as a current liability in the analysis regardless 
of the date when it is payable.) These two items are 
included in capital employed by the Commission’s staff 
on the grounds that they are both akin to a long-term 
liability rather than to a current liability because of the 
delay in payment. This argument could be extended to 
trade creditors but trade credit is likely to be shorter and 
it is necessary to draw the line somewhere.

The accountancy staff of the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission also exclude from capital employed both 
goodwill and intangible assets. Goodwill as recorded in 
company accounts normally represents the premium paid 
on the acquisition of subsidiary companies over the net 
book value of the assets acquired. Some companies treat 
this as an asset in their accounts while others write it 
off against reserves in the year of acquisition. Because cf 
the variation in treatment, and the fact that the goodwill 
recorded in company accounts does not represent the 
total value of goodwill for the company, greater com
parability is achieved by deducting the figures from 
reserves and thus excluding them from capital employed. 
Similar considerations apply to intangible assets which 
are usually research and development costs and again 
are often written off in the year in which the expenditure 
is incurred. They should for consistency be treated in the 
same way as goodwill and deducted from reserves. While 
this treatment is open to criticisms in that in individual 
cases the goodwill and intangible assets may represent an 
asset which it is desirable to include in capital employed, 
this would make little difference to the rate of return for 
the companies in the DI analysis as these items are in 
aggregate relatively small. Table I includes an estimate 
of the gross income/gross assets and net income/net assets 
ratios adjusted to include dividends outstanding and 
future tax reserves and to exclude goodwill and intan
gible assets from capital employed (finance). In total this 
makes a marginal difference to the level of the ratio, and 
has very little affect on the trend of the rates of return.

A rate of return is shown in the Times 1,000, an annual 
publication by the Times Newspapers Ltd., which gives 
information extracted from the company accounts of the 
largest 1,000 UK industrial companies in terms of turn
over. This return measures net income at book values be
fore deducting any interest charges or tax as a percentage
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of net tangible fixed assets (excluding goodwill and in
tangible assets), plus current assets and investments, less 
current liabilities other than bank loans and overdr^ts 
and future tax (deferred tax plus corporation tax payable 
on 1 January in the next fiscal year). Their treatment ot 
goodwill, intangible assets, and tax is the same as the 
Monopolies and Mergers Commission staff s. but divid- 
dends outstanding are taken as part of current liabilities.

Rate o f return on shareholders* interest on book value 
basis
The rate of return for shareholders, including both pre
ference and ordinary shareholders, can be measured from 
company accounts as gross income less depreciation and 
all interest charges as a proportion of the average share
holders’ interest, namely, ordinary and preference shares 
plus capital, revenue and deferred tax reserves, plus divi
dends outstanding at the end of the year, plus minority 
interests and less goodwill and intangible assets. Future 
tax reserves are not included as part of the shareholders 
interest as they are part of the company’s liabilities, but 
deferred lax reserves should be included as they do not 
have to be paid out in the immediate future, if at all. This 
rate is given in Table 1. For equity shareholders only, 
the rate of return can be measured in the same way except 
that profits are less the preference dividend grossed-up 
at the current rate of corporation tax and capital em
ployed is after deducting the value of the preference 
shares. The preference dividend is paid out of post-tax 
profits and it needs to be grossed-up at the current rate of 
corporation tax in order to pul it on a pre-tax basis. This 
is because the preference dividend is not allowable, as is 
loan interest, against profits for the assessment of tax. 
(This adjustment after 5 April 1973 would have to be 
based on preference dividends net of ACT.)

The return on shareholders’ interest is highly dependent 
among other things on a company’s gearing, that is, the 
ratio of loans to shareholders’ interest. If a company’s 
earnings on total capital employed are higher than the 
rate of interest on borrowings, then the higher is the 
gearing the higher is the shareholders’ return, and vice 
versa. This rate of return is not a good measure of the 
return to capital overall, although it is important from 
the point of view of the owners or potential purchasers 
of risk capital, or when considering the financial viability 
of the company.

PosUtax rates o f return on book value basis
Since tax is levied on total income net of interest charges, 
the simplest way of estimating post-tax rates of return is 
to relate post-tax profits to shareholders’ interest. 
Shareholders’ interest should be defined in the same way 
as for the pre-tax return. It is possible to estimate a post
tax rate of return on a book value basis on these lines 
from the D1 analysis of company accounts and this rate 
is given in Table I. It is not, however,possible to compile 
such a rate from the national accounts figures as no 
estimate is available of the shareholders’ interest. If on 
the other hand it were desired to calculate a net of tax 
return on the whole of capital employed, including long 
and short-term loan capital, it would be necessary to 
make an adjustment to corporation tax, or formerly 
profits tax, for the tax relief given for interest charges.

This is because tax is assessed on profits after deducting 
interest payments and varies according to the importance 
of interest payments.

These post-tax rates are less satisfactory than the pre
tax rates as they involve a greater number of approxi
mations, particularly in the measure of profits, as well as 
being affected by changes in the system of taxation. 
Therefore much greater care is needed in handling them, 
particularly for year-to-year changes. However the longer 
term comparisons are probably better and provide some 
indication of the trend. The post-tax rates in Table 1 are 
based on book values; post-tax estimates at replacement 
costs are difficult to construct and would be even more 
difficult to interpret.

C h o ic e  betw een  various rates o f  retu rn
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There are a number of different rates of return on capital 
employed which are appropriate for different purposes. 
There are a number of problems of definition, but once 
the definition of profits has been decided the appropriate 
definition of capital employed largely follows from it. For 
economic analysis and when considering the profitability 
of individual industries it is best to relate trading income 
to trading assets, and to exclude non-trading activities. 
For questions relating to the total availability and use of 
funds the more appropriate ratio is total income to total 
assets. It is desirable to relate income to capital employed, 
including short-term loans, rather than to only long-term 
capital (net assets) because much short-term capital is 
renewed each year. There are advantages in using rates 
based on both gross and net assets but for companies in 
aggregate the results generally do not differ sufficiently 
to outweigh the convenience of using only net assets 
since such net rates are widely used and accepted by 
outside commentators. For the measure of the return on 
risk capital the appropriate ratio is of profits before tax 
to the shareholders’ interest. Post-tax rates of return pose 
a number of problems mainly in the measurement of 
profits, but the simplest rate is that expressing post-tax 
profits as a ratio of the shareholders’ interest. This is 
because it is much more difficult to calculate a post-tax 
return on the whole of capital employed. These post-tax 
rates of return involve more approximations than pre-tax 
rates and added caution is needed in interpreting them, 
particularly in the short-term. Longer term comparisons 
of post-tax rates of return are probably better and less 
subject to irregularities. Rates of return after allowing for 
depreciation on a replacement cost basis (and stock 
appreciation) are more economically meaningful than 
those allowing for depreciation at book value, but because 
the latter are widely used it is necessary also to compile 
figures on that basis.

Comparison o f rates o f return
In Appendix I the main rates of return discussed above 
are set out in Table I, mainly from 1955, and the definitions 
are given in Table 3; Table 2 gives some industry detail 
within manufacturing for the net trading income/net 
trading assets rate of return at historic and replacement 
costs for large quoted companies. TTie main rates of 
return on trading assets are set out in Charts 1 and 2,
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while Chart 3 shows the pre and post-tax rates of return 
on shareholders’ interest at book values.
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All the rates of return are subject to cyclical variations, 
reflecting the cyclical nature of profits and it is therefore 
important when looking at changes in each of the rates 
to compare corresponding periods in the cycle. It is the 
trend of these various rates which is important and which 
can be compared: in general the levels cannot be com
pared because of the differences in definition. In particu
lar the two replacement cost estimates (columns (6) and 
(9) of Table 1) although apparently similar cannot be 
compared because they are defined differently both in 
terms of the capital employed which is taken into account 
and the way in which it is estimated. Hence the generally 
lower figure for the rate based on company accounts data 
which relates only to large quoted manufacturing com
panies cannot be taken as an indication that the rate of 
return is higher for industrial and commercial companies 
other than large quoted manufacturing companies. 
The levels can only be compared when the definitions of 
the rate and the sources of data are the same as, for 
example, in Table 2.

All the various historic cost and book value rates of 
return have very similar cyclical movements and trends. 
They all declined through the latter half of the I950's but 
thereafter remained fairly flat through the 1960’s, before 
picking-up at the beginning of the 1970’s. It is difficult to 
assess the significance of the recent increase given the 
cyclical variation in the figures. However to some extent 
this increase is illusory. The rate of return based on book 
values overstates the rate when prices are rising, and 
the overstatement is greater, the greater the rise in 
prices. This is because assets are valued mainly at historic 
costs and do not fully reflect the rise in prices (see above). 
Prices started to rise more quickly at the end of the 1960*s 
and so did the book value rates of return.

If account is taken of the current cost of assets and of 
the need to provide for stock appreciation, then, as 
illustrated in Charts 1 and 2, the rate of return continues 
to decline throughout the I960’s and, as far as can be 
judged, into the 1970’s. Table 2 shows that this decline in 
the rate of return at replacement costs during the 1960's 
was experienced by all of the main sectors of manufac
turing industry although the intensity of the decline 
varied between industries.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE 1
Rates of return on capital employed (̂ )

Per cent

1 *
•"V . 1955

1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973

Based on national accounts data Based on Department of Industry analysis of company accounts

Net trading income/net capital stock plus book value of stocks

At
historic
costs
(a)

( 1)

10*7no
11-9
14-0

At current replacement 
costs

Before 
providing 
for stock 

appreciation
(b )

After 
providing 
for stock 

appreciation
(c )

( 2)
13-9
12-6
12-1
10-8
11-8

(3)

At
historic
costs
(a)

(4)

19'0
16*6
151
16- 3
17- 0

cost:

Before 
providing 
for stock 

appreciation
(b)

(5)

13-7
12*0
11-0
12*0
12-7

12-0
10-7
10-7
1T3
10*0

After 
providing 
for stock 

appreciation 
(c)
(6 )

Large quoted companies in manufacturing industry
Net trading income/ 

net trading assets

At
historic

costs
(d)

At replacement costs
Before 

providing 
for stock 

appreciation 
(e)

After 
providing 
for stock 

appreciation 
(0

(7) (8) (9)
18*9 16*2
17*1 14-4 a  •

16*1 13*2 . .
14*8 12*0 a  •

16-0 13*4 • •

16*5 141 13*6
14*2 11*9 11*4
12-4 10*3 10*1
13*3 11*0 10*5
14-6 12*2 11*4

13*9 11*3 10*4
12*0 9*5 8*8
12*0 9*7 9*3
13*4 10*8 9*4
12*5 9*9 8*2

11*5 8*6 6*3
12-6 9*2 7*1

•  V •

Gross income/ 
gross assctsO

(i)

(g)

(10)

(h)

( 11)
? t

t

12*8
13*6
15*3

y A  ‘.l
e :  I / -

(*) For definitions see lettered references in Table 3.
(̂ ) Based on book value of depreciation and assets as recorded in company accounts; these have not been adjusted to take account of the treatment of 

investment grants and building grants.
(^ Net income after tax includes only those investment grants separately distinguished in company accounts.

Net trading income/net trading assets at historic and replacement costs for large quoted manufacturing companies 0
TABLE 2 Per cent

Industry

Year

1960
1961
1962
1963

1964
1965
1966
1967

1968
1969
1970
1971

Food, drink and tobacco

At
historic

costs

16*4
16*6
160
16*6

At replace
ment costs 
before pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

11-6
10*8
10*6
11-2

At replace
ment costs 
after pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

12*2
11*0
100
10*7

Chemicals and allied industries

Net trad
TABLE 2 (c o n tim d , 

E w r i n g ,  sh^buildin
and other metal g(

Metal manufacture

At
historic

costs

13-6
12*8
10*4
10*3

At replace
ment costs 
before pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

At replace
ment costs 
alter pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

At
historic

costs

At replace
ment costs 
before pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

At replace
ment costs 
after pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

At
historic

costs

At replace
ment costs 
before p ro
'idingfoj
stock ap- 
Pteciation

(S) Ratios (d), (e) and (f) as defined in Table 3.
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TABLE 1 (continued) Rates of return on capital employed (̂ )
Per cent

P̂anicsu>

set!

Based on Department of Industry analysis of company accounts

*niemcosts
After 

Providing 
for s t o j  

®PP«cUtion 
(0

joeupj'

ft)

0 take account o f the treatoieoi of

manufacturins companies 0
fticent

Metal manuficnjre

A t
historic
costs

At replan* 
pent costs 
before pro
viding for
stock ap- 
predation

At replace- 
laent costs 
after pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation

■fi\

.S\

Large quoted companies in manufacturing industry Large quoted companies in manufacturing, distribution and certain other services

Net income/ 
net assets 0)

Net income after all 
interest charges/ 

shareholders’ interest Gross income/ 
gross assetsf*)

Net income/ 
net assets (*)

Net income after all 
interest charges/ 

shareholders’ interest

Before
tax
(*)
(k)

After
tax

(1)

Before
tax
e)

(k)

After
tax

P )(^
(1)

(i) 0) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21)
17-9 18-1 22-2 116 17-4 ----- TT5------ 17-8 180 20-9 10*8
16-4 16*5 20-1 10-0 16-5 16-6 16-6 16-8 19-4 9-6
15-6 15-8 18-7 9*4 15-8 15-9 15*8 16-0 18-2 9-0
14-4 14-5 17-0 9-0 15-0 15-0 14-7 14-8 16-8 8-9
15-4 15-5 180 10*3 15-8 15-8 15-7 15-8 17-9 10-3

15-7 15-8 18-3 10-0 15*9 16-0 16-0 16-1 18*5 10-2
13-4 13-6 15-5 8-4 14-3 14-4 13-9 14-1 16-1 8-7
12-1 12-2 13-8 7-5 13-3 13-4 12-7 12-9 14-6 7-9
12-9 13-1 14-8 8-0 13-9 14-0 13-5 13-7 15-5 8*5
14-2 14-4 16*6 9-2 14-9 15-1 14-7 15-0 17-2 9-5

13-4 13-6 15-6 10-1 14-2 14-4 13*9 14-1 16-1 10-4
11-8 12-0 13-7 6-4 13-0 131 12-3 12-5 14-3 6*7
11-9 12-2 14-1 7-4 13-0 13-3 12-4 12-8 14-8 7-6
13-7 14-0 16-7 8-7 14-4 14-6 14-2 14-4 17-2 8-8
13-3 13-4 16-0 8*1 14-3 14-4 14-1 14-2 16*4 8-4
12-1 12-3 14-5 7*8 13-5 13-6 13-1 13-2 15-8 8-4
13*1 13-3 15-7 91 14-3 14-5 14-0 14-3 17-0 9-6
15-4 15-7 18-9 12-1 16-1 16-4 16-4 16-9 20-4 13-1

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973

quoted manufacturing
TABLE 2 (continued) Per cent

Engineering, shipbuilding, vehicles 
and other metal goods Textiles, leather and clothing Other manufacturing industries Total manufacturing

At replace At replace At replace At replace At replace At replace At replace-
At ment costs ment costs At ment costs ment costs At ment costs ment costs At ment costs

historic before pro- after pro- historic before pro after pro historic before pro after pro r\ l
hi<tnrir before pro

costs viding for 
stock ap
preciation

vidmg for 
stock ap
preciation

costs viding for 
stock ap
preciation

viding for 
stock ap
preciation

costs viding for 
stock ap
preciation

viding for 
stock ap
preciation

costs viding for 
stock ap
preciation

16-4 14-5 13-6 14-8 12-7 12-1 17-2 14-8 14-0 16-5 14-1131
A  A

11-6 10-5 14-1 12-0 12-1 16-1 13-9 13-8 14-2 11-911-5 10-1 9-4 11-9 10-0 10-0 14-3 12-1 12-2 12-4 10-312-8 11-2 10-8 13-2 11-2 9-6 14-7 12-5 12-3 13-3 11-1
14-0 12-5 10*9 14-3 12-2 12-6 16-5 14-2 13-5 14-6 12*213-4 11-8 10-0 14-5 12*3 11-7 15-0 12-7 12-2 13-9 11-312-1 10-4 8-7 12-0 9-9 9-9 13-0 10-8 10-3 12-0 9*610-9 9-4 8-6 11-4 9-5 10*0 12-9 10-8 10-6 12-0 9-9
12-3 10-5 8-5 13-9 11-5 9-8 13-8 11-6 10-4 13-4 10*9U ‘8 9-9 7-0 12-1 9-9 9-2 11-8 9-6 8-2 12-5 Q.Q
10-7 8-3 4-9 10-5 8-2 7-3 11-4 8-5 6-8 11-5 8*512-5 9-0 6*2 12-0 8-8 7-0 13-2 9-6 7-7 12-0 9-2

Industry

At replace
ment costs 
after pro
viding for 
stock ap
preciation Year

13-6
11-4
10-1
10*5

1960
1961
1962
1963

1964
1965
1966
1967

1968
1969
1970
1971
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Definition of selected rates of return given in Table 1
TABLE 3

Profits

Based on national income data
(a) Net trading income at historic costs (gross 

trading profits p/«s rent received by these 
companies less capital consumption at 
historic costs).

(b) Net trading income at replacement costs 
before providing for stock appreciation 
(gross trading profit plus rent received by 
these companies less capital consumption 
at replacement costs).

Capital employed

Net capital stock (fixed assets other than land) of these companies at 
historic costs plus book value of stocks.

Net capital stock (fixed assets other than land) of these companies at 
replacement costs plus book value of stocks.

(c) Net trading income at replacement costs 
after providing for stock appreciation 
(gross trading profits plus rent received by 
these companies less capital consumption 
at replacement costs and less slock 
appreciation).

Based on company account data from D1 analysis of company accounts 
Before tax

(d) Net trading income before interest at 
historic costs (gross trading income less 
depreciation at historic costs).

Net capital stocks (fixed assets other than land) of these companies at 
replacement costs plus book value of stocks.

(e) Net trading income before interest at 
replacement costs (gross trading income 
less depreciation at replacement costs).

(f) Net trading income before interest at 
replacement costs less stock appreciation.

(g) Gross income less short-term interest.

(h) Gross income less short-term interest.

(i) Net income (gross income less short-term 
interest and depreciation at book values).

(j) Net income (gross income less short-term 
interest and depreciation at book values).

(k) Net income less all interest payments 
(gross income less all interest payments 
and depreciation at book values).

0)
After tax
Net income less ail interest payments, 
less company tax charge other than 
deferred tax, less income tax payable 
on ordinary and preference dividends, 
plus investment grants.

Net trading assets at historic costs (tangible net fixed assets at historic 
costs plus net current assets other than investments, bank overdrafts 
and loans, dividend provisions and corporation tax payable in next 
fiscal year).
Net trading assets at replacement costs (tangible net fixed assets at 
replacement costs plus net current assets other than investments, 
bank overdrafts and loans, dividend provisions and corporation tax 
payable in next fiscal year).
Net trading assets at replacement costs.

Gross assets at book values (fixed and intangible assets before 
deduction of accumulated depreciation plus current assets and 
investments less current liabiHties including bank overdrafts and loans, 
dividend provisions and after 1967 corporation tax payable in 
next fiscd year).
Gross assets at book values (fixed assets before deduction of 
accumulated depreciation plus current assets and investments less 
current liabilities including bank overdrafts and loans but excluding 
dividend provisions and corporation tax payable in next fiscal year)
Gross assets at book values as in (g) less accumulated depreciation.

Gross assets at book values as in (h) less accumulated depreciation.

Shareholders’ interest (ordinary and preference shares plus capital, 
revenue and deferred tax reserves p/us dividends outstanding at the 
end of the year plus minority interests and less goodwill and 
intangible assets).

Shareholders’ interest.

Published

\

Monopolies 
and Mergers 
Commission

Business Monitor, Afi, 
Company Finance 
up to 1973.

Business Monitor, Afi. 
Company Finance.
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APPENDIX II

National accounts estimates of capital consumption and net capital stock for financial companies
and industrial and commercial companies

(i) Capital consumption £ million

At current replacement costs At historic costs

All
companies

(')
Financial
companies

Industrial and 
commercial 
companies

AU
companies

Financial
companies

Industrial and 
commercial 

companies

1959 ......................... 771 12 759 513 8 505
1960 ......................... 815 13 802 568 9 559
1 9 6 1 ......................... 890 15 875 628 11 617
1962 ......................... 949 17 932 681 13 668
1963 ......................... 1,005 19 986 737 15 722

1964 ......................... 1,084 22 1,062 806 17 789
1965 ......................... 1,186 27 1,159 876 22 854
1966 ......................... 1,292 31 1,261 953 25 928
1967 ......................... 1,345 37 1,308 1,015 31 984
1968 ......................... 1,442 45 1,397 1,081 38 1,043

1969 ......................... 1,596 54 1,542 1,185 45 1,145
1970 .......................... 1,819 68 1,751 1,300 57 1,243
1 9 7 1 ......................... 2,082 83 1,999 1,417 67 1,350
1972 ......................... 2,353 104 2,249 1,568 84 1,484
1973 ......................... 2,732 135 2,597 1,765 107 1,658

: I

{*) Figures for 1963 to 1973 published \n National Income and Expenditure 1963 -1973  (HMSO September 1974). Source: Central Statistical Office
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APPEN DIX III

PART A: Rates of tax (per cent)

Income tax standard rate)

1950/51

45

1951/52
to

1952/53

47-5

1953/54 1955/56
to to

1954/55 1958/59

45 42-5

1959/60
to

1964/65

38-75

1965/66 1971/72 fto to 1973/74
1970/71 1972/73

41-25 38-75 30(>)

(») Unified basic rate.

Profits tax Accounting period (or portion thereoO between

1 Oct 1949 
and

31 Dec 1950

1 Jan 1951 
and

31 Dec 1951

1 Jan 1952 ' 
and

31 Oct 1955

1 1 Nov 1955 
and

31 March 1956

1 AprU 1956 
and

31 March 1958

1 April 1958 
and

31 March 1960

1 AprU 1960 
and

31 March 1961

1 April 1961 
and

5 AprU 1966

Profits
distributed 30 50 22'/2 27>/2 30

10 12^ 15
Profits rtot 
distributed 10 10 2'/2 2*/2 3

Corporation tax Year of profit

1965/66 to 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 to 1972/73 1973/74

Rate of 
corporation 
tax 40 42^1 45 42^ 40 52P)

(») Rate under the Imputation System

PART B : Certain publications giving more details of the system of company taxation

(a) National Accounts Statistics : Sources and Methods, published by HMSO (1968). Pages 211 to 213 give a 
summary of the system of company taxation; page 388 gives details of Inland Revenue depreciation 
allowances.

(b) Inland Revenue Statistics 1973, published by HMSO. Pages 157 to 160 give a brief description of company 
taxation.

(c) Report o f the Commissioners o f Her Majesty's Inland Revenue, published by HMSO :

r
VT 112th Report for the year ending March 1969. Pages 72 to 97 give more detail on taxes.

100th Report for the year ending March 1957. Pages 3 to 22 give details of the taxes charged in 
the mid-1950’s.
96th Report for the year ending March 1953. Page 35 gives details of the excess profits levy in force from 
1 January 1952 to 31 December 1953.

(d) Corporation Tax. A booklet issued by The Board of Inland Revenue in February 1966 gives detailed 
information on corporation tax.

(e) Corporation Tax. A booklet issued by The Board of Inland Revenue in December 1972 gives details of 
changes resulting from the introduction of the Imputation System.
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Private sector housing land prices in England and Wales
A n d r e w  W . E v a n s , Statistician, Department o f  the Environment

L I n t r o d u c t io n

This article describes new data on housing land prices in 
England and W'ales, and new indices and weighted 
average prices. The new work follows an increase, from 
1969, in the information on land prices supplied to the 
Department of the Environment by the Valuation 
Office of the Inland Revenue, permitting the calculation 
of more detailed and more reliable results than previously. 
The Department’s previous indices covering periods from 
1963 to 1972 were published in Housing and Construction 
Statistics, and were described in Economic Trends 
No. 208 (1971). The new results replace the former 
indices from 1969; the principal index series for England 
and Wales appeared for the first time in Housing and 
Construction Statistics No. 6 (November 1973).

Following this introduction, the article continues as 
follows. Section II describes the available data. Section III 
presents some simple descriptive statistics calculated 
from the data; this provides background material for 
the discussion in Section IV on the methods by which 
the new indices and weighted average prices are estimated. 
Section V presents the results of the calculations of price 
indices and weighted average prices. Appendix I presents 
some algebraic or theoretical statistical results which are 
included in order to amplify, justify, or make more 
precise certain statements in the main part of the 
article. Tables I to 8 appear in Appendix II; Tables 9 to 
11 appear in Appendix III; tables labelled by letters 
appear within the text. The principal new results are 
presented in Tables E to I, in Section V.

II. T h e  data

Information on housing land transactions in England 
and Wales is supplied to the Department by the Valuation 
Office of the Board of Inland Revenue, to whom all 
property transactions are reported. District Valuers make 
a return for each half-year, listing transactions in land 
with planning permission for housing sold to private 
purchasers. The principal details provided about each 
transaction are the following:

(i) The completion date of the sale.
(ii) The local authority area in which the land lies.
(iii) The price paid.
(iv) The area of the site in acres or hectares.
(v) The number of dwellings permitted. (In some 

cases this is estimated by the District Valuer.)
Up till 1968 the returns covered transactions in certain 

areas of the country only, the so-called ‘pressure areas’; 
these are a set of local authority areas where demand for 
housing land has been judged to be high. From 1969 the 
returns have covered all transactions involving sites of 
4 dwelling plots or more, whether or not they are in
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pressure areas, but smaller sites are still covered only in 
pressure areas. A further change instituted at the same 
time was the inclusion of the area of each site in the data, 
so that it became possible to calculate the densities and 
prices per acre.

The analysis described in this article and future 
published statistics will be based only on the sites of 4 
plots or more. Small sites, especially single-plot sites, are 
of a different nature from large sites: they are more often 
within built-up areas, and they form a different market 
as their purchasers include private persons buying for 
their own use. They have more variable and generally 
higher prices per plot and per acre than large sites of 
comparable density; the price data given in this article 
should therefore not be taken to apply to small sites. 
The small sites are excluded because it was felt that the 
cost of reporting and analysing them all would not be 
justified; they are numerous, but they account for a 
small proportion of the total land sold, and if they were 
included they would have little effect on an overall price 
index, even if their price trends were different from those 
of large sites. In the years 1969 to 1972, the sites of 
fewer than 4 plots accounted for 61 per cent of the 
transactions reported in pressure areas, but only 12 per 
cent of the acreage, 6 per cent of the dwelling plots, and 
12 per cent of the total price paid. The returns for the 
small sites in the pressure areas have been retained 
partly because the old index made use of them and 
partly to provide a check on their number and importance 
relative to the large sites, but they are excluded from the 
main analysis in order to leave a uniform coverage of 
sites over the whole country; this makes it possible to 
drop the distinction between pressure and non-pressure 
areas and enables regional price comparisons to be made 
with fewer qualifications than would otherwise be 
necessary.

Most of the transactions in sites of 4 or more plots are 
included in the analysis. There are three groups of 
exceptions. The main group of exceptions consists of 
those transactions about which the information reported 
is incomplete. The second group consists of a few 
transactions reported exceptionally late after the dates 
of completion of sale. These two groups together 
account for some 10 to 15 per cent of the transactions 
reported. The third group consists of certain transactions 
in sites where the housing density is exceptionally high, 
which are too unrepresentative to be used in the calcu
lation of price indices. The density above which sites are 
excluded varies from place to place. It is 60 dwellings 
per acre in London, 30 in the rest of the South East and 
in most of the conurbations, and 18 elsewhere. Further 
details are given in Section IV. These sites account for 
about 3 per cent of the transactions reported; their 
exclusion is unlikely to have biased the price indices 
which are estimated at constant average density, but it
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will have biased downwards the descriptive statistics on 
density mentioned in Section III.

Transactions are allocated to the time period in which 
they are reported to the Valuation Office, irrespective of 
completion date, although as mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, a few transactions reported long after 
completion are discarded altogether. The data on 
completion dates have been used to calculate the average 
interval between completion and reporting, which has 
been found to be approximately constant at about six 
weeks; thus the average completion date of the trans
actions reported in any period in this article is about 
six weeks before the mid-point of the period. The average 
interval between the dates at which transaction prices 
are agreed and the completion of sales is unknown; if it 
were similar to that for houses, believed to be about 
two or three months, then the average date at which 
prices were agreed would be about four months before 
the mid-point of the period in which the transactions 
are reported.

III. D escriptive statistics
Introduction
In this section we explore the data by considering some 
of the basic descriptive statistics calculated from them, 
not making any inferences about price trends at this stage. 
Inferences will be considered in Sections IV and V.

Statistics calculated
The formulae by which most of the statistics mentioned 
in this section are calculated are given in Section 1 of 
Appendix I.

In each transaction the price can be divided by the 
number of dwelling plots to give the transaction price 
per plot. The normal way of combining transaction prices 
per plot from different transactions is with weights 
proportional to the number of plots. On the assumption 
that alt the plots within each transaction have the same 
price (the transaction price per plot), this weighting 
gives statistics of the prices of individual plots; these 
statistics are given by region for each year 1969—1972 in 
part (i) of Tables 1 to 4. The most important is the 
simple average price per plot, which is the total of the 
prices paid divided by the total number of plots. Other 
statistics shown are the median price per plot, the 
coefficient of variation of prices per plot and the per

centages of plots with prices in various ranges. The 
number and percentage of plots in each region are also 
given.

It is also possible to combine transaction prices per 
plot with equal weights, and statistics so calculated are 
given in part (ii) of Tables 1 to 4. These statistics are less 
useful than the previous set because they do not relate 
to prices per plot as normally understood; they describe, 
rather, characteristics of transactions. Two reasons for 
giving them are: first, the differences between the simple 
average price and the average of the transaction prices 
provide helpful background information for the dis
cussion in Section IV on the method of estimating price 
indices. Secondly, it has been common for different 
writers on land prices to calculate different statistics; 
for example, the Estates Gazette (1973) and McAuslan 
(1973) have given medians of transaction prices per plot. 
Different statistics are often compared with each other 
even though they are not truly comparable; the present
ation in this article of different statistics calculated from 
the same data emphasises their differences and the need 
to compare only similar statistics. At the same time, it 
enables comparisons to be made with other writers’ 
figures, whatever statistics they may have used.

Statistics of prices per acre, calculated by combining 
transaction prices per acre with weights proportional to 
acreage, are given in part (i) of Tables 5 to 8; these 
include the simple average price per acre, the total 
of prices divided by the total acreage. Statistics of trans
action prices per acre are given in part (ii) of Tables 5 to 8. 
Tables 5 to 8 follow a similar format to Tables I to 4, except 
that the number and percentage of transactions in each 
region is not shown in part (ii) of Tables 5 to 8, as these 
would repeat the figures shown in part (ii) of Tables 1 to 4.

If it were possible to include transactions of fewer than 
4 plots in the analysis, it is likely that the figures in 
part (ii) of Tables 1 to 8, would all change considerably, 
as there are many of these small transactions and they 
tend to have extreme transaction prices. On the other 
hand, the effect of the small transactions on the figures 
in part (i) of Tables 1 to 8 would probably be slight, since 
the small sites account for relatively few plots and acres.
Numbers of transactions, plots and acres
The total number of transactions, plots and acres in 
England and Wales analysed in each of the years 1969

TABLE A

Transactions, plots and acres reported; private dwellings started
England and Wales 1969 to 1972

1969 1970 1971 1972 1969 to 
1972

Transactions reported
Number of t r a n s a c t io n s .......................... 2,191 1,969 2,581 4,054 10,795
Number of dwelling p l o t s .......................... 79,553 70,943 92,653 164,384 407,533
Number of acres ..................................... 8,786 7,679 10.033 17,669 44,167

Average number of plots per transaction . . 36-3 3 6 0 35-9 40-5 37-8
Average acreage per transaction 401 3-90 3-89 4-36 4 0 9
Simple average density (plots per acre) . , 9-05 9*24 9-23 9-30 9-23

Number of private sector dwellings started 158,195 156,930 195,426 213,794 724,345

Plots reported as percentage of private
56-3sector dwelling s t a r t s .......................... 50-3 45-2 47-4 76-9
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to 1972 are drawn together from Tables I to 8 and 
shown in Table A, together with the numbers of private 
dwellings started and certain derived statistics.

It can be seen from Table A that the amount of land 
reported has varied substantially from year to year; 
more than twice as much land was reported in 1972 as in 
1970. The average number of plots per transaction has 
been in the range 35 to 41 in each year, and the average 
number of acres per transaction in the range 3*8 to 4-4. 
The ratio of the total number of plots to the total 
number of acres, the simple average density, was 9*05 in 
1969, 9-24 in 1970, 9-23 in 1971 and 9-30 in 1972. The 
impression given by these figures is that densities 
have been rising slightly, but they are not conclusive, 
and two notes of caution are necessary. First, further 
investigation of the data shows that simple average 
densities are more variable than the run of annual 
figures suggests; for example, the half-yearly figures in 
chronological order from the first half of 1969 to the 
first half of 1973 were 8-79, 9-36, 9-33, 9*16, 9-51, 9-03, 
9*13, 9-44 and 9-48. Secondly, transactions with very 
high densities are excluded from the analysis (see 
Section 11); a cursory analysis of the yeariy data indicates 
that their inclusion would raise the simple average 
densities by the order of 2 per cent, but it would not 
greatly alter the apparent trend.

Table A shows that the number of plots reported as a 
proportion of private dwellings started in the same 
period was about 50 per cent in 1969,45 per cent in 1970, 
47 per cent in 1971, 77 per cent in 1972 and 56 per cent 
in all four years together. It is clear that the number of 
plots reported falls far short of the number of plots 
built on; this was also found in the Department’s 
previous analysis of pressure area data over the period 
1963 to 1969 (Department of the Environment, 1971). 
Reasons for the shortfall are that, first, sites of fewer 
than 4 plots and certain other sites are excluded from 
the analysis, and, secondly, the purchase of land with 
planning permission is by no means the only way by

which house builders acquire land. They may buy land 
without planning permission and obtain it subsequently 
or they may successfully apply to have planning per
missions altered so that they can build more dwellings 
than were specified originally. A counter-effect, tending 
to raise the number of plots reported relative to the 
number of houses built, is that if a site is sold more than 
once with planning permission, it will be reported more 
than once. In any case, there is no reason why the number 
of plots acquired by builders in any period should be 
equal to the number of dwellings built, because builders 
may change the level of their stocks of land.

Table B gives regional information derived from the 
numbers of transactions, plots and acres, and of private 
dwellings started in the four years 1969 to 1972 combined. 
The table shows, not surprisingly, that the Greater 
London Area differs markedly from the other regions in 
the table, having an average number of plots per trans
action of only about 18, compared with 38 in England 
and Wales, an average acreage per transaction of 0-9 
compared with 4*1, and a simple average density of 
nearly 20 compared with the England and Wales figure 
of 9-2. No other region has such greatly different 
characteristics as London.

Regional simple average densities (excluding London) 
over the four years vary from 8-1 in East Anglia to 10 0 
in the North West, but similar notes of caution are 
necessary about these densities as were made about those 
of England and Wales. First, densities tend to be variable, 
as may be verified by calculating them for regions for 
individual years using the data in Tables 1 to 8. Secondly, 
sites of very high density are excluded from the analysis 
and because sites of higher density are admitted to the 
analysis in London, the Outer Metropolitan Area 
(OMA), the Outer South East (OSE) and most of the 
conurbations, than in the rest of England and Wales 
(see Section II), the regional simple average densities in 
Table B are not strictly comparable with each other.

TABLES

Transactions, plots and acres reported; private dwellings started 
En^and and Wales by region 1969 to 1972 combined

In transactions reported Number of 
private 

dwellings 
started

Average 
number of 
plots per

Average
acreage

per

Simple 
average 
density 

p lo ts-r acres)

Plots as a 
percentage of 
private dwell
ings started

Number of 
transactions

Number of 
plots

Number of 
acres

Percentage of England and Wales
transaction transaction

N o r t h .................................................. 4-4 7’6 7-6 6-0 65T 7-08 9 1 9 71:7
Yorkshire and Humberside • • 1 1 0 1 0 0 9-8 8-9 34-3 3-65 9-40 63-6
East M idlands...................................... 8-1 7-4 7-9 9-0 34-5 4-00 8-62 46-3
East Anglia ...................................... 6-4 6-7 7-6 6-5 39-4 4-84 8 1 4 58-5
Greater London A rea .......................... 8 1 3-8 1-8 4-8 17-7 0-90 19-79 44-2

Outer Metropolitan Area 121 9 1 9-6 12-6 28-4 3-22 8-82 4 0 -S
Outer South E a s t .......................... 13-4 14-3 14-7 12:9 40-2 4-50 8-92 62-0

South East (excluding Greater 
London Area) .......................... 25-5 23-4 24-3 25-6 34-6 3-89 8-88 51-5

South West ...................................... 10-3 1 0 4 11-2 11-5 38-3 4-48 8-56 50-8
West Midlands...................................... 8-4 7-5 7-3 9-4 33-6 3-55 9-48 44-9
North West ...................................... 1 2 0 15-2 14-0 12-7 47-7 4-78 9-99 67-6
W a le s ................................................. 5-8 8 0 8-4 5-8 52-4 5-96 8-78 77-8

England and Wales .......................... 1000 100-0 100-0 100-0 37-8 4-09 9-23 56-3
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Table B shows that the regional ratios of plots reported 
to private dwellings started over the four years vary 
from 41 per cent in the Outer Metropolitan Area to
78 per cent in Wales.

Prices
Table C gives five measures of plot prices in England and 
Wales for each year 1969 to 1972. Four of these are 
descriptive measures taken from Tables 1 to 4; the fifth 
is the estimated weighted average price per plot, the 
principal published series which is defined in Section IV 
and is given here prematurely for comparison. The four 
measures taken from Tables 1 to 4 are the simple average 
price per plot (total price divided by total number of 
plots), the median price per plot (the price such that half 
of the plots are cheaper and half more expensive), 
the average of the transaction prices per plot, and the 
median of the transaction prices per plot (the price 
such that half the transaction prices per plot are higher 
and half are lower). Table D gives the corresponding 
five measures of acreage prices in England and Wales, 
four taken from Tables 5 to 8 and the fifth, the estimated 
weighted average price per acre, given prematurely for 
comparison.

Tables C and D show that the different measures of 
prices give greatly differing figures. In each year the 
largest of the plot price measures, the average of the 
transaction prices per plot, was about twice the smallest, 
the median price per plot; the largest of the acreage 
price measures was between two and three times the 
smallest. The measures also show widely differing 
increases between 1969 and 1972, ranging from about 
60 per cent to about 110 per cent. Since various price 
measures give such very different results, it is necessary

in land price work to be particularly careful only to make 
price comparisons of statistics calculated similarly, and 
when making inferences from land price data, it is 
important to choose the most suitable statistics for the 
purpose.

Tables C and D show that in every year the average of 
the transaction prices per plot was substantially higher 
than the simple average price per plot and the average 
of the transaction prices per acre was higher than the 
simple average price per acre. This arises from a strong 
tendency for the smaller transactions to have relatively 
high prices per plot and per acre, which causes all 
measures of prices per plot and per acre to be higher 
when transactions are weighted equally, irrespective of 
their size, than when they are weighted in proportion to 
size. The effect of this tendency can also be seen in the 
medians and price distributions, and in the regional 
statistics. Two factors probably account for the tendency 
for small sites to be relatively expensive. The first is that 
small sites generally require less expenditure per dwelling 
on site works such as roads, drainage and other services 
than large sites. The second reason is that small sites are 
likely to be more favourably located than large sites. 
Small sites are more likely to be within existing built-up 
areas and large sites to be on the edge of these areas.

Land prices are extremely variable, as the price 
distributions in Tables 1 to 8 show; coefficients of 
variation are included in Tables 1 to 8 as measures of 
their variability relative to the average. The coefficients 
of variation of prices per plot have ranged between 
92 per cent in 1970 and 118 per cent in 1972. Coefficients 
of variation of prices per acre have been rather higher 
than those of prices per plot, ranging from 104 per cent 
in 1970 to 132 per cent in 1972. Regional coefficients of
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variation have generally been lower than national 
coefficients, reflecting less relative price variability 
within regions; they are nevertheless large compared, 
for example, with those of house prices whose national 
coefficients of variation are typically in the 50 to 60 per 
cent range, and whose regional coefficients are typically 
around 45 per cent.

The price distributions were generally skew, there 
being a small proportion of high priced land, while the 
majority had below average prices, and this skewness is 
reflected in the median prices generally being lower than 
the corresponding average prices.

IV. P r ic e  in d ic e s  a n d  w e ig h t e d
AVERAGE p r i c e s : METHODS

IntroductioD
We now consider the problem of constructing land price 
indices in order to draw correct inferences about price 
changes over timeand differences in prices between regions.

Price indices usually aim to measure changes by 
comparing the prices at different times of standard 
collections of articles. In this work, the principle of a 
price index is used for making inferences about changes 
in land prices, although a perfect index for housing land 
prices cannot be calculated because any piece of land is 
usually sold only once for development and no two 
pieces of land are identical, so one cannot compare the 
prices of exactly similar collections of land at different 
times. The best one can do is to specify groups within 
which land is as alike as possible and to calculate an 
index which compares the estimated average price, 
suitably defined, of a collection of land with standard 
proportions in each group. The groups into which land 
is classified are called cells. Average prices in which the 
cells are represented in fixed proportions are called 
weighted average prices.

The weighted average prices and indices given in this 
article are all estimated at constant average density. The 
theoretical requirement for such indices is that the mean 
density in each cell is constant, and this is met in practice 
by using density as a variable by which transactions are 
classified into cells. In addition, transactions are also 
classified by number of plots (in most regions) and by 
their location in such a way that regional weighted 
average prices per plot, and price indices, can be 
estimated which are consistent with the national averages. 
The classification by all these variables is coarse, in 
order not to have so many cells that the average number 
in each is too small.

The argument for calculating the price per plot index 
at constant average density is strong: because a price 
index should be based as far as possible on a standard 
collection of articles in each period, the price per plot 
index should be based on a collection of land with 
plots of constant average size. The same argument 
applies to the price per acre index, although with less 
force because there is some room for argument about 
whether two sites differing in the number of houses for 
which they have planning permission but of equal area 
and otherwise identical should be treated as identical 
articles or not. In this work we treat such sites as different 
and base our weighted average prices per acre on 
collections of land with constant average numbers of
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plots per acre, although it is recognised that for some 
purposes and in some circumstances other weighted 
average prices per acre might be useful; for example, if 
densities were rising systematically and an index was 
needed to measure the value per acre of farming land 
sold for development, it would be appropriate to 
calculate an index not based on constant average 
density. The decision about whether the weighted 
average price per acre should or should not be at constant 
average density is not critical at present because the data 
given in Section III, although not conclusive, do not 
suggest that over the last four years there has been any 
substantial systematic change in the average densities in 
land sold for housing in the private sector, and the two 
weighted averages would probably differ little. There is 
unfortunately no comprehensive source of information 
on private sector housing densities independent of the 
land price data.

The true average or mean price per acre in a cell is 
defined as the mean price per transaction divided by the 
mean number of acres per transaction; the mean price 
per plot and the mean density are correspondingly 
defined. These definitions are set out algebraically in 
Section 2 of Appendix I. The true weighted average 
price per acre and weighted average price per plot are 
respectively the mean price per acre and the mean price 
per plot in the standard collection of land; their ratio is 
the constant mean density in the collection. The standard 
collection of land could, in theory, be defined by 
specifying the proportion of transactions from each cell, 
or the proportion of acres, or the proportion of plots. 
In practice the proportion of plots in each cell is specified, 
because it was decided that the standard collection of 
land should be similar in composition to that developed 
for private housing in the period 1969 to 1972, and 
although no independent information is available on the 
numbers of sites developed over this period, or on the 
numbers of acres developed, information is available on 
the numbers of private dwellings started which are equal 
to the numbers of plots developed. When the proportion 
of plots in each cell in the standard collection has been 
specified, the weighted average price per plot can be 
expressed as a weighted average of the mean prices per 
plot in all the cells; this expression forms the basis of the 
estimates of weighted average prices per plot. Corres
ponding weighted average prices per acre are estimated 
afterwards by multiplying the prices per plot by the 
assumed constant average density. This means that the 
estimated weighted average prices per acre move exactly 
in proportion to those per plot, as in theory they should, 
and the same indices represent the movements of both. 
Algebraic expressions for the weighted average prices per 
plot and per acre are given in Section 3 of Appendix I.

Details of the classification of transactions
As mentioned above, transactions are classified by 
location, site size, and density. On location, land is first 
classified by Economic Planning Region, with the three 
sub divisions of the South East, the Greater London 
Area, the Outer Metropolitan Area, and the Outer South 
East, treated as separate regions for this purpose. Some 
regions are further split, into as many as three sub- 
regions; this is done if the systematic land price variation 
between different parts of the region is large and if there
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are enough transactions to allow it. The complete list 
of regions and sub-regions is given in Table 9. The 
sub-regions were chosen to be combinations of the 
counties which will be created at local government 
reorganisation on 1 April 1974, so that the system will 
require only minimal changes when information is 
supplied by the new local authority areas. Until that 
time the nearest equivalent combinations of existing 
local authority areas are being used. A slight problem 
arises in places where local government reorganisation 
necessitates a regional boundary change; for example, 
Bournemouth County Borough is now in Hampshire 
and the Outer South East, but will be in Dorset after 
reorganisation and therefore in the South West. In the^ 
cases existing authorities have been allocated to their 
present regions, not to their presumed post-reorganisation 
regions. It is intended to recalculate past land price 
figures when the new regions are introduced.

On size of site, transactions outside London are 
classified into two size bands, 4 to 19 plots, and 20 plots 
or over. In the Greater London Area, where there are 
relatively fewer large sites than elsewhere, transactions 
are not classified by size.

Transactions are classified by density in all regions and 
sub-regions, but because the distribution of densities 
tends to differ between re^ons, the same bands are not 
used for all. The region with the most untypical density 
distribution is London, where, as has been seen, the 
average density is high and sites with high densities occur 
much more frequently than elsewhere. Other regions or 
sub-regions where sites with relatively high densities 
occur frequently are the Outer Metropolitan Area, the 
Outer South East and the new metropolitan counties. 
The system for classifying land by density allows for 
these varying distributions; in all regions and sub- 
regions there are density bands covering sites of up to 
18 plots per acre; in the metropolitan counties, the 
OMA, the OSE, and London, there is a further band or 
bands covering sites up to 30 plots per acre; in London 
there are further bands covering sites up to 60 plots per 
acre. In all areas, the few sites with densities higher than 
that covered by the highest band are discarded. An 
exception to the system is that Tyne and Wear, although 
a Metropolitan County, is not counted as such because it 
does not have enough transactions to stand separate 
from the rest of the North Region. The complete list of 
site size and density bands is given in Table 10.

The total number of cells used in the calculation of the 
weighted average prices per plot is 156; the number of 
regions or sub-regions is 23.

Weights
As mentioned above, the weights with which cells are 
combined in the calculation of weighted average prices 
per plot are intended to reflect the composition of 
housing land developed over the period 1969 to 1972. 
The weight for each cell is calculated as the product of 
two factors: one for the region or sub-region, and one 
representing the importance of the cell’s size and density 
band within the region or sub-region.

The factors for the regions or sub-regions are taken 
proportional to the number of private dwellings started 
(that is, the number of plots used) in the region or sub- 
region over the period 1969 to 1972. These factors are

given in Table 9; the regional factors are equal to the 
figures given in the fourth column of Table B (Section III).

The factors representing the importance of each size 
and density band within a region or sub-region are taken 
proportional to the number of plots in transactions 
reported in the band in the period 1969 to 1972. These 
factors are not calculated separately for every region and 
sub-region, but only for the five groups of regions or 
sub-regions for which the site size and density distri
butions appeared to be substantially different. The same 
factors are used for all the regions or sub-regions within 
each group. The groups are: London, the OMA, the 
OSE, the Metropolitan Counties (excluding Tyne and 
Wear), and the rest. The factors are listed in Table 10. 
The reasons why the factors are calculated for groups 
rather than for individual regions and sub-regions are 
that, first, it enables factors to be calculated from more 
transactions, and secondly, it means that the weighted 
average prices for the regions or sub-regions within any 
group have the same site size and density structure, and so 
are more comparable than if they had different site size 
and density structures. We take up this point again in 
the section on regional price indices.

Weights are expressed algebraically in Section 4 of 
Appendix I.

Mean densities
The multipliers or mean densities by which estimated 
weighted average prices per acre at constant average 
density are ob tain^ from those per plot are calculated 
by suitably combining estimates of the average density 
in each cell. The average densities in cells of the same 
size and density band are assumed to be the same in all 
regions belonging to the same one of the five groups, but 
different in different groups. They are calculated as the 
total number of plots reported in the size and density 
band in all regions or sub-regions of the group in the 
period 1969 to 1972, divided by the corresponding total 
number of acres; the calculation is expressed algebraically 
in Section 5 of Appendix I. The constant multipliers 
which result from these calculations are listed in Table 11. 
In cases where a region lies wholly within one group, the 
multiplier reduces just to the simple average density for 
the group over the period 1969 to 1972. Thus the 
multipliers for the South West, East Anglia, the East 
Midlands, the North Region, and Wales are all equal to 
the simple average density in the ‘rest of England and 
Wales’ group. The multipliers for London, the OMA and 
the OSE are each the simple average density for these 
regions, because they each form their own group. The 
multipliers for the North West, the West Midlands, and 
Yorkshire and Humberside are each different combina
tions of the simple average densities in the Metropolitan 
Counties group and the ‘rest of England and Wales' 
group.

Regional price indices
Weighted average prices per plot for each region are 
obtained by combining the average prices per plot in the 
cells making up the region. If the weighted average 
prices for different periods in any region are divided by 
the weighted average price for a chosen base period in 
the region, the resulting indices measure changes oyer 
time in the average price per plot of a standard collection
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of land, representative—or roughly so— of the region. 
These are so called inteMemporal regional indices, in 
contrast to inter-regional indices which show how prices 
in one region compare with those in another at a single 
point in time. There are several different ways of defining 
inter-regional indices, but they all have one important 
feature in common, which is that only prices of identical 
collections of articles are compared. The weighted 
average prices per plot described in this article are not 
based on identical collections of land in different regions, 
as the site size and density structure differs between 
regions; they cannot therefore be used to calculate 
correct inter-regional indices. The exceptions to this lack 
of strict comparability are the weighted average prices 
for regions wholly within one of the groups for which 
the weights for the size and density bands are the same; 
specifically, the weighted average prices per plot for the 
South West, East Anglia, the East Midlands, the North 
Region, and Wales are all comparable with each other, 
at least in theory. A useful general reference on regional 
price indices is the Report of the Retail Prices Index 
Advisory Committee Proposals for Retail Prices Indices 
for Regions (HMSO 1971).

Although the weighted average prices per plot do not 
enable strictly correct inter-regional price indices to be 
calculated, no attempt is made in this article to provide 
such indices, because, first, the calculation of correct 
inter-regional indices would require the calculation of 
another set of weighted average prices and these would 
be confusing. Secondly, it can be argued that comparisons 
between regional weighted average prices per plot based 
on collections of land representative of each region are 
more useful for everyday purposes than those based on 
identical collections, because there cannot be a standard 
collection of land which would be appropriate in all 
regions. For example, if the collection included the high 
density ranges, it would be inappropriate and give 
difficulties in estimation in the rural regions, but if it 
excluded them it would be inappropriate in London. 
Thirdly, the weighted average prices per acre estimated 
in this work provide generally different inter-regional 
price comparisons from those per plot; this serves to 
emphasise that there is no unique way of making inter
regional land price comparisons.

Estimate of the average price per plot in cells
The estimated weighted average prices per plot are 
combinations of the estimated average prices *per plot in 
cells. The obvious estimate of the true average or mean 
price per plot in a cell is the simple average price per plot 
of the transactions in the cell. This estimate was used 
for the calculation of the Department of the Environ
ment’s former indices (Department of the Environment, 
1971) and it is also used for the present indices, with 
some modification in the case of half-yearly indices. 
However, it is not entirely satisfactory because it is 
biased, tending to over-estimate the true average price 
per plot in a cell.

Simple average prices per plot are examples of ratio 
estimates. A reference discussing these estimates is 
Kendall and Stuart (1968, Chapter 40). The part of the 
theory that is relevant to this article is set out in Section 4 
of Appendix I, in which it is shown that the simple 
average price per plot has an upward bias as an estimate
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of the true average price per plot if the smaller sites tend 
to have relatively high transaction prices per plot. We 
saw in Section III that this is the case. The amount of the 
bias is in theory approximately inversely proportional 
to the number of transactions from which the simple 
average is calculated, and approximately proportional to 
the covariance—or strength of the association—between 
numbers of plots in transactions and transaction prices 
per plot.

The reader may find it surprising that the simple 
average price per plot of a group of transactions should 
be a biased estimate of the true average price per plot. 
If he is not convinced by Section 4 of Appendix I he 
may be convinced by looking again at Table C (Section 
III) which shows that the averages of the transaction 
prices per plot in England and Wales are consistently 
well above the simple averages. But a transaction price 
per plot is just a simple average based on one transaction, 
and therefore what the table shows is that simple averages 
based on one transaction tend to be higher than simple 
averages based on many transactions. Once this is 
accepted, it is not difficult to accept that simple averages 
have an upward bias which depends on the number of 
transactions, and which diminishes to zero as the 
number becomes large.

The bias is negligible in simple averages calculated 
over a large number of transactions, such as all those in 
a year in England and Wales. (This should not be taken 
to mean that these simple averages are free from bias due 
to other causes.) However, the bias is not negligible in 
cell simple averages, which are usually calculated over 
relatively few transactions. Since the bias in a weighted 
average is the weighted average of the biases in the 
individual cells, weighted average prices estimated from 
simple average prices in cells also have a bias which is 
not negligible.

The bias in the weighted average prices estimated in 
this way was most noticeable when those for years in 
England and Wales were compared with those for 
half-years. In each year 1969—1972 the average of the 
two half-yearly weighted average prices per plot (weighted 
by the number of plots in each half year) turned out to 
be about 1-̂  per cent higher than the yearly figure, even 
though it estimates the same quantity. The reason for 
this is that the half-yearly figures were calculated from 
cell simple averages based on only about half as many 
transactions as the yearly figures, and so they had a 
greater upward bias. The discrepancies between the 
half-yearly and yearly figures suggested that, while the 
bias in weighted average prices per plot estimated from 
simple averages in cells was not large, it could not be 
ignored and should be corrected if possible.

The theory of ratio estimates provides a formula by 
which to estimate the bias in a simple average price; 
this is given with its derivation in Section 4 of Appendix I. 
This formula was used to estimate the bias in each cell 
and the resulting estimates subtracted from the simple 
average price per plot in each cell to give a corrected 
estimate of the true average price per plot. Unfortunately 
the yearly and half-yearly weighted average prices 
estimated with this correction were still inconsistent and 
therefore this method of correcting for the bias was 
abandoned. The reason why the method fails is not 
known, but it seems likely that land prices are so variable
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that the approximations needed to derive the formula 
are not valid. Instead of estimating the bias in cells, a 
more direct method is used to correct the bias in the 
estimated half-yearly weighted average prices relative to 
the yearly figures; the figures for the two halves of the 
year are each divided by the ratio of the average of the 
two half-yearly figures (weighted by number of plots) 
to the yearly figure. This produces half-yearly estimates 
for England and Wales exactly consistent with the 
yearly estimates, but leaves the upward bias in the 
yearly estimates uncorrected. This is a little unsatisfactory 
but seems the best course in the absence of a realiable 
way to correct the yearly estimates. It is reasonable to 
suppose that the bias is small and that, since the bias in 
the half-yearly figures relative to the yearly figures has 
been fairly consistent, the bias in the yearly figures has 
also been consistent so that the price indices have been 
little affected by it.

An inconvenience in the method of correcting the 
estimates of the half-yearly weighted average prices per 
plot is that the divisor for the half-yearly figures is not 
known exactly until the end of each year. Therefore a 
provisional divisor has to be used for the first half of each 
year; it is intended to use the previous year’s divisor, 
and then to correct the figure for the first half of each 
year when the full year’s data are available.
Standard errors of estimated weighted average prices
The theory of ratio estimates provides an estimate of the 
approximate standard error of a simple average price 
per plot. This estimate is given in Section 6 of Appendix I, 
and its derivation can be found in Kendall and Stuart 
(1968, Chapter 40). The standard errors obtained using 
this estimate cannot be regarded as more than rough 
guides because the validity of the approximations in the 
estimate is open to doubt when the estimate is used with 
data as variable as land prices. The standard errors of 
the estimated weighted average prices are estimated by 
combining those in the cells according to the usual 
formula for the standard error of linear combinations of 
random variables, given in Section 6 of Appendix I. 
The weights are treated as constants in the estimation of 
standard errors, because although they depend to some 
extent on the land price data for 1969 to 1972, it is 
intended to keep them constant in future calculations. 
The standard errors of the estimated weighted average 
prices per acre are obtained by multiplying those of 
prices per plot by the constants given in Table 11. Their 
coefficients of variation are the same as those of prices per 
plot.
Empty cells and single-transaction cells
It occasionally happens that a cell has no transactions or 
only one transaction in a particular period. If a cell has 
no transactions its simple average price per plot cannot 
be calculated and a method is needed for supplying a 
figure to use in the estimation of weighted average prices. 
The method by which a figure is supplied is to multiply 
the simple average price per plot in the same cell in 1972 
by the ratio of the estimated weighted average price per 
plot in the period under consideration based on all cells 
with at least one transaction to the estimated weighted 
average price per plot in 1972 based on the same cells. 
The standard error of the figure supplied in this way is 
estimated as the standard error of the 1972 figure
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multiplied by the ratio mentioned above. If a cell has 
only one transaction in a particular period, the simple 
average price per plot can be calculated but its standard 
error cannot be estimated using the usual formula. In 
these cases the standard error is estimated using the 1972 
cell standard error appropriately adjusted. The year 1972 
was chosen as the base for all these calculations because 
it had more transactions than any other year and, 
having no empty cells or single-transaction cells, it had 
both simple average prices and estimated standard 
errors in every cell.

3

V. P r ic e  in d ic e s  a n d  w e ig h t e d
AVERAGE p r ic e s : RESULTS

Results for England and Wales
Table E gives the estimated weighted average prices per 
plot and per acre at constant average density with their 
estimated standard errors and coefficients of variation 
for England and Wales by years and half-years since 
1969. The table also gives the weighted average prices 
expressed in index form with 1970 as the base year.

Table E shows that the estimated weighted average 
prices per plot and per acre were 10 per cent higher in 
1970 than in the previous year, 13 per cent higher in 
1971, 68 per cent higher in 1972, and 55 per cent higher 
in 1973. It also shows that the half-year on half-year rises, 
which had been small until the first half of 1971, increased 
for three successive periods to a peak of 52 per cent 
between the first and second halves of 1972, followed by 
reduced rises of 30 per cent between the second half of 
1972 and the first half of 1973, and 4 per cent between the 
first and second halves of 1973. In absolute terms, the 
weighted average price per plot increased from about £820 
in the first half of 1969 to about £2,740 in the second half 
of 1973. The former figure is about 17 per cent of the 
average price of a new house at the time; the latter figure 
is about 26 per cent.

Table C (Section III) shows that the estimated weighted 
average prices per plot for England and Wales have been 
consistently higher than the simple averages in each year. 
The main reason is that in the weighted averages the 
regions are represented in proportion to dwellings 
started, but in the simple averages they are represented 
in proportion to the number of plots in the data. Table B 
(Section III) shows that dwellings started and plots 
analysed had different regional distributions over the 
period 1969 to 1972, and that many of the regions with a 
higher proportion of dwellings started than plots 
analysed had high land prices (for example, London, the 
OMA); conversely many regions with a lower proportion 
of dwellings started had low land prices (for example, 
Yorkshire and Humberside, Wales). Differing regional 
representation is similarly the main reason why the 
weighted average prices per acre for England and 
Wales have been greater than the simple averages in each 
year (see Table D, Section III).

Table E shows that the estimated coefficients of 
variation of the yearly estimated weighted average prices 
per plot and per acre have been in the range 1*6 to 2*2 
per cent since 1969. The estimated coefficients of vari
ation of the half-yearly estimated weighted average 
prices have been in the range 2*2 to 3*5 per cent and 
typically around 2^ per cent. If it were unbiased any 
estimated weighted average price would almost certainly
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TABLEE

Weighted average prices per plot and per acre at constant average density, with standard errors 
and coefficients of variation; index of price per plot or per acre at constant average density

En^and and Wales 1969 to 1973

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

1969 1st half 
2nd half

1970 1st half 
2nd half

1971 1st half 
2nd half

1972 1st half 
2nd half

1973 1st half 
2nd half

Weighted average price per plot at constant
average density

Estimated
average

Estimated
standard

error

828 
908 

1,030 
1,727 
2,676

820
837

877
934

970
1,076

1,336
2,026

2,630
2,741

Estimated 
coefficient 

of variation
Per cent

Weighted average price per acte at 
constant average density

Estimated
average

Estimated
standard

error

7,660 
8,400 
9,530 

15,980 
24,760

7,590
7,740

8,110
8,640

8,970
9,960

12,370
18,750

24.340
25.340

150
130
150
340
470

240
200

280
210

200
240

310
480

560
760

Index of price 
per plot or per 
acre at constant 
average density

1970 = 100

ia7
119

147
223

290
302

Note: The coefficients of variation of the weighted average prices per acre are the same as those of the corresponding prices per plot.

(that is, with 95 per cent probability) lie within two 
standard errors of the corresponding true weighted 
average price; therefore the maximum likely errors in 
the yearly estimates would typically be about 4 per cent, 
and in the half-yearly estimates 5 per cent. Any un
corrected bias would make these maximum likely 
errors rather greater.

The coefficients of variation may be used to estimate 
the maximum likely errors in the index values or in the 
percentage change between any two periods as follows. 
The coefficient of variation of an index value or of the 
ratio of any two weighted average prices is approximately 
the square root of the sum of the squares of the coeffici
ents of variation of the two estimated prices from which 
it is calculated. Thus for example, the coefficient of 
variation of the index value for 1972 is the square root 
of the sum of the squares of 1 *6 and 2-2 per cent, or 2-7 
per cent. The standard error is 2*7 per cent multiplied by 
the index value, 190, and the maximum likely error is 
twice this figure, or about 10. Therefore, the rise in the 
true weighted average price per plot or per acre between 
1970 and 1972 was almost certainly (that is, with 95 per 
cent probability) in the range 80 to 100 per cent. Any 
bias in the estimated weighted average prices would not 
affect indices and other estimates of ratios, provided it 
remained an approximately constant proportion of the 
true average prices.

period has been obtained by multiplying the old index 
value for the period by the ratio of the new index value 
for 1969 to the old index value for 1969. The opportunity 
has also been taken to correct the old half-yearly index 
values in 1968 and 1969 for bias relative to the yearly 
values in the way that is used in the new calculations 
(see Section IV). The new index values for 1963 to 1968 
are shown in Table F.

Index of price per plot and estimated 
weighted average price per plot

En^and and Wales 1963 to 1968
TABLE F

Index values before 1969
The new calculations provide indices only from 1969, 
but a series of indices of prices per plot going back to 
1963 has been obtained by linking the former series of 
indices based on pressure area data only to the new 
series at 1969. That is, a new index value for each earlier

Index of price 
per plot

Estimated 
weighted average 

price per plot

1970= 100 £

1963 ......................... 46 413
1964 ......................... 52 473
1965 ......................... 58 525
1966 ......................... 62 562
1967 ......................... 63 575
1968 ......................... 73 664

1967 1st half . . 62 559
2nd half .. 67 606

1968 1st half 67 608
2nd half 79 717

In addition to the index values. Table F gives a series 
of weighted average prices per plot for 1963 to 1968, 
estimated by multiplying the index values by the 1970 
estimated weighted average price per plot. Although this
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Estimated weighted average prices per plot with standard errors and coefficients of variation
England and Wales by region 1969 to 1972

TABLE G

North • ' • • •
Yorkshire and Humberside 
East Midlands
East A ng lia ........................
Greater London Area 

Outer Metropolitan Area 
Outer South East 

South East (excluding 
Greater London Area) . 

South West . .
West Midlands 
North West • •
Wales .........................

1969

Weighted 
average 

price per 
plot

Stan
dard
error

310
401
555
530

1,967
1,617
1,028

England and Wales
.MH

•l - .
.C.J

lS‘*
i i i . ;r5 VI

•  91

» . <

•r'»

.11*

I  *1

m
i'>i

1,319
582

1,014
581
390

828 16

Coeff
icient 
o f vari
ation

Per cent

2-0

1970

Weighted 
average 

price per 
plot

Stan
dard
error

370
417
546
546

2,035
1,874
1,090

1,477
612

1,129
634
556

908

Coeff
icient 

o f vari
ation

Per cent

15 1-6

1971

Weighted 
average 

price per 
plot

Stan
dard
error

453
447
710
604

2,732
2,013
1,296

1,650
752

1,081
712
500

Coeff
icient 

of vari
ation

Per cent

1,030 16 1-6

1972

Weighted 
average 

price per 
plot

Stan
dard
error

760
662

1,077
1,587
4,245
3,666
2,270

2,959
1,332
1,492
1,051

628

1,727 37

Coeff
icient 

of vari
ation

Per cent

2-2

series provides some guide to the absolute value of 
average plot prices in 1963 to 1968, the figures cannot be 
considered as reliable as those from 1969. No attempt 
has been made to estimate their standard errors which 
are certainly greater than those from 1969. It is not 
known to what extent the average densities changed 
between 1963 and 1968 in the transactions on which 
1963 to 1968 indices are based.

ing estimated weighted average prices per acre, with 
their standard errors. Table I expresses the weighted 
average prices per plot or per acre as inter-temporal 
regional indices with 1970 as the base period.

Regional results
Table G shows the estimated weighted average prices per 
plot at constant average density, with their estimated 
standard errors and coefficients of variation, for regions 
by years from 1969, while Table H gives the correspond-

Table G shows that in 1972, regional estimated 
weighted average prices per plot ranged from about 
£4,250 in Greater London and £3,670 in the OMA, to 
£660 in Yorkshire and Humberside and £630 in Wales. 
In all years since 1969 London has had the highest 
weighted average price per plot, followed by the OMA 
and then the OSE; at the other end of the scale Yorkshire 
and Humberside, the North Region and Wales have had 
the lowest figures in every year, though their order has 
varied. Regional estimated weighted average prices per

TABLE H

Estimated weighted average prices per acre with standard errors
England and Wales by region 1969 to  1972

North ...........................
Yorkshire and Humberside 
East Midlands 
East Anglia
Greater London Area . . 

Outer Metropolitan Area 
Outer South East 

South East (excluding Greater 
London Area)

South West 
West Midlands 
North West 
Wales

England and Wales. .

1969

Weighted 
average 
price per 

acre

2,700
3,920
4,830
4,620

38,920
14,260
9,170

11,700
5,070
9,360
5,590
3,400

7,660

Standard
error

280
270
270
310

1,250
790
440

450
300
530
360
350

150

1970

Weighted 
average 

price per 
acre

3,220
4,080
4.760
4.760 

40,270 
16,520
9,730

13,100
5,330

10,420
6,110
4,840

8,400

Standard
error

280
390
290
270

1,410
520
340

1971

Weighted 
average 
price per 

acre

310
270
600
390
550

130

3,950
4,380
6,180
5,260

54,060
17,750
11,570

14,640
6,550
9,980
6,860
4,360

Standard
error

300
250
360
400

2,000
660
500

1972

Weighted 
average 

price per 
acre

Standard
enor

9,530

410
230
450
440
420

6,620
6,480
9,380

13,830
84,000
32,320
20,260

520
380
450
920

4,050
1,850
1,040

150

26,250
11,600
13,770
10,120
5,470

1,060
870
940
480
310

15,980 340

Note: Coefficients of variation of the weighted average prices per acre are the same as those of the corresponding prices per plot
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1972

Standard
e n o r

Weighted
average
price per 

acre

Standard
enor

300
250
360
400

660
500

6,620

9,380
13.830
84.000
32,320
20,260

520
380
450
920

4.050

1.040

410
230
450
440
420

1,060
870
940
480
310

340

acre in 1972 (Table H) are seen to have ranged from 
about £84,000 in Greater London and £32,300 in the 
OMA to £6,500 in the Yorkshire and Humberside region 
and £5,500 in Wales. That the price per acre in London 
was more than twice that in the OMA even though the 
price per plot in London was only slightly greater 
reflects that the average density is much greater in 
London.

The region with the greatest estimated rise in weighted 
average prices per plot and per acre (Table 1) between 
1969 and 1972 was East Anglia (199 per cent), followed 
by the North (145 per cent); the region with the lowest 
rise was the West Midlands (47 per cent).

TABLE I

Indices ot price per plot or per acre at
constant average density 

Enj^and and Wales by tegion 1969 to  1972
1970= 100

1969 1970 1971 1972

North 84 100 122 205
Yorkshire ami Humber

side 96 100 107 159
' East Midlands 101 100 130 197

East Anglia 97 100 111 291
Greater London Area 97 100 134 209

Outer Metropolitan Area 86 100 107 196
Outer South East 94 100 119 208

South East (excluding 
Greater London A rea).. 89 100 112 200

South West 95 100 123 218
West Midlands 90 100 96 132
North West 91 100 112 166
Wales ........................... 70 100 90 113

England and Wales. . 91 100 113 190

The coetticients of variation of the yearly regional 
estimated weighted average prices per plot and per acre 
have been considerably higher than those of the England 
and Wales figures; this reflects the smaller numbers of 
transactions on which the regional figures are based. 
Coefficients of variation in London, the OMA and the 
OSE have typically been in the 3 to 5 per cent range;

those in other regions have been higher, typically in the 
5 to 7 per cent range, and occasionally going over 10 per 
cent. The coefficients of variation given in Table G 
can be used to estimate the maximum likely errors in 
the estimated regional price changes and in the indices 
given in Table I in the way described above. Since the 
regional coefficients of variation have been relatively 
large, those of the regional price indices have also been 
large and some of the indices have moved erratically. 
This is particularly obvious in regions such as Wales for 
which the weighted average prices in the base period 
appear to have been subject to a large random fluctuation.

Fublicatiou of future results
Regular publication is planned for future figures corres
ponding to most of those appearing in this article. 
The price index for England and Wales appearing in 
Tables E and F  of this article appears in place of the 
former index in Table 3 of Housing and Construction 
Statistics which in future will also show the weighted 
average prices per plot at constant average density for 
England and Wales, and a  footnote giving the multiplier 
by which to convert them to prices per acre. Annual 
supplementary tables in Housing and Construction 
Statistics will show the yearly regional weighted average 
prices per plot and per acre with their standard errors 
and coefficients of variation. Supplementary tables will 
also give the basic descriptive statistics for each year, 
similar to those given in Tables 1 to 8.

Keferemces
‘An index of housing land prices*. Department of the 
Environment, Economic Trends No. 208, pages XIV-XIX 
(HMSO 1971).
Estates Gazette: Digest o f  Budding Land Prices No. 7, 
(January 1973).
The Advanced Theory o f Statistics, M. G. Kendall and 
A. Stuart, Vol. 3, 2nd Edition, Griffin, London (1968).
‘Residential Land Prices’, J. McAuslan, Estates Gazette, 
226, pages 51-53 (1973).
Proposals for Retail Prices Indices fo r Regions, Retail 
Prices Index Advisoi7 Committee, Cmnd. 4749 (HMSO 
1971).
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APPENDIX I

1. Formulae used for the calculation of
descriptive statistics

Notation
Let / ( /= l ,  . . . , / )  enumerate the transactions in any 
group under consideration (for example, those in a 
region or in England and Wales). Let p-, be the price in 
transaction /; le t«/ be the number of plots in transaction i ; 
let a-, be the number of acres in transaction i.

1 /
Let p ~  j  1. Pi, the average price per transaction

/ - I

n  ̂ ^ the average number of plots per
- 1  ^  «/,

;=1 transaction,

a — i  V the average number of acres per
I ^  îy 

/=1 transaction.

qi = Pi the transaction price per plot of 
transaction /,

and r,- — a,
the transaction price per acre of 
transaction i.

Formulae
Simple average price per plot;

Sfl, n

Simple average price per acre:
^  =  (5̂ y) ?

P ^ = | = ^ . =  (say ),'
So; a 2a; ’’

Coefficient of variation of prices per plot: 
1 /Sa.fo; —

\
Coefficient of variation of prices per acre: 

Sa/tr.—

u{qi~q')^Y
/

t i i n - r 'y y
^Oi I

Average of transaction prices per plot:

-  Zqi =  (say) q

Average of transaction prices per acre:

-  Sr,- =  (say) r

Coefficient of variation of transaction prices per plot
i / % ^ 2

/ - I
Coefficient of variation of transaction prices per acre:

[l^n n - r ) 2 y
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2, Definition of true average or mean price 
per plot, mean price per acre, and

mean density
Let 7T be the mean price of each transaction in any group 
of transactions under consideration, v be the mean num
ber of plots in each transaction, and a be the mean 
number of acres in each transaction. That is

7T =  E{pi)
.  -  Eini)
a =  E{ai)

The true average or mean price per plot, 6, is defined by

The true average or mean price per acre, q, is defined by

The true average density, 5, is given by

^ ~ Z  =  e

3. Definitions of true weighted average 
price per plot and per acre at 

constant average density
LetJ ( j =\ ,  . . . , J )  enumerate the cells over which the 
weighted averages are to be calculated. Let dj and S; be 
respectively the mean price per plot and the mean density 
in cell j. The cells are defined so that the 8y’s are constant 
over time.

Our most convenient way of defining the standard 
collection of land, over which weighted average prices are 
calculated, is by specifying a constant proportion of plots 
from each cell. Let the proportion of plots from cell j  be 
Xj. The true weighted average price per plot, 0, is de
fined as the mean price per plot in the standard collection:

Aî i -T . . . -r Xjd^
•  • • •  • • •A] -j- . . . “  Ay 

The mean number of acres per plot in cell j  is 1/8;, and
therefore the mean number of acres per plot in the 
standard collection is

• •

A] -h . . . -|- Ay
The mean density in the standard collection is the 

reciprocal of this. The true weighted average price-per 
acre, f\, is defined as the mean price per acre in the 
standard collection, which is the same as the mean-price 
per plot multiplied by the mean density :

Ai +  . . . + Ay
(2)=  0

Since the A’s and 8’s are constant over time, the 
weighted average price per acre remains over time a 
constant multiple of the weighted average price per plot.

(M

L i

0«r

where the sum 
and sub-regioi 
region k .  Thi 
periods. The i 
and 10.
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4. Estimation of the weighted average 
price per plot at constant average density, 0

Introduction
Our estimate of 0 is based on definition (1). To use this 
definition we have first to choose suitable values for the 
constant weights, the A’s, and secondly to choose an 
estimate for the mean price per plot in each cell, B,.

Weights
We consider first the choice of the cell weights, the A/s. 
The weight for any cell is chosen to be proportional to 
two factors, one related to the cell’s region or sub-region 
and the other to its size and density band. Since there are 
two factors it is convenient for this paragraph to change 
our notation and use two subscripts to enumerate cells. 
Let k{k= \, . . . y K) enumerate the regions or sub- 
regions and let j{ j=  \, . . .  yj^) enumerate the size and 
density bands within regions or sub-regions. The range 
of j  depends on k  because the regions and sub-regions 
do not all have the same number of size and density 
bands. Let cell k j be the cell with size and density band j  
in region or sub-region k. Let j* be the number of 
private dwellings started in region or sub-region k  over 
the period 1969 to 1972. Let tikj be the total number of 
plots in cell k j reported and analysed over the period 
1969 to 1972. Then the weight for cell kJ, say 's 
given by

2  nkj 
k'

Xkj^Sk v~v~Z~r ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• (3)

where the summations over k ' are taken over all regions 
and sub-regions in the group containing region or sub- 
region k. These weights are kept constant over all 
periods. The two sets of factors are given in Tables 9 
and 10.

Estimate o f the mean price per plot within a cell, Bj
We now consider how to find an estimate, 9j, for the 
mean price per plot within cell J, Bj. To simplify our 
notation in this section we drop until expression (5) the 
subscript j  enumerating cells since the same theory 
applies to all cells and we do not need to differentiate 
between them. We use i{i= \ , . . . , / )  to enumerate the 
transactions within the cell under consideration and the 
notation of Section 1 to denote the actual observations 
and statistics calculated from them. We use the notation 
of Section 2 to denote the true parameters of the cell 
under consideration.

In the estimation of weighted average prices for years, 
we take the simple average price, q \  as our estimate of B 
within each cell. That is we set

B =  q' == pin
This estimate is not entirely satisfactory because it is 
biased. We now derive an expression for the bias. This is 
taken from the standard theory of ratio estimates and 
follows the derivation given in Kendall and Stuart 
(1968, Chapter 40) with appropriate changes in notation.
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The bias, /3, in 0 is given by
jS =  £-(0) -  B

E{Pi)E{q')

- ' ' ( f ) -

E{n;)
E{p)

Consider the covariance of q* and n.

cov(q', n) =  c o v ( | ,  n )  =  E i j f j  -  E{ f^E(n)

Hence

E{p) cov
E{n) E{n)

Now the covariance of a pair of sample means, say x  and 
y, is cov {x, y ) ll  where /  is the number of observations 
from which the sample means x  and y are calculated.

This rule provides an approximation for cov

cov (I»)=fcov

Hence an approximation for jS is 
o • cov {qi, ni)

Iv • • •

This shows that the simple average price per plot is biased 
upwards if the covariance of qi and /i,- is negative, that is 
if transactions with small numbers of plots tend to have 
high prices per plot. It also shows that the magnitude of 
the bias is approximately inversely proportional to the 
number of transactions, /, from which the simple 
average is calculated.

The standard theory goes on to provide an estimate of 
^  by substituting into (4) estimates of cov{q„ni) and 
of V. The estimate of cov {qi, w,) is

'Ejq-t — q) {nj — n )  — liiq I{p — iiq)
I -  I ~  I -  I ~  I -  I 

The estimate of v is n. Thus the estimate of j8, p, is given by 
R =  — f (P — nq) _  q ~ q '

/ -  1
This estimate of the bias is not used to correct the simple 
average prices in cells, because in practice it does not 
succeed in making the half-yearly and yearly estimated 
weighted average prices per plot consistent. Instead, the 
bias in the  ̂yearly estimated averages is ignored, and the 
estimate, 0, of the weighted average prices per plot is 
given by

Ai0| -f- . . . -f Ay0, • •
Ai +  . . . +  Aj Ai +  . . . H- A.

The same expression is also used for the estimates of the 
half-yearly national weighted average prices per plot, but 
these are then corrected for their bias relative to the 
yearly estimates in the manner described in Section IV 
of the main text.

I
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5. Estimation of weighted average price 
per acre at constant average density, fj

Estimated weighted average prices per acre at constant 
average density, ff, are derived from the corresponding 
estimated weighted average prices per plot, 0, using 
expression (2).

A] +  . . . +  A
( 6)

-f- -h

That is, the estimated weighted average prices per plot are 
multiplied by factors which remain constant over time, 
but differ between regions. The values used for the A’s 
have already been defined, in Section 4, expression (3). 
It remains to define values for the densities, 8. Using the 
same subscripts as in the paragraph on weights in 
Section 4, the 8’s are given by

^  y
^ / ••• •••

where is the number of acres in cell Ay reported and 
analysed over the period 1969 to 1972, and the summa
tions over A' are taken over all regions and sub-regions 
in the group containing region or sub-region A.

Table 11 gives the values for the constant multipliers 
for each region. Regions lying wholly within the same 
regional group all have the same multiplier, which is just
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the simple average density calculated over all transactions 
in the group over the period 1969 to 1972. This may be 
verified algebraically by substituting into (6) and A’s 
and 8’s given by (3) and (7).

6. Standard errors
Using the notation of Section I, the standard estimate, 

of the approximate variance of the simple average 
price per plot in any cell is given by

^(Pi —A2 =(T r t 2 / ( / _  1)
The estimated variance of the estimated weighted average 
price, 0, is given by

var
(A] +  . . . +  Ay)2

where jg the estimated variance of the simple average 
price in cell j. The estimated standard error of 0 is the 
square root of its estimated variance.

Since the estimated weighted average prices per acre 
are obtained by multiplying the corresponding estimated 
weighted average prices per plot by constant multipliers, 
their estimated standard errors can be obtained by 
multiplying those of the corresponding prices per plot 
by the same multipliers. Their coefficients of variation 
are the same as those of the corresponding prices per 
plot.
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APPENDIX II

Descriptive statistics of plot prices
errors
I. the

England and Wales by region, 1969

TABLE 1 (i) IMces per plot
‘en by '̂̂ Ple average

R

anance. ^  ̂^
'1  ̂average pnces per acre

plot by constant mitltipliets 
ffors can be obtained by 
rresponding prices per plot
leir coeffiaents of variation 
1C corresponding prices per

Plots
Simple 
average 
price 

per plot

Median
price
per
plot

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of prices 
per plot

Percentage of plots in region with pnces

Under
£500

£500 
up to 
£999

£1,000 
up to 

£1,999

£2,000 
up to 

£2,999

£3,000 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000
and
overNumber Percent

age of all £ Per cent

btortli 5,554 70 302 26% 82 87-6 n o 1-4
Yorksnire and Humberside . . 7,347 9-2 435 314 94 70-7 231 4-7 1-4 01 j
East Midlands.......................... 7,388 93 528 451 60 58-2 33-4 82 0 -2 ■
East Anglia 5,091 6-4 546 402 71 55-8 321 11 9 0-2 _

Greater London Area 2,959 37 1,906 1,750 49 108 53-8 27-3 7-4 0 7
Outer Metropolitan Area . . 6,739 8-5 1,542 1,376 65 9-3 182 50 0 149 6 6 10
Outer South East . . 14,688 18 5 974 900 65 26:3 32-6 34 4 5'3 13 01

South East (excluding Greater
London Area) 21,427 270 1,153 1,006 70 209 28 5 39 1 8-2 2-9 0 3 V

South West 7,389 9-3 561 397 77 57-9 30 0 10-7 0-8 06
West Midlands 6.850 86 861 769 78 41-8 27 4 24-6 51 10 01
North W e s t .......................... 11,143 140 542 434 89 609 29 3 7-7 16 0-5
W ales...................................... 4,405 3-5 422 325 86 76-7 14-3 8-4 0-6 —

England and Wales 79,553 1000 752 515 93 49 0 261 19-3 4-2 1-3 01 —

(ii) Tran&acaon prices per plot

Transactions

Average 
of trans
action 
prices 

per plot

Median 
of trans

action 
prices 

per plot

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of trans
action 
prices 

per plot

Percentage ot transactions in region with prices per plot

Under
£500

£500 
up to 
£999

£1,000 
up to 

£1,999

£2,000 
up to 

£2,999

£3.000 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000
and
overNumber Percent- 

age of aU
£ Per cent

N orth ..................................... 80 37 423 334 80 76 3 163 7-5 _ _ _

Yorkshire and Humberside . . 222 101 517 377 94 66-7 239 7-2 18 05
East Midlands......................... 198 90 639 567 63 44-9 384 15-7 10
East A n g l ia .......................... 137 6-3 691 568 67 44-5 34 3 19 7 15
Greater London Area 169 7-7 2,070 1,786 56 — 77 54-4 24 3 112 2-4

Outer Metropolitan Area . . 288 132 1,920 1,708 58 49 125 46 5 24 0 101 21
Outer South East . . 327 149 1,321 1,120 62 116 31:2 40:2 128 3-4 0 6

South East (excluding Greater
London Area) 615 281 1,601 1,350 64 8-4 22 6 432 180 6 5 13

South W e s t .......................... 234 10-7 737 599 73 40-6 372 17 9 38 05
West Midlands 184 8-4 1,219 1,000 78 23 9 261 37-3 87 33 0-5
North W e s t .......................... 246 112 723 503 93 50 0 29-7 162 28 12
W ales..................................... 106 48 474 339 94 70 8 20 8 5 7 2 8 — —

England and Wales 2,191 1000 1,063 788 89 341 26 0 27-2 89 32 06  1 —

J
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Descriptive statistics of plot prices

England and Wales by region, 1970

TABLE 2 (i) Prices per plot

North . .
Yorkshire and Humberside.
East Midlands.......................
East A n g l ia ........................
Greater London Area 

Outer Metropolitan Area . 
Outer South East . .

South East (excluding Greater 
London Area)

South West . .
West Midlands 
North West 
Wales . .

.A I.

(S3 England and Wales

Plots

Number Percent
age of all

5,838 82
6,753 9-5
5,801 8 2
3,946 5 6
2,889 41
6,315 8-9

12,557 17-7

18,872 266
7,811 110
4,475 6-3
9,995 141
4,563 6 4

70,943 1000

Simple 
average 
price 

per plot

Median
price
per
plot

310
483
535
570

2,125
1,917
1,046

1,338
564

1,153
613
567

847

306
342
500
525

1,718
1,674

980

1,138
504
938
477
461

603

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of prices 
per plot

Per cent

92

Percentage of plots in region with prices

Under
£500

12'3 
49 8 
12-2 
529  
53'5

£500 
up to 
£999

31-6 
371 
44-4 
33 0 
39-4

41 2 313

£ 1,000 
up to 

£1,999

19-7

£2,000 
up to 

£2,999

£3,000 
up to 

£4,999

1 9

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

0-4

0-3

£10,0C
and
over

o A

(ii) Transaction prices per plot

l>

'1,' N o rth .....................................
Yorkshire and Humberside . .
East Midlands.........................
East Anglia 
Greater London Area 

Outer Metropolitan Area . .  
Outer South East . .

South East (excluding Greater 
London Area)

South West 
West Midlands 
North West 
Wales . .

•  •

• • (  •

• •

England and Wales

Coeff
Average Median icient of
of trans of trans variation

Transactions action action of trans
prices prices action

per plot per plot prices
Number Percent

age of all
per plot

£ Per cent

76 3 8 461 452 61
210 107 581 402 102
173 88 718 567 78
95 4-8 745 556 72

186 9-4 2,159 1,750 60
274 139 2,251 1,992 58
285 145 1,428 1,250 53

559 28-4 1,831 1,556 63
186 94 766 625 82
145 7-4 1,403 1,143 74
249 127 816 625 85
90 46 49$ 434 61

1,969 1000 1,204 888 89

86

Percentage of transactions in region with prices per plot

Under
£500

28 5

£500 £1,000 £2,000 £3,000 £5,000 £10,000
up to up to up to up to up to and
£999 £1,999 £2,999 £4,999 £9,999 over

316 26 J

24 3 9 0 29 05 — 1 —

41-6 127 3-5 12 ^  1 —

35 8 20 0 21 11 — —

9 7 516 183 161 32 —

§2 41 -6 270 164 36 —

27:7 46 3 165 39 — 1 —

185 44-3 21 5 99 1-8
371 177 3-8 11 ^  1 —

35 2 40 0 9 7 4:8 2 7 —
325 189 56 12 — 1 —

333 5 6 — — 1

271 278 104 52 10  I —

£i5t AB|  ̂ . *

• 5“ ? s r
London Am*) 

Southwest ••
West
N otthW et ••
Wales ••

Efl^d and Wales

WUnd»i»dWafc,

•■A



Descriptive statistics of plot prices

England and Wales by region, 1971 j

IQ

2̂.000
» P to
2̂.999

Si

*iih

3̂.000
“Plo

TABLE! (i) Prices per plot
l:

5̂,000
ipto
»,999

l̂OiH
lOj

Plots Simple Median
A

Coeff
icient of Percentage of plots in region with prices

average 
price 

per plot

price
per
plot

variation 
of prices Under £500 £1.000 £2,000 £3.000 £5,000 

U p  to 
£9,999

£10,000
and
over

OVtf
Number Percent- per plot £500 up to 

£999
U p  to 

£1,999
up to 

£2,999
up to 

£4,999age of all i1 Per cent

-
1

North . . 8,092 8-7 421 416 59 689 293 18 — —
- Yorkshire and Humberside . . 8,922 96 429 355 78 727 229 4-0 0-3 0-1

East Midlands. . 5,845 63 699 652 71 394 450 12-8 2-8 0-2 —
3-7 East Anglia 7,045 7-6 647 474 79 520 28 3 182 0-6 1-0 — —

l i ' Greater London Area 3,987 4-3 2,880 2,380 61 04 6 1 30 8 26-2 24-7 10-8 1-0
- Outer Metropolitan Area . . 7,909 8-5 2,069 1,552 75 31 25-9 34-7 16-4 13-9 6-0 0-1

Outer South East . . 12,525 13 6 1,288 1,114 65 113 355 39-1 9-9 4-0 0-2
0-3 South East (excluding Greater
- London Area) 20,434 221 1,590 1,200 77 8'0 320 37-3 12-3 7-9 2-4 0-1

South W e s t .......................... 11,039 11 9 585 462 76 54-7 316 12-8 0-5 0-4 —

West Midlands 6,861 7-4 1,026 917 65 201 34 5 39-6 4-5 0-8 0-4
- North W e s t .......................... 14,435 156 682 506 82 49 5 25-8 22 0 2-3 0-4 — —

'T T
W ales...................................... 5,993 6-5 494 400 103 72'7 20 8 3-9 2-3 0-3 0-1 —

England and Wales 92,653 100 0 930 629 107 420 28-6 20-2 5-0 3-1 1-0 0-1

(u) Transaction prices per plot

in r t^ n w i th  prices per plot

Transactions

Average 
of trans

action 
prices 

per plot

Median 
of trans
action 
prices 

per plot

Coeff
icient of 

variation 
of trans

action 
prices 

per plot

Percentage of transactions in region with prices per plot

Under
£500

£500 
up to 
£999

£1,000 
up to 

£1,999

£2,000 
up to 

£2,999

£3,000 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000
and
overNumber Percent- 

age of all
£ Per cent

hlorth 105 4-1 1 630 550 61 45-7 40-0 14.3 —

Yorkshire and Humberside.. 260 101 567 447 91 60-3 29-2 8-5 1-2 0-8
AA F

— •

East Midlands 175 6-8 872 775 64 27-4 43-5 25-1 3-4 0-6 • — —

East Anglia 184 7-1 883 700 75 31-0 40-8 22-3 3-8 2-2
Greater London Area 225 8-7 2,905 2,300 61 0-4 3-1 35-1 27-1 20-9 129 0-4

Outer Metropolitan Area . . 321 124 3,029 2,600 64 1-6 8-1 27-4 22-1 259
a m  a K

14-3 0-6
Outer South East . . 366 14-2 1,665 1,400 71 6-0 25-7 40-4 18-9 7-9 0-8 0-3

South East (excluding Greater F m  AA AA A

London Area) 687 26-6 2,302 1,875 75 3-9 17-9 34-1 20-1 16-5 7-0 0-4
South West 273 10-6 810 643 79 40-3 34-1 22-2 2-2 2-2

AA

m m

West Midlands 223 8-6 1,363 1,115 78 10-8 27-8 48-9 7-2 3-4 1-8
North West 326 12-6 857 644 84 39-3 30-4 22-1 6-7 1-5 — —

Wales . . 123 4-8 712 450 126 59-3 24-4 10-6 4-1 0-8 0-8 m m

England and Wales 2,581 100-0 1,417 982 101 26-1 26-5 26-6 10-2 7-2 3-2 0-2

I '•

1 :

t .

y
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Descriptive staristics of plot prices
England and Wales by region, 1972

TABLE 4 (i) Fricw» per plot

Simple
averatte

Median
price

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of prices 
per plot

Percentage of plou in region with prices
riots price 

per plot

A
per
plot Under £500

IIn to
£1.000 
no to

£2.000 
up to

£3.000 
up to

£5,000 
up to

£10,000
and

Percent
age of all

£500 £999 £1,999 £2,999 £4,999 £9,999Number £ Per cent
over

North .. 11,433 7-0 748 633 76 42-9 31-T^ 24-2 0-5 1-0 I
Yorkshire and Humberside . . 17,824 10-9 673 464 104 55-0 24-9 15-8 2-0 1-5 0-8
East Midlands.. 11,004 6-7 1.046 790 86 25-9 37-0 27-0 5-7 3-4 10
East Anglia 11,276 6-8 1.635 1,272 83 164 22-0 34-8 160 7-9 3-1
Greater London Area 5,585 3-4 3,970 3,000 81 0-2 4-7 26-8 190 25-2 19-2 4-9

Outer Metropolitan Area . . 16,275 9-9 3,150 2,099 86 0-1 5-4 421 11-3 25-3 13-6 2-2
Outer South East ..

South East (excluding Greater
18,337 111 2,314 1.716 83

87

4-5

2-4

24-9 262

33-7

19-3 16-1 8-5 0-5

London Area) 34,612 21 -0 2,707 1,910 15-8 15-5 20 4 10-9 1-3
South West 16,198 9-8 U 2 2 766 113 36-4 26-4 24-6 6-7 4-8 0-9 0-2
West Midlands 12,421 7-6 1,478 1,150 78 13-9 23-4 41-7 9-7 9-6 1-7
North West 26,350 160 952 714 86 34-7 28-9 25-6 8-1 2 5 0-2
Wales . . 17,681 10-8 607 484 82 52-3 34-2 11-5 1-6 0 4 — —

England and Wales 164,384 100-0 1,452 939 118 28-2 25-0 26-5 8-5 7-8 3-5 0-5

5 ^ s r[̂ DdOO 
SoflthWcjt ••

North Wwt ••
Wales.........

Eflglind and Wate

..■v'

k ' :v- (ii) 'rnuasacuon pntes per plot
Nr'

m ‘4

, r i

• ' I

ttfi

•

Iransacuons

Average 
of trans
action 
pnces 

per plot

Median 
of trans
action 
prices 

per plot

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of trans
action 
prices 

per plot

Percentage of transactions in region with prices per plot

Under
£500

£500 
up to 
£999

£1,000 
up to 

£1,999

£2,000 
up to 

£2,999

£3,000 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up'to 

£9,999

£10.000
and
overNumber Percent- 

age of all
1

£ Per cent

N orth ..................................... 214 5-3 895 692 84 37-4 32-2 23-4 4-7 2-3 _

Yorkshire and Humberside . . 499 12-3 838 571 103 43-7 31-7 18-0 40 16 1-0
East Midlands......................... 325 8-0 1,444 977 92 20-6 30-8 27-7 8-9 8-3 3-7
East A n g l ia ......................... 278 6-9 1,790 1,200 88 16-5 25-2 26-7 14-7 115 5-4
Greater London Area 289 7-1 5,017 4,000 75 0-3 14 13-1 18-7 31-9 26-3 8-3

Outer Metropolitan Area . . 427 10-5 5,083 4,000 75 0-5 1-9 164 14-8 28-1 29-0 9-3
Outer South East . . 469 11-6 3,203 2,500 74 1-9 12-3 26-0 17-6 24-6 15-6 1-9

South East (excluding Greater
London Area) 896 22-1 4,099 3,294 80 1-2 7-4 21-4 162 26-3 22-0 5-5

South W e s t .......................... 414 10-2 1,599 1,038 110 25-3 24-1 23-9 13-5 9-2 3-4 0-5
West Midlands 358 8-9 1,933 1,567 74 8-7 19-8 36-3 162 14-5 4-5
North W e s t .......................... 477 11-7 1,209 901 89 27-0 28-9 27-1 9 6 6-1 1-3
W ales..................................... 304 7-5 791 574 92 45-4 32-6 148 5-3 1-9 —

England and Wales 4,054 1000 2,188 1,267 117 20-4 21-6 23-1 H-8 12-9 8-4 I 1-8

North,.
Yorkshire and Hurabe 
u i t  Midlands 
East Anglia 
G w itr London Area 

J i te r  Metropolitan 
„ Outer South East

jBtWdlandi'
NorthwestWales..

« d  Wales

88
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Descriptive statistics of acre prices
Endand and Wales by region, 1969

j  in  r tp o n  wiUi p n cn  per plot

TABLES (i) Pri«^s ner acre

Acres
Simple 
average 
price 

per acre

Median
price
per
acre

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of prices 
per acre

Percentage of acres in region with prices

Under
£2,500

£2,500 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000 
up to 

£19,999

£20,000 
up to

£39,999

£40,000 
up to

£99,999

£100,000
and
overNumber Percent

age of all £ Per cent

North •• 662 7-5 2,540 2.440 66 50'4 44 0 5-4 0'2
Yorkshire and Humberside . . 803 97 3,990 3,090 73 355 35-2 22-5 6'7 01
East Midlands.. 836 95 4,670 4,430 57 23'6 40'7 32-8 2-9
East Anglia 660 7'5 4,220 2,940 91 425 330 17-3 7-0 02
Greater London Area 145 V7 39,040 37,570 52 — 21 12'2 433 41-3 I ' l

Outer Metropolitan Area . . 832 9-5 12,490 12,280 69 13-7 69 166 487 133 08
Outer South East . . 1,555 17-7 9.200 8,030 64 3-8 21 9 40-8 28'5 4 9 01

South East (excluding Greater
London Area) 2,387 27-2 10,350 9,190 69 7'3 16'6 32'2 356 80 03

South W e s t .......................... 886 101 4,680 3,800 74 26'0 41-5 24-5 80 — —

West Midlands........................ 676 7‘7 8,730 6,670 74 131 28-1 22-2 316 5-0 —

North W e s t .......................... 1,175 134 5,140 4,280 76 24-4 35'9 314 6-9 14 —

W ales...................................... 557 6 3 3,340 2,420 76 50-6 31 3 16-8 1-3 —

England and Wales 8,786 loo-o 6,810 4.470 109 24-5 305 25-1 15-6 3-5 08

(ii) Transaction prices per acre

Average 
of trans
action 
prices 

per acre

Median 
of trans
action 
prices 

per acre

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of trans
action 
prices 

per acre

Percentage of transactions in region with prices per acre

Under
£2,500

£2,500 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000 
up to 

£19,999

£20,000 
up to 

£39,999

£40,000 
up to 

£99,999

£100,000
and
over

£ Per cent

North . . 3,290 2,740 71 40-0 45 0 12'5 25
Yorkshire and Humberside . . 4,600 3,400 82 30 6 37'8 21 6 9'5 0-5 —

East Midlands .................................................. 5,430 4,800 63 20-2 33 8 374 86 —
%

East Anglia ...................................... 5,420 3,520 88 27-0 37'2 21 9 12'4 15
Greater London Area ...................................... 46,050 41,180 50 — 06 — 59 40 2 509 24

Outer Metropolitan A rea...................................... 17,690 14,920 58 2-4 2-8 17-0 465 28'5 2'8
Outer South E a s t .................................................. 13.460 11,080 70 22 107 33-3 33 6 190 12

South East (excluding Greater London Area) 15,440 12,630 65 2-4 6 8 25 6 39 6 23-5 19
South W e s t ............................................................. 5,850 4,790 75 24-4 291 299 162 04 V

West Midlands .................................................. 11,950 11,750 62 6 0 163 23 4 40 2 14-2 A

North W e s t ............................................................. 6,760 5,700 74 183 28 5 33 6 159 3 7
W ales......................................................................... 3,520 2,460 86 509 28-3 160 4-7 — —

En^and and W a le s ................................................. 11,860 7,120 119 16 3 21 7 244 214 11 5 4-5 0-2

r l
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Descriptive statistics of acre prices

England and Wales by region, 1970

TABLE 6 (i) Prices per acre

• •North
Yorkshire and Humberside 
East Midlands 
East Anglia ..
Greater London Area 

Outer Metropolitan Area 
Outer South East ..

South East (excluding Greater 
London Area)

South West 
West Midlands 
North West 
Wales ..

England and Wales

Acres

Number Percent
age of all

626 8-2
730 9-5
620 81
486 63
159 2-1
732 9-5

1,530 200

2,262 29-5
855 111
449 5-8

1,000 13-0
492 6 4

7,679 100-0

Simple 
average 
price 

per acre

Median
price
per

acre

2,900
4,480
5,000
4,630

38,660
16,530
8,590

11,160
5,160

11,510
6,130
5,230

7,840

2,410
3,420
4.480
4,540

37,140
14,850
7,710

9,740
4,010
9,670
5,750
4,200

5,690

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of prices 
per acre

Per cent

104

Percentage of acres in region with prices

Under
£2,500

54-6
27-6
209
145

19-0

£2,500 
up to 
£4,999

14-9
22-0
142
280
324

256

£5,000 
up to 
£9,999

20 3 
16-2 
373  
30 5 

6-1 
129 
390

304
38-4
37- 7
38- 4 
37-3

310

£ 10,000 
up to 

£19,999

183

£20,000 
up to 

£39,999

£40,000 
up to 

£99,999

£ 100,000
and
over

’̂”1 ^  ■ ■

09
J1 WW* _
•xduding G

fall „  i r c a , .

jouth .
jjijodon Are3)

South West •
Vest •
North West •
Wiles ■ •

~  fariand and Wales •  «

(ii) Transaction prices per acre

Average 
of trans

action 
prices 

per acre

Median 
of trans

action 
prices 

per acre

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of trans

action 
prices 

per acre

Percentage of transactions in region with prices per acre

Under
£2,500

£2,500 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000 
up to 

£19,999

£20,000 
up to 

£39,999

£40,000 
up to 

£99,999

£100,000
and
over

£ Per cent

North 4,230 4,150 61 34-2 27-6 34-2 3-9 _ _

Yorkshire and Humberside 5,160 4,220 69 22-4 38-1 28-1 11-4 — —

East Midlands 5,990 5,310 59 16-2 29-4 43-4 ll-O — —
East Anglia............................................................ 5,670 4,550 75 18-9 37-9 28-4 12-6 2-1 — —
Greater London Area 43,160 41,770 45 0-5 2-2 3-8 40-9 51-1 1‘6

Outer Metropolitan Area 19,860 17,810 57 1-5 2-9 11-6 45-3 33-6 5-1 —

Outer South East 13,780 11,600 62 3-2 7-0 29-1 40-7 19-6 04 —

South East (excluding Greater London Area) .. 15,760 14,780 62 2-3 5-1 20-1 42-3 27-5 2-6 —

South West.. 6,000 5,070 74 22-6 26-9 34-4 15-1 1-2 — •—
West Midlands ................................................. 13,120 11,860 55 1-4 11-7 27-6 42-8 166 — —

North West.. 7,760 6,650 76 12-9 24-1 34-5 269 1-2 0-4
Wales 4,370 3,530 72 28'9 40-0 25-6 5-6 — —

England and Wales .. 13,060 8,280 107 11-9 19-3 26-3 23-7 13-0 5-6 0-2

N o rth .. . .
Yorkshire and H um bert 
Hut Midlands 
Hut Anglia
^ t e r  London Area

JestMidlandi' '•
w n h  West 
W ales.

w d  Wales
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Descriptive statistics of acre prices

En^and and Wales by region, 1971

TABLE 7 (i) Prices per acre

^orth
Yorkshire and Humberside
East M idlands........................
East A n g l i a ........................
Greater London Area . .

Outer Metropolitan Area 
Outer South East 

South East (excluding Greater 
London Area)

South W e s t ........................
West Midlands........................
North W e s t ........................
Wales . .

&igland and Wales

Acres

Number

839
856
681
891
216
905

1,427

2,332
1,344

675
1,459

740

Percent
age of all

Simple 
average 
price 

per acre

Median
price
per

acre

4,060
4,470
6,000
5,110

53,120
18,090
11,300

13.940
4,800

10,440
6,750
4,000

10,033 1000  8,590 5,750 120

4,150
3,710
5,870
3,670

51,810
14,290
10,210

12,000
3,440
9,500
4,990
3,390

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of prices 
per acre

Per cent

Percentage of acres in region with prices

Under
£2,500

£2,500 
up to 
£4,999

£5,000 
up to 
£9,999

18‘4 26-7

228
290
367
242
19-6

27'6

£ 10,000 
up to 

£19,999

20-2

(ii) Transaction prices per acre

1 Coeff- 1
Average Median icient of
of trans- of trans variation

1 action action of trans
1 prices prices action
1 per acre per acre prices 

per acre

Percentage of transaction in region with prices per acre

Under
£2,500

Per cent

N orth .....................................
Yorkshire and Humberside..........................
East Midlands 
East Anglia
Greater London Area ..........................

Outer Metropolitan A rea..........................
Outer South East ..

South East (excluding Greater London Area)
South West . .  *....................................
West Midlands ......................................
North W e s t .................................................
W ales.........................

England and W a l e s ......................................

5,690
5,560
7,110
6,550

60,020
25,480
16,300
20,400
6.270 

13,430
8.270 
5,410

4,890
4,630
6,530
5,440

55,880
23,300
12,020
17,010
5,260

12,520
6.850
3.850

15,520 8,950 125 106
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£2,500 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000 
up to 

£19,999

£20,000 
up to 

£39,999

£40,000 
up to 

£99,999

£100,000
and
over

371 37-1 11-4 _ _

35-8 31-2 11-9 0-8 —

22 9 48-0 19-4 1-1 _

34 2 33-7 17-4 1-1 —

0-4 0-4 6-7 17-8 67-1 7-6
1'9 7-8 33-3 41-7 14-6
4-4 29-5 36-6 22-1 4-9
32 19-2 35-0 31-3 9-8 »

26'7 31-5 18-7 0-4 0-4
9-4 27-4 39-5 20-2

26 3 29-8 25-8 4-6 0-3
32-5 17-1 11-4 3-3 — —

18-5 25-8 23-3 12-6 8-5 0-7

• Y,
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Descriptive statistics of acre prices

England and Wales by region, 1972

TABLE 8 (i) Prices per acre

Acres
Simple
average

Median
price

Coeff
icient of Percentage of acres in region with prices

price 
per acre

per
acre

VdlldllUlt
of prices Under

£2,500
£2,500 £5,000 £10,000 £20,000 £40,000 £100,000

per acre up to up to up to up to up to and
Number Percent

age of all £ Per cent
£4,999 £9,999 £19,999 £39,999 £99,999 over

North . . 1,237 7-0 6,910 5,620 67 191 24-8 33-8 22-1 0-2 I
Yorkshire and Humberside . . 1,956 n o 6,130 4,220 85 22-7 34-7 22-6 174 2-4 02
East Midlands 1,346 7-6 8,550 7,060 76 15-6 18-0 33-6 26-6 61 01 A

East Anglia 1,323 7-5 13,930 10,450 80 8-1 12-8 265 28-4 20-6 35 —

Greater London Area 260 1-5 85,380 67,570 80 — — — 15'9 564 26-6
Outer Metropolitan Area . . 1,754 9'9 29,220 19,990 75 0’2 68 43 3 2T5 20-9 1-3
Outer South East . .

South East (excluding Greater
1,998 113 21,230 16,670 75

78

0 7

0-4

137

7-4

16 1 

n -7

24-2

331

34-3

31-1

10-9 o-i

London Area) 3,752 21 -2 24,970 19,060 15-6 0-7
South West 1,873 10-6 9,700 7,020 87 n o 27-9 290 22-7 8-8 0-5
West Midlands 1,429 81 12,850 9,570 85 100 19-2 24-5 25 0 18-3 30
North West 2,566 14-5 9,780 7,540 81 12-4 19-2 30-7 23-8 13-7 0-2
Wales . . 1,927 10-9 5,570 4,450 79 260 28 0 32-2 12-9 0-7 — —

England and Wales 17,669 lOO-O 13,510 8,350 132 12-4 19-8 24-9 24 0 136 4-8 0-5

North •

t i l l ■■

Ea5tAitgl̂

South East:
Crcitft Undon Ar

Outer MetroF̂ î ^

Outer South East

South West

West Midlands

(ii) Transaction prices per acre

Average 
of trans
action 
prices 

per acre

Median 
of trans
action 
prices 

per acre

Coeff
icient of 
variation 
of trans
action 
prices 

per acre

Percentage of transactions in region with prices per acre

Under
£2,500

£2,500 
up to 

£4,999

£5,000 
up to 

£9,999

£10,000 
up to 

£19,999

£20,000 
up to 

£39,999

£40,000 
up to 

£99,999

£100,000
and
over

£ Per cent

North .. 6.920 5.390 68 16-8 2 9 0 294 2 3'4 14 —

Yorkshire and Humberside . . 7,570 5.590 89 13-8 30-1 31 -9 20'0 3-2 10 —

East Midlands. . 10,770 8,090 83 8 0 17-8 34 2 27-7 111 1-2 —

East A n g l ia ...................................... 13,840 9.380 88 7-6 14-4 30-2 25 5 16-9 5-4
Greater London Area 112,440 86,110 91 — — — 0-7 7-3 5 0 8 41-2

Outer Metropolitan A rea...................................... 43.420 35,700 65 0-5 31 17-5 35-8 37-7 5-4
Outer South East . . ...................................... 27,960 23,760 72 0-6 3'2 12-6 25 8 36-5 20'5 0 8

South East (excluding Greater London Area) 35,330 29,580 72 0-3 1 9 8 0 21 9 362 28-7 3H
South W e s t ............................................................. 11,790 8,020 93 9-9 22'7 26'1 24-6 14-2 2-4 —
West Midlands 19,060 15,470 71 2-8 8 4 22-9 260 30-7 9-2
North West 12,000 8,940 87 9-4 15-7 28-9 28-9 15-2 1-9 —
Wales . . 6,660 4,800 84 18-7 32'9 29-6 15'8 3-0 —

England and Wales .......................... 23,730 11,360 172 7-6 15'5 22-4 21-9 17-2 11-8 3-6

Northwest

Wales

92
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TABLE 9

Oassification of land transactions
Regions and sub-regions; weights

Economic Planning 
Region

Weight
(England and Wales = 100)

Sub-regions for classifications with weight
(England and Wales = 100)

Worth 5*951 No sub-division

Yorkshire and Humberside .......................... 8-873 (a) West and South Yorkshire Metropolitan Counties, 5*906
(b) Rest, 2*967

East Midlands 8-957 (a) Derby, Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire, 4*688
(b) Leicestershire and Northamptonshire, 4*269

East Anglia 6*461 (a) Cambridgeshire, 2187
(b) Norfolk and Suffolk, 4*274

South East:
Greater London A rea...................................... 4-812 No sub-division

Outer Metropolitan Area .......................... 12*604 (a) Inner, 5*412
(b) Outer, 7 192

Outer South East 12-946 (a) Kent and Sussex, 4*102
(b) Hampshire, 4*545
(c) Rest, 4*299

South West 11-540 (a) Dorset and Wiltshire, 2*657
(b) Avon and Gloucester, 3 *537
(c) Somerset, Devon and C^ornwall, 5 *346

West Midlands 9*408 (a) West Midland Metropolitan County, 3*201
(b) Hereford, Salop and Worcestershire, 2*559
(c) Staffordshire and Warwickshire, 3*648

North West .................................................. 12*655 (a) Merseyside and Greater Manchester, 7*303
(b) Lancashire, 2*787
(c) Cheshire, 2*565

Wales 5*793 No sub-division

1
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Classification of land transactions
Size and density bands; weights

TABLE 10

Sub-region

Greater London Area

Outer Metropolitan Area (both sub-regions)

Outer South East (all sub-regions)

r;r

»•  w

Metropolitan Counties except 
Tyne and Wear» 'ri *

•ii. 1 *•

Ivii

«

^  I u  « . »
All other regions and sub-regions

Site size
Number of plots

Density 
Plots per acre

Weight
(sub-region = 1

(a) All Up to 7*5 4*6628
(b) All Over 7*5, up to 11 *0 5*5642
(c) All Over 11 *0. up to 14*5 5*6355
(d) Ail O 'er 14*5, up to 18*0 10*4669
(e) All O e r  18*0, up to 22*0 17*3606
(f) All O e r  22*0, up to 30*0 14*6592
(g) All O e r  30 0, up to 40*0 25*2529
(h) All O e r  40*0, up to 60*0 16*3619

(a) 4 -1 9 Up to 7*5 7*4145
(b) 4 -1 9 Over 7*5, up to 11 *0 4*8016
(c) 4 -1 9 Over 110 , up to 18*0 5*2984
(d) 4 -1 9 Over 18 0. up to 30*0 2*4652
(e) 20 and over Up to 7*5 10-1106
(0 20 and over Over 7*5, up to 110 36*2855
(g) 20 and over O e r  11 0, up to 18*0 30*0177
(h) 20 and over Over 18*0, up to 30*0 3*6065

(a) 4 -1 9 Up to 7*5 3*8980
(b) 4 -1 9 Over 7*5, up to 110 3*4677
(c) 4 -1 9 O e r  11*0, up to 18*0 3*2457
(d) 4 -1 9 O e r  18 0, up to 30 0 11204
(e) 20 and over Up to 7*5 15*2701
(0 20 and over Over 7*5, up to 11 0 33*3282
(g) 20 and over O e r  11*0, up to 18*0 34*8254
(h) 20 and over Over 18 0, up to 30*0 4*8445

(a) 4 -1 9 Up to 7*5 2*7704
(b) 4 -1 9 O e r  7*5, up to 11 *0 3*3638
(c) 4 -1 9 Over 11 0 , up to 18*0 4*4645
(d) 4 -1 9 O e r  18*0, up to 30*0 21461
(e) 20 and over Up to 7*5 15*2701
(0 20 and over O e r  7*5, up to 11*0 32*9777
(g) 20 and over O e r  n  o, up to 18*0 43*1943
(h) 20 and over O e r  18*0, up to 30*0 4 9112

(a) 4 -1 9 Up to 7*5 4*5539
(b) 4 -1 9 Over 7*5, up to 11*0 4*0144
(c) 4 -1 9 O e r  11*0, up to 18*0 2*2873
(d) 20 and over Up to 7*5 12 0248
(e) 20 and over Over 7*5, up to 11*0 52*4509
(0 20 and over Over 110 , up to 18*0 24*6687

Assumed constant average densities : multipliers to convert weighted average
prices per plot into weighted average prices per acre

TABLE 11

hlorth • • • • ■ •
Yorkshire and H um berside.......................
East M idlands...............................................
East A n g l i a ...............................................
Greater London A rea...................................

Outer Metropolitan A r e a .......................
Outer South E a s t ...................................

South East (excluding Greater London Area) 
South W e s t ..............................................
West Midlands . . 
North West 
Wales

•  •

8*712
9*789
8*712
8*712

19*789
8*817
8*925
8*871
8*712
9*231
9*631
8*712

England and Wales 9*255
•  4 •  4
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 247, May 1974

i  average

World commodity prices
J. B. D ea r m a n , Statistician, Department o f Industry

The movement of world commodity prices has become a 
topic of increasing concern during the last year or two. 
This article deals not with the economic impact of and 
problems arising from their fluctuation but with the task 
of measuring the size of the changes that take place.

There are two regularly published commodity price 
index numbers that expressly include the adjective 
*world’ in their description, those of the United Nations 
and of The Economist. In what follows, these are com
pared with each other, and are related to two United 
Kingdom index numbers—that for prices of materials 
and fuel purchased by the manufacturing sector, and 
that for import unit values. Problems of interpreting the 
index numbers in the context of the changing value of 
currencies are briefly examined. The article also intro
duces a new service in its provision of more up-to-date 
estimates of one of the two ‘world’ index numbers 
discussed.

Before describing the two world price index numbers, 
it is worth examining what is generally meant by ‘world 
commodity prices*. In itself ‘commodity’ is no more 
specific a word than ‘product’, and in many contexts 
may properly cover goods which have undergone a high 
degree of processing as well as cruder foodstuffs and 
industrial materials. But in the context of world prices, 
highly fabricated products are generally intended to be 
excluded. The dividing line is not always drawn in the 
same place, but in this article, it will be drawn to cover 
all primary commodities plus one particular class of 
manufactured goods—non-ferrous base metals. It is 
convenient to include non-ferrous metals because the 
corresponding primary commodities—their ores and 
concentrates—are not exported nearly as much as the 
crude metal form. Primary commodities include food
stuffs such as wheat, but not flour, ores such as iron ore 
but not steel, minerals such as crude oil but not petrol. 
A list is given in Table 1 of the Appendix.

Often ‘world prices’ of these commodities are taken to 
mean the average prices at which they enter into foreign 
trade among the countries of the world, and this is the 
way in which the term will be used here. But in a not 
uncommon alternative usage, the world price is taken to 
mean not an average but a price common to the exports 
of all countries. A commodity that is exported at widely 
differing prices at the same point in time can not, on 
this latter usage, be said to have a world price.

metals. Though the United Nations does not combine 
these two groups of goods into a single series, the user 
can quite easily do.so.

The weighting pattern for combining price changes for 
individual commodities is at present based on 1963 
world export values, and is being rebased to that of 1970. 
The primary commodities included covered just over 90 
per cent of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) imports of all primary 
commodities in 1970. The corresponding figure for 
non-ferrous metals was slightly under 90 per cent.

Use is made of a wide variety of sources of price 
changes for the individual commodities. While a major 
source is export prices quoted in the principal exporting 
countries, domestic prices in these countries are also 
used where they do not differ significantly from export 
quotations. Prices—some spot, some forward—on 
internationally used commodity exchanges in both 
producing and consuming countries are also used. 
Among other sources of information are government 
contract prices and the export price index numbers 
compiled by producing countries.

Recourse is also made to export or import unit values, 
amounting to about one-eighth of the total weight of the 
primary commodities index. Unit values are, so far as 
practicable, avoided by compilers of price index numbers 
for two reasons: the items included are generally much 
less tightly specified than is the case with ‘pure’ price 
information which typically covers particular grades 
(albeit only a selection of the grades actually sold) with 
particular terms of delivery. This means that changes in 
commodity mix, quality or delivery terms, which show 
up as a change in unit value, tend to be (wrongly but 
unavoidably) counted as price changes. Secondly the 
recording of the quantities and values in trade statistics, 
from which unit values are calculated, tends to be in 
arrears of contracts between buyers and sellers, in terms 
of which price index numbers are defined. This timing 
difference is much less prevalent in export than in 
import unit values so it has only a small impact on the 
UN index.

The United Nations index numbers of world
export prices

As their description implies, the United Nations index 
numbers are designed to measure changes in export 
prices throughout the world. For measuring changes in 
world commodity prices the relevant index numbers are 
those for primary commodities and for non-ferrous

The prices and price changes comprising the basic data 
from which the UN compile the price index numbers are 
expressed in a variety of different currencies. These are 
converted to a US dollar basis by the use of spot exchange 
rates, in order to express the published index numbers in 
terms of a single currency.

The usefulness of the UN index numbers is limited 
by the fact that only quarterly figures are published and 
those nearly three months following the quarter to 
which they relate. The second of the two published 
‘world’ index numbers. The Economist's world commodity 
price index, is published weekly with only a few days’ 
delay.
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The Economist'^s
world commodity price index

In this index the commodities covered are confined to 
those traded on the various organised commodity 
exchanges in Britain and elsewhere. It is by no means 
the only price index on this basis—other well known 
examples are those compiled by the Financial Times, 
Reuter’s and Moody’s but The Economist's index is the 
only one (of this group) described as a world index.

Restricting the coverage to goods traded on the 
exchange leaves out a number of primary commodities 
(that is, non-manufactured goods), of which important 
examples are timber, woodpulp and crude oil. The 
selection of primary commodities included in the index 
accounted for nearly 40 per cent of the value of OECD 
countries’ imports of primary commodities in 1970 
(against 90 per cent in the UN index). Apart from 
primary commodities, the index includes non-ferrous 
base metals, and those covered accounted for about 60 
per cent of OECD imports of these materials. One other 
manufactured product—jute goods—is included.

The index is designed to measure changes in the prices 
of the selected commodities imported by major western 
industrial countries. The weights for individual com
modities are proportional to imports by these countries, 
a three-year moving average being used to smooth any 
irregularities in particular years.

Just as the commodities covered are confined to those 
traded on the exchanges, so the price indicator taken as

representative of the change in import prices of each 
commodity is also calculated by (spot) price changes on 
these markets. Though a high volume of transactions 
by-pass the commodity exchanges, often under longer 
term arrangements with producers, the prices at which 
they take place are directly or indirectly linked with 
prices on the exchanges.

The Economist's index is compiled weekly from the 
prices ruling each Wednesday, though the other index 
numbers whose coverage is confined to the commodity 
exchanges are compiled in respect of each working day 
on which the exchanges transact business.

Comparison of T he E conom ist's  and the 
United Nations index numbers

Chart I shows the two UN index numbers of primary 
commodities and non-ferrous metals combined into a 
single series, and The Economist's index of world com
modity prices, for the period 1959 to 1972. The recently 
published revised version of The Economist's index has 
been linked to the previously published version at the 
first quarter of 1971. The distinctive feature of the old 
series was that price changes for some commodities were 
measured in sterling terms, but for others in dollars. 
Between 1949 and 1970 this mixture of currencies was 
of little consequence as there was only one major change 
in the sterling/dollar exchange rate, and at that time 
(November 1967) a technique was employed that 
effectively converted sterling price changes to dollars

CHART 1 Comparison of The Economises and
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Since 1971 the exchange rate has fluctuated, and in the 
new version of The Economist's index both a wholly 
dollar and a wholly sterling index is provided. In the 
chart here, the dollar version has been used, so that 
during the whole period covered it is effectively on a 
dollar basis.

The main feature of the comparison is the general 
agreement of the two index numbers on the direction 
of change—one does not lead the other—but with The 
Economist's index showing a much greater amplitude in 
its fluctuations. There is one period only, of compara
tively short duration, where there is a rather marJced 
disagreement on direction of change(^).

Which of the two main differences in compilation— 
the wider commodity coverage of the UN index or its 
wider coverage of prices—has the greater effect can be 
determined by recalculating The Economist's index by 
applying UN price indicators to its weights(^). An 
example covering only one period is given here, in which 
the change between the third quarter of 1968 and the 
fourth quarter of 1969 is taken. This was selected 
because it was a lengthy period in which, typically, both 
index numbers moved in the same direction, but The 
Economist's much faster:

Percentage increases Difference between 
percentage increases in

Index
with

Econo United Econo
mist

weights,
United

Nations
prices

(3)

Indexes Indexes Indexes
mist Nations (1) and (1) and (2) and

index

0 )

index

(2)

(2) (3) (3)

Food 15 9 13 6 2 4
Non-food H i 11 15 6 i 2 i 4

The last two columns apportion the difference in 
percentage increase (between The Economist's and UN 
index numbers) between the use of different prices and 
the use of different weights. In this period the greater 
part of the difference was owing to the different com
modity composition of the two index numbers, implying 
that prices of goods traded on commodity exchanges 
rose much faster than those of other commodities. The 
use of only exchange prices in The Economist's index for 
the goods common to the index numbers increased the 
divergence between the two measures.

More up-to-date estimates of the United
Nations index

Because the price development of commodities not 
traded on the commodity exchanges has differed so 
considerably from those of the commodities that are so

(0  That is, between the second and fourth quarters of 1971. Then 
the UN index rose 1 percent and The Economist'^ieW 1 \ percent. 
During the same period Reuter's index was about unchanged in 
dollars, and the Financial Times's commodity index fell 4 per 
cent.

(*) Applying the UN price index for jute fibres to The EconomisTs 
weight for jute goods.
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traded, the combination of the two groups in the UN 
index makes it more comprehensive than index numbers 
of exchange prices, but it is much slower to be pub
lished. However, a price index compiled by the Depart
ment of Industry has for some time been proved to be a 
good projector of a major part of the UN index (com
modities other than food and fuel). This index is com
piled by using the same commodity weights as the UN. 
But for the price indicators used by the UN are substi
tuted exactly the same ones as are used in compiling the 
primary commodities and non-ferrous metals components 
of the Department of Industry’s price index of materials 
and fuel purchased by UK manufacturing industry— 
but converted to dollar terms at the prevailing rate 
of exchange. Recent comparisons with the corresponding 
part of the UN index are given in the following table.

World export price index of non-ferrous metals and 
primary commodities (other than food and fuel)

Based on United Nations figures Department 
of Industry 

indexFirst published Revised

1972 1st quarter 123 125 125
2nd quarter 129 128 127
3rd quarter 131 128 126
4th quarter 133 133 133

1973 1st quarter 147 154 157
2nd quarter 164 174 179
3rd quarter 197 199 212
4th quarter 213 •  • 222

1974 1st quarter ■ • 238

Checks have shown that good proxies for the food and 
fuel components of the UN index are also available with 
little delay. Projections of the UN index for primary 
commodities (including food and fuel) and non-ferrous 
metals will in future be published in Trade and Industry 
with the monthly index numbers of wholesale prices, for 
the month preceding that in which it is published. The 
most recent projections are included in Table 2 of the 
Appendix.

Relationship with United Kingdom
index numbers

The last table showed a quite close correspondence 
between major components of the UN world export 
price index and the index with the same weights but with 
UK price indicators. This correspondence suggests that 
for the group of commodities covered—and it must be 
emphasised that the analysis has not included food and 
fuelO)—the changes in prices at which UK manufactur
ing industry purchased its materials have approximated 
to changes in average world export prices, after allowance 
for exchange rate fluctuations. This is not a particularly 
surprising conclusion—it merely suggests that British im
porters have had to pay much the same as those in other 
countries and that differential changes in freight costs,

Dollar terms, 1963 =  100

(®) Areas of less direct concern to the Department of Industry.
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C H A R T  2 United Kingdom imports o f basic materials
2 0 0  r-

100

(SITC Sections 2 and 4)

1970-100

Price index 
Unit value index /

/

1968 1969 1970
etc. to various destinations are not of great importance— 
but it is perhaps useful to have this confirmatory evidence.

It is not unknown for agreement between two ap
parently independent statistical series to reflect the diffi
culties faced by the compilers of each—in that both of 
them have to make do with proxies for the information 
they would prefer to have, and may draw on the same 
source. As a further check it is possible to make some 
comparisons with one of the UK import unit value index 
numbers published by the Department of Industry, 
covering basic materials (as defined by Sections 2 and 4 of 
the Standard International Trade Classification). A price 
index with the same coverage and base year.(1970) was 
constructed, again from the individual commodity price 
indicators used in compiling the price index for materials 
and fuel purchased by UK manufacturing industry. The 
results are shown in Chart 2.

The correspondence between the two index numbers 
is reasonably close if the unit value index is shifted back 
in time by two or three months(^). (It was pointed out

(*) The coefficients of correlation between the month to month 
changes in the two index numbers are:
No timing difference .. . .  r*=*09
Unit value index lagged one month behind price index r*=-06 
Unit value index lagged two months behind price index r*=*34 
Unit value index Tagged three months behind price 

index .■ . .  •• ..
Unit value index lagged four months behind price index
The coefficients only for lags of two and three months are 
significant at the 95 per cent level.

*=•27
r*=-I2
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1971 1972 1973
earlier that the recording of values and quantities in 
trade statistics is in arrears of the corresponding con
tracts.) During 1973, however, there was a growing 
divergence between the two series and this is under 
examination.

The conclusion is that changes in world export prices 
of basic materials (SITC Sections 2 and 4) tend to be 
reflected—allowing for the different commodity com
position—in much the same proportion in the UK price 
index of materials purchased by manufacturing industry, 
and at much the same time (both index numbers showing 
changes in price at time of contract rather than at time 
of delivery). They tend to be reflected in UK import 
values after a time lag.

The changing value of currencies
An index of world export prices has to be compiled in 
terms of a particular currency. This currency, like others, 
will change in value in terms both of what goods and 
services it will buy and in terms of other currencies. Two 
supplementary index numbers may be useful as an aid 
to the interpretation of the index numbers of world 
export prices of primary commodities and non-ferrous 
metals compiled by the UN in US dollar terms.

One is a price index, also in dollar terms, of world 
exports of manufactured goods, since the context in 
which changes in prices of primary commodities is often 
considered is their relationship with prices of manu
factured goods.

{•) Suggesied by 1

fa



The closest index available is the UN unit value index 
of world exports of manufactured goods. By dividing 
this into the price index of primary commodities an 
indication of changes in their terms of trade against 
manufactured goods is obtained. With 1963 as 100 the 
index for manufactured goods was 164 in the last quarter 
of 1973 and the index for primary commodities 221, 
giving a terms of trade index of 135, that is, to purchase 
1963 exports of primary commodities would require 35 
per cent more manufactured goods.

The other supplementary index is of currency exchange 
rates. The US dollar is worth less in terms of many other 
currencies than it was several years ago, and it would be 
more useful to express a world index not in terms of the 
dollar but in terms of a currency that has not changed 
in value relatively to others. There being no such 
currency, one might try to use an average of all curren
cies. Though there seems no ‘right* mix of currencies to 
use in the compilation, there is some economic signifi
cance in at least one mix. That is the one in which the 
currencies arc combined in proportion to imports (of the 
group of commodities covered) by the countries that 
manage the currencies. This mix ofcurrencies(*)» when used

(*) Suggested by HM Treasury.

to adjust a world price index that is measured in dollars, 
has one feature in particular that makes it more appropri
ate than the well known index of the dollar*s effective 
exchange rate, it is that it includes a weight for the 
dollar itself.

A portfolio of the currencies of the ten Western 
countries with the largest import bills for primary 
commodities and non-ferrous metals, each currency 
(including the US dollar) being in proportion to those 
imports in 1963, was nominally worth 12 per cent 
more in dollars in the fourth quarter of 1973 than in 1963. 
Dividing 112 into the fourth quarter 1973 estimate of the 
UN index of 223, gives 199. In order to purchase the 
1963 quantities of world exports of primary commodi
ties and non-ferrous metals, it would be necessary to 
increase the amount of each currency held in the portfolio 
by 99 per cent. Or put another way, countries who were 
the main customers for primary commodities in 1963 
faced a rise in price, in terms of their own currencies, of 
99 per cent on average by the last quarter of 1973, as 
opposed to a 123 per cent increase measured in dollars(^).

(*) For convenience the monthly table in Trade and Industry will 
show the index numbers in these 'average currency' terms as 
well as in sterling and dollars.
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APPENDIX

Comparison of two world commodity price indexes

TABLE 1
United Nations world export 

price index of primary 
commodities and non-ferrous metals

The Economist's world 
commodity price index

Frequency of publication Quarterly( ‘) 1 Weekly
Delay in publication Three months ( ‘) Three days
Sources of price data . .  • • • • • • Various Commodity exchanges

Weighting base 1963 value of world exports Three-year moving average

Relative importance (in 1969) of commodities included Per cent

of value of OECD imports 

Per cent

Primary commodities: food
Wheat ........................................................................... 5-9 S I
Maize 2-2 6-6
Rice ........................................................................... 2-3 I
Barley ........................................................................... 0-7 1 —

Coffee ........................................................................... 5*1 10-9
Tea .. 1*1 2-2
Cocoa ........................................................................... L8 2-7
Meat 6-9 8-5
Sugar 21 6-7
Dairy produce ............................................................... 3*4 —

Fruit 3 0 1
F ish ....................................................................................... 2-2 1 — .
Animal feedingstuffs ................................................... M 3-6
Wine ........................................................................... M —

Primary commodities: non-food
Vegetable oils ............................................................... 1-6 3-4
O i l s e e d s ........................................................................... 2-5 7-9
Animal fats and oils .................................................. 0-7 1
Cotton ........................................................................... 4-0 6-9
Wool ........................................................................... 2-9 9'6
Sisal .......................................................................... 0-2 0-5
Jute . . 0-4 0-8
Flax .......................................................................... 0 2 1
L u m b e r ........................................................................... 5*5 1
W oodpu lp .......................................................................... 2-7 1 —
Rubber .......................................................................... 2-4 3-3
T o b a c c o .......................................................................... 1-9 1
Hides .......................................................................... 1-5 1-4
F u r s k i n s .......................................................................... 0-5 1 —
Iron o r e .......................................................................... 2 0 1
Non-ferrous metal ores .. 2-7 1
Crude o i l .......................................................................... 12-9 1
Coal .......................................................................... 3-5 1
F e r t i l i s e r ..........................  ...................................... 0-4 1

Manufactured goods: non-ferrous metals
Copper .......................................................................... 7-9 14-8
Aluminium .............................................................. 2 0 1
Nickel .......................................................................... 0-9 -----
T i n ...................................................................................... 0-9 2-4
Zinc .......................................................................... 0-4 01
Lead .......................................................................... 0-5 1-3

Manufactured goods: other
Jute g o o d s .......................................................................... — 1-3

T o t a l ...................................................................................... 1000 1000

Value of commodities included as proportion of 
OECD countries’ 1970 imports of all primary commo
dities and non-ferrous metals 910

1 1 1 . . ^  —
42-0

1973 isl
2n(iq“̂
3rd qiiartcr
4th

(^) As explained in the article, a  monthly projection, with about two weeks delay, is to be published by the Department of Industry.
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 247, May 1974

Surveys of conveyancing^)
A. T. D unn, Statistician and J. A. Astin, Senior Assistant Statistician,

Board o f Inland Revenue

Introduction
The sale of real property (land and buildings) in Great 
Britain is a very important economic activity. On the 
basis of data discussed in this article, supplemented by 
stamp duty data, some orders of magnitude have been 
estimated for 1973. The overall annual level of activity 
is estimated at £12,000 million for Great Britain of 
which £500 million related to Scotland and £200 million 
to Wales. Over half the sales in Great Britain related to 
residential property, nearly all the remainder to land, 
industrial or commercial property. About half were 
sales within specified sectors of the economy, the rest 
being inter-sector sales. The personal sector was a net 
purchaser of residential property by about £1,000 
million and there were corresponding net sales by other 
sectors, especially building and property companies. On 
the other hand persons made net sales of land of about 
£500 million and property companies and local authori
ties made net purchases of a similar magnitude. Industrial 
and commercial property was mainly sold between 
companies. About 40 per cent of the sales in England 
and Wales were of property in the South East or Greater 
London Council, 15 per cent in the West Midlands, and 
12 per cent in the North West. The total value of con
veyancing in 1973 was about three times that in 1968. 
The above estimates are based partly on stamp duty data 
and partly on two surveys of conveyancing in 1973 
discussed in this article. Figures given subsequently are 
from these two surveys, and are not grossed up to annual 
estimates.

In addition to the transfer of property by payment of 
a consideration there are also rentals payable for 
leasehold properties, but for these only the considerations 
paid are covered by this article.

In the past, comprehensive data on the value of 
conveyancing has been lacking. Some specialised aspects 
have been covered regularly in official statistics, in 
particular the statistics of agricultural land prices 
published by the Board of Inland Revenue(^) and the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food(^) and some 
information on residential building land prices and house 
prices by the Department of the Environment(^). But 
commercial and industrial property and land with a 
value intermediate between agricultural and development
( ‘) Thanks are due to J. Loudon, MBE and N. Jennings of the 

Inland Revenue Sorting Office for abstracting the sample and 
sorting it into its main categories.

{*) Published annually in Inland Revenue Stalisiics (HMSO).
(^) Published bi-annuaily in Sales o f  Agricultural Land in England 

and Wales (available from Economics Division 1, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Whitehall Place, London 
SWIA 2HH).

(♦) Published quarterly in Housing and Construction Statistics 
(HMSO).
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has not been covered nor has any comprehensive inform
ation been published on the conveyancing of residential 
property. Some useful information on these fields has 
been provided by the two surveys of conveyancing held 
in 1973.

Statistics of conveyancing are needed for a variety of 
purposes. Simple information by range of consideration 
(which will be termed ‘price* henceforth in this article) is 
required to monitor the incidence of stamp duty on 
conveyances of different types of properly at various 
prices, to determine the effects of changes in legislation 
and to assist in forecasting the future yield of convey
ancing duty.

This information can be used further for calculating 
duty at constant prices as is required for national income 
purposes. For these a sub-division by sector is also 
needed, which can be estimated using data of convey
ancing by sector of seller. If to this is added an analysis 
by sector of buyer, net sales data by sector can be 
determined as required for national income analysis of 
gross domestic fixed capital formation. The relationships 
obtained between the sectors provide a valuable insight 
into market forces affecting prices of real property and 
which can lead to capital gains which are taxable 
immediately or at a later date, for example, when roll
over relief is available.

All these estimates can be improved and better 
interpreted if a regional sub-division is also available, 
and in addition such regional statistics are of interest in 
their own right.

This article discusses primarily a survey of convey
ancing held at the end of October 1973. It also gives 
some broad results from a simpler survey held in June 
1973 and makes comparisons with one held in February 
1968.

Summary of results of the

October 1973 survey

Residential property
The overall mean price for England and Wales was 
£8,600, although for sales within the personal sector this 
was somewhat higher at £9,200. The highest mean price 
(£12,500) was to be found in the South East (excluding 
the GLC). Mean prices in East Anglia were compara
tively high (£9,400).

Considerable numbers of sales took place where the 
price paid was below £1,000—principally in the three 
northern regions. In Yorkshire and Humberside, for
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example, the effect of this was to bring about a median 
nricc of onlv £4.400.

The most important features noticed in land sales were 
that nearly three-quarters of the total value was to be 
found in sales of over £100,000, but 40 per cent of the 
total number of transactions were in the range below 
£1,000. Highest mean prices were obtained in the 
South East and the West Midlands. Those in the GLC 
area were considerably lower, reflecting the much 
smaller parcels of land on the market in an entirely 
urban area. There was a very marked outflow of land 
from the personal to the company and public sectors.
Commercial property
The distribution of sales was similar to that of land: 90 
per cent of the total value was for sales over £100,000 
(although the value of high valued transactions is 
thought to have been exceptionally large during the 
five-day period of the survey)—and nearly half the 
transactions took place below £1,000. The regional 
variation was high, ranging from an average price of 
£24,000 in Yorkshire and Humberside to £450,000 in the 
West Midlands for freehold property. Financial insti
tutions were net buyers and again there were consider
able net sales by the personal sector.

D eta ils  o f THREE SURVEYS OF
CONVEYANCING

Basis of the surveys
Whenever an interest in land or buildings is sold in 
England and Wales (but not in Scotland) the completion 
by the vendor of a document called ‘Particulars Delivered’ 
(PD) is required by the Board of Inland Revenue. 
The transaction usually involves the immediate payment 
of a sum, although this is not always the case when 
leasehold property is transferred. The PD is also com
pleted for deeds of exchange, but not for gifts. Such 
documents arc required for administrative purposes— 
they are used for the assessment of stamp duty and to 
provide information on valuation. In addition useful 
statistics can be derived from them for a variety of 
purposes. Some specialised statistics on agricultural land 
prices and on residential building land prices are already 
extracted on a regular basis from these documents but 
the field of conveyancing as a whole is not regularly 
covered.
1968 survey
In February 1968 a survey was conducted based on 
PD’s received in three consecutive days from stamp 
offices by the Inland Revenue Sorting Office at Kew(*). 
This provided information on numbers of conveyances 
in various price ranges classified into the broad cate
gories single dwellings, multiple dwellings, building land, 
other land and other property. Broad results were 
published by price range on the one hand and type of 
property on the other (but not cross-classified) in Inland 
Revenue Statistics 1970 (page 210).

ffice acts as a clearing house for a wide variety of docu- 
passing between various Inland Revenue offices.

This survey was required in connection with an 
investigation by the National Board for Prices and 
Incomes into the remuneration of solicitors, in con
junction with special surveys on solicitors* costs and 
charges (as described in Statistical News No. 13 pages 
13.11 and 13.25). It was also used in interpreting stamp 
duty on conveyancing, in providing forecasts of future 
yields and estimates of the incidence of stamp duty on 
properties of different types and values, and of the 
effects of changing the exemption limit and half rate 
band for stamp duty on conveyancing. But after a 
period of very big price movements the pattern of 
conveyancing could have changed considerably and it 
was therefore decided in 1973 to conduct some further
surveys.

June 1973 survey
In June 1973 a second survey was carried out on a similar 
basis to that of February 1968 but with certain modifi
cations. As, on the one hand, provincial stamp offices 
deal mainly with adjoining regions, and on the other, 
PD*s are received at Kew on different days from 
different stamp offices, a three-day survey implies some 
regional bias and therefore the survey of June 1973 was 
extended to cover five consecutive days, during which 
PD’s from all twelve stamp offices would be received. 
However statistics of the overall number of PD’s 
passing through each stamp office are available on a 
regular basis and from these it was apparent that there 
was still some bias in the sample which would affect any 
regional interpretation and might also bias national 
aggregates. The sample results were therefore adjusted 
first by these statistics to give regional balance.

As before statistics were collected of the numbers in 
various price ranges, and in addition the actual values 
in the top open-ended range, so that estimates of value 
could be made as well as of numbers.

The sub-division of land into ‘building* and ‘other’ 
had to be abandoned as the PD no longer contained the 
information with which to make this sub-division. On 
the other hand a sub-division was made between freehold 
and leasehold tenure. Finally a detailed examination of 
the largest cases was made as a preliminary to possible 
future development.

October 1973 survey
A further survey w'as carried out in October 1973 which 
again covered five days and was adjusted to normal 
stamp office activity. Following the experience with 
large cases in the June survey the analysis was extended 
to give details by standard economic region, sector of 
seller and sector of buyer; some further improvements 
were made and arc discussed later.

The period chosen was before the announcement in 
December 1973 of a new lax on development gains and 
any resultant impact of this and other economic factors 
on the properly market.

CoDfidcntiality
Whenever less than five PD’s are contained in a cell the 
data is combined with other cells to preserve confidenti
ality of individual transactions in accordance with 
usual practice. In some cases this has necessitated making
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arbitrary groupings of no direct use in order to preserve 
the rest of the data.

Problems of analysis (October 1973 survey)

Estimation of values
For the top open-ended range (over £100,000) exact data 
were abstracted. For others a sample investigation into 
the basic data gave estimates of mid-points which were 
applied to the numbers data to provide estimates of 
value. Henceforth in this article cases in the top range 
are referred to as ‘large cases*, others as ‘small cases*.
Factors of classification
Surveys of conveyancing contain a great wealth of 
information, the extraction of which can be correspond
ingly complicated. The basic problem is to extract 
information useful for statistical and economic purposes 
from this administrative data reasonably quickly and 
with reasonable accuracy whilst avoiding excessive 
pressure on resources of staff already heavily engaged on 
other matters.

Seven factors of classification were used in the October 
1973 survey, each composed of a number of categories 
as shown in brackets as follows:
Stamp offices (12), freehold or leasehold tenure (2), types 
of property (4), price ranges (19), economic regions (10), 
sector of seller (10), sector of buyer (10).

The classification by stamp offices was only required 
initially in order to obtain regional balance whilst the 
category ‘multiple dwellings’ gives an appropriate 
classification by price range for stamp duty purposes but 
requires re-allocation to single dwellings for studying 
conveyancing.

Although the cross-classification of the categories 
other than stamp offices implies about 150,000 possible 
cells not only must a majority of these be unfilled in a 
sample of about 20,000 but only a comparatively small 
proportion is likely to be economically significant even 
in a full year. But exactly which combinations are 
important can only be determined by an analysis which 
allows all such cross-classifications to be considered.

The basic procedure was therefore to analyse the data 
in two stages:
(a) by tenure, type of property and price range;
(b) by economic region, sector of seller and sector of 

buyer.
The first stage was a formal analysis into 114 categories 
providing total numbers, estimated total values, per
centage distributions and averages. The second stage 
consisted of an ad hoc but comprehensive sub-division of 
the results of the first by the remaining categories.

An instance of the importance of a full cross
classification in certain cases is provided by sales of 
dwellings by persons to local authorities. These are 
concentrated for several regions into distinct price 
ranges but at levels which vary according to region. This 
sort of pattern reflects the great heterogeneity of the 
conveyancing field which includes not only property 
such as semi-detached suburban dwellings but also 
slums and country mansions. In any case classification
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by price range is essential for deriving value estimates 
from number data.

Problems of classification
No difficulty was found in assigning PD’s to economic 
regions or sub-dividing between freehold and leasehold 
tenure nor, apart from a handful of multiple dwellings, 
was there any problem with price range.

Classification by type o f property
(i) In most cases the type of property was clear enough 
but there were some where the PD gave insufficient 
information to enable the classification to be determined 
with certainty. Broad sectors could usually be determined 
without difficulty hut the sub-division of the company 
sector (excluding banks, insurance companies and 
building societies) into smaller groups could not always 
be done without a lengthy investigation so that in our 
analysis we sub-divide into three groups of companies: 
property companies, other companies and companies 
not classified.
(ii) Multiple dwellings: This category was adopted in 1968 
for cases where more than one dwelling is conveyed on 
one PD. From the point of view of calculating percentage 
exemption of conveyances from stamp duty this is 
appropriate, but for studying conveyancing as an 
economic activity it has been crudely re-allocated to 
ranges of ‘single dwellings’ by dividing the original range 
on the document by the number of properties, and 
re-allocating these properties to the new ranges. This 
was done comprehensively for the first time in the 
October survey. A few cases classified as single dwellings 
may really be multiples where the PD gave insufficient 
information.
(iii) Single dwellings: This category together with 
re-allocated multiple dwellings has been re-termed 
‘residential property* in the October 1973 survey. The 
distinction between this and commercial property 
(^.v.) can usually be made quite satisfactorily but in 
some cases it is more difficult.

Actual descriptions are given in most cases such as 
flat, maisonette, shop, restaurant, office premises, etc. 
Other relevant information includes the mention of 
goodwill, restrictions on use, names of buyers and sellers, 
location (for example. High Street) and its relation to 
price.

In the October 1973 survey a more thorough examina
tion of the basic classification revealed that certain 
conveyances initially classified as land related instead to 
new houses and these have been re-classified as such. No 
such adjustment can be made to the results of the earlier 
surveys. This category also includes a few holiday 
chalets (all leasehold).
(iv) Land: In the 1968 survey this was sub-divided 
between building land and other land on the basis of a 
specific heading on the PD relating to development value. 
As this item is no longer present on the PD it was not 
possible to make this sub-division in the 1973 surveys.
(v) Commercial property: This category was called ‘other 
property’ in 1968. However it is mainly industrial and 
commercial. It also contains some low-valued property 
such as private garages and is used as a residual category
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Classification by sector 
The following sectors were i
Persons, companies (builders and property), companies 
(other), companies (not classified), central government, 
local authorities, nationalised industries, banks, insurance 
companies, building societies, others.

In most cases the sub-division of companies between 
property and building companies and other companies 
could 1^ made easily. But to classify completely all 
companies between these sub-divisions would have 
required a lengthy investigation which would have 
delayed publishing the results.

Effects of adjustment by stamp office activity on results
Prior to the October 1973 survey no regional totals were 
available but there was no doubt that tne sample results 
as received were regionally biassed as mentioned earlier 
and that national aggregates were likely to be affected. 
The adjustment of the June survey raised the average 
price of *all property’ from £9,700 to £10,800. In the 
October survey the efTects on regional distribution were 
examined and for some regions there were significant 
biasses which were removed by the adjustment.

Accuracy of data
As the relative number of PD’s passing through different 
stamp offices varied little during 1973 it is reasonable to 
conclude that their regional distribution was fairly 
constant. As approaching 90 per cent of them related to 
residential property, for which large cases constitute a 
very small proportion of the total value, reasonable 
estimates should be obtained from the survey of various 
patterns discussed later although some of them may be 
affected by seasonal fluctuations. For land and com
mercial property the picture by numbers should also be 
fairly accurate but the coverage by value will only be 
sufficient to give broad indications of various patterns, 
as large cases are extremely important and will vary in 
coverage from survey to survey. It is hoped in future to 
obtain supplementary information to improve their 
coverage.

M a in  r e s u l t s

Comparison of the three surveys
Overall distributions are shown in Table 1 of the 
Appendix. If the top range is excluded, those for June 
1973 and October 1973 arc very similar by value as well 
as by number. As would be expected there is a very big 
upward shift between 1968 and 1973 in the distribution 
by price ranges.

The distribution of conveyances by price range and type of 
property
In Table 2 is shown the distribution by numbers and 
values and the average values of various types of property 
in the October survey. A noteworthy feature is the large 
number of conveyances at a very low price, many less 
than £1,000, a feature of all three surveys. From the 
analysis of the October 1973 survey it is possible to
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explain this in detail and it is discussed under various 
t y ^  of property. The categories ‘single dwelling’ and 
‘multiple dwellings’ have been combined into ‘residential 
property*.

The total value of conveyances in the October survey 
was just over £300 million of which just over half related 
to residential property. About 40 per cent of the convey
ances by value were for considerations exceeding 
£100,000: for residential property only 4 per cent, but 
for land and other property about 85 per cent were in 
this range. By numbers only 1 per cent were in the top 
range. However comparison with stamp duty data 
indicates that the value of conveyances of large cases and 
of non-residential property was exceptionally high in the 
period covered by the October survey. Whilst facilitating 
examination of various aspects of the data it implies 
some bias in comparing the relative importance of 
different types of property.

The figures of average price per transaction are most 
meaningful for freehold residential property. For 
commercial property their interpretation is affected by 
the heterogeneity of this category. For land, acreage 
data would be useful but this is not normally given on 
the PD and could only be included in the survey from 
local knowledge which would have delayed the publi
cation of the results.

The data on leasehold property requires supplementing 
by statistics of rents but this would involve a lengthy 
analysis. The prices paid however, form part of the 
financial flows which are analysed by sectors.

The of stamp duty on conveyancing
Stamp duty on conveyancing in Great Britain amounted 
to £19 million and £76 million in 1967/68 and I*>72/73 
respectively of which £1 million and £2 million related to 
Scotland. Using the results of our surveys we estimate 
that at the earlier date about 80 per cent of conveyances 
were for a consideration less than £5,500 and therefore 
exempt from duty. At the later date 70 per cent were 
below the new exemption limit of £10,000.

In the March 1974 Budget a new scale of duties on 
conveyancing was proposed. The results of the October 
1973 survey were used in estimating the effects of these 
proposals on yields of conveyancing duty.

Regional statistics
Statistics by economic region are given in Table 3. As 
the pattern varies for different types of property this is 
discussed under the detailed results.

Sectors of seller and buyer
In Table 4 are shown numbers and values for various 
sectors of the economy and net sales by value. Over the 
whole field persons and companies (excluding banks, etc.) 
were net sellers of real property whilst local authorities, 
banks and insurance companies were net purchasers.

In Table 5 a two-way analysis is shown by broad 
sectors and average values arc also given.

In these tables some merging of cells has been 
necessary to preserve confidentiality. The sectors arc ex
amined indetail under thevariousspecifictypesofproperty.
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D etailed results—October 1973 survey

Residential property
In the October 1973 survey, there were 15,000 trans
actions in freehold residential property, and nearly 4,000 
in leasehold. Together these categories accounted for 85 
per cent of all transactions. The corresponding values 
were £134 million and £27 million, together accounting 
for 52 per cent of the value of all transactions.

The freehold properties were fairly homogeneous in 
character, but under the heading of ‘leasehold* were 
comprised several essentially different types of transaction. 
Thus a small flat commanding a rent of say £250 per 
annum might be assigned for a nil consideration, 
whereas a newly built house may be sold by the builder 
on a 999-year lease for a price very close to that which 
would be obtained for an otherwise identical freehold 
property. In London, in particular, there were a number 
of flats sold on short leases for considerable sums. One 
factor was noticed which would tend to lead to a small 
bias in favour of the lower ranges of leasehold property. 
A number of properties which were clearly new houses in 
the course of construction were conveyed by the builder 
at a very low price, for example, £50, which presumably 
represented only the initial deposit. The effects of this 
bias are discussed later.

An overall regional analysis of residential property is 
included in Table 3 and these figures are sub-divided by 
price range in Table 6.

The comparatively large numbers in the lowest two 
ranges are an interesting feature. In the case of leasehold 
property many of these are the straightforward assign
ments of short-lease flats where no premiums are 
payable. This probably explains why the GLC region 
contains such a high proportion in the bottom ranges. 
The bulk of the freehold properties in these ranges are 
low quality housing, mainly in and around the northern 
cities where such houses command very low prices. 
Often the transactions are compulsory purchases by the 
local authority and many of these are in bulk convey
ances, for example, a complete terrace of, say, 15 
houses sold for a few hundred pounds in a slum clearance 
scheme.

The regional pattern corresponds broadly to the 
regional totals of housing stock (®) (adjusted to exclude 
council houses which are not sold on a very large scale)— 
but there appears to be a slightly higher than average 
number of sales in the four western regions: South 
West, West Midlands, North West and Wales. However, 
this difference may simply reflect sampling error.

By value, the GLC and South East regions account for 
nearly half (47 per cent) of all transactions although the 
number of dwellings in these regions is only about 36 
per cent of the total in England and Wales.

The overall mean value for England and Wales was 
just under £8,600, which may seem surprisingly low in 
relation to other statistics such as those published by 
building societies. However, our statistics include low 
valued freehold and leasehold property (for example, 
slum clearance), some nil or low-valued leasehold

(•) Housing and Construction Statistics No. 5, August 1973 
(pages 68-69).
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conveyances and some initial deposits on new houses. 
On the other hand it will include high value property 
for which building society mortgages are less common.

The mean values in the northern and midland areas 
are very low indeed, reflecting the large number of slum 
dwellings mentioned above.

It is also noticeable that the mean price in the South 
East region exceeds that of GLC. There are probably 
three contributory causes here:
(a) there is still a certain amount of low valued slum 
property in London, but little elsewhere in the South 
East.
(b) In the highest ranges (over £40,000) the GLC contains 
proportionately more transactions than in the South 
East, but in the more important intermediate ranges, 
£15,(K)0 to £40,000, the South East has proportionately 
more than the GLC.
(c) In London there were many assignments of short- 
lease flats for which no premium was payable.

The distributions shown in Table 6 are not simple 
distributions with one peak but bimodal which can be 
considered as crudely composed of the sum of two 
different types of distribution, one J-shaped (that is, 
with progressively less conveyances as the price rises), 
the other with a central peak. For this reason the data 
can be best understood by looking not only at the arith
metic means but also medians, modes and percentages 
of conveyances in the very low ranges.

Figures are shown in Table 7 which gives modes, 
defined as the mid-point of those ranges which contain 
the greatest concentration of transactions apart from the 
lowest ranges, and also medians. The modes correspond 
well to the more widely quoted figures of ‘average’ value 
which are to be seen in the press and these are also the 
figures which correspond most closely to the building 
societies’ published statistics of average house prices. 
These statistics relate only to properties mortgaged with 
members of the Building Societies’ Association, and thus 
do not take account of the majority of properties in the 
very low and very high ranges.

A broad sector analysis of residential property can be 
seen in Tables 4 and 5. It is immediately apparent that 
the bulk of the transactions lay entirely within the 
personal sector. In the freehold category 65 per cent by 
number and 71 per cent by value were person to person 
sales, and only 4 per cent by number and 3 per cent by 
value were entirely outside the personal sector. For 
leasehold dwellings, the corresponding figures were 62 
and 62 per cent in the personal sector, and 7 and 10 per 
cent outside the personal sector.

Building and property companies were the most 
important part of the market after individuals, particu
larly in the leasehold market. It is interesting to note that 
the mean price obtained by property companies on sales 
was over £1,700 less than the mean price paid by such 
companies. A similar, but even greater, differential was 
exhibited by non-property companies.

Local authorities also formed an important part of the 
market in residential property, both as buyers and as 
sellers. The mean price of the dwellings dealt in by local 
authorities was £3,900. Nearly all the local authority
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sales were to individuals—and it was apparent from the 
documents that most of these were to sitting tenants. 
That is one reason why the prices were below average.

There was also a significant number of local authority 
sales to central government departments.

The mean price for person-to-person sales of freehold 
properties was £9,600. Within the personal sector as a 
whole, that is, including also sales from persons to other 
bodies and vice versa, the mean price was £8,900. The 
mean price in the wholly non-personal sector was £7,600. 
Corresponding figures for leasehold properties were 
£7,400, £7,400 and £9.700.

Persons and local authorities were net buyers of 
residential property; companies and other sectors net 
sellers.

Lai
In this period there were approaching 2,000 transactions 
of which 166 were leasehold. The values of consider
ations were £56*7 million for freehold and £0*7 million 
for leasehold. Because of the small numbers involved, 
freehold and leasehold properties have been combined 
to avoid disclosure in the analysis. There were approach
ing 800 transactions for less than £1,000. Many of 
these concerned sites for aerials, pipelines and sub
stations, and also garden adjustments, road widening 
schemes, small extensions to farms, etc.

As shown in Table 3 about half of the transactions by 
number and two-thirds by value were located in the 
South East, South West and West Midlands. A fairly 
similar distribution was found by value for the large and 
small cases.

Sector analyses of land are included in Tables 4 and 5. 
A sub-division of Table 4 between small and large cases 
is shown in Table 8.

The personal sector was a net seller especially for the 
large transactions. Property companies were net buyers. 
Other companies were net sellers for the big cases. 
Local authorities and insurance companies, etc. were net 
buyers.

Freehold commercial property
As shown in Table 3 in this period there were 467 
transactions valued at £84 million of which 80 valued at 
£77 million were large cases (17 per cent by number.

107

92 per cent by value). In the bottom ranges were miscel
laneous properties such as private garages. Further up 
were shops, restaurants and various small businesses. 
At the top were big industrial and commercial properties.

There was a fairly even distribution by numbers 
between regions, but by values the GLC, West Midlands 
and North West together accounted for over 50 per cent. 
In the lower ranges the South East was also important.

Sector analyses are included in Tables 4 and 5 and 
separate details on large and small cases in Table 9. 
Persons were net sellers of freehold commercial property 
especially for large cases. It is noteworthy that for this 
type of property sales and purchases by companies 
predominate over those of other sectors. Property 
companies were net purchasers and other companies 
were net sellers. UKal government and insurance 
companies were net purchasers. Sales within the ‘other 
company* sector representing shifts of commercial and 
industrial property between these companies are very 
important.

\\

«*

Leasehold commercial property
In this period there were 796 transactions valued at 
£9 million. Of these 551 were in the bottom range of 
which 286 involved no consideration.

As shown In Table 3 two-thirds of the transactions 
occurred in GLC, South East and North West, but by 
value GLC constituted over 80 per cent of the total. 
In this survey the large cases were all in the GLC.

Sector analysis is given in Tables 4 and 5. As with 
freehold commercial property the company sector is the 
most important.

I m provem ents  a n d  f u t u r e  d evelopm ents

Methods of developing and improving information on 
conveyancing will be investigated, and the coverage of 
large cases will be improved. If possible building and 
property companies will be shown separately and the 
residual company sector (not classified) reduced in extent. 
Some further analysis of leasehold data taking rents into 
account will be considered.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 1
CompirisoD of three surveys

3 0 -
40—
60—
100 and 
over
Total
Total 
excludini 
top

‘ebi 
1968

June
1973

Octobef Februaol June October]Februaryi June October Febnianl June
1973 1968 1 1973 1973 1 1968 1973 1973 1968 1973

Number

1.980
1.126
1,167
1,819
1.464

925
462
274
135
103

72

100(»)

9.901

2,680
1.001

811
875
860
934

1.108
1.215
1,120
1,077
1,860
1,335

633
529
571
266

4.450
1,379
1.022
1.008

933
894

1,217
1,445
1.408
1.278
2,489
1,458

806
466
836
287
241
99

231

Value Number

October 
1973

£ million

0- 7
1- 7

6-6 
51 
30  

1 
1

1-0 
8

2-5(*)

20 (>)

17,211 21,947

• »

39-2

182-1

154-7

0-7

W )

311-2

179-1

100 100 100

Value

Febi 
1968

June October 
1973 I 1973

Value excluding 
top range

Percentage

Norei; (a) Figures may not add up to exact totals because of rounding errors.
(b) Certain price ranges have been combined in order to overcome problems of confidentiality. 

(0  For 1968 these two groups were split at £50,000 instead of £40,000.

100 100

h8 0 7 0-9
4 3 10 11
74 13 1-4

16-3 2 0 2 0
168 25 2-4
130 3 2 2-7
7-7 4 7 4 4
5 4 5 9 6 0
2 8 61 6 7
26 66 6-8
7 / | 135 157

119 112
6 7
64

7‘3
4-8

6-4(*){ 9 2
6 0

109
5 4

5 / 0  
• •

I2-2 | 
■ ■

6 0
4 2
» •

100 100 100

TABLE 2
Distribution of transactions by numbers and values

Residential
property

Price range 
£ thousand

Freehold hold

Commercial Residential Commercial

Land
property

Total
property

Land
property

Freehold jLeasehold Freehold Leasehold Freehold Leasehold
Total

Number Value 
£ million

• «

17*-

100 and over

• •Total
Average values 
(£ thousand)
Note: Values do no 

(') Of which 140

2.033 1,010 789(») 67 551 4,450 0-8 0-4 0-2 0-2 1-6
872 272 I52(*) 21 62 1,379 1-3 0-4 0-2 — 0-1 20
682 173 1170 8 42 1,022 1-7 0-4 0-3 — 0 1 2-5
736 161 72 11 28 1,008 2-6 0-6 0-3 — 0 1 36
716 126 66 12 13 933 3-2 0-6 0 3 0 1 0-1 4-3
655 148 58 17 16 894 3-6 0-8 03 0-1 0-1 4-9
899 240 50 16 12 1,217 5-8 1-5 0-3 0-1 0 1 7-8

1,069 308 54 14 1,445 8-1 2-2 0-4 0-1 10-8
1,069 285 40 8 6 1,408 9-1 2-4 (h3 0-1 0-1 12 0
1,021 205 30 22 1,278 9-7 1-9 0-3 0-2 — 12-1
2,036 338 86 22 7 2,489 22-9 3-8 1-0 0-3 0-1 28-1
1,232 153 49 15 9 1,458 16-9 2-1 0-7 0-2 0-1 20-0

672 66 44 18 6 806 10-9 1-1 0-7 0-3 0-1 13-1
387 39 28 12 466 7-2 0-7 0-5 0-2 8-6
644 55 87 37 13 836 149 1-3 2-1 0-9 0-3 19-5
186 22 51 26 287 6-2 0-8 1-7 0-9 9-6
116 13 65 40 7 241 5-1 0-6 3-0 1-8 0-3 10-8
25 11 37 21 5 99 1-9 0-9 2-7 1-6 0-4 7-5
11 17 104 80 19 231 2 1 4-2 42-0 77-1 6-7 132-1

15,062 3,643 l,979(*) 467 796 21.947 133-9 26-9 57-4<‘) 84-0 9 0 311-2

1 8-9 7-4 28-8 11 180-0 11-3 14-1
necessarily add up to totals because of rounding errors.

easehold. (') Of which 6 leasehold. (*) Of which 5 leasehold. (*) Of which 166 leasehold. (*) Of which £0*7 million leasehold

* Except for Table 1, all tables refer to the October 1973 survey.
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Analysis by economic region
TABLE 3

Residential property 
Freehold 
Leasehold

Land
Commercial property

Freehold
Leasehold

Total •  »

Residential property 
Freehold 
Leasehold

Land
Commercial property

Freehold
Leasehold

Total

Residential property 
Leasehold

Land
Commercial property 

Freehold 
Leasehold

TotaI(»)

Number

Total

Large
cases

•  »

Residential property 
Leasehold

Land
Commercial property 

Freehold 
Leasehold

Total(») •  »

Small
cases

Value 
(£ million)

(*) To avoid problems of confidentiality, the sub-division of freehold residential property between small and large cases has not been made. These 
sub-totals therefore exclude that category.
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North

York
shire
and

Humber
side

East
Mid
lands

East
Anglia

South
East

Greater
London
Council

South
West

West
Mid
lands

North
West Wales Total

910 1,498 1,245 595 3,074 1,934 1,514 1,535 1,923 834 15,062
145 215 69 42 410 677 229 503 1,103 251 3,643
107 175 202 162 388 56 301 219 196 173 1,979

18 41 42 31 60 47 73 52 43 60 467
11 30 36 17 179 230 64 66 124 39 796

1,191 1,959 1,594 847 4,111 2,944 2,181 2,375 3.389 1,357 21,947

5-2 7-7 8-9 5-8 40*3 22-1 17-0 10-9 IM 5-0 133-9
0-7 10 03 0-2 3-3 9-7 2-4 2-3 5-3 1-5 26-9
1-9 3-3 3-3 5-4 16-4 10 10*7 9-6 4-3 1-5 57-4

10 10 7-4 3-7 8-2 15-8 3*8 23-4 16-7 3-0 84-0
— 0-2 — 0-5 7-4 0-1 0-2 0-4 0-2 9-0
8-8 130 20! 15 1 68-7 560 34-0 46'4 37-8 11-2 311-2

_ _ 4-2 4-2
1-2 2-3 1-9 3*8 131 0-8 6-9 8-5 31 0-4 42-0

0-8 0-6 6-9 3-2 71 151 2*0 22-7 16-3 2-4 77-1
— — 6-7 — — 6-7
2 0 2-9 8-8 7-0 20-2 26*8 8-9 31-2 19-4 2-8 1300

0-7 10 0-3 0-2 3-3 5-5 2-4 2-3 5-3 1-5 22-7
0-7 1*0 1-4 1-6 3-3 0-2 3-8 M 1-2 M 15-4

0*2 2-4 0-5 0-5 M 0-7 1-8 0-7 0-4 0-6 6-9
0-2 0-5 0-7 0-1 0-2 0-4 0-2 2-3

1-6 2*4 2-4 2-3 8-2 71 8-1 4-3 7-3 3-4 47-3

of
P‘

Lcascbold
rtsidenti"
propflty

Xoul readcnlial 
pioptft)'

Und

Freehold
ennmercia]
property

Leasehold
Wduncfcial
property

All
Pfppcrties

Nojf
sector;
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Analysis by sector
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Two-way analysis by broad sector of buyer and seller
TABLE 5

Type of 
property

Freehold residentia] 
property

Leasehold residential 
property

►V > ^

Land

r

w
m i :

' I *1 Freehold commercial 
property

Leasehold commercial 
property

All properties

Buyer

Seller

P e r s o n s ...................................
Property and building companies
Other com panies........................
Unclassified companies .. 
Others 
Total

•  ■

•  •

•  •

Persons .....................................
Property and building companies
Other com panies.........................
Unclassified companies . .
Others ....................................
Total

P e r s o n s ...................................
Property and building companies •  #

Other companies . .  

Unclassified companies 
Others 
Total

a • •  «

P e r s o n s ...................................
Property and building companies

Other com panies........................
Unclassified companies ..
Others ...................................
Total .....................................

«  ■ « aPersons
Property and building companies
Other com panies........................
Unclassified companies .. 
Others 
Total

a •

•  •

«  • a « f •

a a a a

•  a

P e r s o n s ...................................
Property and building companies 
Other companies ..
Unclassified companies 
Others 
Total a a

Persons
Property 

and
building 

companies

Other
companies

Un-
classified

companies
Others Total

Number

12,898

3,110 186

28

8 18

12 18

49

184

188

35

394

413

Notes: (a) An asterisk (•) indicates a value below £0*1 million.
(b) Certain sectors have been combined in some instances to overcome problems of confidentialily. 

(*) Mean values have not been shown where the total value is less than £0*1 million.
(*) Including some unclassified companies (sellers).
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Residential property: Regional average prices

TABLE 7

All residential property
Median prices ......................................
M o d es(^ ).................................................
Arithmetic m eans......................................
Arithmetic m eans......................................
(personal sector only)
Regional index of mean prices (percen

tage) .................................................
Lowest two ranges as percentage of total 

number . .

Freehold residential property
Median prices ......................................
Modes(‘) .................................................
Arithmetic m eans......................................
Arithmetic m eans.....................................
(personal sector only)
Regional index of mean prices (percen

tage) .................................................
Lowest two ranges as percentage of total 

n u m b e r .................................................

Leasehold residential property 
Median prices .....................................
M o d e s ( 0 .................................................
Arithmetic m eans.....................................
Arithmetic m eans.....................................
(personal sector only)
Regional index of mean prices (percen

tage) .................................................
Lowest two ranges as percentage of total 

number ..

(*) Ignoring lowest range.

£ thousand

1 1 6

North

York
shire
and

Hum
berside

East
Mid
lands

East
Anglia

South
East

Greater
London
Council

South
West

West
Mid
lands

North
West Wales

England
and

Wales

5-3 4-4 6-9 9*0 11-2 10-5 94 5-6 4-7 5-6 7-5
7-5 6-5 7-5 9-5 11*2 11-2 9-5 7-5 7-5 7*5 11-2
5-6 51 7 0 9-4 12-5 12-2 11-1 6-5 54 60 8-6
6*2 5-4 7*7 101 12-8 12-8 10-8 7-7 6*2 6'3 9-2

65 60 81 1 109 146 142 129 76 63
•

70 100

32 30 19 1 9 21 11 1 34 29 22

5-0 4-5 7*0 9-0 11-5 n o 9-7 6-0 50 5-2 7-9
7-5 6-5 7-5 9-5 11-2 11-2 8-5 7-5 7-5 7-5 80
5-7 5*2 r i 9-7 131 114 11-2 7-1 5-8 60 8-9
6-5 5-3 7-8 10-5 134 12-8 114 8-2 6‘6 6-3 9-6

64 58 81 109 148 128 126 80 65 100

r 29 17 \ ^ 5 18 6 \ 28 34 30 19

6-3 4 0 1-3 1-5 71 9-3 6-6 4-1 40 6-8 5-5
7-5 6*5 7-5 9-5 11-2 11-2 8-5 7-5 6-5 7-5 7-5
50 4-9 4 0 4 4 8-1 144 10-6 4-7 4-8 61 I'A
4*9 5-8 5-3 3-7 7*8 12-7 10-3 6-0 5-5 64 74

67 66 55 60 109 194 143 63 65 83 100

1 33 31 57 1 54 39 30 41 1 44 34 25 28

Oihef 
Not

Local -

Ijjsurant̂ i
Ollier

lankit'?’

• •

Total
Certain sector:

TABLE 9

• •

Persons
Companies 

Property 
Other ..
Not classified ..

Local authorities . .  
Insurance, banking, 
Other » • • .

Total > • • «
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Transactions in land by sector
TABLE 8 Value, C millioa

Persons
Companies

Property
Other
Not classified . .  

Local authorities . .  
Nationalised industries 
Insurance, banking, etc. 
Other

Total *  •

AU Small Large cases

Sellers Buyers Net
sale

31-4 18-4 +  13 0

146 20-1 —55
4-4 4-5 —0-1
2-1 4-2 —2-1
1-8 5-8 ^ - 0
0-5 — +0-5

— 19 — 1-9
2-6 2-5 +0-1

57-4 11 57-4 —

Sellers Buyers

11-0 +2-6

2-0

- 0 2

. 12 16 -0 -4

15-4 15-4

Sellers Buyers Net
sale

20-4 1(M) +  10-4

13-1 16-6 - 3 5
3-7 38 —0-1
11 3B —1-9

3-7 86

42-0 42-0

■ b j

Note: Certain sectors have been combined in some instances in order to overcome problems of cortfidentiality.

I •

Transactions in freehold commercial property by sector
TABLE 9 Value, £ million I

All Small cases

Sellers

» •Persons
Companies

Property
Other
Not classified 

Local authorities .. 
Insurance, banking, etc. 
Other

18-8

•  •

Total $4 0

Buyers

11-0

84-0

Net
sale Sellers

H-7-8 4-8

Buyers

34

6-9

+  1-4

Large cases

Sellers

14 0

77-1

Buyers

77-1

Net
sale

r 6  4

9
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A cyclical analysis of new orders and deliveries in the
engineering industries, 1958

P . J . L u n d , Economic Adviser, Department o f  Industry

Introduction
This article describes a study of the cyclical variation of 
the new orders and deliveries of several of the United 
Kingdom engineering industries at Minimum List 
Heading (MLH) level during the period 1958 to 1971. 
Simple measures of cyclical variation are developed and 
applied to the available data on net new orders and 
deliveries, the nature of which is discussed. The results 
indicate that new orders display a more marked cyclical 
pattern than deliveries and that total new orders and 
deliveries have a less marked cyclical pattern than those 
relating to the home market alone. There is also a brief 
analysis of the timing of the home market cycles of the 
different industries analysed. Two appendices explain 
why it was not possible to apply the analysis to all the 
engineering industries at the required level of disaggre
gation, and how the analysed data relates to other series 
on engineering orders and deliveries that are or have been 
published.

Cyclical variation of selected expenditure components of 
gross domestic product, expressed at constant 1970 prices,

1958 2nd quarter to 1971 4th quarter
TABLE A

The engineering industry cycle

Expenditure aggregate

Standard deviation 
of percentage 
deviations of 
trend-cycle 
from trend

Gross domestic product at factor cost 1-7
Consumers expenditure ......................... 1-6
Public authorities current expenditure 1-9
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 4'6
Exports of goods and services 3-9
Imports of goods and services 2-6
Consumers expenditure on durable goods.. 8-5
Gross domestic fixed capital formation:

On plant and machinery . . 5*2
By manufacturing Industry 7-5
By manufacturing industry on plant

and machinery ......................... 71

Much of the output of many of the separate MLH 
industries, within Orders VII to IX of the 1968 Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC), is in the form of goods 
which when sold in the home market are classified as 
‘fixed capital formation’ in the expenditure categorisation 
of gross domestic product. Table B of the input-output 
tables for 1968, for instance, shows that 37 per cent of 
the total output sales and 48 per cent of the total final 
output sales of commodity groups 30 to 45 (correspond
ing to SIC Orders VII to IX) went directly into gross 
domestic fixed capital formation. These percentages 
compare with 4 and 7 per cent respectively for the rest 
of manufacturing industry. All of the final sales of the 
engineering industries which are classified as ‘fixed capital 
formation’ take the form of plant and machinery, as 
opposed to new building work or vehicles. Gross fixed 
capital formation on plant and machinery (and by 
manufacturing industry in particular) displays a greater 
cyclical variation than most other expenditure compo
nents of gross domestic product. This is illustrated by 
Table A which presents the results of applying a method 
of analysis, described later in the article, to quarterly 
constant price series for nine selected expenditure 
aggregates(^). The higher the statistic quoted (the 
standard deviation of the percentage deviations of 
trend-cycle from trend) the more marked is the cyclical

variation in the series. It appears that one characteristic 
of the engineering industries is that the nature of their 
product makes them particularly subject to any cyclical 
variations in the economy.

Before discussing the problems associated with the 
measurement of cyclical variation it is helpful to 
distinguish four conceptually measurable series relating 
to the activity of the engineering industries; new orders, 
output, deliveries, and expenditure. New orders provide 
the first tangible evidence of demand for these industries, 
which typically produce to order, while deliveries record 
the flow of finished products to the customer. The net 
output of these industries in each time period is con
ceptually the value added or amount of work done on 
items within the productive process and neither gross 
nor net output corresponds to either new orders or 
deliveries. Expenditure by customers on the products 
of these industries may occur simultaneously with 
deliveries, may follow it, or may even precede it, for 
example, in cases where progress payments become due 
upon the completion of particular stages in the production 
process(^). These variables are conceptually different, 
and although all but net output will tend towards

(*) The value of the physical increase in stocks and work in progress, 
another cyclically variable expenditure aggregate, was necessarily 
excluded from this analysis because of problems arising from 
the changes in its sign.

(*) In this broad categorisation of typ^ of series, sales as defined for 
the purposes of the engineering inquiries introduced in 197_ 
approximate to deliveries and not expenditure. Expenditure 
represents payments actually made by purchasing firms, the 
conceptual basis of the national income fixed capital formation 
estimates.
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approximately the same sum over time (at least when 
correctly expressed in constant price terms)(^) both the 
timing and amplitude of their variations may differ. All 
would therefore be relevant to a full assessment of the 
cyclical variation of the engineering industries.

The series available for the individual MLH‘s are net 
new orders, deliveries and orders on hand. The net new 
orders series provides the clearest and earliest indication 
of the current level of demand for an industry’s products. 
However for a number of reasons it docs not correspond 
simply or precisely to an economist’s concept of new 
demand. Firstly, it is dcrived(^) as the difference between 
the change in recorded orders on hand within a period 
plus the recorded deliveries in that period and thus 
measures actual new orders net of cancellations of 
current or previous new orders. The precise timing and 
relative amplitude of the actual and net new orders series 
will therefore only be the same if cancellations arc always 
in constant proportion to actual new orders. This is 
unlikely to be the case because of random fluctuations 
in cancellations, because cancellations arc likely to be 
related to the new orders of previous periods as well as 
the current period, and because the proportion of new 
orders which arc cancelled may be expected to vary 
systematically over the cycle, being higher in the down
swing than in the up-swing(*). Together these consider
ations suggest that cancellations may reach a peak early

(*) The equality of new orders and deliveries, in the long run and 
assuming zero growth in the senes follows from the statistical 
derivation of new orders from the identity

where O denotes orders on hand and D denotes deliveries. In 
the absence of measurement errors and ditfcrcnccs between order 
and delivery prices it is obvious that the derived figure for new 
orders will differ from actual new orders only in that it will be 
net of cancellations made in the current period. The statistical 
senes on new orders for the period considered in this article is 
therefore strictly described as ‘net new orders*. Where contracts 
are subject to price escalation, sales and deliveries may be 
completed at prices dilferenl from those at which the original 
orders were placed. This will not aifect the derivation of the 
net new orders ligures from the identity if firms price deliveries 
similarly in both their statements of them and in their deductions 
of them from orders on hand. However in the absence of 
separate price indices for orders and deliveries deflation of net 
new orders and deliveries does require knowledge or assump
tions about the extent of price escalation, firms' pricing of 
deliveries in their statistical returns, and the order-delivery lag 
distribution.

(*) Considering the relationship between current cancellations and 
current new orders more fully, it might be postulated that the 
ratio between them will vary systematically over the cycle 
because: (i) the orders at risk of cancellation in each period are 
the total currently outstanding orders on hand (though with 
different degrees of risk) and the ratio of orders on hand to new 
orders varies over the cycle; and (ii) the probability that any 
particular order is cancelled may be expected to vary over the 
cycle. With reference to the first point it can be stated that if the 
order-delivery lag is stable over the cycle more orders will be on 
hand for any given level of current new orders in down-swings 
and troughs than in up-swings and peaks. This pattern will be 
strcTigthencd by any cyclical variations in order-delivery lags 
since there will be more previous periods new orders remaining 
‘on hand' immediately after peaks than after troughs. On the 
second point it might be postulated that the probability that a 
new order is ultimately cancelled will be positively rc la t^  to the 
cyclical position at which it was placed (for example, the 
probability being higher for orders placed at peaks due to 
over-optimism or duplication of orders) and negatively re la i^  
to the change in the cyclical position whilst it is at risk (that is, 
the probability will be lower in up-swings than in down-swings).

in the down-swing of actual new orders and a trough 
early in the up-swing of actual new orders, and hence 
that the observable net new orders scries may tend to 
lead the unobservable actual new orders series. Which 
series is likely to have the greater cyclical variation is 
difficult to ascertain on the basis of a priori considerations 
alone, and which series is the more relevant to industry’s 
subjective assessment of the demand cycle is also open 
to question.

A further point relevant to the interpretation of the 
net new orders series is that it reflects the consequences 
of the actions of both purchasing and selling firms and 
does not necessarily correspond to a shift in a demand 
curve. Suppliers may have some influence on the net 
new orders which they receive both through their pricing 
policies and their willingness to seek and accept new 
orders. Since the cycle imposes costs upon them they 
may be expected to use their marketing policy (including 
pricing) to smooth the flow of new orders. Finally short
term changes in customers’ placings of new orders are 
likely to reflect both underlying changes in the rate at 
which they wish to acquire new plant and machinery and 
their assessment and expectations about current and 
future order-delivery lags.

Deliveries represent the outflow of completed orders 
from the producing firms. In some cases deliveries will 
be made from stock and both new order and delivery 
will be recorded in the same period but more typically, 
and particularly where products are built to customer 
specification, thtre will be an observable lag between 
order and delivery. The magnitude of this lag varies 
considerably between products and hence in aggregate 
deliveries will be a complex distributed lag of previous 
new orders, with this lag distribution extending from 
zero to perhaps two to three years (to provide for some 
large and complex items of equipment). Moreover both 
a priori consideration and empirical investigations 
suggest that this lag distribution will tend to vary over 
the cycle, being shorter in (or after) periods of low 
demand and longer in (or after) periods of high demand. 
Faced with cyclical variations in demand and the diffi
culty and cost of varying output substantially in the 
short-run producing firms may prefer, or may be forced, 
to allow order-delivery lags to vary. Evidence of this 
phenomenon for the engineering industries in aggregate 
has been provided by Bispham ( 1970) and Trivedi ( 1970), 
and for the machine tool industry in particular by Lund 
and Miner (1973). The effect of the lag between new 
orders and deliveries being both distributed and variable 
in this way will be that deliveries will be smoother than 
new orders, both from quarter to quarter and more 
particularly over the cycle.

In addition to producing for the home market many 
of the United Kingdom engineering industries also have 
a very considerable export market. Clearly export market 
new orders in aggregate are likely to be affected by a 
rather different set of factors than are home market new 
orders in aggregate, and despite some evidence of an 
international economic cycle, variations in the new 
orders arising from the two markets are unlikely to be 
perfectly in phase. If the two markets were perfectly in 
phase, a measure of the cyclical variation of total net 
new orders would be some combination of the measured 
cyclical variations of net new orders in the separate
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markets, but to the extent that the series are not perfectly 
in phase with one another the cyclical variation of the 
total market could be less than that of both the separate 
markets(®). Thus the existence of an export market 
might mice an industry's total net new orders less 
cyclically variable than its home market net new orders 
either because export orders are less cyclically variable or 
because the two cycles are not perfectly in phase. In 
particular export net new orders may not display any 
regular cyclical pattern, or the cycles might be of 
different length (frequency). In addition to this effect, and 
whatever the cyclical pattern of export new orders, it is 
likely (for the reasons stated above with respect to the 
home market) that export deliveries will be less cyclically 
variable than export net new orders, and hence that 
total deliveries will be less cyclically variable than total 
net new orders. To summarise, therefore, a priori con
siderations suggest that the cyclical variation of an 
industry’s total market will be less than that of its 
separate markets, and that its deliveries will be less 
cyclically variable than its net new orders.

Measurement of cyclical variation
The choice of procedure for measuring cyclical variation 
was largely determined by the available data span and 
the time constraints of the study. The net new orders and 
deliveries data available on a consistent basis at the 
required level of disaggregation spans only fifty-five 
quarters, 1958 2nd quarter to 1971 4th quarter. In the 
case of the home market series for which cycles are 
more easily observable, this time span covers just over 
three cycles, much less than would be desirable for an 
analysis of this type. In particular it makes less justifiable 
the use of the more rigorous techniques, such as ones 
based on spectral analysis.

An appropriate measure of cyclical variation would 
appear to require two features; that cyclical variations 
be distinguished from irregular or seasonal ones, and 
that these cyclical variations be measured around a 
trend and not around a constant mean level. Such a 
measure would indicate the variation of the series 
purged of seasonal and irregular variations (the trend- 
cycle) around the longer term trend. The practical steps 
in deriving such a measure were as follows. For the 
separate (home/export) market series for each of the 
industries listed in Table B trend-cycle estimates were 
generated by the Bureau of the Census Method II X-11 
variant seasonal adjustment programme. In this analysis 
the estimates of the trend-cycle employed were those 
obtained from seasonally adjusted series by the applica
tion of a weighted five-quarter moving average. Trend- 
cycle estimates for the total market series were obtained 
by adding the separate home and export market trend- 
cycle estimates.

Consideration was given to several alternative methods 
of deriving the long-term trend series from which the 
deviations of the trend-cycle series could be measured.

(*) This intuitive discussion of comparative cyclical variation begs 
the question of the measurement of that variation, and in 
particular assumes that it is measured relative to the scale of the 
variable (for example, as in a coefficient of variation) and not 
absolutely. Clearly the statements would not be correct if 
cyclical variation were measured simply by the variance (in its 
precise meaning) of each series.
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Experimentation with linear and expone.itial fitted 
trends and long-period moving averages was conducted 
for some series, and the alternative merits of using a 
single type of trend for all series or most appropriate 
type of trend in each particular case were considered. 
On balance it was decided to adopt a single type of trend 
for all series and to prefer exponential trends fitted by 
regression on the basis of both a priori and practical 
considerations. The derivation of a suitable long-term 
moving average trend series presupposes both knowledge 
and constancy of the cyclical frequency, it may reflect 
errors in the assumed frequency, and is unsatisfactory 
when the assumed periodicity of the cycle is long relative 
to the data span. On the other hand it is recognised that 
the use of an exponential trend assumes constant growth 
throughout the period and that distortions can arise 
unless the data spans approximately a whole number of 
cycles. The final stage in the practical derivation of a 
measure of cyclical variation is to calculate the variations 
of the trend-cycle series from the trend series and to 
summarise the magnitude of these deviations in a single 
measure. In order to make this measure independent of 
scale, both with respect to comparisons between different 
industries and different series and with respect to the 
trend value of the series at which particular relative 
deviations occurred, the individual deviations were 
first expressed as percentages of the corresponding 
trend values of the series. The final summary statistic is 
then the standard deviation of these percentage devia
tions of the trend-cycle from the trend. Implicit in the 
use of this statistic is an assumption that the amplitude 
of the cyclical variation around the trend for each 
series did not vary markedly during the data span.

These operations were performed on the basic series 
expressed in current prices and not after any price 
deflation to a constant price basis. This choice was 
governed by practical considerations, but it seems 
unlikely that, for reasons explained below, the choice 
will have had any significant effect on the pattern of the 
results. The practical considerations are the lack of 
appropriate price series at this level of disaggregation 
for exports, the confidentiality of some of the home 
market price series at this level, an uncertainty as to the 
extent to which the home market price series correctly 
reflect new order and not delivery prices, and the need 
to know (at least approximately) the shape of the 
(possibly variable) new order-delivery lag distribution in 
order to deflate at least deliveries. The grounds for 
supposing that the choice will have relatively little effect 
on the results reflect the nature of the analysis, the 
observed behaviour of prices over the cycles, and the 
extent of the apparent cyclical variation in some of the 
series.

Clearly in an inflationary period current price series 
will show faster rates of growth than constant price 
series, and the choice would only be immaterial to a 
comparison of growth rates if all variables were subject 
to the same rate of price change. However in this study 
the comparisons are between relative divergences from 
trend rates of growth and, given the derivation of the 
trend series, constant rates of inflation will not affect the 
comparison even if the rates are unequal between the 
different series. The distinction would only be of 
significance if deviations of prices from their trends were
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FABLE B
Characteristics and cyclical features of individual engineering industries analysed

Order MLH 
VU 331

332

335

336

339 1 
339,4

339/7

339/8

VHI
and 361 
IX

369 
354'

366

367

Industry
Agricultural machinery 
(except tractors).. 
Metal-working machine
tools .........................
Textile machinery and 
accessories
Construction and earth- 
moving equipment 
Mining machinery 
Space-healing, ventilating 
and air-conditioning 
equipment
Food and drink process
ing machinery 
Packaging and bottling 
machinery

Electrical machinery {less
turbines).........................
Other electrical goods .. 
Scientific and industrial 
insinimcnls and systems 
electronic computers, 
radio, radar and elec
tronic capital goods . <
Total industries analysed

Census of production 
net outputs expressed 
as total SIC VII, VIII 

and IX »1.000

13-5

44-3

29-1

27-2
J36

168

no
6-5

104-2 
57-7 

56-6

10-7

41-1

221

27-2
109

20-3

115

2-4

116-0

*Not calculated.

Period
covered

[Ql *» 1st quarter, etc.)

Correlations between 
deviation of prices 

from their trend and 
deviations of 

(price-deflated) 
trend<ycle from 

trend of home market

Percentage 
of total 

deliveries 
exported

Standard deviation of percentage 
deviations of trend-cycles from trends

Net new orders Deliveries
Net new 
orders Deliveries 1963 1970 Home Export Total Home Export Total

1963 Ql to 1971 Q4 +0-41 +0-32 36 38 9-1 11-7 9-3 9-1 12-8 9-7
1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 -0-50 -0-32 S3 37 24-4 25-6 220 10-4 12-2 8-7
1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 + ao8 -0-38 62 65 15-9 19 1 15 6 12-6 7-2 6-8
1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 -0-09 -0-78 48 55 196 12-3 13-5 13-1 10-3 8 9
1958 Q2 to 1971 CH -0-17 - 0  20 IS 19 11-9 35-9 12-4 9-2 35 3 9-4

1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 - 0 3 6 - 0 3 0 8 n 100 14-6 9-1 8-3 9 4 7-5
1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 - 0  26 -0-56 33 40 13-5 17-7 M-3 5-7 14-6 6-9
1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 « • 49 48 136 18-1 13 1 12-2 7-3 7-6

1958 Q2 to 1971 Q4 -0-54 -0-08 26 25 15-9 11-8 12-3 9-1 7-9 6-S1958 Q2 to 1971 <J4 -0-67 -0-60 14 14 9-7 10-2 8-9 5-3 56 4-9

1963 Ql to 1971 Q4 -0-35 -0-38 34 33 10-1 13-4 9-2 7-5 6-8 5-0

not independent of deviations of constant price values 
from their trends. If, for example, the two sets of 
deviations were positively correlated, the cyclical 
variation of the current price series would exceed that 
of the constant price series. Such an association might 
reflect, but would not necessarily imply, a deliberate 
variation in manufacturers’ profit margins over the cycle. 
If this were so, it would be an open question whether the 
cyclical variations of the volume (constant price) series 
or those of the value (current price) series were the more 
relevant to an economic assessment of the magnitude of 
the cycle.

Despite the problems relating to the price indices an 
attempt was made to examine whether there was any 
cyclical variation in prices during the sample period. 
Correlation coefficients were calculated between the 
deviations of price-deflated current price trend-cycle 
scries from their trends and the deviations of prices from 
their trends. The correlations were calculated for each 
industry analysed, and for home market net new orders 
and deliveries separately. The results arc shown in 
Table B. They indicate that for most industries the 
correlation over the sample period was negative, and 
not positive as might have been expected. The explanation 
appears to lie in the joint occurrence of rapidly rising 
prices and a cyclical down-turn at the end of the sample 
period. The only exception to this pattern is provided

by the case of MLH 331 (agricultural machinery), for 
which there was not a cyclical down-turn in net new 
orders in 1970 to 1971. The consequence of the general 
pattern of the correlations is that the measured cyclical 
variation of the current price scries will tend to be less 
than that of the unmeasured variation of the implicit 
constant price series. However it is unlikely that the 
difference would be large relative to the measured 
cyclical variation in the current price series.

Results of cyclical analysis
The results of the comparative cyclical analysis arc 
presented in Table B under the heading ‘standard 
deviation of percentage deviations of trend-cycles from 
trends*. Due to the difficulty of constructing series on a 
consistent basis for all the engineering industries at the 
required level of disaggregation the analysis was confined 
to those industries for which consistent series for the 
period 1958 2nd quarter (or in two cases 1963 1st 
quarter) to 1971 4ih quarter are available. In addition 
MLH 362 (insulated wires and cables) and MLH 363 
(telegraph and telephone apparatus and equipment) were 
excluded because they are much affected by special 
factors, fluctuations in copper prices and the requirements 
of a particular customer respectively. Appendix I lists, 
for each of the engineering industries at MLH level, the
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lime span lor which it is possible to construct consistent 
series lor net new orders and deliveries and (where 
applicable) the reasons why consistent series for the 
period 1958 2nd quarter to 1971 4th quarter cannot be 
constructed.

The difference of time span prevents any meaningful 
comparisons being made between the results for the two 
industries with the shorter time span, MLH 331 (agri
cultural machinery) and MLH's 354/366/367 (scientific 
and industrial instruments and systems, electronic 
computers, radio, radar and electronic capital goods), 
and the other nine. However this is not of material 
importance in so far as it affects only tw'o industries 
and only one particular type of comparison. Even if the 
same data span were used for all industries, comparisons 
between industries would be limited by the fact that 
since the cycles of the separate industries are not of 
exactly equal length or phasing a particular time period 
necessarily reflects differing ranges of cyclical experience 
in different industries(^). Comparisons of cyclical 
variation between industries should be treated with 
caution, partly for this reason and partly because since 
aggregation will tend to reduce variation as measured in 
this analysis larger industries will tend, ceteris paribus, 
to have less cyclical variation than smaller ones. Similarly 
disaggregation within an apparently stable industry 
could reveal product groups with very marked cyclical 
variation. This qualification is particularly relevant to 
any comparison of the measures of cyclical variation 
presented in Tables A and B, relating respectively to 
major expenditure aggregates and the net new orders 
and deliveries of individual MLH level engineering 
industries.

Examining the results for individual industries 
separately, it is seen that they are broadly consistent 
with the expectations about the relative cyclical variations 
expressed in an earlier section. The cyclical variations of 
the net new orders series generally exceed those of the 
deliveries series, and those of the total market series tend 
to be lower than those of the separate market series. The 
only exception to the first statement is provided by the 
case of MLH 331 (agricultural machinery), for whicl\.

(*) This qualification is likely to be more quantitatively important 
the shorter is the data span relative to the average length of cycle.

all three delivery cyclical variations are equal to or 
slightly larger than the corresponding net new order 
variations. The most likely explanation for this dis
crepancy would appear to lie in the relatively short 
average order-delivery lag in this industry and its lack 
of systematic variation over the cycle. Over the period of 
the last two complete cycles (1965 3rd quarter to 1970 
2nd quarter, see later for derivation) the ratio of orders 
on hand to quarterly trend-cycle deliveries (an approxi
mate indicator of average order-delivery lags) for the 
agricultural machinery home market varied irregularly 
between 0T5 and 0-36. In contrast the equivalent ratio 
for the home market of MLH 332 (metal-working 
machine tools) varied systematically over the cycle 
reaching peaks and troughs of 2-63 and 1-54 shortly 
after the peaks and troughs respectively in the trend-cycle 
values of home market net new orders. Typically the 
measured cyclical variation of an industry’s total net 
new orders is almost twice that of its total deliveries, 
though the ratio is less consistent when the separate 
market series are examined.

Comparing the results for the home, export, and total 
markets for each industry it is seen that total market 
cyclical variation is never greater than both separate 
market cyclical variations and in about two-thirds of 
the cases is less than both. More particularly in almost 
all cases, with the exception of MLH 331 (agricultural 
machinery), total market variations are less than home 
market variations even though export markets appear to 
be at least as variable as home markets. The smoothing 
effects of the export markets are primarily due to their 
cycles being not as clear or regular as those of the home 
market or not fully in phase with them.

Another interesting aspect of cyclical variations relates 
to timing, and in this particular context to the extent to 
which the different industry cycles are in phase with one 
another. For any particular series this may be conveni
ently examined through the correlations between the 
percentage deviations of trend-cycle values from trend 
values for pairs of industries considered in turn. Table C 
sets out these correlations both from home market net 
new orders and home market deliveries. The correlations 
between the percentage deviations of trend-cycles from 
trends between pairs of industries are presented in the

Correlations between percentage deviations of trend-cycle values from 
trend values for net new orders of different industries and

for deliveries of different industries

TABLE C
Industries indicated by MLH number
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cells above the main (top left—bottom right) diagonal 
for net new orders, and below the main diagonal for 
deliveries. MLH 339/8 (packaging and bottling machinery) 
was excluded from this analysis because of its small size, 
and in assessing the significance of the correlations 
shown in the table it should be remembered that whilst 
most arc based on fifty-five observations, those involving 
MLH's 331 and 354/366/367 are only based on thirty-six 
observations. Summarising the correlation coefficients 
presented in the table, it may be noted that sixty-six of 
the ninety arc positive, and that those for deliveries have 
a slightly higher median and rather larger variance than 
those for net new orders.

Further insight into the extent to which the separate 
industry cycles arc in phase with one another may be 
obtained by identifying and comparing the timing of 
turning points in a particular senes for each industry. 
Such an analysis has been conducted using the percentage 
deviations of the trend-cycle values from trend values for 
home market net new orders. This series reflects the 
home cycle as first experienced by the different industries. 
Although it is realised that reference to a smoothed series 
can be misleading in forecasting contexts, reference to the 
trend-cycle scries does allow turning points to be fairly 
easily identified without formal rules, and this procedure 
was considered adequate for the purposes of this exercise. 
Identification and comparison of peak and trough 
turning points in this scries for the nine industries for 
which the data-span was 1958 2nd quarter to 1971 4lh 
quarter revealed an interesting pattern, consistent with 
but perhaps more illuminating than that shown in 
Table C. It was found on the one hand that there was no 
single quarter in which more than three industries out 
of the nine exhibited cither peaks or troughs, but on the 
other that the peaks and troughs of the separate industries 
were clearly grouped together into distinct periods of 
five to ten quarters duration. These were identified as 
follows:
Peaks: 1959 4th quarter to 1961 2nd quarter, 1963 3rd

quarter to 1964 4th quarter, 1968 2nd quarter 
to 1970 2nd quarter.

Troughs: 1958 2nd quarter (or earlier) to 1959 4th
quarter, 1961 4th quarter to 1962 4th quarter, 
1965 3rd quarter to 1967 4th quarter, 1970 3rd 
quarter to 1971 3rd quarter (or later).

Together these periods span forty-nine out of the 
fifty-hve quarters in the data span, but only fifty out of 
one hundred and ten quarters when peaks and troughs 
are considered separately.

Despite the fact that these periods have been based 
upon observation of the turning points rather than 
outside information it is noteworthy that they encom
passed fifty-seven out of the sixty-six identified turning 
pointsC), and that with the exception of MLH 339/1 
(mining machinery)!'’) every industry has a correctly 
corresponding turning point in each of the above defined 
periodis. The picture that emerges from Table C and 
this latter analysis is therefore one of separate industry 
cycles not fully in phase with one another but certainly 
moving fairly closely together and in broad conformity

(*) Four of ihc other eight turning points were for MLH 339/7 
(food and drink processing machinery), for which the unusually 
large number of ten turning points were identified.

(•) This industry's home market new orders arc closely geared to 
one particular customer.
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with the general economic cyclc(’). Finally this latter 
analysis allowed a crude check to be made of the relative 
timing of the different industries in the general home 
market new order cycle. Although no industry consis
tently led or followed the others throughout the whole 
sample period, MLH’s 335 (textile machinery and 
accessories) and 339/7 (food and drink processing 
machinery) did tend to lead and MLH’s 332 (metal
working machine tools) and 354/366/367 (scientific and 
industrial instruments and systems, electronic computers, 
radio, radar and electronic capital goods) did tend to lag. 
Such a pattern, if more rigorously established, would have 
implications for forecasting within the broad engineering 
orders, and may be of relevance to any economic 
assessment of the impact of the cycle on particular 
industries.

Conclusions
This article has sought to analyse various aspects of the 
economic cycle as experienced by the United Kingdom 
engineering industries during the period 1958 to 1971. 
It has been shown that their home market net new 
orders are fairly variable over the cycle, but that their 
total deliveries are considerably less variable over the 
cycle. This difference is due both to the presence of 
export markets and to order-delivery smoothing in each 
market. The two conceptual series for which no inform
ation is available at this level of disaggregation, work 
done and expenditure (by customers), are clearly more 
related to total deliveries than to home market net new 
orders, and may be expected to be at least as smooth 
over the cycle as total deliveries. It has also been shown 
that whilst the home market new order cycles of the 
different industries are not fully in phase with one 
another, they do lend to move together in conformity 
with the general economic cycle.

Although the results presented in this article may be 
considered interesting and illuminating, it must be 
admitted that they have not been based upon the most 
sophisticated methods of analysis available. For example, 
despite the limited time-span, spectral or other techniques 
may still be able to throw additional light on the nature 
of the cycles in the separate raw series, variable-weight 
distributed lag models could be used to analyse the net 
new order-delivery relationships, and similar econometric 
methods or more sophisticated time scries analysis 
could be employed to analyse the phasing of the separate 
industry cycles. Whilst it is unlikely that such analyses 
would generate results markedly different from those 
presented in this article, they may provide further insight 
and detail. For this reason, and in order to assist any 
further independent work, the Department of Industry 
is prepared to make available upon request the separate 
series of net new orders and deliveries for MLH level 
industries for the time spans specified in Appendix I(‘°).
This article was prepared within the Department o f Trade 
and Industry with the assistance o f a number o f people, 
especially P. F. Bird. Mrs. A. Brown. D. Jeffery, C. L. 
Melliss. IV. A. Wessell. and also J. S. Dryden {Central 
Statistical Office).
(*) The Bank of England index of capital utilisation shoNvs peaks

9 ^ 4 ihin this period at I960 1st quarter, 1964 4th quarter and I 
quarter, and troughs at 19S8 4th quarter, 1963 1st quarter, 
1967 3rd quarter and 1972 1st quarter.

( ‘*) Requests for data should be addressed to Department of 
Industry, Room 603 Dean Bradley House, 52 Horseferry Road, 
London,-SWIP2AG.
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APPENDIX I
1958— 1971

Statistical scries on net new orders and deliveries for 
groups of engineering products (referred to in the 
article at individual MLH level industries) are together 
available for the period 1958 2nd quarter to 1971 4th 
quarter as a result of the KS/Eng inquiry conducted 
during the period 1958 to 1971. The introduction of 
this inquiry was described in an article in the Board 
o f Trade Journal (1959X“ ) and its termination and 
replacement by the new system of monthly and quarterly 
inquiries in an article in Economic Trends (1972)(*^). 
Under the RS/£ng inquiry information was collected on 
a voluntary basis from responding firms on their total 
and export deliveries and orders on hand, home market 
figures and net new orders being derived from the 
identities.

During the period of the KS/Eng inquiry its coverage 
was widened and changes were made in the classification 
of the products included in its scope. The major extension 
in coverage occurred in 1965 when additional instrument 
and electrical product headings were added. The major

change in product classification took place at the 
beginning of 1969 with the switch from the 1958 SIC to 
1968 SIC. In addition to these major changes other 
smaller ones occurred at different times during 1958 to 
1971, for example, agricultural machinery was included 
in 1959, and there were periodic revisions to the mailing 
list.

(*‘)*A new scheme of engineering statistics,' Board o f Trade 
Journal, 8 May 1959.

(*') ’Statistics of deliveries and orders in the engineering industries,* 
Economic Trends, No. 222, April 1972.

For nine industries it has proved possible to construct 
time series of net new orders and deliveries on a reason
ably consistent basis for the whole period 1958 2nd 
quarter to 1971 4th quarter. For the majority of these 
industries the statistics were collected on a similar basis 
throughout the period. For the remaining industries 
data from other sources was used to bridge the dis
continuities. In addition there is an industry (MLH 331) 
and a group of industries in combination (MLH*s 
354/366/367) for which consistent series can be derived 
back to 1963 1st quarter.

The time spans for which it is possible to construct 
consistent series (extending up to 1971 4lh quarter) for 
the other industries are listed in the table below, together 
with a brief explanation of why it is not possible to extend 
the series further back.

Availability of data on net new orders and deliveries for home and export markets
for industries not analysed in cyclical study

Order MLH Industry
VII 333 Pumps, valves and compressors.

334 Indusnial engines
337 Mechanical handling equipment

338 Office machinery.........................
339/2 Priming, bookbinding and paper 

goods machinery.........................
339/3 Refrigerating machinery (except 

domestic type refrigerators)
339/5,6,9 Miscellaneous (non electrical)

machinery .........................
341 Industrial (including process) plant 

and steelwork •  •

349 Other mechanical engineering not 
elsewhere specified

V ia 351 Photographic and document copy
ing e q u ip m e n t .........................

352 Watches and clocks
353 Surgical instruments and appli

ances .....................................
362 Insulated wires and cables
363 Telegraph and telephone appara

tus and equipment
364 Radio and electronic components
365 Broadcast receiving and sound 

reproducing equipment ..
368 Electric appliances primarily for 

domestic uses

1 Certsus of production 1 net outputs expressed as 1 total SIC VII, VIII and I X - 1,000
1 1963 1970

38-7 44-6
18-7 16-5
32-2 35-4

14-9 22-4
no 10-7
62 3-9

63-6 654
80-7 100-8

92-3 97-9

2-4 8-0
45 5-2

1 no 11-7
33-9 32-4
40-3 34-8
396 57-6
314 33-1

44 4 30-7

Data availability 
(Q1»1 s t quarter, etc.)

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1965 Q4 to 1971 Q4

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1969 Q2 to 1971 Q4

1965 Q4 to 1971 Q4 
1965 0 4  to 1971 04

1965 04  to 1971 04 
1958 02  to 1971 04

1963 02  to 1971 04 
1969 Q2 to 1971 04

1969 02  to 1971 04

1969 02  to 1971 04

Reasons why series not consistent 
1958 2nd quarter to 

1971 4th quarter

Fluid power equipment not separ
ately distinguished before 1969
Statistics on turbines not available
Industrial trucks added to cate
gory in 1969 following 1968 SIC 
change
Some computers included in 
figures prior to 1965
Not separately distinguished be 
fore 1969
Domestic refrigerators included 
prior to 1969
Residual heading affected by 
changes above
Introduction of complete process 
plant heading (plus expansion of 
mailing list)
Residual heading affected by 
changes above

Heading introduced in 1965 
Heading introduced in 1965

Heading introduced in 1965

New heading in 1965 
Affected by SIC change in 1968

Affected by SIC change in 1968

Affected by switch of refrigerators 
from 339/3 in 1969
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APPENDIX II

The relationship of the series analysed to other published series on the orders and deliveries of
the United Kingdom engineering industries

av

m-.

. \ r .

This appendix sets the series analysed in this article in the 
context of the various series on the orders and deliveries 
of the engineering industries that are or have been pub
lished. These series take two forms: index numbers of 
volumes relating to aggregate SIC orders (mechanical, 
instrument, electrical engineering and the combined 
engineering industries) and values relating to individual 
industries or products at MLH or lower levels. The 
major change in the system of collecting the statistics, 
and hence in the continuity of the published series, 
occurred in 1971 to 1972 when the KS/Eng inquiry and a 
number of separate special inquiries were replaced by 
the new system of monthly and quarterly inquiries.

n
5

‘  « r .

> 4 -

For quarters prior to 1972 current price values of net 
new orders, orders on hand and deliveries for both total 
and export markets at MLH (or slightly lower levels) 
as derived from the KS/Eng inquiry were published in 
the Monthly Digest o f Statistics, though the published 
data for prior to 1969 was limited to total deliveries. It 
is this set of data which is described more fully in 
Appendix I and upon which the cyclical analysis in the 
article is based. In addition there existed prior to 1971/72 
a number of separate inquiries relating to particular 
sections of the engineering industries. For example, 
there was an additional inquiry for metal-working 
machine tools and from this quarterly figures of total 
and export new orders, orders on hand, and deliveries 
were published from 1956 1st quarter io the Monthly 
Digest o f Statistics. For quarters from 1972 current 
price values of sales and overseas trade for individual 
product groups within each MLH (or slightly lower level) 
are now published in separate Business Monitors in the 
PQ series. Although there are appreciable differences 
between the new and former inquiries in respect of 
coverage, definition and techniques of compilation an

126

attempt has been made for some industries (for example, 
metal-working machine tools) to link the pre—and p o s t-  
1971/72 data series.

A set of aggregate volume indices, based on the earlier 
KS/Eng inquiry, for first the 1958 SIC Order VI engin
eering and electrical goods (and then the 1968 SIC 
Orders VII, VIII and IX combined), was published for 
months between 1958 and 1971. Monthly volume 
indices covering net new orders, orders on hand and 
sales for both home and export markets based on the 
new inquiries are now published for each of the separate 
1968 SIC Orders VII, VIII and IX (mechanical, instru
ment, and electrical engineering) in the Monthly Digest 
o f Statistics and Business Monitor PM33-36 (previously 
numbered PM/Eng and PI 13). These are based on the 
new inquiry which differs from the earlier KS/Eng 
inquiry in respect of coverage, definition and techniques 
of compilation. In particular the new inquiry has 
replaced ‘deliveries’ by ‘sales’ with the latter including 
merchanted goods. Definitions of sales and orders on 
hand, together with a reproduction of the monthly 
questionnaire were presented in the first issue of the 
Business Monitor (then numbered PI 13), published in 
September 1972. That issue provided a descriptive 
comparison with the earlier inquiry, and the issue for 
September-October 1972, published in February 1973, 
presented the results of an attempt to link the new and 
former series in both tabular and graphical form. 
Monthly volume indices covering net new orders, orders 
on hand and deliveries/sales for both home and export 
markets are available for the three 1968 SIC engineering 
orders from January 1969, and for the engineering 
industries combined from January 1963, as a result of the 
special reworking of previous returns then made to 
provide longer lime series for analysis.
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Extracted from Economic Trends No. 256, February 1975

New statistical series analysing commodities imported and
exported according to the industries of which

they are the principal products
R. Sellw o o d , Statistician, Department o f Industry*

This article introduces an analysis of the United Kingdom 
overseas trade expressed in terms of industries, as 
defined by the Standard Industrial Classification. 
This differs from the normal presentation based on the 
Overseas Trade Statistics Classification. These new 
series are derived by classifying every commodity 
heading in the trade statistics to the industry of which the 
comm^ity is the principal product. The uses which can 
be made of the new series, and some problems associated 
with their construction and interpretation, are discussed 
together with planned future developments.

Sources and classifications of overseas trade 
and industry statistics

The United Kingdom trade statistics are derived from 
returns made to HM Customs and Excise by importers 
and exporters, or their agents, and are published in the 
monthly Overseas Trade Statistics o f the United Kingdom. 
The main compilation of the overseas trade figures is in 
terms of the Standard International Trade Classification 
(Revised) [SITC(R)]; this is a commodity classification 
devised by the United Nations. At a lower level there 
were, in 1973, about 8,(XX) individual headings for im- 
ports and exports in the Tariff and Overseas Trade 
Classification of the United Kingdom, each one defined 
by an 8-digit code number.

Data on sales, employment, expenses, capital forma
tion etc., arc collected from industrial establishments by 
the Business Statistics Office. Statistics arc published 
according to industry, as defined in the United Kingdom 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) in terms of 
Minimum List Headings (MLHs) and their principal 
products reflect the principal activities carried on in 
establishments classified to industries of the SIC. 
Manufacturers’ sales of some 4,800 different principal 
products are published quarterly in Business Monitors.

An example of the way in which the alternative 
classifications operate in practice is given in the Addendum 
at the end of this article in respect of motor vehicles.

The uses of the new series

Although statistics of overseas trade on a commodity 
basis meet many requirements, for some purposes of

•The author wishes to acknowledge the contributions of the 
Businevi Sutistk:* Office, the Central SUlistical Office and HM 
Customs and Excise in the establishment of these new series.
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analysis a classification by producer industry is valuable 
and there has been a growing demand for official figures. 
The new series may be used in studies of import penetra
tion, in assessing export performance or. where meaning
ful, looking at the ‘balance of trade* for principal 
products of individual industries. Information of this 
kind can also be used in studies of individual industrial 
sectors and in wider exercises of forecasting and inter
pretation. A further use is in constructing input-output 
tables. Classifications by producer industry have been 
compiled for this purpose in the past but the analyses in 
the published tables are in less detail than is presented 
here (and are not available by area) and, so far, have not 
been available for a run of years on a continuing basis. 
The scries presented with this article will go some way 
towards meeting these demands, and annual figures arc 
now available for the years 1970 to 1973 inclusive (see 
Table I). (For the availability of annual series prior to 
1970 see Note (i).)

Principles underlying the new series
Method o f allocation o f trade headings to industries in 
the new classification

The general principle used here in classifying overseas 
trade headings to industries, which arc defined in terms 
of their principal products, is similar to that adopted by 
the United Nations Statistical Office in its paper Classi
fication o f Commodities hy Industrial Origin^ in which it 
allocated items of the SITC(R) to industries of the 
International Standard Industrial Classification. To 
obtain the new scries each of the United Kingdom 
8-digit code numbers has been classified to the industry 
(MLH) in which the product is principally manufactured. 
The series for each industry is obtained by summing the 
trade for those 8-digit code numbers so classified and 
Table I shows the results for 131 separately identified 
industries. Breakdowns for 18 areas or countries, and 
details of the allocations of trade headings to industries, 
for each of the four years will be nwde available. (Sec 
Note (ii).)

In the case of 8-digit heading which include commo
dities which are treated as principal products of more 
than one industry, the trade headings are allocated 
either equally between the industries, or proportionately if 
other information (for example output) Is available; for 
example, trade in the 1970 TariffTrade heading 8411 
1387. relating to gas compressors, was allocated 40 per 
cent to MLH 333, the manufacture of pumps, valves and

*Unittd Sations Statistical Papers Sertes M No 43 Rev (1971)
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compressors and 60 per cent to MLH 339, the manufac
ture of other machinery. Imports and exports of waste 
materials and scrap are classified to the industries in the 
United Kingdom in which the waste arises mainly as a 
by-product. Second-hand goods are classified to the 
industry of which the new good is a principal product.
Imports of agricultural goods which are not generally 
grown in this country for example citrus fruits and raw 
cotton, are classified to agriculture.

iDterpretatioD of the series

In interpreting the series and, in particular, in making 
comparisons between them and UK manufacturers’ sales, 
care is needed with regard to aspects of classification and 
to differences in the bases of the statistics, for example, 
methods of valuation, definitions used and coverages of 
the series.

Basis o f Classification
First, exports of commodities requiring several process
ing stages in their manufacture are wholly allocated to the 
industry to which they are classified in the final form in 
which they are exported; in other words figures of exports 
relate to direct exports. For example, exports of finished 
ships, motor cars and aircraft are classified to MLHs 370, 
381 and 383, the shipbuilding and marine engineering 
industry, motor vehicle manufacturing industry, and 
aerospace equipment manufacturing and repairing 
industry respectively. Such industries will not normally 
have been the only ones contributing to the final value of 
exports of the commodities. (An alternative system of 
classification is to attribute to each industry the value 
added to exports by that industry, and this is done in the 
input-output tables for seventy industries for particular 
years.)

Secondly, the fact that certain exported goods are 
classified to a particular industry does not imply that all 
such commodities were produced by establishments of 
that industry. The exports figures are derived from the 
Overseas Trade Statistics and values attributed to in
dividual industries include exports of such products 
manufactured as secondary output by establishments 
classified elsewhere, and also exports by stockholders, 
distributors, or traders exporting im port^ commodities. 
However, whilst there are differences between industries, 
the sales of principal products by establishments classified 
to any particular industry are generally a high proportion 
of the total sales of the principal products of that in
dustry and correspondingly this will be largely true of 
UK manufactured exports.

Thirdly, although the values of imports of a particular 
commodity are attributed to the industry of which the 
commodity is a principal product in the United Kingdom 
this does not imply that the industry is necessarily either 
the customer or the industry of importation. For example, 
the shipbuilding and aircraft industries do not generally 
import complete ships and aircraft; it is generally 
customers of these industries who import such finished 
goods.

Finally, the Business Monitor sales figures include 
‘duplication’, that is sales from one establishment to 
another in the same industry. It would be preferable 
to compare trade and manufacturers’ sales free from 
‘duplication’, but this is not possible for individual 
commodities.

Valuation
In contrast to the ex-works valuation of manufacturers* 
sales figures, reported in the Business Monitor Produc
tion Series, the exports and imports in these new series 
are valued on the Overseas Trade Statistics basis. 
Exports are valued ‘free on board’, that is the cost of the 
goods to the purchaser abroad including packing, inland 
and coastal transport in the UK, dock dues, loading 
charges and all other costs, profits charges and expenses 
(for example insurance and commission) accruing up to 
the point where the goods are deposit^ on board the 
exporting vessel or aircraft or at the land boundary of 
Northern Ireland. Imports are valued ‘cost, insurance 
and freight.’ These values reflect the prices which the 
goods would fetch on a sale in the open market giving 
delivery to the buyer at the place of importation into the 
United Kingdom, the seller bearing freight, insurance, 
commission and all other costs, charges and expenses 
incidental to the sale and delivery, except duties or taxes 
chargeable in the United Kingdom.

Commodity definitions
The definitions of commodities for trade statistics are 
those used in the United Kingdom Tariff and Overseas 
Trade Classification (based ultimately on the Brussels 
Tariff Nomenclature (BTN) and its Explanatory Notes) 
which often are not identical with the commodity 
descriptions used in the Index o f Commodities for the 
Quarterly Statistics o f Manufacturers' Sales {Business 
Monitor PQ 1000).

Coverage
The commodity sales figures reported in the Business 
Monitor Production Series generally relate to establish
ments employing 25 or more persons and exclude the 
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, whereas trade 
figures relate, except where indicated below, to all trade 
in goods between the United Kingdom (including the 
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man) and the rest of the 
world.

The new series, based on the Overseas Trade Statistics, 
have certain differences in coverage from manufacturers’ 
sales figures. The principal ones are the inclusion (at face 
value, not merely at the value of work done) of returned 
goods and goods for process and repair. Moreover, the 
trade figures include arrivals and departures of goods 
generally which are re-exported after import. In respe^ 
of imports, the trade figures exclude ships built abroad 
for UK owners but delivered in the first place to overseas
ports.

In this analysis parcel post and low value consignments 
(see footnotes to Table 1 for definitions) are excluded at 
the individual industry level because no separate com
modity information is available, but are included in a 
residual heading (listed as 970 in Table 1). This includes.
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in addition to the parcel post and low value consign
ments, imports and exports of those commodities 
separately identified in the Tariff but where figures at 
individual 8-digit or country level are not separately 
published for reasons of confidentiality. Imports and 
exports of the products of MLH 342, the ordnance and 
small arms industry, not separately shown, are also 
included in Heading 970. No separate country informa
tion is available for this residual heading.

Future derelopments

It is Intended to produce regular quarterly series as soon 
as possible, with a run from the first quarter 1970—see 
Note (ii). A more detailed industrial breakdown will also 
be available at a later date; for certain MLHs there will 
be series at a lower level. Discussions of the results will 
be published subsequently.

Addenduni
An example of the way the alternative presentations of 
the trade data work may be taken relating to motor 
vehicles. The normal presentation in the Overseas Trade 
Statistics (OTS) of the value of exports of road motor 
vehicles, Group 732 of the SITC(R) (but excluding 
732*9 motor cycles and parts), shows a fi^ re  of £1,079 
million for 1973; the value of exports against the 8-digit 
heading allocate to MLH 381, motor vehicle manufac
turing, is £1,064 million. The differences arising from the 
classification of the 8-digit headings include the following

ii
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examples. *Dumpers for use in excavating and levelling* 
are classified in the OTS under Group 73^ against head
ings 8702 0117 and 8702 0195. but in the SIC these 
products are classified to the manufacture of construction 
and earth-moving equipment (MLH 336); the value of 
exports in 1973 for these two headings was £13*5 million. 
In contrast, exports of some internal combustion engines, 
valued at £S7 million are classified under MLH 381 but 
in the normal OTS tables they fall under a range of 
8-digit headings within SITC sub-group 711*5 (internal 
combustion engines, other than for aircraft).

Notes
(i) Prior to 1970 imports and exports were recorded in 
less detail and there were significant differences in the 
definitions of many of the items from the definitions in the 
1970 Tariff. The Central Statistical Office have estimated 
the anaylsis of trade in terms of producer industries for 
the years 1963—1969; there are some differences in the 
allocations of trade headings to industries from the 
figure for 1970 onwards but these earlier estimates arc 
considered to be broadly comparable. TTierc is, however, 
no area breakdown available for the years 1%3—1969. 
Further details of the estimates for the years prior to 1970 
are available from Branch 6 of the Centi^ Statistical 
Office.
(ii) The form in which the quarterly series, the area 
breakdown and details of the allocation of trade headings 
to MLHs will be made available has not yet been decided 
and users are invited to notify the Economics and 
Statistics Division 5B 1 of the Department of Industry of 
their interests; any further information about the new 
series can be obtained from the same source.
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APPENDIX
Analysis of commodities imported and exported according to the industries

of which they are principal products
Imports are valued and exports f.o.b.

Current prices £ thousand

Minimum list heading Imports

001
002
003

Agriculture and horticulture 
Forestry 
Fishing

•  • 4  •

•  • 4  •

Tou l Order I •  • •  •

■ ■Coal mining
Stone and slate quarrying and mining 
Chalk, clay, sand and gravel extraction 
Petroleum and natural gas 
Other mining and quarrying

Total Order

Grain milling
Bread and flour confectionery . .  
Biscuits
Bacon curing, meat and fish products . 
Milk and milk products . .
Sugar
Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery 
Fruit and vegetable products 
Animal and poultry foods 
Vegetable and animal oils and fats 
Food industries not elsewhere specified 
Brewing and malting 
Soft drinks
Other drink industries . .
Tobacco

Total Order •  •

Coke ovens and manufactured fuel 
Mineral oil refining 
Lubricating oils and greases

Total Order IV

General chemicals...............................................
Pharmaceutical chemicals & preparations
Toilet preparations
Paint m a  «•
Soap and detergents
Synthetic resins and plastics materials and 

synthetic rubber 
Dyestuffs and pigments . .
Fertilisers . .
Other chemical industries

Total Order V

941.257
13,553
13,224

966.034

913
2.225
5.104

697,544
292,800*

998,586

11,510
1,138
2,386

530.481
182,530
111,445

31,506
148,687
38,312

142,993*
191,221
16,257
11,833
63,426
6,427

1,490.152

1,037
228,001
13.790

242,828

307.507 
40,841* 
5,087 
5,452 
9,618*

118,166- 
28,940 
23,048 
40,033

578.692

'70 1971
'

1972 1973

Exports Imports Exports Imports
' 1

Exports Imports Exports

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

107,073 925,838 101,874 989.587 138,517 1,360,066 182,790
2,609 12,025 2,462 12,784 2,310 24.957 3.020
3,834 12,410 5,076 15,074 6,025 16,902 10,495

113,516 950,273 109.412 1.017,445 146,852 1,401.925 196,305

Mining and quarrying

17,544 39,219 13,245 48.943 9,699 21,289 15,198
1,385 2,052 1,424 2,346 1,707 2,782 2,161

32,174 4,867 34,120 3,860 36,223 5.493 44,288
1,432 940.098 1,510 923,408 2.326 1,305,665 2.815

18,145 278,593* 14,064 261,438* 12,550 325,463* 13,933

70,680 1,264,829 64,363 1,239,995 62,507 1,660,692 78,395

Food, drink and tobacco

4.719 , 10,521 5,653 10,205 5,552 10,228 8,255
1.302 1.S26 , 1,417 2.304 1,351 2,580 1,308

12,216 3,682 14,763 4,135 14,954 4,728 17,730
39,757 566,812 46,523 651.172 75,074 884,385 118,203
15,620 234,619 23,187 255,400 24,278 216,958 45.290
11,460 115,962 15,471 138,323 24,132 162,123 35.635
40,180 27,841 45,688 30,708 48,243 49,159 56,684
20,734 142.425 22,999 155.644 25.496 246,259 33.134
7,446 33,331 8.755 42,789 10,154 70,634 11,843
7,291 148,162* 7,996 1 123,881* 9,915 201,411*1 17.311

39,792 190,713 45,245 180,256 44.893 226,121 , 60.274
8,252 21,938 12,265 23,989 11,965 33,322 16,605
3.793 17,688 5,357 19,798 5.721 28,477 7,773

217,802 78,662 255,679 110,676 258,091 199,939 296,014
40,129 9,821 42,779 12,334 47,985 16,935 58,126

470,493 1,603,703 553,777 1,761,614 607.804 2.353,259 784,185

Coal and petroleum products

9,222 6.300 8,107 8,151 7,221 5,166 ' 11,312
143,794 244.521 173.959 240.915 181.828 369.964 294.649

30,152 14,013 34.520 14,966 33,808 18,145 41.722

183,168 264,834 216.586 264,032 222,857 393.275 347.683

Chemicals and allied industries

316,990 309,168 356.453 342,116 382.459 460,535 530,873
136.315 46,126* 164.923 52.857* 176,692 79,968* 222,151
22.432 6,232 23,959 8,967 28,169 15,064 34,328
17,624 5,877 19,975 7,318 22,189 9,998 27,399
24,376 10.875* 24,638 13,586* 23,957 16,002* 33,002

149,469 127,657* 165,081 153,612* 182,491 209,914* 224.250
30,710* 33,203 32,331* 37.011 38,877* 52,707 53,795*
4,778 25,834 3,638 32,826 6,984 35.145 14,755

117.019 46,984 135,425 53,503 139.976 73.292 173,257

819.713 j 611,956 926,423 701.796 1,001,794 952,625 1,313,810
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VI

IX

311 Ifo” *
312 S teel'
313
321 Aloffli 
J22 Coppf 
323 Other

Tool Orde

331 Agric 
Meal

333 Pump
334 Indus
335 Texti
336 Cons

I
337 Mech
338 Offi«
339 Otfiei
341 Indust

SI
342 Ordnj 
349 Other

V i

Total Orde

351 Photo1

352
e<

Watcf
353 Surjic
354 Stieni

ôtal Order

370 ĥipbm
'otal
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138.517
2,310
6.025

1.34O.064
24.957
16.902

146,852 1,401,925

9.599
1.707

35223
2,328

11550

21.269
2.782
5.493

1.305,655
325.453'

62,507 1.660,592

5.552
I , 351 

14.954 
75,074 
24.278 
24.132 
48.243 
25,495 
10.154 
9.915 

44.893
II , 955 

5.721
258.091
47,985

10,226
1580
4.n8

884.385
216,958
152,123
49.159

245.159 
70,534 

201.41V 
226.121 
33.322 
28.477 

199.939 
16.935

182.790
3.020

10.495

195J05

15.196
2.161

44088
2115

13.913

78.395

1055
1008

17.730
118.203
45090
35,635
56.684
33.1)4
11.843
17.311
60J74
15.605
7,773

196.014
58.125

607.804 2353.159 784,185

►ducts

7,121
181.828

33.808

5.166
369,964
18.145

11J11
294,649
41,722

ujtrie*

15,5J
9.99̂,

16.002'

530.17)

3̂ -2
27-233.002

14.755

1, .794
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Analysis of commodities imported and exported according to the Industries
of which they are principal products (continued)

Imports are valued e.i.f. and exports f^ .b .
Current prices

£  thou»nd

Minimum lilt  hesdinj

Iron and steel (g en e ra l)................................
Steel tubes ..............................................
Iron castings, etc.................................................
Aluminium and aluminium alloys 
Copper, brass and other copper a llo ys.. 
Other base metals ................................

Total Order VI

«  •

Agricultural machinery (except tractors) 
Metal-working machine tools 
Pumps, valves and compressors
Industrial engines..............................................
Textile machinery and accessories 
Construction and earth-moving equip- 

rncni
Mechanical handling equipm ent..
Office m achinery..............................................
Other m achinery..............................................
Industrial (including process) plant and 

steelwork
Ordnance and small arms 
Other mechanical engineering not else* 

where specified

•  •

•  «

Total Order VII

3S1 Photographic and document copying
e q u ip m e n t..............................................

Watches and clocks ................................
Surgical instruments and appliances 
Scientific and industrial instruments and 

systems ..............................................

Total Order VIII . .

3 6 9

Electrical machinery
Insulated wires and cables
Telegraph and telephone apparatus and

e q u ip m e n t..............................................
Radio and electronic components 
Broadcast receiving and sound reproduc*

ing equipment ................................
Electronic c o m p u te r s ................................
Radio, radar and electronic capital goods 
Electric appliances primarily for domestic

u s e ............................................................
Other electrical goods

•  •

Total Order IX . .

370 Shipbuilding and marine engineering . .  

Total Order X  . .

1970

Imports

161.743 
25.737 
6,385 

81.861* 
295,557 
193,445*

764.728

17,491
77.922
52.625
18.850
47.940

66.450
28,317
81.525

169.540

24.232

45.222

630,114

27.489
20.827
13.308

90.628

152,252

43,391
6.263

12,384
125,363

35.389
148.219

34.990

29,306
40,374

475.679

46.695

46,695

Exports

257.350
64.643
14,332
26.250

124,447
128.517'

615.539

37,344
116.312
116.647
86,516

116.358

169,043
73.460
75.989

326,157

91.985

93.474

1,305,285

54.841
11,046
20.097

122,889

208,673

106,947 
47.554

38,424
117.909

21.496
77.407
80,807

48.789
85.726

625.061

98,135'

98.135

1971 1972

Imports Exporu Imports Exports

M etal m anufacture

149.934 314.471 189.208 297.605
33,628 75,101 36.434 70,535
9,220 15.892 , 10,159 13.010

99.607* 26.553 96.439* 24.143*
193.544 89.384 215.469 77,991
176,362* 110.711* i 152.552* 117.609*

662.295 632.112 700.261 600 891

M echanical engineering

21.386 35.561 29.105 40.872
69,204 129.607 72.326 109.734
56.662 142.122 63.882 159.250
19,427 100.685 24.127 101.184
48.588 134.116 51.642 139.029

54,571 184.014 58.748 181.712
33.818 98.512 44.981 60.856
66.805 91.091 58.828 69.481

189,481 387,004 237.111 387,189

33.535 129.361* 37.929 142.140'_  #
1

* *

46,820 112.902 11 49.502 107.689

640,297
1

1.544,975 ! 728,181 1.519.136

Instrum ent engineering

35,800 72.344 52.254 74.068
24,257 12,827 30.703 15.139
16.950 28.029 20.049 31.549

98.600 135.641 103.619 141.632

175.607 248.841 206.625 262.388

E le c trica l engineering

44.228 140,272 59.489 137,336
6.909 51.817 10,251 46.966

12.195 52.449 16,076 49.208
126.992 123,303 176.450 151.204

58.346 23,348 126,741 29,604
152.389 90.542 170.449 137,917

37.236 92.731 43.438 94.610

36.477 53,328 50.246 56,180
45.922 88.039 56,136 93.969

520.694 715,829 709,276 796.994

Shipbuilding and m arine engineering

59.111* 113.659* 77.511* 153,248*

59,111 113,659 77.511 153.240

1973

Imports Exports

266.705
72.965
13.360

107.939-
351,830
220.760

329.287
84.216
16,603
36.184

153.467
164.172'

1.035.559 783.929

45.982
103.561
91,219
32.472
79.489

50,240
121.523
177.733
121,986
154.624

102.679
59.115
89.959

353.677

219.280
91,124
84,462

439,038

54,224 144.305*

69.561 134.294

1.081.938 1,738.609

75.352
45.840
30.014

99.006
19.180
41.817

143.084 163.701

294,290 323,704

77.221
14.113

152,330
58.335

22.168
270.890

54.690
191.313

266,198 
261.066 
59.014

42.6^0
207.301
107.391

92.324
84.409

69,741
121.085

1.147.405 1.004.816

118.894* 159.550*

118,894 159.550
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Analysis of commodities imported and exported according to the industries
of which they are principal products (continued)

Imports are valued c.l.f. and exports f.o.b.

SIC
order Minimum list heading

X I

Lb*. XII

I J « T..

i .  •

XIII

•i '

h
f i

XIV

380
381
382

383

384
385

Wheeled tractor manufacturing 
Motor vehicle manufacturing . .
Motor cycle, tricycle and pedal cycle 

manufacturing
Aerospace equipment manufacturing and 

repairing
Locomotives and railv/ay track equipment 
Railway carriages and wagons and trams

Total Order X I

Current prices £ thousand

1970

Imports

24,709
151,795

7,509

153,285*
171

1,711

339,180

390 Engineers' small tools and gauges . .  I 25,592
391 Hand tools and implements . .  . .  | 10,608
392 Cutlery, spoons, forks and plated table*

ware, etc........................................................ I 8,305
393 Bolts, nuts, screws, rivets, etc.....................  9,835
394 W ire  and w ire manufactures . .  . .  9,572
395 Cans and metal b o x e s ................................  1,506
396 fJewellery and precious metals . .  ■ ■ 386,244
399 Metal industries not elsewhere specified 51,018

Total Order X ll |  . .  . .  . .  . .  502,680

411 Production of man-made fibres . .  | 51,520
412 Spinning and doubling on the cotton and

flax systems . .  . .  • ■ I 68,204
413 Weaving of cotton, linen and man-made

fib re s ...................................................................I 101,317
414 Woollen and w o r s t e d ................................  1 33,739
415 Jute .............................................................. 13,917
416 Rope, twine and net . .  . .  2,370
417 Hosiery and other knitted goods . .  47,752
418 Lace .............................................................  4,275
419 C a r p e t s ...................................................................| 18,939
421 Narrow fabrics (not more than 30 cm

w id e ) ................................................................... I 3,025
422 Made-up te x t ile s ............................................... 16,239
429 Other textile industries...................................... I 9,344

To u l Order X III . .  ................................ I 370,641

431 Leather (tanning and dressing) and fell*
mongery ..................................................... I 24,578

432 Leather goods . .  . .  . .  •• 6,104
433 F u r ................................................................................. I 8,631

To u l Order X IV  ..................................................... I 39,313

Exports

185,313
815,726*

38,742

249,989*
5,527
4,289

1.299.586

29,693
25,537

25,123
16,555
48,167
10,286

350,288
108,277

613,926

102,530*

27,989

70,523
1^6,046

2,986
4,519

75,632
4,188

39,351

5.499 
14,549 
19,278*

513.090

35.404
8,071

17,611

61,086

132

1971

Imports

27,594 
257,201 *

13,237

214,389*
168

1,737

514,326

Exports

1972

Imports

Vehicles

215,012
965,633*

47,296

305,502*
7,389
4.912

1,545,744

35,832
462,614*

21,088

225.950*
209

1,327

747,020

Exports

241.163
894,055*

56.598

389,308*
9,693
9,137

1,599,954

Metal goods not elsewhere specified

27,022
12,419

9,193 
10,442 
10,250 
1,399 

445 223 
60,356

576,304

70,793

67,136

133,093
34,321
11,827
2,753

62,636
4,551

20,614

3,647
24,525
10,196

446.092

38,024
27,131

25,973
17,891
47,286
8,418

472.898
128,444

766,065

26.423
14,795

10,647
10,785
11.632
1,878

533,089
83,948

693,197

Textiles

109,873*

27,200

73,574
131,330

2,983
4,791

95,705
4.048

43,477

5,453
14,843
23,426

536,703

76,864

78,482

159.581
46,157
14,392
3,035

70,525
6,832

26,833

4,373
28,931
11,760

527,765

37.773
26,617

24,015 
17,001 
43,260 
7,852 

598,076 
122,489

877,083

118,841

29,620

81,020 
149,019 

3,444 
4,919 

88,306 
3,878 

51.597

5,587
14,810
23,604

574,645

Leather, leather goods and fur

30,716
7,128
7,204

45,048

38,309
8,717

17,569

64,595

38,202
9,804
9,495

57,501

46.001
8,836

22,467

77304

1 .

: >
jI

1973

Imports

49,908 
615.782*

30,234

320.420*
153

2,237

1,018,734

35,453
20,706

16,553 
16,179 
21,176 
3,079 

826,151 
120,233

1,059,530

104,934

116,313

224.436
75,100
12,543
4,231

92.107
9,463

39.903

5,529
36,804
18.887

740350

54,484 
17,111 
14,078

65.673

Exports

276,822
1,064,285*

59,616

491,396*
7,957
4.361

1,904,437

51,874 
30,417

1.

28,636 
21,599 
56.209 
9,362 

006,875 
152,751*

1,357,723

157,055*

45,215

108,269 
220,852 

3,974 
5,615 

99,783 
4.799 

78,154

6,516
18,220
34,524

782,976

56,649
10,878
29,962

97,489

CO
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Analysis of commodities imported and exported according to the industries
of which they are principal products (cont/nued^

Im po rts mre velued and exports f.o .b .

Current prices C thousand

1970

SIC
order Minimum list heading Imports

XV

XVI

441 Weatherproof outerwear 7,267
442 Men's and boys' tailored outerwear . .  17,639
443 Women's and girls' tailored outerwear 8,727
444 Overalls and men’s shirts, underwear, etc. 26,368
44$ Dresses, lingerie, infants’ wear, etc. . .  16,147
446 Hats, caps and millinery . .  1,966
449 Dress industries not elsewhere specified 23,304
450 Fo o tw e a r............................................... 41,531

To u l Order X V ............................................................. I 144.969

461 Bricks, fireclay and refractory goods , .  7,730
462 P o t t e r y ..............................................  7,911
463 Glass .............................................................  33.005
464 C e m e n t ..............................................  834
469 Abrasives and building materials, etc. not

elsewhere specified................. 17,747

Total Order X V I ..............................................  67,227

XV II

XVIII

X IX

471 Timber ............................................................ | 320,818
472 Furniture and upholstery , .  1 9,562
473 Bedding, etc. ..............................................  385
475 Wooden containers and baskets . .  | 7,856
479 Miscellaneous wood and cork manufac*

t u r e s .............................................................I 7,938

Tou l Order XV II ..............................................  346,559

481 Paper and b o a rd ............................................. | 417,748
482 Packaging products of paper, board and

associated materials . .  I 3,022
483 Manufactured stationery.............................. | 2,980
484 Manufactures of paper and board not

elsewhere specified.............................. I 4,792
485 Printing, publishing of newspapers . .  I 3,402
486 Printing, publishing of periodicals . .  | 2,929
489 Other printing, publishing, bookbinding,

engraving, etc. .................................... | 38,535

To u l Order XVIU .................................................. I 473,408

491 R u b b e r .......................................................... | 31.423
492 Linoleum, plastics floorcovering, leather-

cloth, etc. . .  . .  . . 1  13,487
493 Brushes and brooms ....................................| 7,168
494 Toys, games, children's carriages and

sporu e q u ip m e n t............................. I 20,406
495 Miscellaneous sutioners' goods . .  6,919
496 Plastics products not elsewhere specified I 25,594
499 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries | 13,128

Toul Order X IX  . . . .  I 118,125

Exports

4,845
6.886

17,430
9.597

26,336
3,500

11,080
36,168

117,842

14,585
39.929
48,804

5,578

20,813

129,709

7,629
15,355
1.406
1,393

4,843

30,626

50,657

1971

Imporu Exports

1972

Imports Exports

C lo th ing  and footw ear

10,145 
25.620 
12,093 
39,651 
24,630 
2,232 

20,015 
55,853

190,639

4,957
10,071
18,453
11,112
24.477
3,587
9,075

37,101

118,833

13,495
35,117
14,738
45,999
32,089
2,068

19,152
63,688

226,346

4,598
13,875
18,556
13,966
28.106
3,931
7,597

33,130

1973

Imports Exports

123,759

B ric k s , p o ttery , glass, cem ent, etc.

8,137
8,315

33,533
1,053

16,709

67.747

331,467 
13,563 

557 
10,590

8,811

364,988

7.263
9,028

17,824
11,938
8,950

58,777*

164.437

102,511

18,148
6.048

50,485
12.288
28,440
14.046

231,966

406,471

3,198
3,174

5,002
3,964
3.740

45.032

470,581

36,678

17,503
8,249

26,381
7,538

30,858
15.471

142.678

18,863 9.078 21,354 10,103
44,834 11,680 48,434 16,189
56,786 42,655 58,154 58,580

5,263 1,234 5,382 1,626

25,651 20,600 25,506 29.798

151,397 85.247 158,830 116,296

T im b e r, fu rn itu re , e tc .

8,844 367.999 9.027 658,043
19,561 23,655 23,801 44.980
1,927 725 1,408 925

965 8,779 654 10.620

5,610 9,984 5.352 14,705

36,907 411.142 40,242 729,273

prin ting  and publishing

56,618 468,514 61,098 581,460

7,101 3,990 5.913 7,014
10,141 5,109 9,893 6,304

21,922 5,524 25,021 7,432
10,532 4.546 11,034 5,811
8,297 4,289 9.055 5,068

73.449* 50,681 86.227* 59.781

188,060 542.653 208.241 672370

le r m anu^ cturing industries

114,291 47,514* 109,762 64,613'

19,354 20,470 18,807 35,255
7,016 8,029 7,052 10,251

56,519 34,866 56,152 58,071
13,151 9,583 13,922 13,467
32,936 42.018 36,492 66,806
15,439 21.730 17,136 33.376

258,706 184,210 259.323 281.839

20,814
61.705
25.800
64,128
48,186
2,753

29,082
85,730

338,198
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Analysis of commodities imported and exported according to the industries
of which they are principal products ( c o n t i n u e d )

Im p o rts  a re  valued c.i.f. and ex p o rts  f.o.b.

Current prices £ thousand

SIC
order Minimum list heading

XXI

601 G as .............................................................
602 E lectricity.................................................

Total Order XXI .....................................

879 Paintings, sculptures, antiques, stamps of
philatelic interest, etc.

881 Cinematograph film, photographic prints,
etc........................................................

Total Miscellaneous .....................................

970 Residual heading . . #  •

Total imports and exports •  •

19170

Imports Exports

2,335
1,640 11

1,640 2,346

55,006 58,317

5,811 10,050

60,817 68,367

224,447 317.652

9,036,766 8,061,096

1971

Imports

359

359

Exports

1972

Imports

Gas and e lectric ity

1,007

1,732

1,732

Exports

102

M iscellaneous headings

56,717

6,396

63,113

59,333 78,671

11,176 10,395

70,509 89,066

72,969

12,777

85.746

O th e r  im ports  and exports

185.662

9,821,136

316,900

9,181,403

1&5.676

.138,291

366,079

9,745,781 15,839,883

1973

Imports

434

127,109

9.773

136,882

220.042

Exports

111,022

14,331

125,353

484.950

12,454,292

Notes;
(i) Imports and exports of certain restricted items are not included in industry totals but in the residual heading identified above as 970.

(ii) Figures where restricted items have been removed are asterisked.
(iii) Parcel post imports valued at under £50 (raised to £100 with effect from 1 September 1973) and parcel post exports are included in the residual

heading 970.
(iv) Low value consignments, other than parcel post, of an individual value less than £50 (raised to £100 with effect from 1 September 1973) are

included in residual heading 970.
(v) fThe imports and exports allocated to MLH 396 include diamonds. Excluding diamonds the figures for MLH 396 are:

1970 1971 1972 1973

Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports

75,371 93,482 56,437 89,854 54,275 139.638 99,713 210,991

1 3 4
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din^ identified above ai 970.

exports are included in the residue

^effca from 1 September 1973) are

1 396 are:

Extracted from Economic Trends No 245, March 1974

Resources devoted to research and develop
by manufacturing industry

1. Introduction
Expenditure on scientific research and development by 
British industry in 1969 amounted to over £700 million, 
equivalent to nearly 2 per cent of the total gross domestic 
product. This sum relates to expenditure on research and 
development in the natural and medical sciences (include 
ing engineering) and covers expenditure on basic research, 
applied research and experimental development; expendi
ture on research in the social sciences (including 
economics) is not covered.* Of this expenditure, about 
90 per cent was spent within private industry, a further
6 per cent was spent in the laboratories of the public

idcorporations, and the remainder was spent in collabor
ative research associations and elsewhere. This article 
deals primarily with the expenditure of that part of 
private industry which is engaged in manufacturing, to 
which has been added expenditure by the British Steel 
Corporation (a public corporation) to give a total for 
expenditure by manufacturing industry which amounted 
to some £680 million in 1969. It considers the size of 
expenditure on research and development in relation to 
other measures of the activity of individual manufacturing 
industries; how far expenditure on research and develop
ment is affected by cyclical factors; the effect of taking 
account also of expenditure on licences, royalties, 
patents, etc.; and the effect of regarding expenditure on 
research and development as a form of investment.

The earliest records of research activity, covering the 
whole of British industry, relate to 1930 when a survey 
was undertaken by the Federation of British Industry. 
In that year it is estimated that expenditure on research 
and development was under £3 million. The Second 
World War increased the tempo of research and develop
ment but it is probable that by 1945 the total expenditure 
on research and development was still only of the order 
of £30 million. From 1945 to 1955 was a period of 
extremely rapid growth, and by 1955, to which the first 
official survey relates, exp>enditure by manufacturing 
industry alone had reached about £185 million; un
fortunately there is no information available on the 
changes within this period. The very rapid growth rate 
continued and by 1958 expenditure by manufacturing 
industry was over £250 million and by 1961 it was 
approaching £400 million. During the 1960's the rate of 
growth slackened off and from 1964 to 1969 the increase 
averaged around 8 per cent per annum compared with 
an increase averaging over 10 per cent a year from 
1955 to 1964. These increases of course reflect the effect 
of price increases as well as changes in the Volume* of

*A full definition and details of the statistics available on research 
and development will be found in Research and Development 
Expenditure. Studies in OfTiciaJ Statistics No. 21 (HMSO 1973).

expenditure. From 1966 to 1969 the increase in expendi
ture on research and development no more than kept 
pace with the increase in the contribution of manufactur
ing industry to total output; in both 1966 and 1969 
expenditure on research and development amounted to 
about 5^ per cent of the value added by manufacturing 
industry (this ratio is discussed in Section II below).

The figures for expenditure on research and develop
ment since 1955 by manufacturing industry are shown in 
Table A. Figures for 1972 will become available later 
this year. The table also shows to what extent that 
expenditure was financed by government funds. During 
this period the funds made available by government 
grew more slowly than those made available by companies 
and the share financed by government fell from about 
two-thirds in 1955 to only one-third in 1969. In the latter 
years of this period there was an appreciable drop in 
defence funds for R & D and the increase in the total of 
government funds was in funds for civil projects; in 1969 
little more than half of the funds provided by government 
were on account of defence.

K.

Expenditure on research and development by manufacturing
Indu.stry(')

TABLE A At current prices £ million

Total
expenditure

Company
funded(*)

Governnwnt funded

Total o f  which 
Defence

I955(») .. 187 60 127 118
1958(*) .. 266 112 154 142
1 9 6 lh  .. 378 223 155 . •

1964(*) .. 4S8 296 162 • «

1966 585 390 195 ISI
1967 609(*) 413(0 196 131
1968 639(‘) 435(0 204 124
1969 679(0 457(0 222 129

(*) The figures relate either to the calendar year or to the firm's 
accounting year ending between 6 April and 5 April of the 
following calendar year.

( ')  Including a small amount of expenditure funded from overseas.
(*) These figures are not quite as comprehensive as those for later 

years; in particular the figures before 1964 exclude expenditure 
contracted out.

(*) Including the British Steel Corporation.

-

nr

11. The importance of research and 
development expenditure

In this section comparisons are made between the 
allocation of resources to research and development and 
other measures of the activity of individual manufacturing 
industries. In the main, comparisons are made between 
expenditure on research and development, other costs

U
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and sales in the year 1968. The selection of the year 1968 
is determined by its being the year of a detailed census 
of production for which input-output tables have been 
prepared. The fact that magnitudes are compared for a 
single year does not imply that any causal relationships 
which there may be are constrained within a single year. 
On the contrary, R & D budgets are influenced by the 
funds available and hence by the turnover and profits of 
the preceding year, or years. Equally expenditure on 
R & D may lead to consequential increases in sales and 
profits in the following year or in several later years.

The statistics of expenditure on research and develop
ment are collected from companies but are related to a 
product or product groupt. It will be appreciated that 
this breakdown of the data is more informative than 
allocating the R & D expenditure of a whole company 
to its main product, that is to its industry as defined by 
the Standard Industrial Classification. The census of 
production data are generally based on the industrial 
classification of the establishment. It follows therefore 
that if one wishes to examine research and development 
expenditure in the various product groups in relation to 
other economic variables which are classified by industry, 
then the comparison cannot be precise. However, 
product groups generally correspond quite closely 
to industries since establishments in manufacturing 
industry are classified according to their principal 
product. The comparability of the figures for product

tThe methods of collection are described in the annexe to Research 
and Development Expenditure, Studies in Official Statistics No. 21 
(HMSO 1973) and in Trade and Industry for 21 December 1972.

groups with those for establishments in the industry 
is considered in the appendix, which shows that 
the difference in classification has relatively little effect 
on the ratio of expenditure on R & D to turnover. 
Having made this check no further adjustments for 
these differences in classification are made in this article.

The main components of total R & D expenditure are 
shown in Table B. Tn house’ expenditure carried out 
within the company is divided between capital and 
current in order to show separately that part of expendi
ture which is for capital assets. Looked at in another 
way, all the expenditure on R & D may be considered as 
a form of investment in the future and hence as capital 
expenditure; this aspect is considered in Section V. 
Current expenditure on R &, D includes no allowance 
for depreciation or capital consumption. For manufactur
ing as a whole, R & D capital expenditure in 1968 was 
about 9 per cent of total expenditure on R & D. The 
‘contracted out’ category requires some explanation even 
though the figures are very small, at about 5 per cent of 
the total. Research and development work which is 
contracted out consists of two parts. The first part 
covers contracts placed within manufacturing industry 
and therefore contains an element of double counting in 
much the same way that intra-industry purchases and 
sales of intermediate goods and services introduce an 
element of duplication into the figures of turnover. 
The second part of R & D contracted out consists of 
contracts placed outside manufacturing industry, as for 
example when R & D is carried out by research associ
ations or private laboratories on behalf of companies.

«•

Expenditure on research and development in relation to turnover, 1968

TABLE B

Food, drink, t o b a c c o ........................
Coal, petroleum, chemical and allied products 

Petroleum products 
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations 
Plastics ..
Other chemicals

T o t a l ................................................
Metal manufacture ........................
Mechanical engineering:

Machine tools 
Industrial engines 
Other mechanical engineering

T o t a J ................................................
Instrument e n g in e e r in g ........................
Electrical engineering:

Electronics and telecommunications 
Electrical machinery 
Other electrical engineering

T o t a l ......................................
Shipbuilding and marine engineering
Motor vehicles ..........................
A erospace ......................................
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear 
Other manufactures 
All manufacturing

Manufacturing industry

Expenditure on R & D

Total

20-9

In house

Current

15-5

114-5
15-6

Capital
Contracted

out

2-1

£ million

Turnover!*)
R & D as 
percentage 
of turnover

(*) As measured by sales of goods produced and work done, 
analyses (HMSO 1972).

6,579-6

880-1
438-8
449-0

2,248-7
4,016-6
3,324-8

217-2
122-0

3,173-3
3,512-5

472-9

1.005- 7 
537-3

1.006- 5 
2,549-5

453-5
2,648-0

862-0
1,949-1
3,692-5
5,605-0

35,666-0

Summary
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and such expenditure involves no double counting; 
this expenditure includes subscriptions made to industrial 
research associations.

The first variable to which expenditure on research 
and development is related is turnover and the figures 
are given in Table B. Turnover is defined as sales of 
goods produced and work done, as in the 1968 Census 
of Production, excluding the sale of merchanted goods 
and canteen sales. If gross output, which includes these 
sales, had been used as the measure of turnover, then 
the percentages spent on R & D would have been 
fractionally less than those given in Table B. Turnover 
includes receipts for work on research and development, 
for example, in the case of government defence contracts. 
But in the main turnover relates to the sales of goods 
produced and their magnitude reflects the costs and 
benefits of the R & D work of the company, past as 
well as current.

For manufacturing as a whole the share of turnover 
taken up by R & D was relatively small, at about l i  per 
cent, but the variation from one product group to 
another was very large. Out of nineteen product groups, 
six spent less than 1 per cent of turnover on R & D, 
seven spent from 1 to 3 per cent, four spent between 3 
and 10 per cent, one spent 12 per cent, and one over 20 
per cent. The six product groups whose R & D expendi
ture exceeded 3 per cent of turnover were the following: 
instrument engineering and electrical machinery (3 per 
cent each), pharmaceutical and toilet preparations (5 per 
cent), industrial engines (6 per cent), electronics and 
telecommunications (12 per cent) and finally aerospace

(21 per cent). Electronics and aerospace alone accounted 
for almost half of the total R & D expenditure of 
manufacturing industry. These are industries to which 
the government contributes R & D funds on a sub
stantial scale for both defence and for civil purposes. 
However, it is interesting to note that when government 
funded expenditure is excluded from R & D and only 
company funded expenditure is considered then the 
same six product groups still head the list, but their 
order is diflferent. Electronics and telecommunications 
heads the list at 7 per cent and aerospace is second at 
5 per cent, and the next four product groups arc 
pharmaceutical and toilet preparations (5 per cent), 
industrial engines (4 per cent), electrical machinery (3 per 
cent) and instrument engineering (2 per cent). The 
numerator and denominator of these percentages are on 
different bases in that the turnover figures have not been 
altered to exclude sales to or work done for the govern
ment, but they still serve to illustrate the fact that certain 
product groups are very R & D intensive, with or 
without government R & D expenditure in industry. 
Government R D expenditure is accompanied by 
relatively large R & D funds from the industries them
selves.

;

It is necessary to point out that these percentages of 
R & D expenditure to turnover are only crude indicators 
of the relative position of R & D expenditure, and arc 
subject to a number of limitations. First, they arc 
averages across the whole of the sales of the product 
group and take account not only of the research activity 
of companies which undertake R & D but of its spread

i c .  v w

Expenditure on research and development in relation to net output or value added, 1968

TABLE C
Manufacturing industry

Food, drink, tobacco ..........................
CoaJ, petroleum, chemical and pro<

Petroleum products ..........................
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations
P la s t ic s ..................................................
Other chemicals ..........................

T o u l ..................................................
Metal manufacture ..........................
Mechanical engineering'.

Machine t o o l s ....................................
Industrial engines ........................
Other mechantcal engineering

T o t a l .............................................
Instrument engineenng 
Electrical engineering:

Electronics and telecommunications 
Electrical machinery 
Other electrical engineering

T o t a l ......................................
Shipbuilding and marine engineering
Motor vehicles ..........................
A erospace.....................................
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear 
Other manufactures 
All manufacturing

•  I

Total
expenditure 
on R & D

Net
output ( ')

R & D as 
percentage 

of net 
output

Value
added(’)

R & D as 
percentage 

of value 
added£ million £ million

20-9 1,841-4 M 1.314-4 ! 6

126 1090 116 92-2 13 7
202 264 9 7 6 171-8 118
13-1 1971 6 6 151-7 8 6
48-2 944 7 S I 648 6 7-4
940 I.5I5-7 6 2 1.064-3 8 8
17-4 1,069 0 1 6 815-4 2 1

54 136 9 J 9 110 9 4 9
7 3 63 7 n s 502 N S

409 I.7624 2 3 1,482-7 2 8
53-6 1.963 0 2 7 1,64.3-8 3 3
15-2 299 3 S I 243-1 6 3

121 9 593 6 2 0 S 454-1 2 6 8
17-2 3128 5 S 254 6 6 8
154 468 9 3 3 349 1 4 4

154 5 1.375-3 112 1,057 8 N 6
2-4 273 6 0  9 265 6 0 9

45-7 1,042 8 4 4 759 1 6 0
1840 4782 38 5 336-7 54 6

76 921 4 0 8 734 3 i n
13 4 1.614 1 0 8 1.2691 H
29-7 2.895-4 1 0 2.3t>24 1 3

638-5 15.289 0 4-2 11.866 0 54

1#

1

vho'*'n in Report on the Census o f Production 1968; Part 156 Summary tables; Industry analyses (HMSO 1972) 
( ) As shown in Input-output taMesfor the United Kingdom 1968. Studies in OfTktal Statistics No. 22 (HMSO I973>.
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across the sales of establishments which do no R & D 
work. Although this comment is made in the context of 
the R & D/turnover ratio, it also applies to subsequent 
ratios. Second, while the possible amount of duplication 
in the R & U figures is small, the industrial turnover 
figures from the census of production contain a varying 
amount of duplication, as they include sales between 
establishments in the same industry. Third, the ratio of 
R & D to turnover is alTected by the amount of inter
mediate products used in production. Where industry is 
specialised and difierent parts of the production process 
are carried out in different industries, research and 
development expenditure may take place in the industry 
producing the intermediate products rather than in the 
industry making the sale to the final buyer. For example, 
the value of sales of food products may reflect an element 
of the cost of research and development carried out in 
the chemical industry by way of the products brought in 
from that industry. Again in the textiles industry, the 
R & D within that industry may represent iittle more 
than the peak of a pyramid, with research and develop
ment also having taken place in, for example, the textile 
machinery industry and in the chemical industry.

Some of these limitations can be overcome by relating 
R & D expenditure not to the turnover of the industry 
but to a measure of the amount by which the industry 
augments the value of the materials and services it buys 
in making its product. This relationship is shown in 
Table C. In the census of production, net output is 
defined by subtracting from turnover the cost of pur
chases of materials and fuel and of work given out and

making some other minor adjustments. R & D expendi
ture is compared with net output in the first part of the 
table. In the second part of the table, R & D is compared 
with the value added which differs from net output mainly 
by excluding purchases of services; it consists of the 
income from employment and the gross trading profits 
arising in the industry. In both cases the R & D expendi
ture in the numerator includes purchases of materials 
and equipment which are excluded from the denominator. 
But the ratio is of interest in showing the amount of 
R & D expenditure associated with a given net output 
or value added by the industry. By multiplying these 
percentages by 10 they are expressed in the form of the 
requirement per £1,000 of net output or value added, a 
presentation used in the input-output tables.

Table C shows that for manufacturing industry as a 
whole R &. D expenditure was about 4^ per cent of net 
output or 5] per cent of value added, compared with 
1 | per cent for turnover. The differences arise from the 
exclusion of purchases from the denominator—more in 
the case of value added than in the case of net output. 
The ranking of the product groups for the two ratios is 
similar, as might be expected from the relatively small 
difference in their definition. (See Table I in Section VI.)

The increase in the average importance of R & D when 
measured in terms of value added as opposed to turnover 
is accompanied by an increase in the range of variation 
between product groups. Aerospace and electronics and 
telecommunications are still the two product groups 
where R & D is most important, but the percentages have

Expenditure on research and development as a percentage of total expenditure, 1968
Manufacturing industry

TABLE D

Food, drink, tobacco 
Coal, petroleum, chemical and allied 

products;
Petroleum products 
Pharmaceutical and toilet prepara

tions 
Plastics
Other chemicals 

Total
Metal manufacture ..
Mechanical engineering:

Machine tools 
Industrial engines ..
Other mechanical engineering 

Total
Instrument engineering 
Electrical engineering:

Electrical machinery 
Other electrical engineering 

Total
Shipbuilding and marine engineering 
Motor vehicles 
Aerospace
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear 
Other manufactures 
All manufacturing
(^) As shown in Report on the Census o f Production 1968; Part 156 Summary tables: Industry analyses (HMSO 1972)

Wages and salaries Materials and equipment Capital expenditure

R & D 
only TotaI(‘) R & D as 

percentage 
of total

R & D
only TotaK*) R & D as 

percentage 
of total

R & D
only Total(’) R & D as 

percentage

£ million £ million £ million
or lOiai

9*7 712-8 1-4 3-0 3,129-9 O-I 3-3 199-3 1-7

7-3 23-9 30-5 1-3 768-9 0-2 1-3 86-2 1-5

8-8 79-7 n o 2-1 185-6 11 3-5 21-1 16-6
5-8 72-2 8 0 1-8 245-8 0-7 3-2 38-2 8-4

25-6 351-6 7-3 5-8 1,298-4 0-4 6-6 165-6 40
47-5 527-4 9-0 11-0 2,498-7 0-4 14-6 311-1 4-7
8-8 601-5 1-5 2-3 2,240-5 01 2-0 123-2 1-6

2-7 79-2 3-4 M 89-1 1-2 0-8 13-7 5-8
2-8 35-8 7-8 2-9 58-0 5 0 0-3 2-8 10-7

20-8 942-7 22 9-3 1,342-6 0-7 2-5 113-2 2 2
26-3 l,057-7 2-5 13-3 1,489-7 0-9 3-6 129-7 2-8
7-8 166-7 4-7 2-7 184-7 15 0-8 18-1 4-4

59-1 308-2 192 28-6 444-2 6-4 6-2 42-4 14-6
8-5 172-9 4-9 3-9 208-3 1-9 1-2 14-2 85
9-3 235-2 4-0 2-3 533-0 0-4 0-9 36*3 2-5

770 716-3 10-7 34-9 1,185-5 2-9 8-4 92-9 90
I-O 203-3 0 5 0-3 193-7 0-2 0-3 24-9 J’2

23-8 601-6 4 0 7-4 1,632-2 05 5-2 83-8 6‘2
740 280-2 26-4 45-8 259-6 17 6 12-6 30-9 40'8
4-2 494-3 0-8 11 1,016-2 01 0-7 73-8 09
7-0 866-4 0-8 2-5 2,015-6 01 0-9 146-8 O'O

14-5 1,539-4 0-9 4-6 2,501-5 0-2 3-5 290-5 /•2
301-7 7,768-0 3 9 128-9 18,348-0 0-7 56-0 1,525-0 J*7
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increased to about 55 per cent and 27 per cent, from 21 
per cent and 12 per cent in turnover terms. The next 
four product groups in terms of importance of R & D 
are now industrial engines (15 per cent), petroleum 
products (14 per cent), pharmaceutical and toilet 
preparations (12 per cent), and plastics (9 per cent).

Another way to look at the importance of expenditure 
on R & D is to study what proportion of the total 
inputs of industry are absorbed by research and develop
ment activities. Table D shows that the share of R & D 
was more important for the input of labour than for 
materials and equipment, and for manufacturing 
industry as a whole the salaries and wages of research 
and development staff amounted to close to 4 per cent 
of the total wages and salaries bill. Again, there were 
wide variations between product groups: for petroleum 
products the share was 30 per cent, for aerospace it was 
26 per cent and for electronics and telecommunications 
it was 19 per cent.

Materials and equipment purchased for R & D 
purposes formed a comparatively small proportion of 
all purchases, at least by comparison with salaries and 
wages, amounting to about i  per cent compared with 
close to 4 per cent. In some product groups, however, 
the R D share of materials and equipment was 
substantial—notably aerospace at 18 per cent where 
much of the R & D expenditure is for prototype aircraft 
and engines. Purchases of materials and equipment for 
R & D were also relatively important in electronics and 
telecommunications, and industrial engines.

The share of capital expenditure attributable to R & D 
in 1968 was similar to the share of salaries and wages for 
manufacturing as a whole at about 3 j  per cent. There is a 
slight upward bias in this percentage of total capital 
expenditure which is allocated to R & D because the 
information on R & D capita) expenditure is available 
for acquisitions only, while the information on total 
capital expenditure for each industry, derived from the 
census of production, represents the balance obtained 
by subtracting disposals from acquisitions of assets. 
However the bias is very small in quantitative terms. 
Again in aerospace the ratio is high—over 40 per cent. 
This is because investment in the jigs and tools needed 
to produce a particular type of aircraft is normally 
included in the development costs; in other industries 
similar expenditure would not be allocated to R & D.

The wide variation in the importance of R & D as 
between the various product groups is common to all 
the ratios which have been considered. By contrast, the 
composition of that R '&  D expenditure is broadly 
similar for most product groups, as is shown by Table E. 
On average for all product groups expenditure on wages 
and salaries accounts for almost half of R & D expendi
ture, with a range of 40 to 60 per cent. This reflects the 
fact that R & D is a highly labour intensive activity. 
However, there arc some exceptions to the general 
pattern, notably industrial engines which is outside 
the range of 40 to 60 per cent for salaries and wages and 
where materials and equipment account for 40 per 
cent of total expenditure compared with a range of 
10 to 25 per cent for the other product groups.

«T.’
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TABLE E

penditure on research and development, 1968
Manufacturing industry

Total
expend

iture

£ million

Food, drink, tobacco 
Coal, petroleum, chemical and allied produ 

Petroleum products 
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations
Plastics ......................................
Other chemicals

Total ......................................
Metal manufacture 
Mechanical engineering:

Machine tools
Industrial engines..........................
Other mechanical engineering

Total ..........................
Instrument engineering 
Electrical engineering:

Electronics and telecommunications 
Electrical machinery 
Other electrical engineering

Total .....................................
Shipbuilding and marine engineering
Motor vehicles ..........................
A e r o s p a c e .....................................
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear
Other m anufactures.........................
All manufacturing

20-9
cts

Current expenditure

Wages Materials
and and Other

salaries equipment

Percentages of t 
expenditure

46 14 n

58 10 16
44 10 22
44 14 17
53 12 19
50 12 19
51 13 20

50 20 11
38 40 15
5/ 23 18
49 25 17
51 18 23

48 24 22
49 23 19
61 15 17
50 23 21
41 12 24
52 16 16
40 25 17
55 14 17
53 19 17
48 15 16
47 20 18

Capital
expend

iture
Contracted

out
hf
I-'-

16 10

i
S'-
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III. The financing of expenditure on research
and development

This section considers the relationship between company 
profits and company funds spent on R & D. Company 
funds spent on R & D exclude throughout funds from 
the government but may include a small amount of 
funds from abroad. Company profits are gross trading 
profits before tax and before allowing for depreciation. 
Table F shows that for manufacturing in general, 
company funded R & D in 1968 was a figure equivalent 
to 13 per cent of gross trading profits. But once again 
the relationship varies tremendously from product 
group to product group, and far more so than any other 
relationship which has been considered. In the case of 
aerospace, company funded R & D expenditure was 
over twice as large as gross trading profits while the 
next largest ratio, in electronics and telecommunications, 
was about two-thirds. However, this ratio is likely to 
vary from year to year as profits show a good deal of 
cyclical variation.

Company funded expenditure on research and 
development in relation to gross trading

profits, 1968
Manufacturing industry

TABLE F

Company
funded

expenditure
on

R & D(‘)

Gross
trading

profits(')

Company 
funded 

R & D as 
percentage 
of profits

£ million

Food, drink, tobacco 20-9 525-5 4-0
Coal, petroleum, chemical and

allied products:
Petroleum products .. 12-5 57-3 21-8
Pharmaceutical and toilet

preparations 20-1 81-6 24-6
Plastics 12-8 71-6 J7-9
Other chemicals 46-7 265-5 17-6

Total ........................ 92-1 476-0 19-3
Metal manufacture 17-2 161-4 JO-7
Mechanical engineering:

Machine tools 5 ! 23-0 22-2
industrial engines 5-5 10-5 52-4
Other mechanical engineerin i 35-3 436-7 8-1

Total 1 45-9 470-2 9-8
instrument engineering’. . 12-3 55-3 22-2
Electrical engineering:

Electronics and teiccommuni
cations 73-2 J06-8 68-5

Electrical machinery .. 16-8 62-3 270
Other electrical engineering. 14-4 89-8 160

Total 104-4 258-9 40-3
Shipbuilding and marine engin

eering .. 1-7 45-1 3-8
Motor vehicles .. 44-3 124-5 35-6
Aerospace 1 21-7 209-2
Metal goods not elsev^her

specified 1 7-5 185-8 4-0
Textiles, clothing, leather,

footwear 13-4 308-7 4-3
Other manufactures 29-6 648-9 4-6
All manufacturing 434-6 3,282-0 J3-2

(‘) Including capital expenditure and expenditure contracted out. 
(*) As shown in Input-uiiipui labhsjor ihe United Kingdom 1968. 

Studies in Official Statistics No. 22 (HMSO 1973).

Charts 1 to 3 show the year to year movements in 
profits and compare them with changes in fixed invest
ment and expenditure on R & D with a view to assessing 
whether the latter also shows any cyclical fluctuation. 
The cyclical variation in profits shows up clearly and so 
does that in fixed investment, which has lagged that of 
profits by about a year. However, the extent of cyclical 
variations in company funds spent on R & D is unclear, 
partly because information is not available for several 
of the years. The rate of increase from 1964 to 1966 
averaged 14^ per cent a year and was greater than 
between 1961 and 1964 when it averaged 10 per cent, 
but the difference in the rate of growth was not as marked 
as for fixed investment for which the corresponding 
rates of increase were 11 per cent and minus one-half 
per cent. From 1966 to 1969 annual figures are available 
for expenditure on R & D and there are indications that 
in some industries (for example, electrical and mechnical 
engineering) expenditure on R & D was influenced by 
the cycle and its growth curtailed in 1967. Other product 
groups were less affected but the rate of increase of the 
total of R & D expenditure financed by all manufacturing 
industry was reduced to 6 per cent, in a year when 
expenditure on fixed investment fell. However, the rate 
of increase in company funded R & D in the two 
following years, when there was a recovery in fixed 
investment, was similar (5-̂  per cent and 5 per cent). 
These figures therefore suggest that R & D budgets were 
influenced by cyclical factors but that companies in 
general varied less the sums they spent on R & D than 
those on fixed investment. However, in the absence of a 
complete series of annual statistics on R & D expenditure 
it is not possible to reach firm conclusions from the data.

An increase in the importance of company funded 
expenditure on R & D in relation to gross trading profit 
is, however, shown clearly in Chart 2. In the early 
1960’s company funded expenditure on R & D was about 
10 per cent of gross trading profits on the information 
available. From 1966 to 1969 inclusive, the percentage 
was between 12  ̂and 13^ per cent.
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IV. Expenditure on licences, royalties,
patents, etc.

Expenditure on licences, royalties, patents, etc. may be 
regarded as an extension of R & D expenditure; such 
expenditure is an alternative way of obtaining technology 
enhancement, by purchasing the results of research and 
development already carried out by others in the past. 
As part of the business expenditure and receipts inquiry 
in 1968, expenditure was reported on licences, royalties, 
patents, etc. which amounted to just over £100 million 
for manufacturing industry as a whole compared with 
about £640 million on research and development. 
Licence expenditure, on average, was therefore about 
one-sixth of R & D expenditure. In Table G licence 
payments for individual product groups are shown and 
are also expressed as percentages of turnover. In some 
product groups such as industrial engines, instrument 
engineering, electronics, motor vehicles and aerospace, 
the licence expenditure is relatively less important in 
relation to R & D expenditure. In other product groups— 
notably pharmaceutical products and ‘other mechanical 
engineering’—expenditure on licences is larger in relation
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lo expenditure on R & D. Almost a third of all expendi
ture on licences occurred in mechanical engineering. 
Like expenditure on R & D, the figures of licence 
payments were collected on a product group basis, and 
in the results of the census of production the detailed

classification of these payments indicates that nearly 
20 per cent of all the licence payments occurred in the 
single sub-group entitled ‘general mechanical engineering’, 
which is part of ‘other mechanical engineering’ in 
Table G.

TABLE G

Expenditure od research and development and licence payments in relation to turnover, 1968
Manufacturing industry

Licence
payments!,*)

Expenditure
on

R & D
Total Licence

payments
Expenditure

on
R & D

Total

£ million As a percentage of turnover(-)

Food, drink, tobacco .................................................. 3-7 20-9 24-6 0 ! 0-3 0-4
Coal, petroleum, chemical and allied products:

Petroleuni products .................................................. 0-6 12-6 13-2 0-1 1-4 I S
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations .. 9-6 20-2 29-8 2-2 4-6 6-8
Plastics 21 131 15-2 0-5 2-9 3-4
Other c h e m ic a ls .............................................................. 7-3 48-2 55-5 0-3 21 2-S

Total .......................................................................... 19-6 94-0 113-6 OS 2-3 2-8
Metal manufacture .. 1-5 17-4 18-9 0-5 (h6
Mechanical engineering:

Machine tools 1-0 5-4 6-4 0-5 2-5 2-9
Industrial engines .. 0-2 7-3 7-5 0-2 6 0 6-1
Other mechanicai engineering 30-2 40-9 7M 10 1-3 2-2

Total .......................................................................... 31-4 53-6 85-0 0 9 1-5 2-4
Instrument engineering 1-8 15-2 17-0 0--1 3-2 3-6
Electrical engineering:

Electronics and telecommunications 14-9 121-9 136-8 1-5 121 13-6
Electrical machinery \  7-9 / 17-2 <)■'> J 3-2 ]■ 2-3Other electrical engineering 1  29  1 15'4 IS J ATotal .......................................................................... 17-8 154-5 172-3 0-7 61

Shipbuilding and marine engineering 10 2-4 3-4 0-2 OS ih7
Motor vehicles 2-9 45-7 48-6 0-1 h7 /•<¥
Aerospace .......................................................................... 2 0 1840 186-0 0-2 2!-3 21-6
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 2-7 7-6 10-3 O'! 04
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear 50 13-4 18-4 01 0-4 0 5
Other manufactures .. 13-9 29-7 43-6 0-2 0-S 0-8

m

All m a n u fa c tu r in g .............................................................. 1032 6.38-5 741-7 0 ^ ____1 I S 31

(') As shown in Report on the Census o f  Production 1968: Part 156 Summary tables: Industry analyses (HMSO 1972). 
(■') Turnover figures are given in Table B.
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V. Expenditure on research and development as
a form of investment

For some purposes expenditure on research and develop
ment can be considered as a form of investment—the 
return to the company from this expenditure is not 
immediate and is usually long-term and in this respect it 
is akin to expenditure on fixed assets. It is interesting to 
note, from Chart 3 that for the whole of manufacturing 
industry, company funds allocated to R & D increased 
faster during the first half of the I960's than those 
allocated to fixed capital formation. In 1961, company- 
funded R & D was less than 20 per cent of fixed capital 
formation and by 1966 the p>erccntage was nearly 26 per 
cent. However, after a peak of nearly 28 per cent in 1967 
the proportion dropped to less than 25 per cent in 1969 
with the cyclical increase in fixed investment.

Table H shows the effect on the distribution of total 
manufacturing investment in 1968 of including with 
fixed capita) expenditure, company funded current 
expenditure on R & D. Only the company funded 
element of R & D expenditure has been included in 
Table H, rather than total expenditure, because expendi
ture funded by the government can be regarded as a 
purchase by the government of the R & D services 
provided by industry rather than investment by the firm 
which is financed by the government. Also, a large part 
of the government funded R & D is for defence which, 
at least in national accounting terms, is not regarded as

capital expenditure. Since some expenditure on R & D 
is capital expenditure (see Table B in Section II). capital 
expenditure on R & D has been deducted from the total 
of company funded R & D in order to avoid double 
counting. The fact that some capital expenditure on 
R & D may be government funded and this deduction 
may therefore be loo large has been ignored.

It can be seen that the distribution of company funded 
current expenditure on R & D is appreciably different 
from that of fixed capital expenditure. It should he 
noted that in several product groups—industrial engines, 
electronics and telecommunications, electrical machinery 
and aerospace—company funded current expenditure on 
R & D exceeds that on fixed assets. In consequence, the 
combined distribution of the two shows some appreciable 
differences from that of fixed investment alone. Whereas 
electronics and telecommunications accounted for only 
2J per cent of the fixed capital expenditure of manu
facturing industry it accounted for 5 | per cent of the 
combined figure. The share of aerospace goes up from 
2 per cent to 3] per cent. Appreciable decreases in the 
share arc shown for food, drink and tobacco (from 
13 per cent to 1 4  per cent), for textiles, clothing, 
leather and footwear (from 9t per cent to per cent), 
and for other manufactures (from 19 per cent to 161 
per cent).

An alternative presentation of how the combination 
of R & D expenditure with fixed capital expenditure 
alters the order of size of the various product groups is

Distribution of

TABLE H

capital formation and company funded current expenditure on research and development
Manutacturlng industry

Fixed 
capital 

expenditure 
(nci)C)

Company ETj v|w-l Company
funded 9 f AWI

capital funded
current Total current

expenditure 
on R A D(*>

expenoMure
(nct)( expenditure 

on R A 0 (0

£ million

Food, drink, lobacco 
Coal, petroleum, chemical and allied products: 

Pclrolcum products 
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations 
Plasucs
Other chemicals

Total ......................................
Metal m an u fac tu re ..........................
Mechanical engineering:

Machine tools 
rndusirial engines ..
Other mcshanical engineering

Total ......................................
Instrument engineering 
Electrical engineering;

I lecironics and telecommunications 
Electrical machinery 
Other electrical engineering

Total .....................................
Shipbuilding and marine engineering
Motor vehicles ..........................
Aerospace .....................................
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear
Other m anufactures..........................
All manufaaurmg

Total

Percentage of total for ail 
manufacturing

199-3 17-6 216 9 /.?•/ 4 6 n-4

86-2 112 97'4 5 7 2 0 5 1
2M 16-6 .37-7 1-4 4-4 2 0
38 2 9-6 47-8 7-5 2 5 2 5

165-6 40-1 205-7 109 10-6 lOH
311-1 77-5 .388 6 20-4 20-5 2fh4
1232 15-2 1384 H I 4 0 7-3

13-7 4 3 18-0 0-9 I I 0 9
2-8 5-2 8-0 0 2 14 0 4

113 2 328 1460 7-4 H-7 7-7
129-7 42 3 172 0 H-5 n  2 9 0
18-1 11-5 29-6 12 3 0 1-6

424 67 0 1094 2H 17-7 5-7
142 15-6 29 8 0 9 4 1 16
36 3 13 5 49 8 24 3 6 26
929 960 188-9 6 1 25 3 9 9
249 14 26-3 16 ( H 14
83-8 39-1 1229 5-5 10 3 6 5
309 32-8 63 7 20 M7 3 3
738 68 806 4H IM 4 2

146 8 125 159 3 96 3 3 H4
290-5 26 1 316 6 190 6 9 166

1.525 0 378-7 1.903 7 WOO m o WOO

f*) As shown in Report on the Crnius o f  Pnnluction I96R; Part 156 Summary tables: Industry analyses IMMSO 1972).
(•) Total company funded expenditure including work contracted out (shown in Table F) tr.%s total capital cxpcndiuire on R A D (shown 

m Table B).
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TABLE I

Rtokiog of product groups according to the position of research and development expenditure, 1968
Manufacturing industry

Food, drink, tobacco ..
Petroleum products 
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparation: 
Plastics
Other chemicals 
Metal manufacture
Machine t o o l s ..........................
Industrial engines 
Other mechanical engineering .. 
Instrument engineering 
Electronics and telecommunications 
Electrical machinery 
Other electrical engineering 
Shipbuilding and marine engineering 
Motor vehicles . ■
Aerospace
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 
Textiles, clothing, leather, footwear 
Other manufactures

R & D a s
percentage

of
turnover

Table B

R & D as 
percentage 

of
net output

R & D as  
percentage 
of value 
added

Table C

R & D a s  
percentage 
of wages 

and
salaries

R & D as 
percentage 

of
materials

purchased

R & D as 
percentage 

of
capital 

expenditure

Table D

Co-funded 
R & D as 
percentage 

of gross 
trading 
profits

Table F

R & D and 
licence 

payments 
as

percentage 
of turnover

Table G

given in Chart 4. In this chart all current expenditure 
on R & D has been taken into account, including that 
funded by the government and from overseas, and 
licence payments have also been included. For the 
twelve product groups distinguished in the chart, the 
expenditure on coal, petroleum, chemical and allied 
products was greatest on hxed investment alone and in 
total, and expenditure on other manufactures was next 
in order of size. But whereas electrical engineering was 
seventh in order of size for expenditure on fixed invest
ment alone, it was third when the various forms of 
expenditure on research and development are also taken 
into account. The other major change in the order of 
size of expenditure is aerospace, which had relatively 
small expenditure on fixed investment atone but came 
sixth in order of size when expenditure on research and 
development is included.

changed comparatively little. To illustrate this point in a 
simple way, Table 1 shows the ranking of the product 
groups for most of the ratios, thereby bringing many of 
the tables together. The general pattern is fairly clear: 
aerospace, electronics and telecommunications, and 
industrial engines arc generally the first three product 
groups. However, there is one noticeable exception in 
the case of petroleum products; for this product group 
there is a distinct difference between its ranking for the 
measures which include the value of materials purchased 
and those which do not. The higher ranking when 
purchases of materials are excluded reflects the small 
net output of this industry in relation to the materials it 
uses.

VI. Conclusions
One of the most noticeable features of this analysis has 
been the regularity with which particular product groups 
have been shown to be the most R & D intensive. 
Even when a variety of indicators have been used to 
estimate the share of resources allocated to R & D, 
and the actual percentages have changed as a result, 
still the relative position of the various groups has

When R & D expenditure is considered as a form of 
investment and combined with fixed capital expenditure, 
the order of importance of the various product groups is 
appreciably different from that when fixed investment is 
considered alone. The inclusion of expenditure on 
licences, royalties, patents, etc., further changes the 
order of the size of expenditure but to a much smaller 
extent. For industries whose technology is developing 
and where research is being undertaken into new products 
and processes, expenditure on fixed investment alone is 
not indicative of the resources which are being devoted 
to maintaining and improving productive capacity.
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APPENDIX

Correspondence between figures for product 
groups and those for industries
In relating the figures for expenditure on research and 
development to other variables, their sub-division by 
product group brings some difficulties because most 
other variables are aggregated for establishments within 
a given industry. However, product groups generally 
correspond quite closely to industries, since establishments 
in manufacturing industry are basically defined in terms 
of their principal products. For exact comparability 
from each industry as shown in the census of production 
‘non-typical’ products must be transferred out to their 
appropriate product category, while ‘typical’ products 
from other industry headings must be transferred in. If 
these are in balance, or nearly so, there is no effect on 
the relationship of R & D expenditure to the economic 
variable being examined.

The table below shows the results of making such an 
adjustment to the figures of turnover in the 1963 Census 
of Production and the consequential effects on a ratio of 
expenditure on research and development to turnover. 
Of the twenty-one products shown, in fifteen the ratio 
of R & D expenditure to turnover of the industry was 
the same to one decimal place as that to the turnover of 
the product group. In four of the remaining product 
groups there was a difference of only one in the first 
decimal place. The higher differences were in petroleum 
products (0-2) and electronics (0-4).

Even the largest of these differences is small in 
relation to the wide variation between industries in the 
ratio of R & D expenditure to turnover, which ranges 
from over 25 per cent in aerospace to less than I percent 
in eleven of the twenty-one product groups.
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Effect of classificatioD by product group instead of industry

Expend!- 
ture on 
R & D 

in
1964

Turnover in 1963 Expenditure on R & D as a 
percentage of turnover

Industry
Product
group

Industry

Product
groupTotal

Principal
product Total Principal

product
£ million

Food, drink, tobacco .......................... 13-7 4,499 4,479 4 524 0-30 0-3/ 0-30
Pclroleum products .. 9-9 505 454 462 1-96 2 /8 2-14
Chemicals and allied products 55-1 2,259 2.144 2,265 2-44 2-57 2-43
Iron and steel 10-5 1,797 1,736 1,773 058 0-60 0-59
Other metals .. 4-2 701 662 710 0-60 0-63 0-59
Mechanical engineering 31-2 2,477 2,304 2,530 126 1-35 1-23
Scientific instruments 10-4 251 232 251 4-14 4-48 4 /4
Electronics 70-6 682 618 653 10-35 11-42 I0-81
Electrical engineering 26-5 1,061 965 1,034 2-50 2-75 2-56
Shipbuilding and marine engineering 3 0 418 386 413 0-72 0-78 0-73
Motor vehicles 32-3 1,909 1,802 1,832 1-69 1-79 1-76
Aerospace 138-5 546 531 546 25 37 26-08 25-37
Other vehicles 0-8 208 186 213 0-38 0-43 0-38
Metal goods not elsewhere specified 6-4 1.629 1.545 1.641 0-39 0-41 0-39
Textiles 11-1 2,079 2,063 2,080 0-53 0-54 0-53
Clothing, leather, footwear .. 1-2 999 994 1,004 0-/2 0-12 0-/2
Stone and clay products 7-4 754 720 747 098 1-03 0-99
Timber, furniture, etc. 15 651 633 650 0-23 0-24 0-23
Paper, printing, publishing.......................... 3-1 1,628 1,608 1,623 019 0-19

A 1
019

Rubber and rubber products 4-7 352 325 338 1-34 1-45 1-39
Other manufactures .. 3-2 423 395 449 0-76 0-8/ 0-71
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CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE

STATISTI CAL N EWS
This quarterly publication is designed to keep the user of statistics in touch 
with all that is going on in the world of official statistics. Each issue contains 
notes on current developments as well as several articles treating selected 
topics in greater depth.

Articles appearing in the last year have included

Statistics of North Sea oil and gas

Tracing inter-industry transactions: the input-output tables 

Reducing the burden of form-filling

Review of economic indicators

Development of inquiries to financial institutions

National and sector balance sheets

A system of cyclical indicators

Statistical News costs 80p per copy, or £3.64, including postage, on an annual 
subscription.

It is obtainable from Her Majesty's Stationery Office, at the addresses on the back 
cover, or through booksellers.
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Economists, Planners, Analysts

Here's an important document you can't afford to be without

t

For economists, planners and analysts, 
the Annual Supplement to the monthly 
Economic Trends makes life easier.

more detailed sources. A calendar of econ
omic events covering the period January 
1974 to June 1976 has been introduced in 
this edition.

This publication brings together long 
runs of quarterly and annual data for the 
key series of economic statistics.

In it are included some 300 series, re
based to give continuous runs for as many 
years as are available in the post-war period 
About half span 25 years or more.

Tables are backed by concise notes and 
definitions as well as an index to further

The Annual Supplement comes as part of 
the annual subscription to Economic Trends. 
It can be purchased separately, price £1.45 
(£1.77 by post). ISBN 0 11 723970 4

It is prepared by the Central Statistical 
Office and is available through Government 
Bookshops or direct from:

Her Majesty's Stationery Office 
PO Box 569 
London SE1 9NH
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HER MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE

Government Bookshops 
49 High Holborn, London WC1V 6HB 
13A Castle Street, Edinburgh EH2 3AR 
41 The Hayes, Cardiff CF1 1JW 
Brazennose Street. Manchester M60 8AS 
Southey House, Wine Street, Bristol BS1 2BQ 
258 Broad Street. Birmingham B1 2HE 
80 Chichester Street. Belfast BT1 4JY
Government publications are also available 
through booksellers
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